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September 5, 1979 

OMBIOPM REPORT CITES IMPOR
TANCE OF PRODUCTIVITY 

HON. TOM CORCORAN 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. CORCORAN. Mr. Speaker, a draft 
report to the National Productivity 
Council entitled "Federal Actions to 
Support State and Local Government 
Productivity Improvement" has recently 
been issued. This August 1979 report re
sulted from the efforts of a study team 
cochaired by the Office of Management 
and Budget and the Office of Personnel 
Management. 

I am happy to note that one of the 
five recommendations made closely cor
responds with legislation I introduced on 
March 8, the Intergovernmental Pro
ductivity Improvement Act of 1979-H.R. 
2735 and S. 1155, introduced May 15 by 
Senator CHARLES PERCY. 

Our legislation would amend the In
tergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970 
by authorizing this program to make 
grants in the area of productivity im
provement. This expansion of authority 
would improve the way in which Fed
eral grants are utilized in conjunction 
with State and local governments by 
emphasizing efforts which improve pro
ductivity. Productivity improvement of
fers a real opportunity for maintaining 
or increasing the level of services with
out necessarily increasing taxes. 

The draft report also recognizes the 
importance of the Federal grant-in-aid 
system and states: 
* * * the mechanics of the grant-in-aid sys
tem itself have a negative effect on State and 
local productivity. 

The report concludes that these two 
needs--improving the grants system and 
rationalizing existing and future pro
ductivity support activities-should re
ceive priority attention. 

Recognizing the importance of the 
grant-in-aid system, especially in terms 
of productivity, I joined Congressman 
LES AuCorn in introducing H.R. 4504 on 
June 18. Companion legislation, S. 878, 
was introduced on April 4 by Senator 
WILLIAM ROTH. This legislation, the Fed
eral Assistance Paperwork and Regula
tion Reduction Act, would streamline 
and simplify Federal grant programs. 

For the benefit of my colleagues, I in
clude in the RECORD at this point the 
Executive Summary of the August 1979 
draft report to the National Productivity 
Council entitled "Federal Actions to Sup
port State and Local Government Pro
ductivity Improvement": 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY : THE FEDERAL INTEREST 

IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PRO

DUCTIVITY 

State and local governments play a vital 
role in accomplishing specific national ob
jectives and carrying out federally-mandated 

programs. The Federal Government helps 
finance these activities through grants-in
aid and loans. Grant-in-aid outlays to State 
and local governments in 1978 were $77.9 
billion, and will rise to an estimated $82.1 
billion in 1979. 

It is incumbent on the Federal Govern
ment to see that these dollars are spent 
wisely, and that future requirements reflect 
the efficient and effective use of Federal tax 
dollars by State and local governments. There 
are many ways that the Federal Government 
can and does try to achieve this goal. This 
report addresses one of these ways--encour
aglng and supporting State and local pro
ductivity improvement so that they can 
make the best possible use of the available 
resources. 

Although there have been a number of 
recent studies on State and local govern
ment productivity improvement, there is no 
consensus on the actions that the Federal 
Government should take to support these 
efforts. In order to address this issue, the 
National productivity Council, Which serves 
as the focal point for Executive Branch 
efforts to improve private and public sector 
productivity, requested that a study be con
ducted. The objective of the study was to 
identify those actions that the Federal Gov
ernment can and should take to support 
State and local government productivity 
improvement. 
FEDERAL ACTIONS TO SUPPORT STATE AND LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT 

In examining those actions that the Fed
eral Government can and should take to en-
courage and support State and local govern
ment productivity improvement, we have 
reached two principal conclusions. First, and 
somewhat ironically, the mechanics of the 
grant-in-aid system itself have a negative 
effect on State and local productivity. Im
provements to the grants system are a basic 
element of Federal support of State and local 
government productivity improvement. Sec
ondly, there currently a.re a number of Fed
eral programs and projects that encourage 
and support State and local productivity im
provement. They do not, however, constitute 
a rationalized or planned approach. 

These two needs-improving the grants 
system and rationalizing existing and future 
productivity support activities-should re
ceive priority attention. Beyond these com
prehensive needs, there are three specific 
efforts that merit more attention by the Fed
eral Government: 

Increasing the capacity of State and local 
management to identify and implement pro
ductivity improvements; 

Finding solutions to State and local service 
delivery problems through research and de
velopment of improved methods and tech
nologies; and 

Providing information and assistance on 
improved methods and technologies to help 
State and local governments effect produc
tivity improvements. 

THE FEDERAL GRANTS SYSTEM 

One of the major ways that the Federal 
Government affects State and local govern
ment productivity is through the grants sys
tem itself. The impact ls primarily nega
tive because of the delays and additional 
costs caused by the myriad of regulations and 
excessive "red tape." In addition, most major 
Federal grant programs do not reward gran
tees for productivity performance either in 
distribution of funds or evaluation of 
grantee use · of funds. Further, State and 

local governments have little incentive on 
their own to be concerned about productivity 
in using Federal grant funds. 

There is a major Executive Branch effort 
currently under way to simplify and im
prove the Federal grants system. Major com
ponents of this effort include: 

The Federal Grants and Cooperative Agree
ment Act of 1977, which requires a compre
hensive review of Federal assistance man
agement practices, and proposals for re
forming the Federal assistance system. 

The Eligibility Simplifica·tion Project, 
which is a comprehensive review of major 
public assistance programs to find ways of 
simplifying the complex and burdensome 
process of determining eligt.bility for these 
programs. 

Planning Requirements Reform, an effort 
to simplify and consolidate the numerous 
planning requirements associated with Fed
eral grants to insure consistency among dif
ferent agencies and programs and to lessen 
the burden on State and local government 
-recipients. 

Compliance with OMB Circular A-95, 
which is an effort to assure that major 
grant-making agencies follow prescribed 
procedures for evaluation, review, and co
ordination of federally assisted programs, and 
to clarify the role of State and local area
wide clearinghouses in reviewing the impact 
of major Federal programs on local plans 
and programs. 

In contrast, very little work has been done 
on the development of productivity incen
tives in the Federal grants system. This is a 
very complex issue that was considered be
yond the scope of this study. 

RATIONALIZATION OF FEDERAL PRODUCTIVITY 

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 

Although a complete inventory of Federal 
activities supporting State and local gov
ernment productivity improvement does not 
currently exist, many examples have been 
identified. Some are highly visible programs 
specifically intended to support produc
tivity improvement efforts; many others are 
projects or activities that are part of other 
agency proerams, and are often not spe
<:ifically identified with productivity im
provement. To a large degree more effec- , 
tive Federal support can be achieved by ra
tionalizing and planning this support, hope
fully precludng the need for additional 
resource investment. There needs to be an 
organizational and procedural framework in 
which this rationalizaton and future pro
gram development takes place. The first step 
in establishing ·this framework is the desig
nation of a lead Federal agency. 

Recommendation: Designate OPM as Lead 
Agency. The Office of Personnel Management 
should be designated as the lead Federal 
agency for State and local government pro
ductivity improvement. Two positions and 
$100 thousand should be allocated for this 
purpose. 

As lead agency, OPM should work with 
other Federal agencies, State and local gov
ernments, and other interested groups to 
plan and develop a program for Federal 
support of State and local government pro
ductivity improvement. OMB now has under 
way an effort to inventory current Executive 
Branch activities that support productivity 
improvement in the private and public sec
tors. The results of this survey should be 
used by OPM to identify "gaps" in support 
for State and local governments, duplica
tive efforts, and opportunities for agency 
cooperation. 

• This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by the Member on the floor. 
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BUILDING STATE AND LOCAL MANAGEMENT 

CAPACITY 

A key factor in State and local govern
ment productivity improvement eftorts is 
the capacity of management to identify pro
ductivity problems and to develop and im
plement solutions. This requires basic 
capab111ty in a broad spectrum of manage
ment activities, including planning and 
evaluation, goal and priority setting, re
source allocation, and the management sys
tems that support these activities-person
nel administration, budgeting, financial 
management, and information systems. 

There are few Federal programs specifi
cally designed to improve the capacity of 
State and local governments in these areas. 
The assistance programs that are available 
include: ( 1) the Intergovernmental Per
sonnel Act, ·a $20 million grant program that 
finances improvements in personnel man
agement systems; (2) the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development's "701" 
program, a comprehensive planning assist
ance program; (3) HUD's Governmental Ca
pacity Strengthening Program, which focuses 
on improving financial practices; ( 4) the 
National Science Foundation's Intergovern
mental Program, which focuses on the use 
of scientific and technical information in 
management activities; and (5) the Depart
:qient of Labor's Public Employee Labor Re
lations Program. 

These programs do not represent a com
prehensive program effort. More effective 
Federal support would involve expanding 
support to other management activities. The 
most often mentioned method is to amend 
the Intergovernmental Personnel Act to 
authorize grants and cooperative agreements 
in other management areas (information 
systems, program evaluation, etc.). There 
also have been suggestions that the focus 
of the IPA program be redirected-at least 
partially-from a "seed money" program 
that supports improvements in individual 
jurisdictions to a program that emphasizes 
the development and t esting of management 
systems and techniques that can be adopted 
or adapted by a large number of jurisdic
tions. 

Recommendation: Change Nature of IPA 
Program. The Intergovernmental Personnel 
Act should be amended to authorize grants 
and cooperative agreements in any manage
ment area. Award criteria should be revised 
to give more emphasis to the development 
and testing of management systems and 
techniques. 

Closely assoctated with management ca
pacity is the area of productivity measure
ment. Productivity data help managers to 
identify problems and opportunities and 
measure the results of .improvement efforts. 
Various studies have estima.ted the percent
age of jurisdictions with productivity meas
urement progr.a-ms to be from 10 percent to 
over 50 percent. This relatively limited use 
of productivity measurement .ts partly due 
to the lack of measurement techniques for 
some areas, and to the lack of information 
on quality and effectiveness of service. 

Although several Federal agencies support 
State and local productivity measurement in 
specific program areas, the Federal Govern
ment does not have any major or compre
hensive program to support productivity 
measurement efforts in State and local gov
ernments. The range of possible Federal 
initiatives to fill this void includes reseiarch 
on measurement techniques for State and 
local activities not currently measured, the 
development of statistics comparing the pro
ductivity of various jurisdictions, and the 
development of an overall State and local 
productivity index. These latter two efforts 
would be very expensive to implement. 

Recommendation: Continue Limited Fed
er.al Support of Productivity Measurement. 
The costs and relative benefits of a Federal 
effort ·in this area compared to other forms 
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of Federal support do not warrant a major 
Federal investment at this time. More 
analyses of the conceptual problems and 
.approaches should 'be made. In the mean
time, Federal agencies should be encouraged 
to continue their individual efforts to sup
port State and local government productiv
ity measurement and, where possible with.in 
their own budget priorities, expand such 
efforts. 

IMPROVED METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

The perform.a.nee of State and local gov
ernments can be improved through the de
velopment and application of improved 
methods iand technologies to service delivery 
problems. A number of Federal agencies cur
rently are involved in the identification of 
State and local service d·elivery problems, 
research and development on possible solu
tions, and dissemination of research find
ings. Most of this effort ls carried out by 
the mission agencies with.in their own pro
gram operations. There are, however, a few 
cross-cutting or comprehensive efforts. The 
Intergovernmental Science, Engineering, and 
Technology Advisory Panel (ISETAP), in the 
Office ·of Science and Technology Policy, 
initiated a process this year to rank State 
and local research needs in priority order. 
In the information dissemination area, the 
National Science Foundation funds several 
information sharing networks, including the 
Urban Consortium. There rems.ins, however, 
a need to: ( 1) establish the needs assess
ment processes on a more permanent basis; 
(2) test and evaluate promising technolo
gies; and (3) improve information sharing. 

Recommendation: Assign OSTP Lead Re
sponsibility for Research Needs Assessment. 
The Office of Science and Technology Polley, 
through ISETAP, should take the lead in 
identifying the research needs of State and 
local governments. An additional two posi
tions and $100 thousand should be dedicated 
to this activity. 

Recommendation: OPM, Working with 
OSTP, Should Encourage Needed Research. 
The Office of Personnel Management, in its 
role as lead agency, should work with OSTP 
to encourage Federal agencies to undertake 
research that supports State and local gov
ernment needs, particularly "breakthrough" 
technology that could lead to major im
provements in productivity. 

Improved information sharing is discussed 
in t he next section. 

INFORMATION SHARING 

Although over one hundred and sixty gov
ernment agencies and non-Federal groups 
provide productivity-related information 
and data to State and local governments, we 
have concluded there is a major gap between 
this information and that desired by State 
and local governments. To a large degree the 
current information is not provided in a 
timely manner, and does not satisfy the 
problem-solving needs of many State and 
local operations. Federal actions should 
focus on improving the usefulness of infor
mation from Federal programs, especially 
the results of research programs. Since State 
and local officials accord higher credibility 
and trust to non-Federal sources, non
Federal information networks should be 
utilized and supported wherever possible, 
especially where more cost-effective. 

Recommendation: OPM Should Develop 
an Information Sharing Program. The Office 
of Personnel Management, as part of its lead 
agency responsibilities, should develop an 
information sharing program. Three posi
tions and $400 thousand are recommended 
to support this activity. 

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

Implementation of the study recommen
dations would involve five additional posi
tions and $500 thousand for the Office of 
Personnel Management, and two positions 
and $100 thousand for the Office of Science 
and Technology Policy. We believe that the 
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need for further resource 1ncreMes can be 
precluded by the better utmza.tion of re
~ources currently devoted to productivity 
improvement, and by giving higher priority 
to State and local needs within existing pro
gram funding. Resource requests beyond 
those recommended in this report should be 
supported by fully documented cost-benefit 
analyses.e 

TRIBUTE TO THELMA DALEY 

HON. WALTER E. FAUNTROY 
OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. FAUNTROY. Mr. Speaker, on be
half of the residents of Washington, 
D.C., I would like to take a moment to 
salute Mrs. Thelma Thomas Daley of 
Baltimore, Md., national president of 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., a pre
dominantly black public service organi
zation of approximately 95,000 college 
educated women. Mrs. Daley will be re
linquishing her office in just a few days 
after a series of outstanding public serv
ice accomplishments both by herself and 
by Delta Sigma Theta. 

In the years that I and other mem
bers of the Congressional Black Caucus 
have had the opportunity to work with 
Mrs. Daley and her sorority we became 
truly impressed at the commitment to 
service of the sorority under her dynamic 
leadership. 

For more than half a century this so
rority has undertaken an array of activi
ties designed to carry out its commitment 
to public service in areas such as educa
tion, economic development, legislation, 
housing, arts and letters, et cetera. An
nually, more than $500,000 is awarded 
to deserving students to assist them in 
attending colleges and universities. In 
1978 alone, the national office provided 
assistance to 32 students totaling more 
than $16,000. C'ontributions to other 
groups-such as the United Negro Col
lege Fund, NAACP, YMCA, NCNW, Ur
ban League, and numerous agencies and 
institutions at the local community 
level-total more than $750,000. Each 
year Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., makes a 
$1,000 contribution to the National 
Black Achievement Scholarship Com
mittee of the Nation's merit scholarship 
program. 

Mrs. Daley and Delta Sigma Theta, 
Inc., in addition to the above have just 
recently compiled an even more impres
sive list of contributions in the struggle 
for the preservation of human worth and 
dignity. Those significant contributions 
include: $134,000 grant from Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare 
to develop a women's educational equity 
training and assessment program; 

Establishment of four national "life 
development centers," designed to meet a 
variety of community needs related to 
its program goals of public service; 

Establishment of the distinguished 
professor endowed chair tio render per
petual support to black colleges; 

Awarded in 1978 mini-grants to seven 
black colleges; and 

Establishment of a resource center in 
scienee and engineering to increase the 
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number of low-income minority group 
students with the assistance of a $2.76 
million grant from the National Science 
F1oundation. 

In my city, the District of Columbia, 
Delta Sigma Theta, Inc. has been just 
as active. Here, the District of Columbia 
alumnae chapter was the recipient of a 
$5 million grant to provide housing for 
senior citizens and handicapped persons. 
And in furtherance of full human and 
civil rights for all Americans, the D.C. 
chapter, in cooperation with the nationa)l 
office, continues to assist in the efforts to 
impact on full voting representation for 
the District of Columbia and ERA. 

I could go on and on about the ac
complishments of Mrs. Daley and Delta 
Sigma Theta, Inc., but suffice it to say 
Mrs. Daley and her sorority are an in
tegral part of the black community and 
the larger community, in general. 

Mrs. Daley is presently employed by 
the Baltimore City Board of Education 
and she has just ciompleted a 2-year 
loan to the Maryland Department of 
Education as a consultant in career edu
cation and as Federal project director. 

Listed in Who's Who in black Ameri
ca and as one of the 100 most influen
tial black women, Mrs. Daley's and the 
organization's awards are numerous. 

We in the congressional Black Caucus 
and others who knew her intimately 
through her generous work will miss her 
greatly. As she leaves office we salute 
her for her leadership, courage and ac
complishments as president of Delta 
Sigma Theta, Inc. Moreover, we rejoice 
and do not despair because Mrs. Daley's 
leadership will continue to blossom in 
the hands of a new president, buoyed by 
an enduring institution in our communi
ty-Delta Sigma Theta.• 

JOHN B. BRECKINRIDGE 

HON. ROMANO L. M'AZZOLI 
OF KENTUCKY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Monday, July 30, 1979 

• Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, I join 
my colleagues in expressing deep sorrow 
on the death of the honorable John B. 
Breckinridge, late a U.S. Representative 
from Kentucky's Sixth Congressional 
District. 

John's service in the public sector fol
lowed the distinguished heritage of his 
forefathers and added to its luster and 
accomplishment. · 

John Breckinridge's outstanding ca
reer in public life began in the Common
wealth of Kentucky where, after grad
uating from the University of Kentucky's 
Law School in 1939, he became special 
attorney for the Anti-Trust Division of 
the U.S. Department of Justice. He 
served the U.S. Army in World War II 
and attained the rank of colonel. 

John Breckinridge was elected a mem
ber of the Kentucky House of Repesenta
tives in 1956 and served as attorney 
general of the Commonwealth of Ken
tucky for 8 years. He was elected to the 
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U.S. House of Representatives in 1973 
where he served with dignity and ef
fectiveness through the end of the 95th 
Congress. 

Concern for the betterment of his fel
low man and woman, and a devotion to 
developing new legislative efforts to make 
America a better home for us all char
acterized John's service in the House. He 
worked diligently on behalf of his con
stituents of the Sixth District. 

His service as chairman of the Exec
utive Committee of Congressional Rural 
Caucus and his service on the Committee 
on Agriculture and the House Small Busi
ness Committee gave him the standing 
and the opportunity to help the people 
and the industries of his constituency. 

John was not a celebrity Member of 
the House. But, he was a good man and 
a diligent, thoughtful Member of Con
gress. 
. The Kentucky congressional delega

t10n has lost a friend. The House has 
lost an effective Member. The Common
wealth of Kentucky and the Nation has 
lost a patriotic citizen. 

I extend condolences and sympathies 
to John's widow, Helen, and to all of 
his bereaved family.• 

HON. WRIGHT PATMAN: A GREAT 
AMERICAN 

HON. HENRY B. GONZALEZ 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Speaker, one of 
the great privileges and happy moments 
I have had thus far in my life has been 
the opportunity to have gotten to know 
serve with, and join in battle with on~ 
of-if not the-greatest Texans and 
Americans of this century. His birthday 
would have been celebrated on August 6, 
and I speak of Wright Patman, of Pat
man's Switch, as he was wont to say. 

I do not use hyperbole when I describe 
him as great. I mean the word in its full
est sense. 

Wright Patman died as the dean of 
the House, and was called from us while 
still vigorous and virile and mentally 
alert. 

What strong and powerful opponents 
and banking and special interests had 
not succeeded in doing once every 2 even 
numbered years in the half century of 
his service, was finally accomplished by 
his Democratic Caucus peers. But he did 
not become soured and embittered. He 
chaired the subcommittee of his predi
lection and performed admirably until 
the very end. 

Oh, that his voice were here to rail 
against the usurers and greedy who have 
managed to take over our Congress and 
country as he himself would say in 
quoting an old rhyme: 

He has no enemies, you say. My friend, the 
boast is poor. He who hath mingled in the 
fray of duty that the brave endure must have 
foes. 

If he has none, he has hit no traitor on the 
hip, has cast no cup from perjured lip. Has 
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never turned the wrong to right. He's been 
a coward in the fight. 

Chairman Patman, sire, sure wish you 
were here.• 

MAJOR OIL COMPANIES SQUEEZE 
OUT INDEPENDENTS 

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR. 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, the oil 
crunch of recent mont!•s has taken a 
heavy toll on American consumers. It 
also has done considerable damage to 
small, independent domestic refiners, 
that number about 150 companies and 
account for 30 percent of domestic refin
ing capacity, and to the businesses that 
purchase oil ;from them. 

The independent refiners, who pur
chase most of their crude oil from the 
major oil companies, have been forced 
to cut back their refinery production 
because of cutbacks in supplies from the 
major companies. Despite Federal law 
that mandates the equalization of refin
ery utilization, small refineries have been 
operating at 70 to 75 percent, while the 
refineries of the majors have been oper
ating at 85 to 90 percent rates. 

The lack of crude oil available to the 
small refiners has led to a decline in their 
sales of gasoline and No. 2 fuel oil. Be
tween December 1978 and March 1979 
the major oil companies increased their 
sales of No. 2 fuel oil by 770 million gal-: 
Ions and of gasoline by 240 million gal
lons, while the independents saw a de
crease of 461 million gallons in sales of 
No. 2 oil and 88 million gallons in gaso
line. The net effect was to boost the ma
jor oil companies' market power at the 
expense of the independents. 

The Oil Imports Act of 1979 <H.R. 
3604), which Representatives BENJAMIN 
ROSENT~AL, CHARLES ROSE, and myself, 
along with 52 other Members, have spon
sored provides a remedy for the inde
pendents and the industrial firms that 
depend on them. The legislation would 
create a Federal nonprofit corporation 
to purchase all the foreign oil brought 
into the United States. The corporation 
would resell the oil it buys to all qualified. 
purchasers in ways that spur competi
tion among domestic marketers insure 
equitable distribution in times of short
age, and that maximizes domestic refin
ing capacity. Among its other purposes, 
the legislation recognizes the national 
interest of maintaining an independent 
sector within the American oil industry 
and lessening its dependence on the 
majors. 

The July 9, 1979, issue of Energy User 
News spells out the difficulties the inde
pendent refiners have been experiencing 
in recent months. I commend to my col
leagues the following article, "Small Re
finers Cut Supply 50 percent." I am hope
ful they will share with me the urgent 
~ense of transforming the existing oil 
import and distribution system. 

The article fallows: 
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SMALL REFINERS CUT SUPPLY 50 PERCENT 

(By Paul Vldlch) 
NEW YoRK.-Independen.t oil refiners, 

hard-pressed for crude oil, are being forced to 
impose deeper than industry-average cuts in 
fuel oil and gasoline sales to their commercial 
and industrial customers. 

While the major oil companies, such as 
Exxon and Mobil, have been allocating their 
fuel oil and gasoline supplies at 70 to 90 per
cent for the last three months, the allocations 
imposed by the independent refiners are fall
ing in the range of 50 to 80 percent. 

Truck and car fleets of commercial and 
industrial firms served by the independent 
refiners are in turn being hard-pressed for 
supplies. 

The woes of the independent refiners, who 
number approximately 150 companies and 
contribute 30 percent of the nation's refining 
capacity, are in part attributable to the major 
oil companies, a survey of independent re
finers, petroleum industry consultants, trade 
organizations and just published Energy 
Department data reveals. 

The evidence suggests that while the major 
oil companies saw significant improvements 
in their imports of crude oil in the first 
four months of 1979-Shell, for example, was 
up 46.1 percent ove·r the same period of the 
previous year-the major oil firms also cut 
back or eliminated deliveries of crude oil to 
small refiners. 

Small refiners have been unable to deliver 
less fuel as a result. For example, while the 
top 15 U.S. refiners saw their sale of No. 2 
fuel oil increase by 770 mlllion gallons from 
December 1978 to March 1979, over the same 
period in the previous year, sales by the rest 
of the refining industry declined by 461 mil
lion gallons. 

The major oil companies have publicly 
defended their behavior by explaining tha·t 
the shutdown of the Iranian oil fields created 
a world shortage, and they could not supply 
all their customers. 

The story, as it has been pieced together 
over two months, follows: 

Within 30 to 40 days after Iran ceased 
exporting crude oil on last Dec. 27, all but one 
of the major oil companies announced cut
backs in crude deliveries to third pa.rties
a category into which independent refiners in 
this country !all. 

Exxon cut back third parties 10 percent; 
Texaco a week later cut back 8 percent; 
British Petroleum 45 percent and Gulf 20 
percent of its Middle Eastern crude. Shell's 
cutbacks varied from customer and only 
Mobil Oil announced no cutbacks. 

Among those cut back were Delta Refining, 
which had been supplied by British Petro
leum; National Cooperative Refinery Assoc., 
whose 59,400 barrel per day (B/D) refinery in 
McPherson, Kan., had obtained 40 to 50 per
cent of its crude from two international 
majors, and Powerine, a 44,120 b/d refinery 
in Santa Fe Springs, Calif., which had ob
tained 25 to 30 percent of its crude through 
an international oil firm. Powerlne in May 
and June has been on a 50 percent allocation 
fraction. 

At the same time that the major oil com
panies announced "force majeure" (inability 
to fulfill agreements) on their contracts to 
supply crude to the small refiners, the major 
oil firms' imports of crude into the U.S. rose 
significantly, and continued to do so for the 
first four months of 1978. That ls the latest 
period for which information is available. 

HIGHER IMPORTS 
Information collected by the Department 

of Energy but not publicly distributed by 
the agency, reveals that the major oil firms• 
imports of crude during the first !our montrs 
of 1979 were higher than the same period of 
1978 by the following amounts : Exxon up 
12.8 percent; Mobil up 14.1 percent; Chevron 
up 12 percent; Gulf up 29.7 percent; Shell up 
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46.1 percent. Only Texaco was down, falling 
1.4 percent. 

These figures are for Petroleum Adminis
tration Districts I-IV, which essentially is 
the continental U.S. East of the Rockies. This 
distinction is meaningful because the West 
Coast started to receive crude from the 
Alaskan North Slope in 1978. 

Comparison to the first four months of 
1977, which might be considered a more nor
mal year because of the historically high 
level of crude stocks during the beginning of 
1978, indicates that the major's crude im
ports were still up substantially. Exxon up 
30 percent; Chevron up 3.3 percent; Gulf up 
6.8 percent; Mobil up 1.0 percent; Shell up 
2.0 percent and Texaco up 0.7 percent. 

Total crude imports for the U.S. fell, 6.7 
oercent when the first third of 1977 is com
pared. to 1979, so the result has been that the 
majors substantially increased their share of 
total imports. 

While small refiners have in some cases 
been able to make up for the lost foreign 
crude through a Department of Energy pro
gram-known as the buy-sell program
whlch forces a major to supply crude to a 
small refiner, the program does not include 
all small refiners. Powerine, for example, can 
not participate because it has access to a port 
terminal into which foreign crud.e can be 
brought, says Andy Pfass, of Powerine. 

The problem suffered by United Refining 
in Pennsylvania, says William M. Petre, 
corporate secretary, is that shipment of crude 
under the DOE buy-sell program is often 
late. For a period in .June Uniteds 48,000 b / d 
refinery was operating at 18,000 b / d. That 
meant that United customers in northwest 
Pennsylvania and western New York would 
not get 900,000 gallons per day of gasoline, 
No. 2 fuel oil and diesel fuel. 

Despite the efforts of the DOE's buy-sell 
program to distribute crude supplies so that 
all refiners have the same refinery utilization 
rate-as the DOE is mand.a.ted to do under 
the terms of the Emergency Petroleum Al
location Act of 1973-small refiners are op
erating their refineries at 70 to 75 percent 
says a spokesman for the Washington-based 
American Petroleum Refiners Association, a 
group of independents. 

The majors, on the other hand, have pub
licly stated they have been operating their 
refineries at approximately 85 percent for the 
past few months. In July, Texaco announced 
its refinery utilization would rise to 91.7 per
cent. 

The lack of crude, and the resulting low
er utilization of l'efinery capacity, has se
verely restricted the small and independent 
refiner's ability to supply gasoline and No. 2 
oil to their customers. 

From December 1978 to March 1979 U.S. 
refiners other than the top 15, saw their 
sales of No. 2 fuel oil decline by 461 million 
gallons from the same period in the previous 
year. In the same period, the sales of No. 2 
fuel oil by the top 15 refiners increased 770 
million gallons, reports the Energy Informa
tion Administration, an arm of the Energy 
Department. 

The share of the total No. 2 fuel oil market 
controlled by the top 15 firms rose from 68.9 
in December 1978 to 71.7 in March 1979. 

The share of the national gasoline market 
controlled by the firms other than the top 
15 refiners, also declined. It went from 30.4 
percent in December to 27.8 percent. In 
March 1979, the small and independent re
finers actually supplied 88 million gallons of 
gasoline less than they did in March 1978. 
However, the top 15 refiners supplied 240 
million gallons more. 

WhUe it is dangerous to place too much 
emphasis on four months of d.a.ta, it does ap
pear that the major oil companies have 
weathered the oil crisis considerably better 
than the small and independent refiners. 

Assessing the woes of the small refiners, 
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Robert Kane of the American Petroleum Re
finers Association said: 

"I'm sure you'll find many of those guys 
very willing to sell their facilities right 
now."e 

TO SLOW THE ARMS RACE-NOT 
EXPAND IT 

HON. MICHAEL D. BARNES 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. BARNES. Mr. Speaker, as a 
freshman Member of this House, I did 
not have the opportunity to serve here 
with Representative Charles W. Whalen, 
Jr., who served his Ohio district as a Re
publican Member of Congress for six 
distinguished terms. He was a leading 
and respected member of the Foreign 
Affairs Committee, and recognized as 1 
of the 10 outstanding Members of the 
House in 1978. 

I have, however, had the delightful op
portunity of getting to know and to work 
with Chuck Whalen in two capacities 
during this past year. Most importantly, 
he remains a familiar figure in the Halls 
of Congress as president and chief 
executive of New Directions, the na
tional citizens lobby for world security. 
And, not unimportantly, I am honored 
to have Chuck Whalen as a constituent, 
who is now a registered resident of my 
district in Montgomery County. 

In his role as president of New Direc
tions, which lists as the first of its funda
mental goals "to reduce the threat of 
war and nuclear annihilation," the 
Honorable Charles W. Whalen, Jr., wrote 
the President of the United States to 
urge that the line be held against those 
who would "place their trust in military 
rather than arms control solutions." 

Mr. Whalen's letter is a very thought
ful evaluation of the four factors which 
he contends belie the claims of many 
that the strategic balance has shifted 
and that the United States is now in 
danger from the Soviet Union. 

Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to 
consider the counsel of their former col
league, Charles Whalen, whose message 
to the President follows: 

President JIMMY CARTER, 
The White House, 
Washington, D.C. 

AUGUST 2, 1979. 

DEAR Ma. PRESIDENT: We were pleasecl 
to learn of your assurance, given last weel: 
to out-of-town editors, that you would no~ 
seek sharply increased military spendinz 
"just to get" Senate votes for SALT II. We 
urge you to continue to hold the budgetary 
line against the pressures generated by Sen.
a.tor Nunn, former Secretary Kissinger and 
others who see a shift in the strategic bal
ance and who seem to place their trust in 
military rather than arms control solutions. 

The strategic balance has not shifted. 
Rather, what troubles some Americans is the 
fact that the United States has lost the 
monopoly on world power that it enjoyed 
after World War II. Today, we are still "Num
ber One" in the world. But we live on a more 
complex planet, coexisting with power cen
ters in the Soviet Union, Western Europe, 
China, Japan and the OPEC countries. While 
we no longer exercise overall strategic su-
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periority over the Soviet Union, we still 
deploy a nuclear force so vast that there are 
approximately as many warheads on our sub
marines as there are in the entire Soviet 
arsenal. 

Those who urge you to boost mllitary 
spending above the very high levels projected 
for coming years assume that the Soviet 
Union is gradually becoming dominant on 
the world scene and that the United States 
has been standing still militarily. They ig
nore four factors: (1) U.S. strategic pro
grams and strengths; (2) Soviet weaknesses; 
(3) the unlikelihood o! translating nuclear 
arsenals into political advantage, and (4) the 
mounting difficulty of verifying some new 
weapons systems. 

Let me comment briefly on each of these 
points. 

1. In the past decade the United States 
has increased the number of its strategic 
warheads by 5,250, the Soviets by 3,590. As 
Dr. Kissinger once said when he worked in 
the government, it is warheads, not delivery 
vehicles, that kill people and destroy targets. 
Moreover, during the same period the United 
States upgraded its existing missiles by 
adding new guidance systems and more pow
erful warheads; hardened the Minuteman 
silos; developed the highly accurate air
la.unched cruise missile, which will virtually 
nullify the large Soviet air defense system; 
made major modifications in the B-52 bomb
er; and developed the Trident submarine and 
Trident I missile. We have not been standing 
still. 

2. The Soviet Union is a military super
power but it has major economic and diplo
matic weaknesses. The inefficient Russian 
economy requires its leadership to import 
grain and technology from the West. This 
dependence will increase as the growth rate 
of the Soviet economy dips below 1 % in the 
mid-1980's, as estimated by the CIA. After 
six decades in power, _the Soviet leadership 
has no big-power allies. It is surrounded by 
a hostile China and restive East European 
countries. The USSR has an ally in Vietnam 
and a number of client states. Some of the 
latter are strategically located; all are poor 
or impoverished. 

3. Russia has been unable to use its nu
clear weapons for political advantage, or even 
to prevent a number of developments that 
were inimical to Soviet power. Despite their 
5,000 strategic warheads, the Soviets were 
unable to prevent Pope John Paul II from 
speaking in Poland, unable to prevent Hua 
Kuo-feng from visiting Eastern Europe, un
able to require Romanian acceptance of a 
military budget increase voted by the War
saw Pact, and unable to dissuade the Jap
anese from signing a peace treaty with China. 
In a world of two nuclear armed superpow
ers. there is no known way for one of them 
to use weapons of mass destruction for lim
ited political gains. The one new use o! mil
itary power by the USSR, the transport of 
Cubans to Africa, has been accomplished by 
conventional forces. 

4. Your Administration is now struggling 
with methods for verifying the MX missile 
under the terms of SALT II. The difficulties 
obviously come from trying to monitor a 
weapon system which is specifically designed 
to be elusive. Yet. ground-launched cruise 
missiles-for which there is a growing 
clamor-would create, because of their small 
size, even more formidable problems of veri
fication. In their pursuit of military solu
tions, many of those who seek to load SALT 
II with additional military programs ignore 
how difficult it could become in the 1980's 
and 1990's to achieve verifiable arms control. 

We hope, Mr. President, that you will stand 
!ast against the doomsayers, bring some of 
these arguments into the public debate, and 
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help preserve the SALT process as a means of 
reducing arms. 

Sincerely, 
CHARLES W . WHALEN, Jr., 

President.e 

THE FUTILITY OF THE GAS 
ALLOCATION SYSTEM 

HON. BENJAMIN A. GILMAN 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Speaker, I want to 
draw to the attention of my colleagues 
what I consider to be the biggest culprit 
of our most recent energy crisis; the Fed
eral gas allocation system. 

The coincidence of two events in the 
early 1970's shook the historical economic 
foundations of the oil industry. First, the 
United States ceased to have a surplus of 
domestically produced oil and became a 
net importer of oil. Second, following the 
Arab oil embargo, the price of foreign 
produced oil quadrupled. These develop
ments prompted Government interven
tion at all levels of petroleum pricing and 
supply, including new Federal controls 
over gasoline price and supply. 

It was the Arab oil embargo that 
sparked the first congressional attempt 
to deal effectively with the oil industry's 
new disposition. Accordingly, Congress 
passed the Emergency Petroleum Alloca
tion Act <EPAA) in November 1973, in an 
attempt to counter the petroleum prod
uct shortages and price gougings that 
were direct consequences of the Arab oil 
embargo. Congress was well aware that as 
a result of the oil shortage, the large oil 
corporations would act to protect their 
own interests first. The ref ore the legisla
tion maintained that a mandatory allo
cation program "be so structured as to 
prevent major oil companies from in
equitably restructuring crude production 
for their own use or from favoring their 
directly owned outlets over independent 
marketers in the sale or distribution of 
refined petroleum products." The word
ing in this conference report make it 
quite clear that Congress was ready to 
fully accept its responsibilities to insure 
that the preservation of competition and 
equitable distribution of critically short 
supplies took place in the market. 

In fact, Congress recognized that 
anticipated shortages of crude oil, home 
heating fuel, and gasoline would even
tually "create severe economic disloca
tions and hardships, including loss of 
jobs, closing of factories and businesses, 
reduction of crop plantings and harvest
ing, and curtailment of vital public serv
ices, including the transportation of food 
and other essential goods * * *" 15 U.S.C. 
751 (a) (2). 

In order to minimize the multi-adverse 
impacts of shortages and price gouging 
on the American public and the economy, 
Congress specifically directed the Presi
dent to make an "equitable distribution 
of crude oil, residual fuel oil, and refined 
petroleum products at equitable prices 
among all regions and areas of the United 
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States and sectors of the petroleum in
dustry * * * and among all users." 15 
U.S.C. 753(b) (1) (F). 

The Economic Regulatory Administra
tion <ERA) of the Department of Energy 
<DOE) was given the responsibility of 
carrying out this obligation. However, 
the regulations and allocations put forth 
by the ERA and DOE to do the job desig
nated by Congress, have actually man
aged to cause more severe disruptions of 
gasoline supplies and even to encourage 
wasteful consumption of petroleum prod
ucts. So although it is clear that the 
expressed national energy policy is to 
conserve energy resources while continu
ing to maintain the strength of the 
economy, it is not clear why the DOE has 
failed to carry out this mandate with re
gard to allocations of gas supplies. 

Present policies make allocations solely 
a function of gas consumption, whether 
or not that consumption is consistent 
with the plan to conserve energy, and 
certainly irrespective of the effect that 
changes in supplies have on the econ
omies of different areas. This has re
sulted in encouraging States to increase 
their gas consumption in order to obtain 
larger supplies of gas. 

Although the long lines from the re
cent crisis at the pumps are fading away, 
it is obvious that the problem of alloca
tion is still far from being solved. To 
fully understand how the DOE alloca
tion regulations propelled a one State 
shortage into a national epidemic, let us 
examine how these regulations work. The 
fundamental principle underlying the 
allocation network is that every whole
sale distributor of gasoline has an obli
gation to provide every business to which 
he sold gasoline during a certain period 
of time <the so-called base period) with 
the same of amount of gasoline each 
year thereafter. A simple example can 
illustrate this: If refinery A sold whole
sale jobber B 1 million gallons during 
August of the base period year, then re
finery A must sell 1 million gallons to 
jobber B in August 1979. Depending on 
the available supply of crude on the 
world market, if the refiner is unable to 
meet all of its obligations, it must add up 
the total of its obligations, figure out its 
ratio between obligations and supply on 
hand, and then provide each of its cus
tomers with the same proportion of their 
allotment. Therefore, if refiner A has 100 
customers just like jobber B (1 million 
gallons per month per base period vol
ume) but all of a sudden has only 95 
million gallons available, it must sell 
each jobber 950,000 gallons, or 95 per
cent of their base period use. 

It is obvious that this type of alloca
tion system is riddled with inequities. 
The reason for this, of course, is that 
the base period is a false indicator of 
demand. New roads, changing weather 
conditions, different percentage of car 
sales and tourism, delayed planting or 
early planting by farmers, population 
shifts, even individual driving habits; 
all help change the volume of gasoline 
needed in any particular area at any 
given time. 

The situation under this allocation 
system can only become worse, because 
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the further the base period from the 
present period, the greater the discrep
ancy between supply and demand. Until 
January of this year, the DOE was us
ing 1972 as the base period. This is ludi
crous. The country has changed so dras
tically since then, I find it a miracle that 
we did not experience this crisis any 
sooner. The DOE, recognizing the chaos 
created by their faulty allocation system, 
moved to give it a shot-in-the-arm by 
updating the base period to 1978. Yet, 
there have already been some major 
changes in driving patterns, population 
shifts, and other factors that determine 
the market situation. This has had its 
detrimental impact on my own district, in 
a very bizarre manner. Those people liv
ing in larger cities, and commuting to 
New York City during the work week, 
could not obtain the gasoline they 
needed to get there. However, in the 
rural areas of my district, there was 
never a shortage of gasoline, in fact, 
some stations reported that incoming gas 
shipments had to be turned away on sev
eral occasions. Most recently, the com
muters to New York City have been sup-

. plied with the gas needed, however, now 
the rural stations are being forced to 
close down. I am certain that this is only 
one example of what has been happening 
all across the country. 

Since the allocation network and its 
accompanying regulations are doing 
little to conserve energy, we can safely 
assume that the past scenario is bound 
to be repeated, perhaps on a larger scale. 
Under the present rules, what is not 
pumped in 1 year is lost in one's alloca
tion the following year. This "pump it-or 
lose it" philosophy compels the dealer to 
pump all he can in order to survive. So 
besides working against fuel conserva
tion, the allocation system has created a 
quagmire of regulations that are work
ing against the concept of free compe
tition. The Small Business Administra
tion's Office of Advocacy recently 
released a report (July 17, 1979) which 
concluded that the DOE regulations "are 
so complex they are incomprehensible" 
and that they most certainly discrimi
nate against small gasoline retailers and, 
ultimately, the consumer. SBA spokes
men said in a cover letter to the Energy 
Secretary, that "major company market
ing practices and DOE regulations 
appear to be functioning as two mill
stones grinding small business into a 
smaller and smaller share of the distri
bution market." 

Yet despite this, New York State has 
done as much, if not more than any other 
States, to conserve fuel consumption. In 
a recent hearing held before the Depart
ment of Energy, Commissioner James 
Larocca of the New York State Energy 
Office commented that-

Of critical importance here ls that among 
large States, New York has the smallest per 
capita use of gasoline. United States Depart
ment of Transportation data shows that New 
York only uses 349.5 gallons per person while 
Texas uses 690.9 gallons (New York Times, 
May 28, 1979, p. 1). The average national 
usage is 531.9 gallons per person. 

Therefore, New York already being the 
most fuel efficient State in gasoline usage, 
should quite obviously not have to be 
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subjected to the same percentage cut
backs in allocations as that of those 
States which do not show any degree of 
energy conservation. Simply put, under 
the present regulations, it does not pay to 
be energy efficient. Accordingly, we 
should be looking toward legislation 
which will do more than add cosmetic 
changes to the conceptually failing allo
cation system. 

It is imperative that the basic Federal 
allocation regulations be changed. The 
regulations have to be changed in such a 
manner that those States which display 
energy efficiency will be rewarded for 
their act of responsibility, while those 
States which have ignored the call for 
conservation, will ostensibly be alloted 
proportionately smaller allocations. The 
allocation fractions of wholesalers 
should be based on rolling averages, and 
not on a yearly fixed base period. 

Further, priority users should not re
ceive 100 percent of their base period 
usage, rather, receive 100 percent of their 
current "need." This will provide them 
with the needed gasoline from season to 
season, since it is arbitrary to assume 
that farmers and all other priority users 
will have the same needs at any given 
time of any given year. These two ma
jor changes will serve to, ultimately, en
courage the principles of conservation, 
and, penultimately, keep the economy 
wealthy. 

Mr. Speaker, at this point in the REC
ORD, so that we may share their views, I 
am inserting recent articles from the 
New York Times, Time magazine, and 
Human Events, which have analyzed 
both the general and specific problems 
mentioned above. 

[From Time Magazine, July 9, 1979] 
RED TAPE AND MORE RED TAPE-WHY ALLOCA

TIONS DON'T WORK 
If a driver in New York City has to wait in 

line for hours to buy a few gallons of gas, why 
is there plenty available for a driver in, say, 
What Cheer, Iowa? The answer lies in some 
complicated federal regulations that were 
originally designed, oddly enough, to prevent 
such inequities. 

Under the 1973 Emergency Petroleum Allo
cation Act, the Department of Energy has the 
power to direct the distribution of gasoline 
supplies to the nation's 12,000 wholesalers 
and 225,000 retailers whenever shortages 
occur. 

The nation is divided int.o five areas known 
as Petroleum Administration for Defense 
Districts (PADDs). Late each month, the oil 
companies estimate just how much fuel they 
will have available for sale in each region in 
the coming month. From this total supply, 
they subtract 5% to be set aside and dis
tributed at the descretion of state authori
ties to alleviate local crisis. They then sub
tract the amount they will require to supply 
all the needs of top priority customers like 
the military and farmers. The rest gets di
vided among retail gas stations. 

It seems simple so far, but the rules require 
400 pages of DOE instructions. Allocations 
are expressed not in gallons but as a percent
age of what each individual customer, whole
saler and retailer, received in a given base 
oeriod. What base period? Well, it can differ 
from customer to customer. The oil com
panies must work out not only how much 
they supplied each customer in the same 
month of last year but also how much thev 
supplied, on average, in a five-month oeriod 
from October 1978 to February 1979. If the 
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latter is at least 10% higher than the cor
responding month last year, then it becomes 
the base period. 

DOE names the priority customers, like 
farmers, but makes no attempt to change 
the list quickly or to check that the custom
ers really need what they ask !or. Farmers, 
long after spring planting has been .com
pleted, can simply say that they need so 
many gaillons, and the local distributor must 
supply that amount. The result ls oversupply 
and hoarding in agricultural areas. 

The program has been altered since the 
shortages. began to get bad-the state set
aslde was boosted from 3 % to 5 % so that 
spot shortages could be eased, and the five
mon th-average base was introduced in a.n 
effort to deal with seasonal population 
shifts-but the problems have not been 
solved. Criticisms are now mounting; last 
week the state of Maryland filed a. lawsuit 
against DOE, challenging the allocation sys
tem as unfair. Says Economist Walter Heller: 
"I've heard it said that if God wanted us to 
have gasoline, he would never have created 
the Department of Energy." 

[From the New York Times, June 2, 1979] 
ALLOCATION OF GAS UNDER A'I~ACK 

(By Steven Rattner) 
WASHINGTON, June 1.--Gasoline has be

come a prized commodity in some parts of 
the country, as evidenced by the long filling 
station lines that have occurred in Cali
fornia. But in Atlanta and other places gaso
line remains plentiful and stations stlll stay 
open late into the night. 

These discrepancies and others largely re
sult from the Department of Energy's com
plex mandatory allocation requirements, 
which by almost every account tend to ag
gravate the impact of the shortage. 

"As it ls being operated, allocation adds to 
the problem rather than subtracting from 

it," said Jack Blum, general counsel of the 
Independent Gasoline Marketers Council a 
group of large dealers. "The act of forcing 
people into allocation slows the distribution 
of supply and encourages hoarding." 

While some customers gain by allocation, 
more almost certainly lose. Take, for ex
ample, the case of Texaco Inc., which plans 
to deliver this month only 70 percent of the 
gasoline it gave its stations last June. 

Texaco says that its gasoline supplies will 
total 84 percent of year-earlier levels. But, 
under Department of Energy regulations, the 
company must put aside sufficient gasoline 
!or what are called "priority uses"-for agri
culture, the military and the like. 

Then the company must provide 5 percent 
of the total to state governments to distrib
ute as they wish. Until last week, these 
state "set-asides" totaled only 3 percent, and 
Texaco said that the increase may force it to 
reduce further its other sales. 

Next the company must make an allowance 
for "high growth" stations, those that 
showed sales increases of more than 10 per
cent during a five-month period last year. 
But many of these stations are thought to be 
in resort areas and the like where a sharp 
rise for a period does not always mean sus
tained growth. 

Finally, Texaco and the other companies 
divide up what's left among their customers 
who do not qualify for special treatment. 
The result, !or a typical motorist at a typical 
station, ls less gasoline than most companies' 
overall supply situation would suggest. 

The average company will probably deliver 
only about 5 percent less gasoline this month 
than a year ago but the base allotment !or 
most gasoline stations will be about 20 per
cent less than a year ago. 

"Does the allocation program make the 
effects worse?" asked one New York oil execu
tive. "Absolutely," he said. 

For many motorists, the shortage is made 
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still worse by the rigidity of the formulas, 
which, with the exception of the provision 
!or "high-growth" stations, ignore local cir
cumstances. The result is widely varying 
gasoline availability. 

Thus, according to Federal figures, a state 
like Massachusetts with low growth in gaso
line use was probably short only about 4.5 
percent of its needs in May. But Arizona, with 
more rapid growth, may have been short 16.4 
percent of its needs. 

The Department of Energy was expected 
to propose abolition of the allocation system 
as pa.rt of its plan to decontrol gasoline 
prices. But that proposal was shelved when 
the loss of Iranian supplies late last year 
promised the shortage that has now arrived. 

Energy officials contend that it is neces
sary to prevent the large refiners that con
trol much of the gasoline supply from taking 
advantage of the shortage. The department's 
authority to allocate gasoline stems from a. 
law passed during the 1973 Arab oil embargo, 
when the major companies were accused of 
using the shortage then to halt sales to un
branded cut-rate dealers and to withdraw 
from less profitable areas of the country. 

"Allocation says that every dealer has 
rights under the program and that the re
finers must supply them," said Doris newton, 
a. department official. "Allocation keeps a. lot 
of people supplied who probably wouldn't 
see any gasoline." 

Those people a.re quite pleased with the 
system. "We're in favor of agriculture re
ceiving an allocation priority or whastever 
you want to call it," said a. spokesman for 
the Farm Bureau, a trade organization in 
Illinois. "And not just the farmer, but the 
whole food chain." 

The companies maintain that they have 
ample internal procedures to insure equi
table distribution and cite the voluntary al
location programs now in effect on other 
fuels, such as heating oil. 

"It makes it easier for companies to man
age supplies and balances if we don't have to 
worry a.bout allocation regulations," said Ron 
Hall, genera.I manager of oil products at the 
Shell Oil Company. "I don't think the regula
tions help even out discontinuities in sup
plies." 

In addition to gasoline allocation, the En
ergy Department has allocation regulations to 
govern crude oil. Critics see at lea.st equally 
daimaging effects from those provisions. 

The oil regulations, of similar origins and 
purposes, require the large companies with 
large a.mounts of crude oil to sell some of it to 
independent re.fillers without crude oil sup
plies. 

In principle, that sounds like a. useful pro
vision, aimed at keeping the little guy from 
being squeezed out of business. But many 
independent refiners are so small and ineffi
cient that they cannot produce significant 
quan.tities of gasoline or home heating oil, 
let a.Ione a still more complex product like 
unleaded gasoline. 

[From Human Events, July 7, 1979] 
ALLOCATIONS PROGRAM CAUSES GAS LINES 

(By M. Stanton Evans) 
Americans fed up with sitting in gas 

lines-or doing without gasoline entirely
can thank the federal government for their 
frustrations. 

The surest sign of federal responsibility in 
the matter is that certain parts of the coun
try are groaning under shortage while others 
h~ve more gasoline than they require. Ab
sent government intervention, such a thing 
could never happen. In a free market, the 
upward push of prices in high-demand areas 
would immediately attract supplies from 
areas where demand is lower. There could 
never be a situation in which there is a 
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chronic shortage in one place, a chronic sur
plus in another. 

This movement of supply to meet demand 
is something that happens every day in our 
economy, without anyone's giving it a second 
thought. It can't happen in the energy sec
tor, though, because the government pre
vents it. The Department of Energy, in its 
wisdom, is administering a bureaucratic 
"allocation" program which decides who gets 
how much gas, and when. As a :result, the 
normal operations of the market are totally 
fouled up. 

Virtually everything about the allocation 
system is haywire, beginning with the fact 
that it is a classic case of federal interven
tion feeding on itself. The reason we have 
such a program is that government controls 
on petroleum have hindered our domestic 
production, which in recent months has been 
declining at a rate of four per cent a year. 
The usual response when government con
trols create a shortage is to impose still more 
controls, in the form of rationing. That is 
what the allocation program is-a federal 
effort to divide up a federally-created 
scarcity. 

Such programs always give rise to trouble, 
but the allocations program has some special 
wrinkles of its own. Until March of this year, 
it was based on consumption patterns that 
prevailed in 1972, ignoring the fact that cer
tain areas had experienced tremendous 
population growth in the interim, and that 
other changes had occurred in gas-consum
ing habits. And when the feds finally got 
around to changing the system-moving the 
base period up to 1977-78-they managed 
to compound the error even further. 

Under the system now in effect, gas deal
ers are permitted to increase their alloca
tions if they experienced a surge of demand 
last fall and winter compared to the pre
ceding summer. This is supposed to take ac
count of growth, but has the obvious 
consequence of discriminating in favor of 
warm-weather regions where there is con
siderabile travel in winter months, and 
against the North and Middle West . On top 
of this, the system makes almost no allow
ance for changes in consumption created by 
the shortage itself. 

Last summer, for example, there was heavy 
traffic from Washington to the resort areas 
on the Eastern shore of Maryland. This year, 
as noted by Rep. David Stockman (R.
Mich.), people are afraid of being stranded, 
and such travel has declined appreciably 
(by 20 per cent on one recent weekend) . Yet 
because allocations reflect last year's usage, 
the Eastern shore and Washington have pro
portionately the same amount of gas as they 
had a year ago. Result: Plenty of gas on the 
Eastern shore, an agonizing shortage in D.C. 

Again, given a free market, such a situa
tion could never come about. Gas would 
move from the Eastern shore to Washington 
in response to the pressures of demand, as 
the pricing system emitted its constant flow 
of signals. But the energy planners not only 
refuse to let the pricing system work, they 
forbid the movement of gas supplies unless 
their seal of approval is stamped on the 
transaction. There is no way that they can 
make the proper decisions in thousands upon 
thousands of such cases, but in dogged bu
reaucratic fashion they keep trying. 

The complexity of the task may be savored 
by examining the countless pages of energy 
regulations appearing in the Federal Regis
ter. These guidelines are full of verbiage 
about wholesalers, retailers, base periods, 
base period changes, end-use consumers pur
chasers-resellers reassignment of entitle
ments, adjusted supplies, purchasers with
out an allocation level, standing exceptions 
to the rules, temporary exceptions to the 
rules, and so on in dreary profusion. The 
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planners are trying to substitute their judg
ments for the automatic workings of the 
market-an enterprise that always fails. 

Nor is this, bad as it is, the whole of the 
story: The allocaton system also removes 
some 15 percent of the gas supply for special 
customers-state government set-asides, 
farmers, transportation companies, and other 
"high-priority" users. 

As Stockman puts it: "Over-all, a aub
stantial share of available supplies is being 
diverted out of the retail market to various 
categories of legally privileged and politically 
connected users who face absolutely no in
centive to conserve, a wide-open opportunity 
to hoard, and an artificially low, controlled 
price, to boot." 

In short, the colossal gas lines Americans 
have had to face are entirely the doing of the 
federal government, a typical product of 
controls. In the most obvious sense, this is 
bad-because it imposes a lot of unnecessary 
hardship on innocent people. But in another 
sense it is good, because it means the problem 
can be solved almost instantaneously. 

All that is needed to end the gas lines, and 
ease the energy shortage generally, is to 
abolish the allocations program. Once it is 
gone, and the market is permitted to do its 
work, supply will flow to meet demand, and 
gas lines will be a. thing of the past. Then 
we can get on with the real job at hand
a.bolishing the Department Qlf Enell'gy. 

Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to 
seriously consider supporting some fun
damental changes in the allocation regu
lations, before it once again imposes fur
ther hardships on our constitu-ents.• 

REV. HERBERT GUICE: 29 YEARS 
WITH BETHEL MISSIONARY BAP
TIST CHURCH 

HON. FORTNEY H. (PETE) STARK 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. STARK. Mr. Speaker, Sunday, 
August 12, some of my friends and con
stituents from the Bethel Missionary 
Baptist Church will honor their spiritual 
leader, Rev. Herbert Guice. The Rev
erend Guice will be marking 29 years 
with the church. Reverend Guice began 
29 years ago as pastor with a flock that 
numbered less than 5-0 adults. Tod~y, 
Bethel Missionary Baptist Church is a 
major institution in Oakland and a lot of 
the credit belongs to Reverend Guice. 

Whether it is providing leadership to 
build and finance a new church building, 
spear-heading a scholarship program for 
deserving students, helping find jobs for 
those in need or organizing a society to 
lower funeral costs, Reverend Guice has 
not been found waiting. His leadership 
qualities have been a resource for the 
community outside his church as well for 
he has played an active leadership role in 
such diverse organizations as the 
NAACP, the Alameda Branch of the Na
tional Red Cross, the Oakland OIC, the 
Oakland TTnified School District just to 
mention a few of the many organizations 
that have benefitted from his counsel. 

A native of Rentisville, Okla., and now 
a pillar of the Oakland .community, Rev-
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erend Guice is indeed a mighty oak on 
· which many lean for support and others 
rely upon for shelter from the cares of 
our difficult world. Religious leaders such 
as Reverend Guice provide our communi
ties with a stability and a wisdom that 
is the cement which holds us together 
and helps make progress possible. I re
gret that I will be unable to join the 
many admirers of Rev. Herbert Guice 
who join on August 12 in recognizing 
the very great service he has provided 
for almost three decades in Oakland.• 

THE SOCIAL SERVICES AND CHILD 
WELFARE AMENDMENTS OF 1979 

HON. JOSEPH L. FISHER 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. FISHER. Mr. Speaker, I wish to 
express my support for the Social Serv
ices and Child Welfare Amendments of 
1979 just passed by the House. This bill 
raises the ceiling on funds for title XX 
spcial service programs from its tempo
rary limit of $2.9 billion to $3.1 billion 
beginning in fiscal year 1980 and makes 
important improvements in child wel
fare, foster care, and adoption assist
ance programs. The major child welfare 
and related provisions are: 

Eligibility and matching funds: To 
receive child welfare funds, a State 
would have to show it had set up foster 
care safeguards as set out in this bill, 
had reviewed all children already in f os
ter care, and would be spending 40 per
cent of the new funds for services to 
keep children in their own homes. 

States would have to put up a 25 per
cent matching share. currently all 
States spend enough of their own funds 
on child welfare that this matching re
quirement should not require a new 
commitment of State money. 

Limitation on spending: States will 
be limited to the fiscal year 1979 
amounts of Federal funds for cer
tain purposes-foster care maintenance, 
adoption assistance and job-related day 
care. In other words the increase in 
Federal funds is to be directed at other 
services such as those that will help 
children to stay in their homes. 

Foster care protections, procedures, 
and services: In order to receive in
creased child welfare funds, a State 
must do the following with regard to 
foster care: 

First, services to keep families to
gether must be provided before a child 
can be removed from the home, except 
in emergencies; 

Second, judicial determinations (court 
hearing) required for involuntary re
moval of child from his home; 

Third, parents must sign an agree
ment before they voluntarily place a 
child in foster care; 
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Fourth, foster care homes must be 
family-like and near child's real home; 

Fifth, reunification services must be 
available after child is removed; 

Sixth, individual plan must be written 
for each foster care child, plan must be 
reviewed every 6 months, court must 
rule on a case after 18 months of foster 
care; and 

Seventh, fair hearings must be pro
vided !or parents. 

Federal matching funds for foster 
care placements: AFDC funds can be 
used to pay for foster care for children 
voluntarily placed in foster care and for 
children placed in institutions caring 
for 25 or fewer children. 

Adoption assistance: Adoption assist
ance payments can be made on behalf 
of an ~-eligible child who has spe
cial needs. 

Special needs are defined as specific 
conditions which make it difficult to 
place a child for adoption. The conditions 
are age, handicaps, member of a minor
ity, or sibling group. 

The amount of the adoption assistance 
will be agreed on by the State and the 
adopting parents, based on their econom
ic situation and the needs of the child. 
The maximum would be the foster care 
payment. One time adoption costs could 
be included. 

Medicaid eligibility would continue as 
if the child were in AFDC foster care. 

Payments would continue until child 
reaches 18 (21 if handicapped). 

The bill, as approved by the Ways 
and Means Committee, would have made 
the $266 million annual authorization 
for child welfare services an entitlement, 
to be phased in over 2 years. The House 
has changed this provision so that the 
funds will be subject to the appropria
tions process. I hope that the necessary 
funds are made available to help the 
States implement these vital improve
ments in their child welfare services. 

The emphasis in H.R. 3434 is· on pro
viding stable homes for children. When 
children must be removed from their 
homes, every effort must be made to help 
their families so that they can be re
united. When this is not possible, services 
and assistance will be provided to help 
these children find suitable foster or 
adoptive homes. Few goals can be more 
important in a caring, humane society. 

One of the major controversies in the 
last few years has been over abortion. 
If this society is going to encourage preg
nant women to give birth to their babies, 
then it must also stand ready to provide 
them with services to protect and care 
for their children. This legislation works 
toward that end. 

The increased ceiling in social services 
funds serves related goals over a broader 
range of services. A wide variety of serv
ices are provided. with title XX funds. 
Many of these services assist people so 
that they can stay in their own homes 
instead of going into nursing homes, have 
jobs instead of sitting idle, and benefit 
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in many other ways. Child care is· one o! 
the services assisted under title XX. To 
encourage the States to off er child care 
the bill sets aside $200 million to be spent 
for this purpose without the usual 25 
percent matching requirement. This is a 
crucial service for many parents· who 
have to work. 

I am pleased the House has approved 
this bill and hope that tlile Senate will 
act on it expeditiously.• 

IN THESE TIMES REPORT ON PLANT 
SHUTDOWNS 

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR. 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, the 
American economy is in deep trouble. Big 
companies like big cities are tottering 
on the brink of bankruptcy. Major in
dustrial plants in the Northeast and 
Great Lakes regions are closing down, 
throwing workers out of their jobs, and 
creating economic chaos in many local 
communities. The remains of small busi
nesses, that have gone under cover 
the landscape. Factories and equipment 
have deteriorated for lack of new capi
tal. Productivity keeps sinking, adding 
to the cost of the goods and services we 
purchase. The inflation rate is the high
est in nearly three decades, and unem
ployment once again is expected to reach 
crisis proportions. 

A central question is who will assume 
the leadership in the major task of re
vitalizing the industrial and urban base 
of American society. 

In recent issues of In These Times, the 
weekly independent socialist newspaper 
published in Chicago, a series of indepth 
articles have appeared exploring the di
mensions of industrial disinvestment-
plant shutdowns and the horrendous ef
fects these have had on the workers and 
communities involved. The series, "Shut
tered Factories, Shattered Ccmmu
nities," authored by Reporter David Mo· 
berg, is must reading for all Americans 
concerned about ithis issue, and I 
strongly recommend the following ex
cerpts to my colleagues : 

IN THESE TIMES REPORT ON-PLANT 
SHUTDOWNS 

Len Balluck was discouraged, bitterly dis
couraged. A few months ago he had hopes 
that the old Campbell steel mill of Youngs
town Sheet and Tube would reopen again 
under worker-community ownership. He and 
his fellow workers might have their jobs 
again. 

Freil}. his own experience of 20 years in the 
mill and from the studies made by various 
experts, he was convinced they could make 
the mill an economic success and prove that 
their factory had been scuttled by the ex• 
ploitative mismanagement of the Lykes con
glomerate, not by inevitable forces of the 
market, nor by Japanese competitors, nor by 
environmental regulations. 
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Sitting in the Isaly's lee cream shop in 

Struthers, where he regularly shares the 
news of the community with other steel
workers and local leaders over his morning 
cup of Sanka, Balluck condemned the recent 
federal government rejection of the request 
by t he Ecumenical Coalition of the Mahon
ing Valley for a $27 million grant and guar
antees of $245 million in loans to reopen the 
mill. 

"We had high hopes of getJting 1,600 jobs 
back," he said, referring to the first phase of 
the reopening. "Then we get turned down by 
Washington. Jimmy Carter will have to bear 
the burden of that. The people at Isaly 's say 
he hasn't done ·enough for this valley. Don't 
even come around here talking to me about 
Jimmy Carter." 

Balluck had organized several hundred of 
the 4,100 laid-off steelworkers into Steel
workers United for Employment (SUE) after 
complaining last !faill that the Ecumenical 
Coalition, which has led the fight to reopen 
the mill , failed to mobilize the steelworkers 
for the project. It hadn't been easy. Many 
of the former workers were skeptical about 
the plan and its clerical sponsors. Others 
were just listless and depressed. Nobody 
wanted to get his hopes up only to have them 
crushed again. Balluck knew how precarious 
many o! their lives had been since the sud
den September 19, 1977, shutdown. 

"I can tell you about the drinking, the 
suicides, the psychiatric wards ," he said. "I 
can tell you all these things." 

One friend who was making $24,000 a year 
as a skilled worker now works as a laborer 
for $11,000 a year. He's comparatively lucky. 
While calling for support for SUE, Balluck 
heard the mother of one young worker ex
plain that her son's benefits had run out last 
December. The pressure of still having no job 
got to him. Now he's in a mental hospital. 
'l'Wo people Balluck knew kllled themselves. 
Nearly a quarter of those laid off had retired 
early with reduced benefits. 

Few of them are willing to talk about their 
hardships. They're the sort of people, accord
ing to a survey taken by a team from the lo
cal university, who find it hard to ask other 
people for help. They're the sort of people 
who, despite their anger at the Lykes Cor
poration and at Jimmy Carter, still blame 
themselves somewhat for not having a job. 

It's tough finding a job in the Mahoning 
Valley now. Over 9,000 people applied when 
the local General Motors assembly plant at 
Lordstown announced it would accept appli
cations. As of late last summer, 80 to 90 per
cent of the laid-off workers were still in the 
Youngstown area and only 35 to 40 percent 
of ·them had found jobs. some still have 
benefits coming, but by now nearly all of the 
financial cushion has vanished. 

That financial aid-unemployment com
pensation, supplementary unemployment 
benefits and Trade Readjustment Asslst
ance-"was a pacifier, welfare," Balluck says . 
Although it made life almost comfortable for 
a while , it also undermined the workers' 
sense of urgency and thus hurt the move
ment to reopen the mill. 

But the shocks keep coming. By the end 
of this year, the Brier Hill steelworks, em
ploying 1,100 people, will close, according to 
the directors of the LTV Corporation, the 
new owners. Soon the U.S. Steel Ohio and 
Macdonald Works may also be aba'I!donea, 
throwing 4,000 more workers on what Bal
luck calls, "the industrial garbage pile." 

Across town, in the union hall of Local 1462 
of Brier Hlll, William Vaughan, a 35-year-old 
black steelworker who had been in the mill 
for 15 years, talked about what he would do 
when his job ended. "I want to find a half
way decent job, maybe go to college and get 
a B.A. degree so I 'll have something to fall 
back on. I know one thing, I'm not gonna get 
another job like the mill, work 15-20 years 
and lose my job again. 
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"I thought about leaving Youngstown 
three or four times," he said. "But I've lived 
here nearly all my life." In theory, Vaughan 
is supposed to be as mobile as capital, shift
ing with the opportunities. But like so 
many workers faced with shutdowns, 
Vaughan saw Youngstown as not only a place 
of employment but above all as a home and 
r. community to live in. 

Although his wife's part-time job will help 
out in supporting the three kids, Vaughan's 
impending loss of his job will hit his family 
in more than its pocketbook. "My father was 
just getting to the point where he could do 
something with his life," Kenny, a top stu
dent and athlete in high school, said. "He had 
some extra money to take trips, pay for col
lege. Now it means I have to get a scholar
ship. I never thought things like this could 
happen, that management could say, 'You've 
got 15 years in the mill. Now we're shutting it 
down.'" 

THE HIGH COST OF CLOSINGS 

More people are discovering what Kenny 
Vaughan has now learned at an early age. 
Business shutdowns can wreak havoc with 
the lives of individuals and the well-being of 
communities. Of course, businesses have 
failed in the past. Or they have shifted from 
one region to another. Because of lack of ap
propriate statistics, it's hard to say definitely 
whether the frequency of shutdowns has in
creased or not. 

The awareness of the consequences of fac
tory and other business "terminations" is 
changing, however. The Youngstown closing 
and the fight to keep the mill open, unsuc
cessful as it now appears to be, have height
ened the sense of public urgency and of the 
possibilities for action. Similarly, there has 
been a growing interest in legislation to pro
vide advance notice of shutdowns and to 
compensate workers and communities for 
the loss, stimulated by the work of the Ohlo 
Public Interest Campaign (OPIC). 

Although "runaway shops" and "disinvest
ment" have been on the lips of activists in 
northern industrial cities for many years 
now, there is a greater sense of urgency now 
as the scope of the issue widens. Partly that 
is a result of the steadily worsening impact 
of conglomeraite and major corporate in
vestment decisions on the economic vitallty 
of hundreds of communities. Partly it is a 
result of a drearier general economic pros
pec•t. No longer is there the same faith that 
new industries will arise to replace those 
that have closed up shop, since the entire 
economy faces a period of uncertainty and 
slow growth. 

"The broadest, most fundamental starting 
point is the clear assessment that the post
war boom is really over," says Gar Alperovitz, 
director of the National Center for Eco
nomic Alternatives, which supervised the 
development of the Youngstown commu
nity-worker ownership plan. "Second, no 
one believes there will be a 'return to nor
malcy.' Therefore, you can't simply allow 
short-term dislocaition. People begin to say, 
'What can we do?' The context has changed." 

With that changed context and changing 
perception comes the possibility of a new 
political thrust that could radically trans
form the U.S. economy. There is a growing 
awareness of the life-and-death power that 
capital has over communities and individu
als, and of how there is no democratic ac
countability for the exercise of that power. 

The new movement beginning demands 
greater public control over investment de
cisions, financial capital and choices of busi
ness location. It demands that public needs 
be considered alongside the private balance 
sheet. It P?ints in the direction of de.cen
tralized planning in the interest of local eco
nomic vitality. 

"It is very narrow to look at the issue only 
as plant closings," Alperovitz argues. "The 
issue is community economic health. It's a 
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much broader question. It's pa.rtly pla.nt 
closings; it's partly new entrances; it's partly 
expansion. 

"In order to give us a broad. enough vision 
and a strong enough moral posture, the 
issue is the health of American communi
ties, not just one plant closing. That's also 
the way people see it." 

Yet it is usually a factory closing that 
jolts people into a new awareness, partly 
because manufacturing is often the center 
of community economic life, providing the 
"export" income that helps to stimulate 
other loc'ail businesses. 

The community often feels diffusely that 
an implicit contract has been broken. Not 
only the suddenly jobless workers but oth
er businesses, their employees, local govern
ment and other public institutions have re
lied on the bigger busines!>f;s. They pay dear
ly for the closings. Then some people realize 
that there was no need for the sudden shut
down. Even if the business died for "natural" 
reasons-such as ina.bility to compete profit
ably-communities could plan for the 
death's effects with proper notice. 

But often the community loss refiects a 
decision that is only rational from the view
point of a single corporation intent on ex
panding its profit, size and power, even 11 
that means unnecessarily destroying fac
tories and communities in the process. Es
pecially with the growth of conglomerates 
and their special strategies there ls an 
increasingly stark choice: win greater 
democratic control of capital or accept great
er domination of society by capital. 

When a factory dumps wasrtes in a nearby 
stream, other people pick up t'he tab: loss of 
clean water, destruction of fish and wildlife, 
decline of recreatJion areas, illness and even 
death, costs of cleaning up after the cor
poration. Thanks to the environmental 
movement, there is a growing recognition in 
the law and public opinion that the costs 
of maintaining a healthy environment 
should be assumed by the firm and not 
treated as ,an "externaMty." 

When a factory closes down after years of 
operation, there are also many costs to the 
workers, other local businesses and their em
ployees, urban institutions and local gov
ernment, and taxpayers throughout the state 
and nation. Taking all those costs into ac
count can lead to a much different view of 
the economic rationality of a plant closing. 
Yet those costs are regarded, as environ
mental costs were in the pa.sit, as external 
to the business balance sheet. 

The most immediate costs are borne by the 
laid-off workers. Because of their unusually 
high unemployment benefits-in large part 
a public cost-the workers at Youngstown 
suffered less than many workers would have. 
Yet especially because they were in a highly
paid, unionized industry, their long-term 
earning prospects for the future are grim. 

Economist Louis Jacobson, in research for 
the Labor Department, estimates that work
ers in those industries with low turnover
usually those with high earnings, unions and 
predominantly male workforces as well, such 
as steel and auto-suffer most from plant 
closings. 

On the average, workers in such indus
tries will lose the equivalent of about two 
years' earnings-roughly $30- 35,000-in the 
first five years after the shutdown. Over their 
working careers, they will lose 10 to 15 per
cent of what they might have earned. 
Although older workers may be severely hurt 
financially because they are forced to retire 
early, Jacobson finds that workers with three 
to eight years seniority lose most in the long 
run because their loss affects more working 
years. 

CONGLOMERATE VERSUS COMMUNITY 

When the shutdown occurs in a labor 
market with high unemployment, or in a 
small labor market-typical of Youngstown 
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and many other older industrial cities now 
facing repeated plant closings, the losses are 
even greater. If unemployment is one-third 
greater than the national average, the loss 
can double in a given year. Seeking jobs in a 
small labor market again boosts the loss. The 
figure worsens by half again if all the men 
who drop out of the labor market are 
included. So steelworkers in a small, 
depressed community might suffer earnings 
losses of 30 to 50 percent as a result of a 
shutdown if these effects are compounded, 
not counting loss of above average benefits. 

After a factory closing, many women typi
cally drop out of the labor force. If we count 
their loss of earnings along with the loss of 
women who return to other jobs after a lay
off, then women as a group suffer proportion
ately higher earnings losses than men. Men 
in high turnover industries are more likely 
to be out of work from time to time, to 
accumulate fewer seniority benefits and to 
work in less-skilled jobs than men in low
turnover industries. These men-in fields 
such as cotton weaving, television and elec
tronic component manufacture, toys, clothes 
and shoemaking-lose proportionately less 
than men in autos, steel, meatpacking, aero
space or petroleum refining, Jacobson reports. 

Workers can, of course, move at their own 
expense, often taking a loss on their invest
ment in their home. Since young people are 
most likely to move, the community future 
is hurt also. But family and community ties 
hold many workers. A study of Youngstown 
Sheet and Tube workers by Policy Manage
ment Associates (PMA) indicated that only 
one-fifth were thinking of leaving. It's not 
surprising: 77 percent of them had lived in 
the area over 20 years and only 16 percent 
had been born more than 200 miles away. 

When a factory shuts down, the effects 
quickly spread-to suppliers, to retail busi
nesses, to wholesalers and transportation 
firms, and to various service agencies. The 
PMA study estimated that an additional 1,650 
to 3,600 jobs would be lost in the Youngstown 
area as a result of the Campbell works shut
downs. Other studies have estimated the in
direct job loss at 11,199 to 13,000. Using the 
PMA estimate, indirect job losses would cause 
a retail sales drop of $12.2 to $23 million each 
year, pushing the total sales lost to the range 
of $66 to $102 million a year. 

These costs exact a collective public toll as 
well. The same PMA study estimated that in 
the first three-and-a-quarter years after the 
shutdown, local communities around 
Youngstown would lose up to $7.8 million in 
taxes, the county would lose $1.1 million, the 
state up to $8 million and the federal gov
ernment up to $15.1 million-a grand total 
of between $26.8 and 032 million. 

At the same time the cost of the various 
relief programs-mainly Trade Readjustment 
Assistance-would run between $34.2 and 
$37.9 million. By this accounting, the public 
loss from the shutdown could reach nearly 
$70 million in slightly over three years. 

But even these sums of direct public and 
private expenses due to a plant closing are 
inadequate measures. A massive shutdown 
or a series of smaller closings can disrupt 
the fabric of the community, upsetting the 
network of/ local business transactions and 
precipitating failures, threatening the qual
ity of public services such as schools, and 
undermining civic institutions (corporate 
and payroll contributions to the Youngstown 
United Appeal, for example, dropped by 
nearly half in the first year after the shut
down). Especially in a small town, a factory 
closing can destroy the focus and meaning 
of community life as a whole. 

But the most tragic part of plant closings 
shows up in the stories traded by workers in 
the Isaly's of industrial America-the stories 
of depression and despair, of broken spirits, 
of broken marriages. They show up, too, as 
statistics in scientific studies and social work 
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agencies. Yet even there they are under
stated. As Sidney Cobb and Stanislaw Kasl 
remarked in their conclusion of a study of 
physiological and . psychological effects on 
two plant closings, "In the psychological 
sphere the personal anguish experienced by 
the men and their fam111es does not seem 
adequately documented by the statistics of 
deprivation and change in affective state .... 
The numbers don't seem commensurate with 
the very real suffering that we observed." 

Yet the statistics are bad enough. They 
found increased frequency of ulcers in the 
laid-off men and their wives, greater likeli
hood of future heart ailments and diabetes, 
greater hypertension and more swollen 
joints. Most of the men compared the experi
ence of the factory closing with the stress of 
getting married (midway on a scale of life 
events where 10 equals a traffic ticket, 80 
divorce and 100 death of a spouse), but over 
one-fourth found the experience as shatter
ing as divorce or more so. It took most close 
to half a year to recover, but as time went on 
those who were still unemployed tended to 
blame themselves for their plight. Some be
came convinced that they couldn't hold a 
job. Others eventually turned to suicide
at a rate 30 times greater than the national 
norm. 

Similar conclusions can be drawn by pro
jecting the results of a study of the conse
quences of unemployment. Harvey Brenner, 
in a study for the Joint Economic Commit
tee, concluded that a 1 percent increase in 
unemployment over six years has in recent 
decades been associated with an increase in 
36,887 deaths, including 20,240 from heart 
ailments, 920 suicides, 648 homicides, 4,227 
state mental hospital admissions and 3,340 
state prison admissions. Counting only the 
workers in the Youngstown area directly 
dumped by the Lykes Corporation, Brenner's 
figures would suggest that the single plant 
closing will lead to over 130 additional 
deaths. 

Plant shutdowns bring on more family 
quarrels and violence, mental health prob
lems and alcoholism. In Youngstown, for 
example, the Help Hotline had twice as many 
calls the January after the Campbell shut
down as it had the January be.fore, and the 
number continued to climb. Calls about bat
tered women, child abuse and family or 
marital problems tripled in the year follow
ing the shutdown. The local Alcoholic Clinic 
* * * in the number of steelworkers seeking 
treatment. Referrals to the Eastern Mental 
Health Clinic doubled in the year after the 
shutdown. 

Adding up an these costs provides one 
side of what economist David Smith has 
labeled "the public balance sheet." Benefits 
of a.ny action taken should be weighed in 
the same balance. The results are often sur
prising, and quite at odds with the private 
accounting. For example, Smith assumes 
that the governm!'lnt should expect a 9 per
cent return on its money invested in an 
attempt to save the Youngs.town economy. 
Even the conservative estimates of the PMA 
study suggest that reopening the Campbell 
works would bring in enough tax money to 
justify a $75 million equity investment, far 
more than the Coalition's proposal for Com
munity Steel would have required. If we 
figure in an of the other costs and benefits, 
an even larger public equity investment 
would be justified. 

"What is at issue is the differing perspec
tives, and therefore cost-benefit calculations, 
that will be made by an analyst charged 
with investing on behalf of a public ac
count," Smith writes in The Public Balance 
Sheet, soon to be released by the National 
Center for Economic Alternatives. "Argu
ments over 'justification' miss the point that 
the public has a legitimate right to be con
cerned about the differential. imposition of 
costs a.nd benefits between the public and 
private sectors." e 
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FEDERAL AID FOR LOCAL 

COMMUNITIES 

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, I insert 
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a copy of 
a letter I recently sent to public officials 
in the Ninth District of Indiana. The 
letter suggests ways for public officials 
to increase their chances of obtaining 
Federal aid for their communities: 

LE'ITER OF LEE HAMILTON 

1. BECOME INFORMED 

The federal aid system is complicated, but 
it is not impossible to understand. Take the 
time to read and research to find the in
formation you must have. 

Don't be afraid of the Federal Catalogue 
of Domestic Assistance. While it is some
times as confusing as the system it purports 
to explain, take time to become familiar 
with it. It is a good first source of informa
tion. Follow up on any programs that seem 
good by contacting the administering agency 
for more data. 

Subscribe to trade association publications. 
There is a publication for just about every 
interest, and it usually gives its readers 
valuable program information. 

Put yourself on agency mailing lists. Most 
agencies have them, and those on the lists 
are sent announcements of new programs 
or new information on old programs. 

Attend national conferences if you can 
afford it. Many good ideas are exchanged at 
these meetings. Applying for federal grants 
sometimes me.llls "thinking big," a.nd na
tional conferences are part of that way of 
thinking . 

2. ASK FOR HELP 

Teo many officials submit applications 
"blind", simply on the basis of a program 
announcement. While some of these appli
cations are successful, most aren't. They fail 
to comply with technical requirements, miss 
the point of the program, or are ignored by 
reviewing officials. · 

Draw on your regional development com
missions. You pay tax dollars for them to 
provide you with technical assistance. They 
can suggest programs to meet your needs, 
help you in drafting proposals, and repre
sent you before state and federal agencies. 
They have had much practice with programs 
you may have dealt with only once or twice. 

Contact the agencies themselves for tech
nical assistance. Many agencies routinely 
work with applicants to prepare a success
ful proposal, but others will do so only if 
asked. The agencies can keep you from writ
ing a bad proposal. 

Get to know a con tact person in an agency 
with which you deal frequently. Consult 
with that person whenever you think that he 
or she can assist you. 

Request feedback if an application is 
turned down. Comments and criticisms make 
for a better application next time. They also 
draw attention to your proposal a second 
t ~me. 

3. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS 

It is frightening to know how many ap
plications fail for lack of a signature on a 
form. Program paperwork seems immense and 
the required procedures overwhelming, but 
small slip-ups can result in delays that push 
applicants over a deadline to awaiit the next 
funding cycle. 

If something is confusing, call and ask for 
clarification. 

Follow up the call with a written confirma
tion of what you understood. 
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Be prompt in seeing to corrections or re

quests for additional information. 
4. HAVE A STRATEGY 

There are three basic strategies a commu
nity can use to get aid. The best strategy for 
a given conununity depends on a whole host 
of factors. 

In the first case, local leaders assess the 
situation, rank their needs, and look for a 
progra.Ill that would meet the most pressing 
needs. While this is the most logical strategy 
from the community's point of view, it ls not 
necessarily the most successful in obtaining 
grants. Funding mechanisms may not exist 
to meet t!he community's highes·t priorities, 
at least as the community conceives them. 

In the second case, the local leaders adapt 
their projects slightly to accommodate the 
existing funding mechanisms. For example, 
1! a community needs a center bUJt can't take 
on a loan from the Farmers Home Adminis
tration, the community needs to think about 
using historic preservation funds to restore 
an old building that could be used as ia cen
ter. This str.aitegy ls often more successful 
because it ls more fiexlble. 

In the third case, local leaders start by find
ing out what money ls available and work up 
proposals to get that money. At first glance, 
this strategy seems inefficient since the kinds 
of money available may not fit the commu
ndty's purposes. However, grants generate 
other grants. As a community becomes better 
known to federal officials, acquires a reputa
tion for carrying oUJt projects effectively, and 
gets better at designing imaginative propos
als, 1! may not be as hard as it first appeared 
to get money for the community's greatest 
needs. 

5 . UNDERSTAND EACH APPLICATION PROCESS 

Just ma1llng the application in before the 
deadline is not enough. A community should 
know something about the steps of the re
view and the timing involved. 

Don't ignore the date of the agency's yearly 
allotment. If the money comes in October, 
have your application ready beforehand, by 
July. 

Don't leave the tracking of your applica
tion to the engineer. Know your review office 
and check to make sure that your application 
is not being held up. 

Don't wait through months of silence. If 
you hear nothing and you suspect that there 
may be a problem, try to find out how things 
a.re going. 

On the other hand, don't pester federal 
officials unnecessarily. If you are sure that 
your application is complete and the an
nouncement says that awards will be made 
on a certadn date, wait for that date before 
making contact. 

6. MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN 

A major problem small communities have 
in obtaining federal aid ls their lack of visi
biUty. A community often finds itself in the 
"big time," with much larger cities whose 
needs have been widely publicized. Even 
when applications are being handled by an 
Indianapolis office or by a state agency on 
behalf of the federal government, there is no 
guarantee that reviewing officials will have 
familiarity with small communities. Fortu
nately, there are ways to make a small com
munity visible. 

Attend your Congressman's conferences 
and take advantage of the opportunity to 
meet with state and federal officials there. Be
sides just making their acquaintance, you 
can get up-to-date program information 
from them. 

Ask for a site visit if you have a serious 
difficulty in your community. Federal offi
cials will be more impressed with its serious-
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ness 1! they see it firsthand. Also, the visit 
gives them a chance to meet you. They wm 
have a much clearer idea of your proposal's 
potential benefit. 

Participate in the state planning process. 
Many federal grant programs are run prin
cipally by the state. The state ls required to 
draw up a plan before it can spend the 
funds. If a community takes an active role 
in the formulation of the plan, 1t can help 
steer money toward certain sorts of projects 
and make its own needs better known. 

7. BE AWARE OF YOUR LIMITATIONS 

A generous grant can be a heady prospect 
for a small community. Forethought and at
tention to detail are essential 1f the grant 
ls to be put to work in the most beneficial 
way. 

Don't "bite off more than you can chew." 
Be able to administer the project once you 
get the money. Part of getting more grants 
ls the fostering of a solid reputation for 
using funds efficiently. For example, com
munity development money is denied to 
towns that have not spent a sufficient 
amount of the funds given in an earlier proj
ect year. 

Don't expect to get something for nothing. 
Most federal programs give loans, matching 
grants, or seed money. Be able to make good 
your commitment by paying back the loan, 
coming up with your matching funds, or 
finding a way to continue service once the 
seed money has run out. Even with a full 
grant, it costs money and takes time to draw 
up the proposal. 

Don't try to do everything yourself. Be 
able to get others to help you. In small com
munities where public officials are part-time 
and often unpaid, it is good to find a dedi
cated citizen who can be a "grantsperson". 
Send him or her to a training seminar, pay 
the out-of-pocket expenses, and get the ref
erence materials required for an adequate 
job.e 

THE ALL-VOLUNTEER FORCE 

HON. LES ASPIN 
OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Speaker, the All-Vol
unteer Forqe has ended 5 of its 6 years 
within one-tenth of 1 percent of its man
power goals. These figures should dispel 
the popular notion that the services can
not recruit enough volunteers. 

Each month when the recruiting goals 
are missed, the news gets a lot of atten
tion. But no ·one notices all the months 
when the goals are met. 

What is more, the services frequently 
miss a recruiting goal but end up making 
their total manpower goal because fewer 
people leave the service than anticipated. 
In other. words, reenlistment rates out
run expect.ations. 

The worst year for the All-Volunteer 
system was 1975 when the four services 
combined ended up the year 41/lOOths 
of 1 percent short of the planned goal. 
That is still a batting average of 0.999 
and is nothing to be sniffed at in any 
league. 

The last man was drafted in December 
1972. Since then, the services have ended 
three of the succeeding years with slight-
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ly fewer men than desired and the other 
three years with slightly more men than 
desired. On average, the services have 
been short only 5/lOOths of 1 percent of 
their year-end goals. 

End of calendar 
year 

1973 _________ ___ 

1974_ - ----- -----1915 __ __________ 

1976 _ - - - - -- -- - - -1977 ________ ____ 
1978 __________ __ 

Average ___ ____ 

End strength 
(thousands) 

Goal Actual 

2, 199. 5 2, 200. 7 
2, 140. 6 2, 138. 8 
2, 092. 0 2, 083. 4 
2, 071. 3 2, 071. l 
2, 057. 7 2, 059. 4 
2, 038. 8 2, 039. 8 

2, 100. 0 2, 098. 9 

Goal missed 
by-

Percent-
Number age 

+1, 200 +0.05 
-1, 800 -.08 
-8, 600 -.41 

-200 -.01 
+1, 700 +.OB 
+1, 000 +.05 

-1, 100 -.05 

Ironically, a lot of people said the all
volunteer system would only get enough 
volunteers when there was a recession. 
Yet the only year in which the services 
missed their goals by a measurable 
amount was 1975-and mos~ of that year 
we were in a recession. 

The services ended both of the last 2 
years with slightly more personnel on 
board than they had budgeted for
hardly an indication that the all-volun
teer system is falling. 

Some people look at the numbers on 
the chart and notice that the totals are 
declining from one year to another. 
There is an immediate suspicion that the 
goals are reduced each year because of 
difficulty making them. 

Two points should be made here. 
First, the size of the services dropped 

by even greater amounts each year from 
the end of the Korean war until the 
Kennedy administration took office in 
1961 and expanded the forces that year 
and the next. They then declined each 
year again until the Vietnam war began. 

That does not indicate the draft was a 
failure any more than the modest drops 
of recent years indicate the all-volunteer 
system is a failure. It simply indicates 
that various economies are taking place. 
It is like flour settling in the flour bin. 

For the record, the services declined on 
average by 156,000 men each year from 
1954 to 1960, by 19,000 a year from 1962 
to 1965 and by 32,000 a year from 1973 
to 1978. 

Second, many of these cuts have been 
imposed by economy-minded members of 
the Armed Services Committees, which 
are hardly hotbeds of love and support 
for the all-volunteer system. 

The Congress first began authorizing 
manpower levels for each of the services 
in fiscal year 1974. Congress cut the 
President's request in the first 5 years 
s!nce then by numbers ranging from 
2,800 to 30,800. The end strength request 
was raised only in the budget for the cur
rent year, fiscal year 1979, when 6,750 
slots were added. 

These numbers do not definitively 
prove that the all-volunteer military is a 
great success. They do, however, defi
nitely disprove the simplified allegations 
of some that the All-Volunteer Force is 
unable to recruit enough people to fill the 
assigned slots. • 
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THE CYPRUS TRAGEDY 
CONTINUES 

HON. JOHN BRADEMAS 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, we ob
serve this month the fifth anniversary 
of a tragedy. On August 14, 1974, Turk
ish military forces, armed with Ameri
can-supplied weapons, invaded and oc
cupied 40 percent of the sovereign nation 
of Cyprus. 

This invasion was carried out in clear 
violation of American laws and bilateral 
agreements already in effect which pro
hibited the use of American weapons for 
offensive purposes. 

Unlike Turkey's Cyprus action of the 
previous month, which was mounted in 
response to a coup instigated on the is
land by a Greek junta, this August in
vasion took place at a time when hostili
ties had ceased, the junta had fallen, 
a ceasefire was in effect, and the inter
ested parties were engaged in peace talks 
at Geneva. In summary Mr. Speaker, 
there was no provocation, no justifica
tion whatever for the second invasion 
of Cyprus. 

The sorry consequences of that action, 
in respect of American relations with the 
nations of the eastern Mediterranean, 
are too well known to bear repeating 
here. Suffce it to say that fundamental 
misjudgments wit:_ in the American exec
utive branch permitted the invasion of 
Cyprus to take place and further mis
judgments have allowed the occupation 
of Cyprus to continue for these many 
years. 

But, Mr. Speaker, beyond the political 
and strategic consequences of severely 
damaged relations with the governments 
of the nations involved, there are hu
man consequences which cannot be 
ignored. In fact, as we observe this fifth 
anniversary, those consequences are the 
most distressing: 

Af'ter 5 years, 200,000 Greek Cypriots
nearly one-third of the country's popu
lation-remain driven from their homes 
in the northern portion of the island; 

After 5 years, there are more than 
2,000 missing persons unaccounted for 
by the Turkish occupation forces; 

After 5 years, those occupation forces 
still number more than 25,000 armed 
troops, and 

After 5 years, Turkey has not with
drawn from a single acre of Cypriot land. 

Mr. Speaker, when Congress was per
suaded last year to remove the partial 
embargo it had imposed in accordance 
with American law, it did so in the expec
tation that such an action would lead to 
moderation of Turkish intransigence on 
Cyprus. This expectation, as we all re
call, was fostered by the Carter admin
istration, whose officials argued that con
tinuation of the embargo was the most 
significant factor preventing Turkish ac
tion on Cyprus. 

Mr. Speaker, the hollowness of that 
argwnent has become evident to all of 
us. 

Turkey has taken no positive actions 
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whatever on Cyprus, nor is there any 
evidence that such actions will soon be 
forthcoming. 

In the midst of this sorry record, Mr. 
Speaker, there is some small reason for 
optimism. The House 01f Representatives 
voted overwhelmingly this summer-303 
to 107-against providing grant military 
assistance to Turkey. As the debate on 
that issue made clear, Turkey's failure 
to act on Cyprus was the key factor in 
the House's decision to put some limits 
on what was in other respects a most 
generous economic and military package 
for Turkey. 

Although the final shape of this pack
age is still to be worked out with the 
Senate, it should be clear to the Turkish 
Governmen~and to its supporters with
in the Carter administration-that Con
gress will not close its eyes to Turkey's 
record on Cyprus. Rather, as the sixth 
year of the Turkish occupation begins, 
we will do all we can to promote a swift 
and equitable end to the continuing 
tragedy of Cyprus.• 

SAUDIS ASSAIL OIL COMPANIES 

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, I wish 
to bring to my colleagues attention how 
the Saudis note the role of the multi
national oil companies in the recent oil 
crisis. In a recent radio commentary on 
the Ryadh domestic radio following the 
ending of OPEC planning committee 
which was delegated the responsibility 
for drawing up a new strategy for OPEC, 
the Saudi stated: 

While the conduct of the producing and 
consuming states is governed by the realities 
of this situation and the nature of current 
circumstances, there is a third party who is 
exploiting the extremely serious, tense and 
contradictory situation at the expense of the 
producing states. This party is represented by 
the oil companies, whose control of the means 
of distribution so greatly affects the inter
national market as to create many problems. 

How often we have warned that these com
panies are following parallel policies. They 
are amassing huge oil reserves, which they 
plan to keep in storage in order to put pres
sure on the market. And this is in the face of 
the growing urgency of the daily needs of 
private individuals, industries and the devel
opment of communities. And at the same time 
they are exerting pressure on the oil-rich 
regions to tempt them to increase their pro
duction with lies about growing demands and 
market needs for a greater quantity than 
that which is produced at present. 

As evidence of this it may be pointed out 
that the American companies alone achieved 
in the second quarter of this year an average 
profit of 68.9 percent, while those participat
ing in the oil industries secured a profit 
averaging 19.4 percent compared with 18.6 
percent achieved by the largest 100 major oil 
companies. 

This very briefly means: 
1. World production of oil does not go 

directly for consumption, but passes through 
accounting processes determined by profit
and-loss conditions of the international com
panies that control the oil industry; and 
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2. The shortfall arising from the difference 

between average production and consumption 
is in fact kept in stockpiled reserves to insure 
the continuation of their ability to control 
world markets at the appropriate time and 
in the appropriate manner. 

On the political side, the direct aim of this 
serious conduct is to insulate public opinion 
of the consumer states from the truth of the 
oil companies' blatant exploitation and to 
portray the oil states as arbitrarily using this 
wealth as a means of pressure by determin
ing prices and controlling the world market 
in order to achieve strategic gains in favor 
of their own interests. 

In some ways the Saudi viewpoint of the 
American multinational oil companies is not 
unlike the American public's. It certainly 
adds fuel to the fire that oil companies have 
had adequate crude oil stocks to refine, make 
unbelievable profits and blatantly exploited 
the existing market situation.e 

FEDERAL EFFORTS TO IMPROVE 
PRODUCTIVITY CITED 

HON. TOM CORCORAN 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

O Mr. CORCORAN. Mr. Speaker, the 
July issue of State Legislatures, pub
lished by the National Conference of 
State Legislatures, includes an article by 
Washington editor Andrea Kailo regard~ 
ing the Federal role in productivity im
provement at the State and local level. 
I introduced legislation on March 8 
which would encourage productivity im
provement in the public sector, H.R. 273f 
the Intergovernmental Productivity Im · 
provement Act of 1979-the corn.panio11 
bill, S. 1155, was introduced on May 1!j 
by Senator CHARLES PERCY. I commend 
the article to my colleagues and insert 
it in the RECORD at this point: 

PRODUCTIVITY: THE WASHINGTON 
CONNECTION 

(By Andrea Kailo) 
The world according to GARPS would be 

a place in which the federal government pro
vided a focal point for enhancing state and 
local productivity. 

GARPS-the Grants Assessment, Research 
and Productivity Section-was recently es
tablished under the Office of Personnel Man
agement's Intergovernmental Personnel 
Programs ( OPM/IPP) to give both technical 
and financial assistance to states and locali
ties to improve public management. 

As interest grows in improving produc
tivity in the federal government, more and 
more federal studies are concluding, as did 
an OPM task force report la.st year, that 
"improvement in state and local government 
productivity is essential to any national pro
gram." 

Addressing nearly 100 state and local gov
ernment representatives at a March Work
shop on State and Local Government Pro
ductivity Improvement, U.S. Comptroller 
General Elmer Staats noted that, "with state 
and local government expenditures now 
comprising over 15 percent of the GNP, the 
fiscal status and productivity of this sector 
has become more important for a healthy 
national economy .... Federal concern for 
state and local productivity has been further 
stimulated by realization that successful im
plementation of many federal social and reg
ulatory programs is critically dependent on 
effective state and local management of 
these programs." 
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In a. December 1978 repo.rt to Congress, 

Staats summarized the General Accounting 
Office's (GAO) recommendations on the 
federal role in state and local government 
productivity improvement: 

"We concluded (Staats wrote) that the 
Federal Government can best promote in
creased levels of State and local productivity 
by (1) developing from existing Federal 
programs a gene;ral management improve
ment program for the benefit of State and 
local managers, and (2) making changes in 
the Federal grants system to remove hin
drances to State and local productivity and 
to incorporate positive performance incen
tives in grant programs, thereby encouraging 
improved productivity in federally assisteq 
services." . 

Though the GAO report concludes that 
the most significant impact-and a primarily 
negative one-of the federal government on 
state and local ·productivity is the federal 
grants system, the National Productivity 
Council in December authorized a. study "to 
determine the appropriate ro.le of the federal 
government in supporting the productivity 
improvement efforts of State and local gov
ernments" which is not intended to "provide 
a. review of the federal grants system to 
identify changes to provide incentives for 
productivity improvement." 

The report is intended to identify the kind 
of assistance which would ,be most sup
portive of state and local efforts to improve 
productivity and then to determine if and 
how the federal · government could . provide 
this assistance. According to study co-leader 
Edward Chase of the Office of Management 
and Budget ( OMB) , the focus is on four 
major areas: management capacity building, 
information sharing, productivity measure
ment; and new methods and technologies. 

Chase now expects that the final report , 
originally due on April 30, will not be pre
sented to the National Productivity Council 
until at least the end of July. Both Chase 
and Lou Phillips, who heads the IPP/ GARPS 
program, were ireluctant to discuss the 
study's conclusions and recommendati<;ms 
until the draft is approved by an interagency 
study team. Chase did say, however, that 
"most of the recommendations we're talking 
about could be implemented by this fall." 

JUMPING THE GUN 

In fact, though one objective of the study 
is to determine "whether it is appropriate 
for the federal government to provide the 
assistance," GARPS already has been set 
up in anticipation of the report's findings. 
Despite its location in the Office of Personnel 
Management, GARPS will deal with more 
than just the personnel aspects of produc
tivity improvement, Phillips says. He expects 
about $5 million to be 'budgeted for the pro
gram which will concentrate on four basic 
areas: 

Networking-IPP will coordina.te the pro
grams of public interest groups, private sec
tor organizations, federal agencies and state 
and local governments to promote coopera
tive efforts in productivity improvement. 
Phillips and other IPP staff have begun meet
ing with public interest group representa
tives, including NCSL, to seek assistance in 
setting up the GARPS program. 

Information exchange-A Productivity Re
source Exchange and a bimonthly newsletter 
will be used to distribute information on sig
nificant productivity improvement projects 
in states and localities . 

Training and technical assistance-Exist
ing IPP training and technical assistance will 
be expanded to promote the development of 
productivity improvement activities. Though 
a number of federal programs currently pro
vide technical and financial assistance for 
state and local management and productiv
ity improvement, the GAO study found that 
these efforts are "varied and fragmented and 
are not well coordinated." 
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Grants-Productivity improvement proj

ects will be supported through intergovern
mental Personnel Act (IPA) grants based on 
a project's consistency with state and local 
priorities, the potential transferability of re
sults and the degree to which management 
capacity will be strengthened. NCSL's Project 
TRAIN could be used to focus on the poten
tial increases in productivity resulting from 
improved legislative procedures. 

At present, Phillips said, IPA grants must 
be related to personnel management. Legis
lation int roduced this session by Rep . Tom 
Corcoran (HR 2735) and Sen. Charles Percy 
(S 1155) would amend the Intergovernmen

.tal Personnel Act to permit OPM to make 
grants to state and local governments for up 
to 90 percent of the "costs of developing 
and carrying out programs or projects to 
strengthen the capability to improve pro
ductivity of state and local governments." 

(In a letter to Corcoran supporting his bill, 
NCSL stressed that "efforts to perform the 
work of government more efficiently must 
be given a high priority." Noting the "in
crea:sing burden" placed on states in manag
ing federal programs and responding to regu
latory requirements, NCSL maintained that 
states" must be aided by federal assistance to 
efficiently and effectively carry out federal 
.Programs." It noted that the pending bill 
allows IPA grant funds to be directed "pre
cisely at productivity improvement," not 
simply at personnel management.) 

Although the current federal focus is on 
providing technical, financial and "clearing
house" assistance to improve state and local 
productivity, the GAO report concluded that 
"the role of Federal technical assistance is 
secondary or supportive at best . . . . Gen
erally, we found that the impact of Federal 
funds for productivity improvement has been 
to support locally originated efforts, not to 
initiate new productivity efforts." In fact, 
the GAO study noted, "state and local offi
cials seem to accord higher credibility ~nd 
trust to information and assistance received 
through informal and formal networks of 
their own counterparts and private consult
ants of their own choosing." 

Asked to set their own priorities from 
among the areas on which the National Pro
ductivity Council report will focus, state and 
local representatives at the OPM-sponsored 
workshop in March introduced grant refcrm 
and grant consolidation as a key priority for 
federal involvement in improving state and 
local government productivity. 

Paul Posner, who worked on the GAO re
port, reasoned that the National Productivity 
Council decided to concentrate first on the 
technical aspects of assistance be ca use this 
would be more likely to lead to early action. 
(Indeed, as noted above, GARPS has been 
established even before being officially recom
mended.) 

On the other hand, Posner explained, the 
federal grants system ls seen as "an undulat
ing monster, difficult to get your hands on." 
With federal grants comprising over one
quarter of state and local spending for FY 
1979, the OPM task force headed by Lou 
Phillips last September noted that "the effi
ciency and effectiveness of federal assistance 
programs is often compromised by the 
policies and procedures of the system de
signed to manage them." 

What the GAO study cites as the negative 
impacts of the grant system comes as no sur
prise to those at the state and local level 
who deal with the administration of federal 
grant funds. 

"Such factors as the paperwork burden, 
compliance with costly federal standards, ex
cessive delays involved in launching pro
grams, matching and maintenance of effort 
requirements, federal funding formulas , and 
the excessive categorization of federal assist
ance impose excessive costs on state and local 
governments. As such, the grants system re
tards state and local productivity levels and 
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poses additional barriers to public managers 
on launching productivity improvement 
efforts. (emphasis added) 

In a chapter on "Federal Impacts on State 
and Local Productivity," * Harold Hovey 
points out that federal grant requirements 
hinder state and local productivity to the 
extent that they "distort" the priorities 
which would otherwise have been set. Basing 
his conclusion on the fact that, in the ab
sence of federal involvement, "public officials 
tend to select more effective instruments over 
less effective ones," Hovey notes that federal 
policies are designed to infiuence these de
cisions, shifting state and local priorities to 
attain national goals. 

"The question is not whether grant re
quirements reduce productivity, which they 
generally do," Hovey says, "but whether the 
reductions in productivity are justified by 
whatever results the cross cutting require
ments produce." 

Posner views the grant problems as stem
ming from a lack of accountability. "States 
really have no incentive to be productive 
with federal grant monies," he said. "And 
you have to wonder whether the federal 
agencies are all that concerned." 

Categorical grants "leave something to 
be desired' in terms of management control 
and resulting productivity, Posner com
mented. While noting that factors other 
than pro.ductivity levels must be taken into 
account, he acknowledged that "in terms of 
paperwork burden, General Revenue Shar
ing is the most productive program on the 
books." The greater state control encouraged 
by block grants and revenue sharing leads 
to greater state concern about program man
agement and, Posner, concluded, likely re
sults in improved productivity. 

The GAO recommendations for major 
grant system cha1nges retiect both Posner's 
views on accountability and Hovey 's concerri 
with excessive grant requirements. To " re
move some of the negative impacts on state 
and local productivity," the report recom
mends: 

Reduction of federal reporting and p9-
perwork requests and requirements; 

Standardization of "cross-cutting" require
ments, such as nondiscrimination alD.d elil.vi
ronmental review, across all federal programs, 
with designation of ·an appropriate federal 
agency t·o certify compliance with each re
quirement; 

Consolidation of categorical grant pro
gI'ams into block grants whenever feasible: 

Elimination of many prncedural require
ments over grants administration "if ac
countability for program results based on 
quantitative performance standards is estab
lished; " and 

Wider use of incentives and performance 
stirundards in the creation or reauthorization 
of federal grant programs. 

These recommendations are similar to 
those which have been put forth by NCSL, 
cialling for increased state administrative 
and legislative fiexibility and responsibility 
in the management of federal grant pro
grams. Both Chase and Posner indioa.ted that 
the role of federal grant reform in improv· 
ing state and local government productivitr 
is next on the list for a Nat ional Pro
ductivity Council/ OMB study. Perhaps, as 
with the establishment of GARPS, some of 
the reforms could precede completion of the 
final report. 

FEDERAL PRODUCTIVITY 

It must be remembered that the federal 
government's interest in state and local 
government productivity derives from con
cern about its own. 

* In Productivity Improvement Handbook 
for State and Local Gov ernment, prepared 
by the National Academy of Public Admin
istration; to be published by John Wiley & 
Sons, fall 1979. 
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The concern is relatively new and so are 
the available acts anyone embarking on a 
study of federal productivity and hoping to 
compare data from one decade to the next 
would run out of data after the first compari
son. Though the Department of Labor's Bu
reau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has been 
measuring private-sector productivity since 
1898, systematic data collection on federal 
productivity did not begin until FY 1972, 
at which time information was gathered 
retrospectively from FY 1967. 

While public employee prOductivity has a 
significant impact on Federal expenditures, 
oonceptual difficulties have hindered pro
ductivity measurement in the Federal Gov
ernment. Much of the final output of Gov
ernment is in the form of services, which 
cannot be measured as readily as the pro
duction and profit figures of private industry. 

In 1962, however, a study by the U.S. Bu
reau of the Budget (now the Office of Man
agement and Budget) concluded that valid 
productivity measures could be developed 
for many Government activities. But a shift 
in priorities left Federal pr,Oductivity meas
urement on the back burner until 1970, 
when Senator William Proxmire, then vice 
chairman of the Joint Economic Comm1ttee, 
asked the Comptroller General to investi
gate the feasibility of measuring the pro
ductivity of the Federal Government. 

Based on the recommendation of a joint 
interagency team (made up of the Civil Serv
ice Oommission, the General Accounting Of
fice and the Office of Management and 
Budget), a task force as established to col
lect the data needed to develop a Federal 
productivity index. In 1973, when continua
tion of the project was endorsed by OMB, 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics was given re
sponsibility for collecting the necessary data 
and developing productivity measures. 

Defining productivity as the ratio of the 
volume of goOds and services prOduced to 
the staff years required to produce them, 
Federal prOductivity for the sample meas
ured rose at an average annual rate of 1.3 
percent from 1967 through 1977, about the 
same as the private sector productivity in
crease for the period. The Federal figures 
varied substantially from year to year, rang
ing from a drop of 0.6 percent from FY 1973 
to FY 1974 to a gain of 2.9 percent from FY 
1976 to FY 1977. 

Federal productivity data for FY 1977 (FY 
1978 data will be published this fall) covered 
52 agencies, 64 percent of the Federal c'ivil
ian work force, and measured over 1,900 out
put indicators in 28 functional groupings. 
These groupings include such items as com
munications, medical services and equip
ment maintenance. 

Output indicators measure the final prod
ucts of an agency activity, not the inter
mediate products along the way. The out
put indicator of a libra,ry, for example, 
would reflect its use (as in the number of 
books loaned or number of information re
quests), rather than its internal adminis
trative functions (such as the number of 
books catalogued). Jim Urisko, director of 
the BLS Federal Productivity Measurement 
System, says that the number of indicators, 
which he expects to reach 3,000 for FY 1978, 
reflect the reliability of the data. The nature 
of the indicators varies substantially, in
cluding such diverse items as telegrams sent 
and deportable aliens located. 

In a recent Civil Service Journal article 
(Jan/Mar 1979), Jerome Mark, Assistant 
Commissioner for Productiv1ty and Tech
nology at the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
highlighted a number of problems encoun
tered in determining final output indica
tors for the federal government. These in
clude identifying specific units of service 
that "are countable, are fairly homogeneous 
over time, can be adjusted for quality 
changes, and reflect a significant proportion 
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of the agencies workload." Difficulties also 
al"'ise in measuring work which is contracted 
out, done over a time period longeir than the 
fiscall year, handled by someone who is not 
devoting full time to one output, or done 
within an agency which has been reor
ganized. 

While noting the currenrt emphasis on 
refining measurement techniques, it is im
portant to remember that adequate produc
tivity data-measurement for measure
ment's sake-is itself an intermediate, not 
final, output of the federal government's 
productivity efforts. The goaJ. is productivity 
improvement, and the relationship between 
measurement and improvement was well ex
plained in the 1977 Annual Report of the 
recently c:Lisbanded National Center for 
Productivity and Quality of Working Life: 

"Measurement is a tool wh'1ch, when 
used as a part of any productivity im
provement effort, can serve many purposes. 
Productivity measurement in the Federal 
Government is a means foa.- providing an 
objective yardstick for tracking progress over 
time of attemtps of agencies to use their 
work force more effectively. Areas of lower or 
declining prOductivity can aJlso be detected 
through measurement. In adc:Lition, meas
urement is a technique whicih can be used 
to motivate agencies to adopt productivity 
improvement programs." 

Or, as Office of Personnel Management 
( OPM) Director Alan Campbell said in a re
cent speech, "you can't tell if you're winning 
if you can't keep score." 

THE PLAYERS 

When the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 
1973 was assigned the role of collecting fed
eral productivity data, the responsibility for 
other aspects of productivity improvement 
was divided among a number of federal 
agencies. Generally, the assignments speci
fied that: 

The Office of Management and Budget 
would provide general policy guidance; 

The Civil Service Commission (CSC) 
would provide leadership, guidance and 
technical assistance in aspects of produc
tivity involving personnel management; 

The General Services Administration 
(GSA) would provide guidance and tech
nical assistance regarding work measure
ment and productivity measurement systems 
development; and 

The Joint Financial Management Im
provement Program (JFMIP), an interagen
cy group, would analyze the factors involved 
in productivity change and prepare an an
nual report to the President and Congress. 

While these responsibilities we·re being 
sorted and carried out, the National com
mission on Productivity, established in 1970 
to emphasize the importance of productivity 
to t~e national economy, was undergoing a 
multiple metamorphosis. In 1974, it beoame 
the National Commission on PrOductivity 
and Work Quality, with a mandate to help 
"the morale and quality of work of the 
American worker." A year later, the National 
Center for Productivity and Quality of 
Working Life emerged, directed unde·r Public 
Law 94-136 to "focus, coordinate, and pro
mote efforts to improve the rate of produc
tivity growth," to develop "a national policy 
for productivity growth in the public and 
private sectors," and to expire on Septem
ber 30, 1978. 

Most recently, President Carter has cre
ated the National PrOductivity Council 
(Executive Order 12089; October 23, 1978) 
"to provide for coordinated and effective 
Federal programs to improve productivity in 
the public a.rid private sectors." The Council 
is composed of the heads of 10 federal agen
cies, with the Director of the Office of Man
agement and Budget serving as chairman. 
Agencies are assigned specific leade·rship re
sponsibilities in the federal productivity 
effort. 
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OPM has since established a Workforce 

Effectiveness and Development Directorate 
(WED) to improve the prOductivity of the 
federal workforce. Using the task force re
port as a base, an integrated federal pro
ductivity program has been organized with
in the directorate's Office of Productivity 
Programs. 

Until initiation of this latest federal pro
ductivity improvement effort, productivity 
data had been reported to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics on a voluntary basis. In a 
December 1978 memorandum, however, the 
Office of Management and Budget instructed 
the heads of all executive departments and 
agencies with over 200 full-time permanent 
employees to follow a detailed 17-page 
Agency Instruction Package in submitting 
productivLty data, which will now form part 
of the budget process. 

One area of emphasis in data collection 
will be measuring common services within 
different departments and agencies. OPM 
productivity analyst Allan Udler believes 
that the measurement Of common adminis
trative services holds a lot of promise for 
prOductivity improvement. There are a num
ber of administrative areas, such as person
nel management and procurement, which 
extend over most government agencies, 
Udler explained. By developing a method 
whereby all agencies can report on these 
common functions on the same basis, he 
said, comparisons can be made which will 
assist managers and supervisors in improv
ing their output. 

Such a measurement system was recently 
dev·eloped and applied in the area of federal 
government personnel management. After 
determining what activities of a personnel 
office could be quantified, a task force 
divided the office into five functional areas: 
staffing and employment, position classifica
tion, employee and l·abor relations, employee 
development, and general administration and 
support. Data is now being collected for 
each of these functions in 31 federal per
sonnel offices across the country. The meth
odology used to develop this system will be 
applied in other common services, with OPM 
and BLS cooperating to design appropriate 
measurement techniques. 

The personnel management component 
under OPP's Productivity Services Division 
rests in large part on recently enacted civil 
service reform measures, particularly the es
tablishment of the Senior Executive Service. 
Experiments with positive incentives will 
be encouraged to improve lower-level man
agement and motivate individual employ
ees. Possible incentives include bonuses, 
shared cost-savings, job rotation, career de
velopment, reimbursement for unused sick 
leave and educationaJ. opportunities. In ad
dition, the establishment of performance 
appraisal systems in all federal agencies will, 
as the task force report notes, "introduce an 
accountability mechanism that is crucial to 
prOductivity improvement." 

The Research and Program Development 
Division of OPP was set up to develop and 
analyze techniques to improve organiza
tional performance. Along with doing the 
basic research, the division will test and 
demonstrate productivity improvement ap
proaches such as improved managemen1. 
systems and organizational change. 

Finally, within the capital investment 
component of the program, OPM will work 
with other members of the Productivity 
Council to stimulate capital investment in 
the federal service. Task force findings show 
that 40 to 60 percent of the productivity in
creases in the private sector are related to 
capital investment which, they concluded, 
"could become the largest single force m 
increasing Federal productivity as well." 

As the final report of the National Center 
for Productivity and Quality of Working Lile 
pointed out, "the public sector needs spe-
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cial encouragement to improve productiv
ity." 

"Without a clear-cut indicator of accom
plishment, such as profits (the report con
tinued), the incentives to improve produc
tivity are not as s·trong as in the private 
sector; indeed, there are strong incentives 
to maintain the status quo. Professional 
pride has motivwted many public manage-rs 
to try to improve government productivity, 
but--especially at the local level-improve
ment requires the support and leadership 
of elected offices. There are few political in
centives to improve productivity, however. 
The incentives are to use available publlc 
funds to satisfy immediate public demands, 
by which voters judge the performance of 
elected officials." 

In this post-Prop 13 time of tax and spend
ing limitations, the Administration has em
barked on a productivity improvement pro
gram for both the public and private sectors 
in an effo:rt to promote the more efficient use 
of our nation's resources. Recent surveys 
have shown, however, that taxpayers not 
only want reduced government spending, 
but also seek greater value for their tax dol
lars. They want effectiveness as well as effi
ciency in government. 

OPM Director Campbell recently told a 
meeting of government accountants: 

". . . what we are looking for in all of 
these programs is a combination of efficiency 
and effectiveness. To achieve one without 
the other will leave us short of our goais. 
We can say we are efficient if we find ways to 
turn out more forms or process more appli
cations in a shorter time or at less cost. 'I'o 
be able to claim that such efficiency is also 
effectiveness, we must be sure that the final 
product is improved service to the public." 

While OPM analyst Allan Udler sees pro
ductivity data as "a surrogate measure of 
effectiveness" in that low productivity can 
be an indication of worker deficiencies, Jim 
Urisko of the Bureau of Labor Statistics be
lieves that "any discussion of effectiveness 
right now is fanciful." Efficiency can be de
termined through statistics, Urisko said, but 
effectiveness-how well an agency is dis
charging its mission-is subjective. "We 
don't have effectiveness measures yet," he 
acknowledged. "That's down the road."•-

SALT TREATY NOT VERIFIABLE 

HON. JACK F. KEMP 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. KEMP. Mr. Speaker, Lt. Gen. Ed
ward Rowny has made some excellent 
points concerning his assessment of the 
verifiability of the SALT Treaty. I be
lieve his remarks, which follow, bear 
your careful consideration: 

REMARKS BY LT. GEN. EDWARD ROWNY 

THE TREATY IS NOT VERIFIABLE 

The conclusion I reached in my assessment 
of 21 May 1979 to the JCS regarding verifi
ability was that the Treaty is not adequately 
verifiable. Problems in verification stem in 
large measure from the great advantages ac
cruing to the closed society of the U.S.S.R. 
over the open society of the U.S. The U.S.S.R. 
playing its cards close to the chest whereas 
wo play ours face up on the table, has little 
difficulty in verifying U.S. systems. The press, 
unclassified Congressional hearings, produc
tion reports and other U.S. publications pro
vide the Soviet Union with all the informa
tion it needs to satisfy its verification needs. 
Practically no information of a similar na
ture is available to the U.S. I shall not dis
cuss here in open session the recent difficul-
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ties facing the U.S. in monitoring Soviet ac
tivities which already aggravate the problem 
of verifiability. My .assessment of verifiability 
rests for the most part not on monitoring but 
on the unsatisfactory provisions of the agree
ment itself to which monitoring applies. The 
l:i.S.S.R. has consistently refused to agree to 
provisions necessary to assure adequate veri
fication of mobile ICBMs, MIRVed ICBMs 
and SLBMs, new types of ICBMs, heavy 
bombers and cruise missiles. Many of the 
provisions to which we agreed involve am
biguities and contain loopholes. 

Provisions pertaining to the verifiability 
of mobile ICBMs are loosely drawn. The So
viets have agreed not to deploy the SS-16 
mobile ICBM during the period of the Treaty. 
However, the U.S. did not insist that the 
third stages of such missiles be destroyed. 
Hence the U.S.S.R. could, in a break-out 
scenario, employ these (or clandestinely pro
duced third stages) on any of the SS-20s it 
har1 in its inventory . 

As for the verifiability of numbers of 
MiRVed systems, the Soviets have agreed to 
tho "look-alike/ count-alike" rule. However, 
there are those who agree with the Soviets 
that they granted us a concession and that 
counting launchers as MIRVed are excep
tions to-rather than compliance with
agreed counting rules. Thus we cannot be 
certain that the Soviets will accept our in
terpretation of this counting rule in the 
future. 

The provisions for the verifiability of new 
t ypes of ICBMs are so loosely drawn that it 
is extremely unlikely that the Treaty will 
restrict the Soviets to one new type of ICBM. 
Parameters which would make effective veri
fication more likely were not agreed to by the 
Soviets and therefore are not a part of this 
agreement. 

Provisions for verifying heavy bombers are 
practicaUy nonexistent, largely- because the 
Soviets insisted that no definition of a heavy 
bomber be included in the Treaty. Hence, 
UJnder the Treaty, an aircra.ft is a heavy 
bomber if it is specified by a side that it is 
one. Under this arrangement the Backfire, 
clearly a heavy bomber based on estimates 
derived from data gathered by national tech
nical means, is not included as a heavy 
bomber simply because the U.S.S.R. asserts 
that it is not a heavy bomber. What is often 
forgotten is that Vladivostok resulted in 
the U.S. counting its large number of bomb
ers in the total aggregate while the U.S.S.R. 
has fewer to include in its total and subse
quently succeeded in excluding not only its 
Backfires but its dual purpose bombers used 
for anti-submarine warfare and reconnais
sance. Thus the basic objective of achieving 
equal aggregates of central systems turned 
out to be a net loss rather than a gain. 

Whether or not a cruise missile is nuclear
armed can be verified with some degree of 
confidence since storage and handling tech .. 
niques for nuclear warheads are much more 
elaborate and specialized than for conven
tional warheads. This confidence could be 
assured if cooperative or intrusive measures 
were adopted. However, the Soviets, using 
the pretext that the type of armament of 
cruise misiles is non-verifiable, succeeded 
in getting the U.S. to count conventionally
armed cruise missiles as though they were 
nuclear-armed. 

The JCS have repeatedly stated that access 
to unencrypted telemetry is essential to veri· 
fication. The United States does not encrypt 
telemetry. However, the U.S.S.R. has en· 
crypted telemetry on a number of its ICBM 
tests . Encryption of telemetry can have only 
one purpose-to deny or conceal informa
tion. The Treaty provision finally agreed 
upon has three parts: ( 1) the freedom of a 
side to encrypt, (2) a ban on encryption 
which deliberately impedes verification, and 
(3) a requirement that such deliberate in
terference must relate to provisions of the 
agreement. The most satisfactory resolution 
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of the problem would have been an insist
·ence on availability of information needed 
to verify the agreement. However, the so
viets have not agreed to provisions with re
spect to the new type ICBM which would 
establish a requirement for unencrypted 
telemetry. Left unclear is what is impeded or 
concealed, what is deliberate and not de
liberate, and who is to be the judge? It 
begs the question to leave this critical issue 
to the Standing Consultative Commission. 
This issue should be resolved in the Treaty. 
Thus, the language on encryption of telem
etry finally agreed upon is virtually mean
ingless. 

Proponents of the current SALT agree
ment state that in the absence of a Treaty 
the Soviets could interfere with national 
technical means of verification. This is not 
so. Existing agreements-the ABM Treaty 
for example-prohibit such interference. 
Moreover, the absence of agreement on what 
constitutes national technical means makes 
verifiability of this Treaty tenuous. We have 
already heard Soviet statements that over
flights of territory of our allies are not na
tional technical means. Proponents of this 
Treaty also maintain that it is adequately 
verifiable because the United States could 
detect cheating which altered the strategic 
balance in time to take corrective action. I 
challenge this view. Surprises can come at 
any time and the lead-time for countering 
them is great. The history of SALT is a his
tory replete with surprises. In 51 U.S. na
tional intelligence estimates of predicted 
Soviet performance over the past ten years, 
49 have underestimated the situation, some 
by a large margin. Early in 1979 U.S. officials 
publicly stated that the U.S. intelligence 
community had badly underestimated the 
speed with which the U.S.S.R. could develop 
and deploy its MIRVed missile systems. With 
this consistently poor record of predict
ability in the past, there is little assurance 
that in the future we can detect significant 
changes which would affect the strategic 
balance in time to take corrective action. 

THE TREATY UNDERMINES DETERRENCE 

An essential condition of the effectiveness 
of any SALT agreement is that the composi
tion and size of the force of strategic arms 
possessed by one of the two sides is that the 
other side be deterred from taking actions 
which it might otherwise take which would 
lead-consciously or inadvertently, to a 
nuclear exchange. Measured against this 
standard, the Treaty signed in Vienna will 
undermine deterrence. The static and dy
namic criteria by which strategic parity are 
generally measured demons·trate clearly that 
the U.S. will fall behind the Soviets strategi
cally in the early 1980s. The fact that the 
U.S. will be strategically inferior to the 
U.S.S.R. from the early 1980s to at least the 
end of the Treaty is the primary factor un
dermining the potential of our strategic 
forces to fulfill their role of deterrence. Fur
thermore, our current plans call for our MX 
in a mobile basing mode to be deployed in 
1986 and the system fully operational by 
1989. Accordingly, our ICBM force will, under 
current plans, remain vulnerable for the 
next ten years. I am distressed over talk that 
we need not be overly concerned about our 
fixed ICBM vulnerability because we could 
launch from under attack. Adoption of the 
bankrupt policy which such action implies 
would mark the end of intelligent arms con
trol. Aside from the technical difficulties 
and risks inherent ·in such a situation, we 
should simply not place the President of the 
United States in positions which result from 
an espousal of such a course of action. In
deed, we should take rigorous action to mini
mize chances that any U.S. President will 
be put in such a position. 

Whether or not future Soviet leaders are 
deterred is a subjective judgment they will 
make. A situation in which the U.S. is stra-
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tegically inferior and its ICBMs vulnerable 
can only cause future Soviet leaders to be 
less deterred than they would otherwise be 
if these two conditions did not exist. This is 
not to argue that Soviet leaders will delib
erately risk a first-strike against the U.S. 

It does argue, however, that Soviet leaders 
will be more adventuresome and far less in
hibited from taking risks in some future 
crisis such as a Berlin crisis. Who knows 
where the next crisis could arise. It could, 
for example, be occasioned by Soviet inter
ference in a possible Yugoslav leadership 
successorship, or perhaps denial of Middle 
East oil. If the Soviets feel they are stra
tegically superior to us in such crisis it could 
contribute to the Soviet's announced objec
tive of spreading their hegemony and con
tribute to escalation to situations in which 
nuclear arms might be employed. 

Thus, I agree wlth the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
that essential equivalence will ·be lost in the 
early 1980s and that we should first arrest 
and then reverse this strategic situation as 
a matter of the highest national priority. A 
SALT Treaty which required the U.S.S.R. to 
accept greater reductions and to eliminate 
the asymmetries in ICBM warheads and 
throw-weight would make the achievement 
of the U.S. task of regaining strategic parity 
more rapid and less expensive. It is for this 
reason that I believe we should decide to 
renegotiate the provisions of this Treaty. 
There are two ways to regain strategic 
equality-one by building up our forces and 
the other by having the Soviets reduce 
theirs. I believe the second course of action 
is more conductive to arms control, is sen
sible, and is possible. It should therefore not 
be ruled out. 

I agree with the Joint Chiefs of Staff who 
expressed it as their most serious concern 
that SALT II could be allowed to become a 
tranqu111zer to the American people and the 
adverse trends confronting us could be ir
reversible. I also applaud Senator Nunn•s 
statement that if the Senate believes SALT 
II will prevent our nation from taking the 
necessary steps to reverse current trends it 
should be rejected. However, I have heard 
no official and authoritative voice call for 
urgent and major additions to the Defense 
budget. We are apparently prepared to live 
with strategic inferiority from the early '80s 
until the '90s when the long-range correc
tives will hopefully begin to have an impact. 
This appears to me to be a dangerous 
acquiescence to the threat of Soviet pres
sure which will be backed up by superior 
military might. What we need is immediate 
and concrete action-no promises but ac
tion-in the form of major supplements to 
our defense budget in both the strategic and 
conventional fields. 
THE TREATY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE TO STABILITY 

The Treaty signed in Vienna does not con
tribute to stab11ity. The fundamental fact is 
that the Treaty does not blunt the momen
tum of the massive Soviet buildup in stra
tegic offensive arms. It has been stated that 
requiring the Soviets to reduce their number 
of strategic offensive arms and restricting 
them to one new ICBM will add to stability 
because it will enable us to know the size 
and composition of their strategic force 
structure. This hope has little chance of be
ing realized. There is no evidence that the 
Soviets will reduce their current commit
ment of resources to strategic arms. I agree 
with Admiral Turner's judgment that "a 
SALT agreement along the lines currently 
being discussed is not likely to slow the 
growth of Soviet defense spending signif
icantly." He estimated that "such an agree
ment would probably not rP.duce the rate of 
growth of (their) total defense spending by 
more than one-fifth of a percentage point 
per year." Since provisions in the Treaty 
limiting the qualitative improvement of sys
tems are practically non-existent, Soviet 
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resources can ·be expected to be channeled 
into less predictable and less veriiiable quali
tative fields. 

Moreover, since the Soviets will soon have 
sufficient warheads to cover all U.S. targets, 
to include a 2-on-1 attack on U.S. ICBMs, 
the route of qualitative improvements is 
clearly the one Soviet planners can be ex
pected to pursue. 

What concerns me most is the growing 
realization at home and abroad that the 
U.S.S.R. wlll soon have a decisive advan
tage in the strategic field. This wlll allow 
the Soviet Union to move against nations 
friendly to the U.S. with greater certainty 
that the U.S. wm not respond. 

THE TREATY COULD WEAKEN NATO 

The Treaty signed in Vienna could weaken 
NATO. The Protocol constrains, for the most 
part, U.S. systems. While the deployment of 
mobile· systems for the period of the Pro
tocol is denied both sides, the remaining 
portions of the Protocol deal with ground 
and sea-based launched cruise missiles, sys
tems that the U.S. and NATO-but not the 
Soviet Union-require. Soviet spokesmen 
have on numerous occasions stated that they 
expect the provisions of the Protocol to be 
extended and remain in force. Indeed, the 
Joint Statement of Principles states that 
protocol issues will be resolved in SALT III. 
Moreover, there would be no reason for the 
Soviets to insist that there be a Protocol if 
they did not consider it would serve as a 
precedent. In the absence of a Protocol the 
U.S. would have great incentive for entering 
into sorely needed accelerated programs for 
developing long range ground and sHa 
launched cruise missiles for early deploy
ment in Europe. 

Article XII of the Treaty states that the 
parties undertake not to circumvent the pro
visions of the Treaty "through any other 
state or states, or in any other manner." 
However, this provision is so broad that it 
will certainly be interpreted by the U.S.S.R. 
in a manner which suits their best inter
ests. Thus, the United States can fully expect 
Soviet challenges to arise when it attempts 
to transfer systems or technology to its 
NATO or other allies. Accordingly, the inter
est of our allies, and especially our NATO 
ones, can be expected to be damaged by our 
hesitancy, that is our conceivable unwill
ingness, to transfer systems and technology 
to NATO. Such challenges of U.S. actions by 
the Soviets will, under their interpretation, 
be permissible by the Treaty. 

I am of course aware that the leaders of 
our NATO allies have expressed support of 
SALT II. I suggest that this Committee care
fully study General Haig's comments which 
explain these Allied attitudes. His views con
form to my own observations resulting from 
the close contacts I have maintained with 
military leaders in NATO. Like Secretary Kis
singer and General Haig, I take little comfort 
in the mixed views one hears from Western 
Europe. NATO's leaders would be unques
tionably in favor of an equitable and veri
fiable Treaty and one which did not raise 
serious questions about their own security 
interests. In the last analysis, what is their 
alternative but to support the official posi
tion of the United States? 
THE BASIC PROBLEM: SOVIET MOMENTUM IS NOT 

CURBED 

As I have mentioned above, the crucial 
problem facing the U.S. is the large and 
continuing buildup of Soviet strategic forces. 
This momentum continued unabated while 
SALT was being negotiated, and there is no 
evidence that this Soviet momentum will 
slacken. As early as 1965, Secretary McNa
mara decided to scrap 300 B-58 bombers, 
which were then only three years old. Fur
ther, he decided that the U.S. would not add 
to its force of heavier ICBMs and would 
limit itself to 1000 light MM ICBMs. He 
said that the U.S.S.R. had neither the in-
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tention, nor the capab111ty, of matching us 
strategically. He was clearly wrong. By the 
time the Interim Agreement was signed the 
Soviet Union had a greater than 50 percent 
lead over us in ICBMs and submarines. Thus, 
Secretary McNamara initiated a trend, which 
has continued throughout the SALT nego
tiating process, that puts faith in the belief 
that our examples of unilateral constraints 
will be followed by the Soviets. This helps 
explain the cancellation of the B-1, the shut
down of the MM production line, the delays 
in the Trident program, and the delays in 
the MX and cruise missile programs. Mean
while, the Soviets have neither slowed down 
nor have they cancelled weapons programs 
which create a climate conducive to better 
bargaining in SALT negotiations. Their tac
tic is to develop and deploy systems and then 
negotiate from the higher levels achieved. 
Even if we were to spend 40 percent more 
per year for stratgic forces to restore our 
position of strategic equality, we would be 
unable to regain parity before 1986 and prob
ably not even before the end of the decade. 
Thus the Treaty signed at Vienna will sanc
tion and codify U.S. strategic inferiority. 
This situation, in my judgment, could have 
been avoided if the SALT II Treaty had been 
so negotiated that it did not permit gross 
inequalities and large asymmetries to exist. 
This situation can still be corrected by re
opening negotiations. 

MY ASSESSMENT OF THIS TREATY 

In making my assessments I have not been 
unmindful of the plus side of the ledger. The 
objectives sought by many proponents of the 
Treaty are goals which I share. Like the pro
ponents of this Treaty I favor the continua
tion of the SALT negotiating process. I am 
convinced that this process will continue ir
respective of whatever course of action the 
Senate decided upon. However, the shortcom
ings of this Treaty and its failure to meet the 
important objective criteria by which it 
should be measured in actual fact tilts the 
balance heavily against the United States. 
This Treaty is seriously flawed. This Treaty in 
its present form will, in objective terms, harm 
rather than enhance our security. Further
more, rather than contribute to the continu
ation of the SALT process, the ratification 
of the Treaty signed at Vienna is bound to 
make it virtually impossible to negotia.te a 
good SALT III agreement. 

In my more than six years of negotiating 
with the Soviets I have met with them more 
than 350 times for a total of more than 1,000 
hours. My six years at the negotiating table 
convinces me that a Treaty meeting the 
criteria of acceptability set down by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff was-and still is-at
tainable. Like the JCS, I strongly favor arms 
control, provided it does not undermine our 
security. 

Most of the discussion on this Treaty in 
the Senate so far has focused on arguing 
whether an unequal Treaty might or might 
not be preferable to no Treaty. We should 
instead compare this Treaty with a fair and 
equal one. I also reject the view that the 
challenge facing us in the long run will be 
greater if this Treaty is not ratified. 

There have also been arguments before 
the Senate that this Treaty does not pro
hibit us from pursuing any U.S. programs 
we wish to build. I challenge these argu
ments. The Treaty will undoubtedly con
strain-and the Soviets can be expected to 
press to prohibit altogether-our de
ployment of the MX missile in a mo
bile mode. Additionally; it will cer
tainly constrain, if no·t prohibit, the de
ployment of long-range ground and sea 
launched cruise missiles. The Treaty will re
quire us to give up ICBM or SLBM launch
ers if we wish to deploy more than one-third 
o! our planned development of 170 carriers 
o! air launched cruise missiles. It will con
strain us from deploying long range conven-
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tionally armed cruise missiles. And I could 
go on. The simple fact of the matter is that 
the Treaty places constraints on U.S. forces 
and far fewer meaningful constraints on 
Soviet forces which will soon be superior in 
capabilities, as they are now in numbers, to 
the United States. 

One point needs to be thought through 
most clearly. It is clear that the Soviets have 
been building, and are continuing to build, 
their strategic forces at a near war-time level 
of effort which is at-or near-their capacity. 
The Soviets cannot greatly increase their de
fense spending further or continue their war
like footing indefinitely. At the same time, 
this Treaty will not serve to blunt or to 
reverse their momentum. Therefore the 
sooner we realize our precarious position and 
cause the Soviets to turn their momentum 
around the better. Now is the time to tell 
the Soviets clearly and firmly that we 
will only ratify a Treaty which is fair 
and equal and that we will not ratify 
a treaty which codifies U.S. acceptance 
of Soviet unilateral rights which make 
the Treaty unequal. The Soviets want 
and need a treaty and will, in view of their 
own economic constraints, not wish to arouse 
us to develop to the utmost our full eco
nomic/financial and technological resources. 
If they find us resolute on renegotiating the 
Treaty, we stand a good chance of arriving 
at one which will put us on the road to true 
arms control, one which will contribute to 
deterreI11Ce and &tability and will save us
and them-money. 

If the Soviets are unreceptive to renegotia
tion, I am convinced they will not be so for 
long but will soon return to the negotiating 
table. The Soviets know that a Treaty is in 
their long-term interest. What they do not 
yet know is that we will not ratify an un
equal Treaty. 

We can, if we need to do so, afford to spend 
what it takes to regain and to maintain our 
national security. We cannot afford not to do 
so. It is imperative that we decide now to act 
quickly and decisively to regain parity we 
will soon lose. Spending a single percentage 
point of our GNP will maintain our position 
of parity, once regained, for the indefinite 
future. 

I have been asked why I believe we can get 
a better deal when others have said that this 
is the best deal we can get. My answer is sim
ple-I was there-intimately involved with 
the Soviets at various negotiating levels. I 
know that the Soviets want and need a 
Treaty. I know that we, the United States, 
made reaching almost any SALT Treaty an 
over-riding policy objective. As a result our 
security has suffered. Unlike the Soviets who 
put their security first, we have tailored our 
military ·planning to optimistic expectations 
of the outcome of the SALT process. Like the 

. Joint Chiefs of Staff I believe we should pur-
sue two tracks: arms control and our secu
rity. I believe we have pursued the first track 
at the expense of the second. In my profes
sional judgment the risks to our national se
curity under this agreement are too great for 
the hoped-for gains in arms control. It is my 
considered view that approval of this Treaty 
as it now stands will undermine our security 
and will hinder and not further the process 
and the likely progress of arms control. 

In summary, the Treaty signed in Vienna 
on 18 June 1979 does not meet minimally ac
ceptable standards. It is my considered and 
professional military judgment that this 
Treaty is not equal and not adequately veri
fiable. It will neither enhance deterrence nor 
add to stability. It could well detract from 
NATO security and allied coherence. It could 
seriously damage the prospects for significant 
reductions in any future SALT negotiations. 
This particular SALT agreement is not in the 
interest of the United States and should be 
renegotiated.e . 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

STATE EFFORTS TO IMPROVE PRO
DUCTIVITY CITED 

HON. TOM CORCORAN 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. CORCORAN. Mr. Speaker, the 
July issue of State Legislatures, published 
by the National Conference of State Leg
islatures, includes an article by Associ
ate Editor Dan Pilcher regarding State 
efforts to improve productivity. I intro
duced legislation on March 8 which 
would encourage produ::tivity improve
ment in the public sector, H.R. 2735, the 
Intergovernmental Productivity Im
provement Act of 1979-the companion 
bill, S. 1155, was introduced on May 15 
by Senator CHARLES PERCY. I commend 
the article to my colleagues and insert 
some excerpts from it in the RECORD at 
this point: 

PRODUCTIVITY 

It is said that somewhere, beyond the for
ests of government agencies and the moun
tains of budget documents, lies a golden land 
of efficient, effective government. During the 
past year, seekers of that land have often 
proceeded under the banner of "productiv
ity"-spurred by Proposition 13, by efforts to 
limit government, and by analyses and polls 
documenting the full extent of voter dissatis
faction. 

Few would question the worth of this cru
sade. But the states-which embarked on it 
well before the federal government did-have 
found the path lined with political pitfalls. 
With a few exceptions, they have· found that 
formal productivity programs may not be the 
best of all remedies for the perceived ills of 
government. 

One reason, of course, is that elected public 
officials stressed the new concept of limiting 
the size of state and local government and 
also reducing taxes, instead of focusing on 
productivity as such. 

Many states, moreover, had already pur
sued innovative policies in recent years to in
crease the efficiency and effectiveness of state 
government without necessarily placing these 
efforts under the rubric of productivity. 

The nature of productivity programs and 
the history of such efforts in various states 
is an additional reason that such programs 
have yet to become a visible political issue 
for most state J!OVernments, despite the im
print of Howard Jarvis on national and state 
politics. 

The complex nature of productivity im
provement, the length of time required, and 
the need for broad political support., are 
often all simµly incompatible with a desire 
for highly visible executive and legislative 
action with quick, demonstrable results. 

Nonetheless, two organized efforts to im
prove productivity are taking place in North 
Carolina and New York. Carol Ann Meares of 
the Productivity Information Center of the 
U.S. Department of Commerce's National 
Technical Information Service says that 
North Carolina is "having some real suc
cesses because they have commitment from 
the top (the governor). New York is still 
doing some very good things." 

"But, so far as the other staites are going," 
says Meares, who monitors state productivity 
efforts and federal actions which affect state 
and local government productivity, "you're 
really not seeing very much." 

Elsewhere, however, the author of a chap
ter on state government productivity in a 
forthcoming book assents that the "pace of 
state productivity improvement efforts has 
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quickened" in the last five years, though 
"there is also great concern about the dura
bility of these efforts." 

"Most states that have experienced failure 
exhibit a deadly skepticism and cynicism," 
writes Edgar G. Crane, Jr., "an expectation 
that the next new-fangled fad will also be 
a dud and a conviction that new systems are 
strictly for public relations." * · 

Crane summarizes the current state of 
productivity efforts in four categories, each 
progressively requiring more effort and higher 
priori ties: 

rrwelve states have selective efforts at the 
initiative of operating agencies. 

Sixteen states have centralized manage
ment groups which identify priorities and 
offer technical assistance. 

Seventeen states have or are developing 
measures of efficiency and effectiveness. 

And five states have comprehensive pro
grams seeking to muster public support and 
develop "total productivity monitoring in
formation systems." 

THE FIRST SURGE 

The first major wave of interest in pro
ductivity improvement occurred in the early 
1970s when the quantity and quality of gov
ernm·ent services were increasingly ques
tioned. The 1973-75 recession placed the 
states squarely in the path of rising demands 
for services, increasing costs and (for some) 
dampened revenues. 

Two states which launched highly visible 
productivity programs at that time were Wis
consin and Washington under the initiatives 
of then-Governors Patrick J. Lucey and Dan
iel Evans. Political dissension and subsequent 
changes in administrations, though, appar
ently took their toll of those productivity 
efforts. 

IS IT WORTH DOING? 

Today's de·bate over the roles of the private 
sector and government now provides an ad
ditional dimension to the productivity issue. 
Before productivity improvement is ad
dressed, it is necessary to answer the ques
tion of whether or not a state should con
tinue an existing program or initiate a new 
program. 

The traditional legislative approach, when 
a state faces limited revenues and competing 
demands of constituents, is to assign priori
ties to programs and cut away the dead wood. 
But, as always, one person's dead wood is an
other person's redwood. 

Legislators thus need more systematic ways 
to supplement traditional statehouse politics 
to de.termine the "need" for, and priority of, 
programs. Performance indicators, when in
cluded in legislative intent statements and 
the budget, provide the tool for legislative 
appraisal of the effectiveness and efficiency of 
programs . 

Lawmakers, of course, haven the past pro
moted productivity in government without 
anyone necessarily labeling it as such. These 
traditional steps have included the influence 
of the legislature's leadership on a governor 
and the budget as well as budget reductions 
and tax cuts. 

Increasingly more common now, as legisla
tive staff has become more professional, are 
the use of audits and program and fiscal 
evaluations, along with performance budg
eting, to encourage efficiency and effective
ness. If lawmakers include productivity as a 
normal part of legislative oversight, then po
ll tic al support may be forthcoming for pro
duct! vi ty i·mprovemen ts. 

*Crane's comments are in Productivtty 
Improvement Handbook for State and Local 
Government, written under the auspices o! 
the National Acade·my of Public Administra
tion, due to be published this fall by John 
Wiley & Sons. 
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Whether or not productivity improvement 
can be sold on the state political market 
will depend to a large degree on the support 
of the governor and the legislature. But even 
if a formal productivity program is not po
litically feasible, the host of measures to im
prove government efficiency and effectiveness 
may still go forward without the productivity 
label. 

PRODUCTIVITY PROGRAMS 

After a dedsion is reached on continuing 
or beginning a program, the subsequent 
question can be raised: What is the most 
cost-effective way to deliver a quality service? 
This, of course, leads into the· specifics of 
a productivity effort. 

A state considering a productivity push 
faces the problem of how it is to be struc
tured. North Carolina and Washington, for 
example, chose productivity advisory bodies. 
In New York the legislature recently re
placed the three-year-old temporary produc
tivity commission with a new Commission on 
Economy and Efficiency in Government, com
posed of both senators and assemblymen. 

The support of the governor is seen as a 
major factor for a productivity plan. "I think 
it is fairly crucial for the reason that most 
productivity recommendations are addressed 
to the executive branch," said Marsh. Active 
lobbying by the governor will help pass the 
necessary changes in law, he said, and a gov
ernor will also need to issue executive orders 
for other changes. 

Another consideration is how large and 
centralized should be the state unit respon
sible for the program. Susan Clark, a produc
tivity consultant for the National League of 
Cities, sees a problem with large-scale efforts 
because they " ... tend to be burdened with 
fairly heavy administrative costs at the be
ginning because you have to develop a meas
urement system, and the kind of profes
sionals that you need to implement such a 
system are high level and expensive." 

"And the difficulty for policymakers," adds 
Clark, "is that the payoffs (for large efforts) . 
are often longrun, and that they're not easy 
to sell . . . when you're talking about a big 
initial start-up cost." 

Programs which are begun without grass
root support in state government "tend not 
to be successful-at least that's been my 
experience in the past," Clark notes. The 
opposite approach, then, is. to concentrate on 
improving productivity in selected agencies 
where certain programs are such that favor
able results are likely. 

Meares, of the Productivity Information 
Center, points out that a state can begin 
"by identifying in the government the things 
that are already going on (which promote 
productivity) by other names.''e 

THE CONSUMER HONOR ROLL 
GROWS TO 236 MEMBERS 

HON. FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN 
OF RHODE ISLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

e Mr. ST GERMAIN. Mr. Speaker, when 
the House returns in September, your 
Banking Committee will be taking up leg
islation which would authorize the estab
lishment of interest-bearing checking ac
counts for consumers all over the Na
tion. The Consumer Checking Account 
Equity Act-H.R. 4986-was reported 
from the Financial Institutions Subcom
mittee on July 26 and when the House 
recessed on Thursday, August 2, the bill 
had 236 cosponsors in the House. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

The bill would provide for nationwide 
NOW accounts; authorize share drafts 
at credit unions in all 50 States; author
ize remote service units; and authorize 
automatic transfer accounts for com
mercial banks. The NOW account provi
sion in the bill will go into effect on 
September 30, 1980, to allow all institu
tions more than adequate time to make 
sound business judgments and to ade
quately prepare for the offering of the 
new service and to insure competitive 
equality among the institutions. Data 
drawn from the records of the supervi
sory agencies show graphically the bene
fits to consumers from NOW accounts: 

For the month of November, 1978 (one 
month): 

Commercial banks in New England paid 
$8,683,000 in interest on NOW accounts and 
imposed $323,000 in service charges-a net 
to consumers of $8,360,000; 

Mutual savings banks paid $4,056,000 in 
interest and imposed $219,000 in service 
charges-a net to consumers of $3,837,000; 

Savings and loan associations paid $1,-
755,000 in interest and imposed service 
charges of $96,000-a net to consumers of 
$1,659,000. 

In addition, NOW accounts can be an 
important tool to a financial institution 
in attracting new depositors. The July 
1979 issue of the Savings & Loan News 
carries an article on the New England 
NOW experience: 

The lessons learned from the New England 
experience are that the costs of NOW ac
count funds is not excessive, particularly 
if the service is priced properly to build 
average balances and generate service charge 
revenue. Furthermore, the service can be very 
effective in attracting new savings balances 
and generally providing new money at an at
tractive price. 

With the clear success of the NOW's in 
the 6 New England States and more re
cently in New York State, it is a matter 
of simple equity to extend this privilege 
to the citizens of the other 43 States. The 
bill is backed by the Credit Union Na
tional Association, the National Associa
tion of Federal Credit Unions, the Na
tional Association of Mutual Savings 
Banks, the Public Interest Research 
Group, the Grey Panthers, the National 
League of Insured Savings Associations, 
the Consumer Federation of America, the 
AFL-CIO, and Congress Watch. The bill 
is also supported by the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board, the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation and strongly sup
ported by the Treasury Department on 
behalf of the administration. 

In addition to the thousands of let
ters the subcommittee has received from 
credit union members in support of the 
bill, we have received correspondence 
from small savings and loan associations 
and commercial banks pointing out the 
advantages of this new option to their 
efforts to compete and attract new ac
counts. 

The legislation gives us a marvelous 
opportunity in these times of double
digit infi~tion to give our constituents a 
chance to earn interest on their idle 
checking account funds and to provide 
new flexibility to financial institutions. 
The legislation is based on freedom of 
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choice. It is not mandatory for either 
the financial institution or the customer. 
It is up to the individual institution to 
decide whether it wants to off er one of 
these interest-bearing accounts and it is 
up to each consumer to decide whether 
he or she wants to open one of the ac
counts or remain with the traditional 
checking or savings accounts currently 
available. 

If you wish to join your colleagues in 
cosponsoring the bill, please call the sub
committee at 57141.• 

DOES WEST GERMANY REALLY 
SUPPORT THE SALT II TREATY? 

HON. STEVEN D. SYMMS 
OF IDAHO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

• Mr. SYMMS. Mr. Speaker, all of us 
have been told that our West European 
allies strongly support the new SALT II 
Treaty. However, under close examina
tion, I think that my colleagues will find 
that European support for SALT is 
highly qualified. On May 11, 1979, the 
West German publication Die Welt car
ried an interview with Manfred Worner. 
chairman of the Armed Services Com
mittee of the German Bundestag. 

I would like to include the Worner 
comments in my remarks for the benefit 
of my colleagues : 

MAY 11, 1979. 
TREATY IN No WAY BRINGS MORE SECURITY TO 

EUROPE 

An Interview with Manfred Worner, Chair
man, Armoed Services Committee, of the Ger
man Bundestag. 

DIE WELT 

Welt. Does the SALT II bring more or less 
security for Western Europe and does this 
treaty influence the conventional compo
nents of defense? 

Worner. The SALT II Treaty in no way 
brings more security for Western Europe. 
European security depends on the balance of 
power at all levels. Of decisive importance is 
the credibility of the U.S. nuclear deterrent. 
The massive Soviet buildup in the area of in
tercontinental weapons will lead by the be
ginning of the 80s to the vulnerability of the 
land-based American intercontinental mis
siles and through it to a threatening imbal
ance in favor of the Soviet Union. The SALT 
agreements do not change anything here. It 
is indispensable for European security that 
the United States reestablish the invulner
ability of its land-based strategic missiles 
and that thte SALT provisions not prevent 
it from doing this. 

In the area of medium-range weapons, the 
protocol of the SALT II Treaty creates an 
imbalance at the expense of Europe, which 
would be unbearable in the long run. The 
Soviet medium-range weapons (SS-20 mis
siles and the Backfire Bomber) are unre
stricted towards Western Europe, whereas 
the cruise missiles, one of the possible coun
ter weapons of the West, are subject to limi
tations. Eur.ope can live under these provi
sions only if it is made clear that the proto
col expires after three years and will not be 
made a basis for the SALT III negotiations. 
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It is also important t.-0 European security 

that the non-circumvention clause be so 
unequivocally defined and so understood that 
it does not hamper the defense efforts of 
NATO in the nuclear and conventional area. 

The establishment of nuclear parity in 
the strategic area increases the n ecessity of 
reducing the superiority of the USSR at the 
other threshold levels, including the con
ventional one. 

Welt. Is the NATO doctrine that rests on 
the total system of flexible deterrence not put 
in jeopardy? 

Worner. The NATO doctrine of flexible de
terrence grows out of the linkage b ~tween 
conventional, tactical-nuclear and strategic 
nuclear levels, and thus imposes unaccept
able risks for the potential attacker. A Soviet 
superiority in the strategic area, or in the 
field of theater nuclear weapons, would cut 
this connection and would practically de
tach Europe from the United States' nu
clear protection, with all of its political and 
military consequences. The SALT Treaties 
should not sanction such a situation and 
they should not close the road to a balancing 
of power. 

Welt. How can SALT II constitute the 
basis for the negotiations intended by the 
West on the so-called gray area weapons? 

Worner. This question cannot be answered 
definitively either without the knowledge of 
exact treaty texts. However, it is important 
that for the gray area weapons the principle 
of parity be established. The continuing ex
pansion of the Soviet medium-ran~e poten
tial undermines the strategic equilibrium 
and makes Europe a hostage of the Soviet 
Union against the United States. Counter 
measures by NATO are urgently needed.e 

PEACE AT THE PRICE OF FREEDOM 

HON. STEVEN D. SYMMS 
OF IDAHO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, August 2, 1979 

•Mr. SYMMS. Mr. Speaker, I wish to 
call to the attention of my colleagues a 
recent article by Dr. Hans Ruhle, the 
director of the Social Science Research 
Institute of the Konrad Adenauer Foun
dation, in the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 

The article discusses in eloquent de
tail some of the major differences be
coming increasingly evident on the 
political scene of the German Federal 
Republic. In particular, the article illus
trates that an underlying sentiment in 
the Federal Republic of Germany exists 
that could lead to an erosion of that 
country's role in the NATO Alliance, and 
a shift in its relations with the Soviet 
Union. 

As we face a major and ongoing Soviet 
buildup of military power, unimpeded 
by any arms control process, and a cor
responding perception of a weakening 
United States, we are seeing the loss of 
U.S. prestige, a loss of Allied confidence, 
and we are witnessing an increasingly 
emboldened and adventurous Soviet for
eign-military policy. 

The following article, while discuss
ing an internal political debate in the 
German Federal Republic, is of serious 
concern to me, and I recommend it to 
my colleagues : 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
'[From the Deutsche Zeitung-Christ und 

Welt, Nov. 12, 1979) 
PEACE AT THE PRICE OF FREEDOM 

(By Hans Ruhle*) 
.The Socialist-Liberal Federal Government 

has Turned the Priorities of Adenauer's For
eign Policy Upside Down. 

Despite the many public pronouncements 
that come from Bonn these days, there can 
be little doubt, that the political consensus 
which existed in the German Federal Repub
lic through most of the World War II pe
riod has eroded, and. is now a thing of the 
past. In particular, increasing differences can 
be found, subtle as they might still be, con
cerning the future role of the Federal 
Republic, its position in NATO, and its re
lationship between East and West. Thus, 
Herbert Wehner's 1 disarmament proposals, 
and the emergency of stale (German) reuni
fication concepts, bear witness to a funda
mental ongoing reassessment of the hier
archy of values and obje·ctives in the Federal 
Republic's body politics. 

In recent months, when the Socialist
Liberal 2 coalition policy in general, or the 
political dimensions of German Ostpolitik 3 

in particular, were dJ.scussed, the name of 
Egon Bahr,4 and more recently that of Her
bert Wehner, has been in the center of events. 

Yet whatever has been brought forward
or is still about to be brought forward
against Bahr or Wehner, it will not basically 
change anything. Attacks on individuals are 
bound to miss the real target, the Socialist
Li beral coalition's foreign •and security pol
icies as such. Nor <Can concern with the per
sonalities within the present Bonn Govern
ment free the CDU 5 sufficiently from its 
original trauma about the Government's 
Ostpolitik so that the party can reveal the 
better foreign policy alternatives which the 
opposition has to offer. 

Freedom, peace, and unity were not only 
the goals of Konrad Adenauer's 0 foreign 
policy, formulated by the leading repre
sentatives of the CDU-and the Party Con
vention speech by Eugen Gerstenmaier 7 in 
1954 is the best example of this-but the 
faithful preservation of the sequence of this 
triad stood. for a self-evident foreign policy 
concept. 

First and above all, Adenauer was con
cerned with safeguarding freedom, the most 
essential value of all. Territorial integrity, 
freedom of action in foreign policy, and 
freedom of domestic self-determination were 
necessary conditions for the existence of the 
country and its people and therefore were 
an absolute priority, which had to be de
fended accordingly. The consequence was the 
early-for many too early-entry of the Fed
eral Republic of Germany into NATO, 
whereby it was expressly stipulated that in 
case of aggression against the Federal Repub
lic by foreign powers-that is a threat to its 
freedom-the Federal Republic was deter
mined to respond with militar.:.r means. 

The goal of guaranteeing freedom was 
clearly placed before the goal of uncondi
tionally maintaining it. Peace serves free
dom: it was its highest goal. Had the se
quence of fundamental political values 
been the reverse, this logically would have 
meant reacting with surrender to an enemy 
attack-which would have made pointless 
Adenauer's policy of alliance. 

Adenauer saw this problem very clearly. 
For him peace was an important value, but 
only as a peace in freedom, as a deliberately 
qualified peace. Adenauer did not create an 
arbitrary scale of priorities of the funda
mental political values of freedom and peace 
merely because of the specific circumstances 
of his day; he implemented the only pos
silble basic political orientation in a democ-

Footnotes at end of article. 
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racy facing a military superpower with pre
tensions of worldwide domination. Any other 
scale of political values would have meant 
and would always mean the abandonment 
of the essence of democracy. 

With the coming of the Socialist-Liberal 
government th1s basic orientation of Ger
man foreign policy has slowly but surely 
changed. In the course of Ostpolitik, and an 
Inner-German policy which was advertised 
as a "peace policy", with completely dem
agogic intentions-anybody who was 
against it was characterizeci. as a warmon
ger-peace was raised soon to the highest 
ranking fundamental political value. The 
pertinent quotations to this effect by re
sponsible SPD-politicians have become 
legion. They stretch from Brandt 8 and Bahr 
to Stobbe 0 and Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, 
who stated on the occasion of the 30th an
niversary of the end of the Second World 
War : "There is no higher goal in world pol
icy than peace". 

With this change in the list of priorities 
of fundamental political values German for
eign policy was changed completely and ba
sically. Because anyone who raised peace to 
the highest fundamental value could not 
mean peace in freedom--otherwise freedom 
would be higher-ranking-but must mean 
peace at any price. Within just a few years 
a policy of qualified peace had changed to 
a policy of unconditional peace. 

Peace at any price cannot be maintained 
by military means, but in the last conse
quence and with absolute certain ty only 
through self-disarmament, thereby depriv
ing oneself of the possibility to act unpeace
fully. In clear understanding of this context 
Clausewitz coined a phrase a long time ago 
that the guilty in war is only the defender. 
The attacker always prefers to make his 
conquest peacefully. For practical applica
tion it follows by necessity that a policy 
which characterizes peace as the highest 
fundamental value must regard armed forces 
as completely superfluous or has decided 
in advance to surrender in case of diffi
culties. 

The explosive effect of these cont exts is 
evident. The Socialist-Liberal coalition has, 
with the modification of the sequence of 
fundamental political pr orities, not only al
tered the policies of Adenauer but also has 
adopted a concept that is irreconcilable- in 
principle and eventually in practice-with 
a democracy armed and ready to defend it
self and with the active membership of the 
Federal Republic of Germany in the Atlantic 
Alliance. Here, in this fundamental analysis 
of possible policies for Germany the foreign 
policy al terna ti ve of the current opposition 
is clearly visible. 

The bewildered or indignant objection will 
come at this point, claiming that all of this 
is pettifogging or, at best, logic which can be 
reduced to absurdity by the political reality. 
Because, after all, the Socialist-Liberal coali
tion emphasizes week after week its readi
nei:s for national defense, announces its loy
alty to the Atlantic Alliance, and has not 
questioned the German contribution to 
NTO in terms of material and manpower 
since 1960. And this, in fact, is true. 

This, however, does not refute the result 
of the preceding analysis . It would apply 
only if it could be said that these facts con
cerning security policy represent the entire 
policy and stand for a homogenous, accepted 
foreign and security policy concept. But this 
is not the case . 

Beneath the official government level of 
deeds and proclamations the total peace 
policy shows clear effects, especially in the 
SPD. It is not true that acceptance and wide 
circulation at the highest levels of the SPD 
of the concept that peace is the first priority 
is in itself the beginning of the end of na
tional military defense? Is not this ·thesis-
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in which war does not even exist for the de
fense of freedom-only a less suspicious 
definition of a policy of peace at any price 
with all its consequences? 

What is the meaning of this politically 
guided disarmament campaign? For a long 
time now, it has ceased to include as a condi
tion of disarmament the goal of undimin
ished or increased security1 but instead pre
sents disarmament--without consideration 
to what the potential enemy is doing-as the 
self-sufficient aim. It is presented as the goal 
"without alternatives", the comfortable and 
cheap solution to the problem of German 
security, to make it palatable to a grateful 
public. How should a policy be evaluated 
which on the one hand accepts grim analyses 
of the security situation in Europe at NATO
meetings and signs corresponding commu
niques, but on the other hand discredits 
realistic discussion of the present threat on 
the domestic level and tries to prevent it by 
proclaiming any such consider a ti on to be· 
contrary to dt'tente. 

What political consequences are sought, 
when the SPD parliamentary floor leader can 
announce without official contradiction that 
the Soviet Union 's military might is defen
sive? Such qualification not only Ls directed 
against NATO's raison d'etre but, moreover, 
has never been claimed by the Soviet Union 
itself and can therefore be regarded as ob
jectively wrong. What does it mean when, 
after an obscure campaign under the aus
pices of the highest authority, the introduc
tion of a weapon into NATO's arsenal is be
ing prevented, a weapon which undeniably 
would have reduced the decisive military 
deficit of NATO? 

How credible and independent is a policy 
which, though severely-and justly-con
demning human rights violations in South 
America, remains silent with respect to the 
same violations in East European countries? 
What use can self-determination have for 
a government that no longer dares to identi
fy the enemies of freedom and prevent their 
influence in public aifairs? Finally, what is 
to be thought of a political party which has 
never seriously endeavored to restrict the 
overt pacifism and anti-Americanism in its 
own youth-organizations? 

There is no need to fear that a policy of 
peace at any price linked with the abolition 
of the Federal Armed Forces and the with
drawal from NATO will be decreed officially. 
The danger is that from the overall policy of 
the present government-independently 
from the development of threats-an un
realistic euphoria will arise in the course of 
time to which a policy of an armed defense 
of freedom would appear superfluous and 
thus possibly lose the majority of votes in 
its favor. What the consequences would be 
have been described by Kissinger in the in
troduction to his dissertation: "Whenever," 
Kissinger wrote, "the maintenance of peace
peace conceived as the avoidance of war
has been the primary goal of a state or a 
group of states, the fate of the international 
system was controlled by the most ruthless 
member of the international community." 

To prevent the domination of the most 
ruthless member of the international system 
is our highest duty in the foreign and secur
ity policy areas. The monopolization of the 
peace concept by the SPD will not make this 
task easier in any way.. The word "peace" 
will continue to be a club used to try to kill 
everything that is oifered as an alternative 
to unconditional peace. But this and the un
popularity that is to be expected when one 
tries to alter the "peace policy" that 
endangers freedom and wants to criticize the 
apologists of this policy must be taken in 
stride. Such abuse must be tolerated at least 
until it is made clear to the public that there 
are two forms of peace policy: one which 
means relative peace in freedom, and another 
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that unavoidably leads to absolute peace in 
fear and terror. 

However, it does not suffice to make this 
alternative evident. It must also be shown 
that peace rhetoric can be a means of war 
in the Soviet conception of policy and that 
caution is called for when lip service to peace 
is accompanied by an arms build-up which 
cannot be justified by the legitimate defense 
interests of the Soviet Union. 

Not without reason, Lenin wrote a mar
ginal note, calling "splendid" the previously 
mentioned remarks by Clausewitz. In 1931 
Manuilskij gave a classic formulation for 
his strategy of peace for the fight against 
capitalism. "Until the attainment of com
plete military superiority" Manuilskij said, 
"we will start the most theatrical ·peace 
movement that has ever existed. There will 
be electrifying proposals and extraordinary 
concessions, the capitalist countries, stupid 
and decadent, will be working with pleasure 
at their own destruction. They will be lured 
by opportunities for new friendships and as 
soon as we see a weak point in their de
fense we will smash them into pieces with 
our clenched fist." 

That there were times when even the SPD 
recognized this context and the essential 
problems of their own peace rhetoric was 
proved by Schumacher's 10 statements at the 
SPD Party Convention of September 17, 1950. 
Without any "ifs" or "buts", Schumacher said 
not only that "the peace formula as a magic 
formula which removes all difficulties has its 
intellectual roots neither in the scientific nor 
humanitarian teachings of Socialism", but 
also pointed out that "there ls a kind of 
guided pacifism in the service of war prepa
ration" and-even more explicitly-that "the 
peace formula ls an essential part of the 
Communist war preparation and aggression." 

Meanwhile, times have changed. The SPD's 
"peace oifensive" continues apparently un
abated; or at any rate until the CDU begins 
to raise awareness for the background values 
of these problems and the medium and long 
term practical consequences of a policy of 
peace at any price-at least of the Federal 
elite. 

The sequence of the "classical" post-war 
value-triad-freedom, peace, unity-is cur
rently being rearranged by the German So
cial Democracy not only with regard to the 
first two values. Moreover, it is becoming 
increasingly evident that the collision of the 
basic values freedom and unity will be 
inevitable in connection with the renais
sance of the ancient hopes for one Germany 
initiated by prominent Social Democrats . 

The vehicle for this intentional collision 
is the current disarmanent campaign which 
treats only superficially the question of the 
theory and practice of actual disarmament, 
but is essentially more interested in the 
redefinition of the security policy situation 
of the Federal Republic of Germany vis-a-vis 
the Soviet Union. For after all, in dealing 
with a Soviet Union whose "military arma
ment is defensive", and for whom politica-1 
use of military superiority is unthinkable, 
there is no need for military balance or a 
corresponding alliance-at least according to 
Herbert Wehner in his reply to a speech by 
Manfred Worner in Santa Barbara.11 

But the reorientation of foreign policy in 
the Federal Republic of Germany cannot be 
reached by the shortest route-that much is 
clear even to the chief thinkers in the SPD. 
It calls for a circuitous route and has its 
price. Above all, it must be denied verbally 
until German policy has slackened old ties to 
such a degree that it is in fact without alter
native. The ground for this is being prepared 
thoroughly at present. 

On the one hand, through criticism of the 
leadership ability of the United States, the 
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latent anti-Americanism-traditionally ex
istent in the SPD-is being revived and the 
first seeds of doubt planted in the minds ot 
those Germans, who up to now were pro
American. On the other hand, the Soviet 
Union is depicted in such a way that its 
limitless love for peace and ideological taler~ 
ance not only makes it appear not dangerous, 
but on the contrary, makes it seem a down
right requirement to invest one-sided trust 
in this relationship. The reward for the real
ization of this option: the reunification . of 
Germany. 

The promoters of this development are 
taking it in stride that this unity is possible 
only in Socialism. But with this, freedom 
would be sacrificed for unity subsequently 
and finally, making the classical triad of 
values-freedom, peace, and unity-com
pletely obsolete. 

This policy is still in 1 ts beginning phase, 
but this ls exactly the time to resist it . The 
advocates of the primacy of freedom should 
not fool themselves: Coupling the longing 
for peace and German unity can create a 
demolition charge which may not be highly 
explosive, but still able to move something. 
And yet, there is a good chance to preserve 
the goal of a qualified German unity, the 
"unity in freedom" without compromises. 
The population of the Federal Republic is 
familiar with the realities of Socialism in the 
German Democratic Republic and abhors it 
almost unanimously. The prospect of having 
even half of these "Socialist achievements" 
might well be unbearable in the long run 
and therefore unattractive in the Federal 
Republic, even if this half constituted the 
price for German reunification. 

Thus, the danger does not lie with the will 
of the people. On the one hand it lies in the 
fact that the German government is creating 
facts one by one which, though unimportant 
if taken individually, are presaging sinister 
developments; and on the other hand, that 
the Federal Republic, having stripped itself 
militarily vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, could 
be forced into accepting this unity under 
terms set by the Soviet Union. 

The precondition for the successful con
tinuation of political discussions about this 
entire problem complex is that the CDU itself 
once again comes to grips with its own for
eign policy, i.e. the sequence of priorities of 
fundamental political values. The state
ments by some prominent CDU-politicians 
leave some doubts in this respect. 

FOOTNOTES 

*Dr. Ruhle is director of the Social Science 
Research Institute of the Konrad Adenauer 
Foundation in St. Augustin, Federal Re
public of Ge,rmany. He also serves as ad
visor to Dr. Manfred Worner, cha.irman of 
the Armed Services Committee of the Ger
man Bundestag, and is a lieutenant colonel 
in the Bundes.wehr (Fedel'al Armed Forces) . 

.1 SPD floor leader in the Bundestag. 
2 Socialist-Liberal coalition: A coalition of 

the Social Democratic Party (SPD) and the 
Free Democrats (FDP), which has consti
tuted the German Federal Government in 
Bonn since 1969. 

3 Ostpolitik: The Federal Republic's policy 
toward ·the Soviet Union and the East Euro
pean countries. 

4 SPD executive secretary. 
5 Christian Democratic Union, which with 

its Bavarian sister-party, the Christian So
cial Union (CSU), has constituted the par
liamentary opposition in Bonn since 1969. 

6 A principal founder of the CDU and, with 
the founding of the Federal Republic of Ger
many in 1949, its first chancellor. 

7 Then a CDU member of the Bundestag; 
elected its president November 16, 1954. 

a· Ex-chancellor Willy Brandt, chairman 
of the SPD. 
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v Dietrich Stobbe, Lord Mayor of (West) 

Berlin. 
10 Kurt Schumacher was a founder of the 

post-World War II Social Democratic Party 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

11 SPD Bundestag floor leader Herbert 
Wehner, replying to a speech in Santa Bar
bara, California, by Manfred Worner. In the 
Bonn parliament, Dr. Worner frequently 
speaks as a CDU expert on military and 
security matters.e 
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• Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Speaker, the con
troversy over the new Muzorewa govern
ment in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia is being in
fluenced by a host of factors taking place 
in the neighboring countries of South 
Africa and Namibia. Southern Africa is a 
region of complex and intertwined rela
tionships that have a great effect on the 
issues that confront it. Some pertinent 
observations about the nature of these 
conflicts and of U.S. involvement in the 
region is the subject of an article by Mr. 
William Minter which appeared in the 
June 25 issue of Christianity and Crisis. 

I commend this piece to my colleagues. 
Its clarity in examining the dynamics of 
the current struggles in southern Africa 
can aid in understanding the issues be
fore this body and provide constructive 
insights for further action. As the latest 
events in Rhodesia unfold, Mr. Minter's 
piece can give us a clearer view of the 
underlying forces at play. Major portions 
of the article follow: 
WANDERING INTO A NEW QuAGMmE-THE 

UNITED STATES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

(By W1lliam Minter) 
If there is increasing in tern al violence in 

South Africa, a Carnegie Endowment poll 
asked Americans early this spring, should the 
US support the whites, support the blacks or 
not get involved? Although some one-fifth 
expressed no opinion, 66 percent of those 
who did answer were opposed to US involve
ment. Thirteen percent spoke of possible 
mediation, 11 percent called for supporting 
the whites and 3 percent for supporting the 
blacks. The majority for non-involvement 
held up even when the pollsters asked what 
people would think if there were Communist 
(Soviet bloc) support of black insurgents, or 
even direct involvement of Soviet bloc 
troops. 

These poll .results reflect a healthy post
Viet Nam skepticism about overseas military 
involvement. But the questions themselves 
are also indicative of assumptions, appar
ently dominant among pollsters and public 
alike, that obscure the steps which have 
already taken the US some distance into a 
quagmire every bit as treacherous as that in 
Indochina. Neither increasing violence nor 
US involvement is just a future contingency; 
both are present realities: 

The years since 1976 have al.ready seen an 
unprecedented escalation of the conflict in 
southern Africa-in Namibia, still under 
South African colonial control, and in white
settler-dominated Rhodesia, for which South 
Africa has served as model and patron. Raids 
on the independent "front-line" African 
states bordering the white-minority-ruled 
south have become a daily affair, accentuated 
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by occasional massive ai.r and ground at
tacks. Even in the South African heartland, 
guerrilla infiltration is now pervasive and 
armed confrontation recurrent, if stm on a 
small scale. 

The United States, deeply involved on the 
side of southern African counterinsurgency 
since the independence wars began against 
Portugal in the early 1960's, is stm a bulwark 
of practical support for South Africa and 
Rhodesia-in spite of diplomatic statements 
and initiatives that have projected sympathy 
for African aspirations. Through economic 
llnks of vital importance to the white
minority regimes, and through massive in
direct and/ or covert contributions to South 
Africa's impressive m111tary strength, the 
weigqt of US influence has been thrown 
against the African liberation movements . 

A strong right-wing offensive, portraying 
administration diplomatic efforts as biased in 
favor of African guerrilla movements, has 
build a strong momentum in Congress and is 
almost certain to lift US sanctions against 
Rhodesia this year. With the Rhodesian elec
tions held in April being deceptively por
trayed as the basis of a "free and fair" transi
tion to "black majority rule," the ground
work is being laid for more open support for 
the settler regime's counterinsurgency cam
paign. The installation of a black prime min
ister in Rhodesia-and perhaps in Namibia 
as well before the end of the year-while 
making little or no change in the balance of 
privilege and power may provide a new pre
text for Western intervention. 

The war in southern Africa is not just a 
series of separate conflicts in Rhodesia, 
Namibia and South Africa. Nor ls it a simpli
fied apocalyptic vision with all whites lined 
up on one side and all blacks on the other, 
engaged in mutual slaughter. Rather it is 
much more complicated, a prolonged con
frontation with ingrained structures of ex
ploitation. These structures are sustained 
above all by the South African economic sys
tem and state, and by its more vulnerable 
sibling in Rhodesia, both closely linked to 
Western interests which share in the profits. 
When challenged, whether by peaceful pro
test or by military confrontation, southern 
Africa's rulers have replied with both repres
sion and deceptive promises of reform. 

RIGHT HAND, LEFT HAND 

The guerrilla wars in Rhodesia and Nami
bia date from 1966, after it became clear that 
Britain would not force the Rhodesian set
tlers to give up power, and that United Na
tions resolutions would not oust South Africa 
from Namibia. But it was only after the final 
collapse of the Portuguese colonial empire 
(1974-1976), that the liberation forces began 
to pose a serious military challenge in these 
two countries . .Simultaneously, a new politi
cal upsurge in South Africa, symbolized by 
Soweto, brought thousands of new recruits 
to the South African liberation movement. 

The response has been twofold-on the 
one hand, expansion of m111tary strength 
and harsh repression of dissent, and, at 
the same time, new political strategems 
aimed at dividing and demobllizing opposi
tion with promises of negotiations, reforms 
and eventual power sharing. Thus, in South 
Africa, the 1976-1977 mass Black Conscious
ness upheaval was met with police violence, 
the murder of Steve Biko, banning of the 
Christian Institute and other organizations. 
Meantime, two of South Africa's reserves 
("homelands") were moved to the status of 
"independence," blacks were recruited into 
the South African mmtary and the Govern
ment promised elimination of "discrimina
tion." In Namibia and Rhodesia, the ruling 
white minority planned "internal settle
ments" granting nominal black rule, and 
persisted in negotiations over Western
initiated compromises while presiding over a 
dramatic expansion in the scale and brutal
ity of counterinsurgency. 
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In Zimbabwe in particular the toll of war 

has mounted; in recent months as many as 
100 to 200 deaths a day have been recorded. 
More than 90 percent of the country has 
been under martial law in 1979, and in 
martial law areas, according to a Rhodesian 
Government Ministry of Information 
pamphlet (December 1978), the "security 
forces can make their own laws to help 
them find and kill terrorists. They will not 
have to follow the ordinary laws because 
they take too much time ... [Their] courts 
have the power to sentence people to gaol 
and death." During the year of a "transi
tional government," in which African lead
ers Muzorewa, Sithole• and Chirau theoret
ically held equal power with Ian Smith, the 
security forces continued unrestrained, and 
secret hangings for political offenses con
tinued . One church source told a British 
parliamentary delegation observing the elec
tions that in March alone, 28 people were 
hanged in Salisbury for political offenses. 

The states bordering Rhodesia and Nami
bia have been subject to ever more unre
strained attacks. In August 1976 a Rhode
sian attack on a refugee camp at Nyazonia in 
Mozambique took more than 600 lives, at
tracting minimal attention in the Western 
press and a mild response from Western 
governments. In 1977 guerrilla and refugee 
camps near Chimoio, Mozambique, suffered 
a similar fate. In May 1978 South African 
troops killed over 700 Namibians, mostly 
civilians, at camps near Cassinga, Angola. 
Later that year Rhodesia began a series of 
attacks on Zimbabwean camps in Zambia, 
and in early 1979 South African and Rhode
sian planes reportedly joined for an air raid 
on a Zimbabwean camp in eastern Angola. 
Botswana has suffered raids and border in
cursions, the kidnapping of political refugees 
from its capital and the destruction of the 
Zambezi ferry linking it to Zambia. And the 
Mozambican border area has become a regu
lar combat zone, from which the government 
has had to withdraw UN and other foreign 
aid personnel. 

The "internal settlements" are unlikely to 
result in a modernization of the conflict. 
Neither Bishop Muzorewa's team in Salisbury 
nor a prospective "independent" government 
in Namibia will have the power to modify 
the basic structures of injustice that are the 
cause of conflict, even if one assumes the 
best intentions on their part. A careful read
ing of the Rhodesian constitution reveals 
that the state apparatus (civil service, mili
tary, police, judiciary) remains under white 
control, and that modification of these ar
rangements, or of others concerning the all
important distribution of land in the coun
try, requires 78 votes in the new parliament. 
But 28 of 100 seats are reserved for the white 
four percent population minority, and are 
controlled by Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front. 

Since the admission of blacks to the tran
sitional government in March, 1978, the Rho
desian military has been officially independ
ent of civ111an control, the authority rest
ing with an all-white National Military 
Council. From that time on, Ian Smith and 
his black colleagues have consistently denied 
foreknowledge of or responsibility for the 
mmtary's actions , including attacks on 
neighboring countries. Any realistic effort by 
Bishop Muzorewa to assume real power 
would involve gaining control over the mili
tary. He is reported to have a "private army" 
of some 10,000, and the Rev. Ndabaningi Sit
hole , whose party won 12 seats in parliament, 
is said to have some 2,000. But with the ex
ception of some trained in Libya (for Muz
orewa) and in Uganda (for Sit.hole), they 
have all been trained and armed by the 
Rhodesian security forces, and are being in
tegrated into their command structure. If, in 
some improbable coup, these were able to win 
power from the Rhodesian army, they would 
be no match for the Patriotic Front guerril-
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las without the mechanized ground and air 
capability of the present Rhodesian military. 

• • 
DOCTRINAL ASSUMPTION 

Since 1901, with the formation of the Union 
of South Africa, the dominant assumption 
in the west has been that Africa south of 
the Zambezi River, at least, is "White Man's 
Country," and that the best guarantee for 
Western interests is cooperation with the 
local states dominated by white minorities. 
This assumption attained notoriety in the 
Kissinger-Nixon formulation of National Se
curity Study Memorandum (NSSM) 39, of 
1969: "The whites are here to stay, and the 
only way that constructive change can come 
about ts through them." But it also prevailed 
during the Kennedy-Johnson era, when 
scores ol African states further north gained 
independence, and lies behind the failure of 
the successive diplomatic initiatives of the 
Ford and Carter Ad.ministrations. 

That theme, combined with the need to 
caution white regimes against intransigence 
and to advise them on appropriate conces
sions, is pervasive in recently declassified 
State Department documents from 1962-
1963. It can also be seen in the negotiating 
strategies followed by Kissinger in 1976, and 
subsequently by the Carter Administration. 
U.S. officials have argued to South Africa 
and Rhodesia that their essential interests 
would best be preserved by compromise ar
rangements including the Namibian and 
Zimbabwean liberation movements. If the 
movements come to power under carefully 
controlled and agreed-upon conditions, the 
argument continues, their radicalism can be 
tempered, while an escalation of war can 
only promote further radicalization. The Pa
triotic Front (Zimbabwe's insurgent forces) 
and Namibia's Southwest Africa People's Or
ganization (SWAPO) must be included or the 
wars will not be stopped. But while South 
Africa and Rhodesia have been happy to drag 
out highly confusing negotiations, they have 
been unwilling to make meaningful com
promises. 

Significantly, the Western governments 
have not used available levers of pressure 
against the white-minority regimes, even 
when African liberation movements have 
been willing to take chances in accepting 
Western plans they feel stacked against them. 
Western vetoes have protected South Africa 
from UN Security Council sanctions over the 
Namibian issue, and the flow of oil to Rho
desia has continued unabated, while West
ern governments close their eyes to the open 
secret of the intermediary role played by oil 
firms-Caltex, Mobil, Shell, BP and Total. 

In May 1977, when Vice President Mon
dale met with then South African Prime 
Minister Vorster in Vienna, he said that 
"without evident progress toward full politi
cal participation by all citizens of South 
Africa," relations with the US would certainly 
suffer. The State Department prepared a list 
of possible steps toward gradual disengage
ment. But with the exception of a US vote 
for a UN arms embargo against South Africa 
following the death of Steve Biko later that 
year, almost none of that projected leverage 
has been employed. 

Instead the U.S. has replaced Britain as 
South Africa's leading trade partner (with a 
70.8 percent increase in South African ex
ports to this country from 1977 to 1978), 
and U.S. investment is growing at over 7 per
cent a year. Moreover, it has become increas
ingly apparent that even the arms embar
goes on Rhodesia and South Africa have 
sprung massive leaks. Not only do U.S. in
vestments in such fields as vehicle manu
facture and the computer industry have di
rect military application, but also, according 
to U.S. reports, recent arms fiows have dra
matically increased the striking power of 
the Rhodesian air force and have provided 
South Africa an arms inventory far in excess 
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of that previously estimated by standard 
sources. Rhodesia, for example, was able to 
acquire recently 11 Agusta Bell 205 helicop
ters, and, since 1976, more than 20 Cessna 
Reims F 337 reconnaissance and light strike 
aircraft, and four Rockwell OV-10 Broncos, 
all containing U.S. components. South Af
rica has been able to acquire, since the vol
untary arms embargo of 1963, and even since 
the mandatory embargo of 1977, vast quan
tities of arms, much of it of U.S. manufac
ture, including tanks, and armored person
nel carriers, fighter aircraft, helicopters, atn
munition and strategi,c electronics and com
puter technology. According to Michael 
Klare, a leading researcher on U.S. arms sales, 
the scale of the arms flow at best "suggests 
an indisposi,tion on the Government's part 
to establish the kind of enforcement mea
sures needed to curb such shipments; at 
worst, it suggests an unofficial policy of co
vertly aiding the minority regimes by failing 
to stop the clandestine arms trade." (A 
memorandum with details is available from 
the Institute for Policy Studies, 1901 Q St., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009, and a collec
tion of articles on U.S. Military Involvement 
in Southern Africa has been published by 
South End Press, Box 68, Astor Sta., Boston, 
MA 02123.) 

PRESSURES FOR APPEASEMENT 

South Africa and Rhodesia, in d!smissing 
Western diplomatic compromises, seem to 
have calculated correctly that the Western 
governments, instead of responding firmly, 
will continue with a policy of appeasement, 
adjusting their compromises rightwards step 
by step in response to the white regimes' in
transigence. South African Foreign Minis
ter Roelof (Pik) Botha, formerly ambassador 
in Washington, advised Vorster in 1976 that 
Pretoria could turn the tables on Carter and 
his Africa team by appealing directly to 
Congress and other influential constituen
cies in the U.S. So far, the strategy appears 
to be working well for both South Africa and 
Rhodesia. 

The U.S. Senate vote of May 15, advising 
President Carter, by a margin of 75 to 19, 
to lift U.S. sanctions on Rhodesia, is indlca
ti ve of that success. The resolution, which 
expressed the Senate's judgment that Rho
desia's elections had been "free and fair," 
was taken without the benefit of hearings by 
the Foreign Relations Africa Subcommittee, 
headed by Senator McGovern. And con
spicuously absent was former Senator Dick 
Clark, a leading liberal spokesman on Africa. 
He had been defeated for reelection in 1978 
by a powerful right-wing drive fueled by 
anti-abortion single-issue voting and fi
nanced, in part, by $125,000 of laundered 
South African government funds. 

The core of the pro-Rhodesian push has 
been the radical right, represented in the 
Senate by figures such as North Carolina 
Senator Jesse Helms and California Senator 
S. I. Hayakawa, who previously made no 
secret of their sympathy for Ian Smith's 
regime. But, most ominously, it has been 
joined. by the heirs of cold war liberalism, 
many of whom seem to accept white South 
Africa's definition of the regional conflict 
as a struggle to contain "Soviet-backed 
Communist terrorists." The alliance is ap
propriately symbolized by the role of Free
dom House, which sent a team of observers 
to the Rhodesian election and returned with 
a highly general report certifying it as "free 
and fair." Freedom House, whose board in
cludes such figures as Senators Case, Javits 
and Moynihan, backed moderate civil rights 
efforts in the 1950's and 1960's, and even 
once chose South African Liberal Alan Paton 
for its annuaJ Freedom Award. But it was also 
an enthusiastic backer of hawkish positions 
on U.S. involvement in Indochina, while, 
worldwide, right-wing regimes have usually 
benefited from more lenient Freedom House 
evaluations than their leftist counterpatts 
receive. 
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Support for these positions has been ex

panded even further by Rhodesia's success 
in conveying its version of the war and of 
the elections to U.S. audiences. Massacres 
carried out by the security forces in neigh
boring countries have not penetrated public 
consciousness here, while killings of white 
missionaries in particular have received wide 
publicity, unaccompanied by the qualifying 
information that many independent observ .. 
ers believe most, if not all, such incidents 
to be the work of special Rhodesian army 
units, rather than of the guerrillas. Media 
coverage, especially on the TV networks and 
in the wire service accounts, which receive 
the widest distribution, has been blatantly 
partial, and has failed to note the limita
tions imposed by Rhodesian censorship. 

US coverage of the elections, with the par
tial exception of Gary Thatcher in The 
Christian Science Monitor, consistently 
failed to penetrate the facade erected by the 
Rhodesian regime during the elections, al
though many British journalists and the 
British Parliamentary Human Rights Group 
documented such widespread intlmida tion 
and coercion "as to render the election re
sults meaningless." The Freedom House re
port, which avoided the detail presented by 
Lord Chitnis' British Parliamentary team, 
boosted the credibility of the elections. Bay
ard Rustin, who lent his name to the Free
dom House report, subsequently told Africa 
News and House subcommittee hearings that 
the elections "were not free and fair," but 
his prestige was nevertheless used in favor 
of the vote to lift sanctions. (Excerpts from 
the Freedom House and Chitnis reports are 
available in Africa News, June 1, 1979). 

While UN Ambassador Andrew Young and 
other Africanists in the State Department 
have opposed the lifting of sanctions and 
endorsement of the new Rhodesian Govern
ment, well knowing that such moves would 
destroy whatever credibility the Administra
tion has built up with independent Africa, 
they have failed to mount an effective cam
paign against the right wing's initiative. To 
do so would require leadership and signifi
cant involvement from the Whi.te House, 
with intensive efforts to explain to the Con
gress and the American people the realities 
of southern Africa, denouncing and exposing 
the intransigence of the white regimes. But 
just as the Administration has been unwill
ing to confront Rhodesia or South Africa 
with substantive pressures, so it has been 
unwilling to mount a full-scale challenge 
to their friends in this country. 

LEADERSHIP LACKING 

The Administration is so hobbled by self
imposed limitations .that it is virtually re
duced to appeasement as the only policy in 
the face of Rhodesia, South Africa or their 
US backers. Andrew Young has been out
spoken on the moral bankruptcy of the 
South African system, to the point of em
barrassing more staid diplomats, but public
ly at least he has acquiesced in the fiction 
that the US is not massively involved on 
the side of the white regimes. The result: 
Diplomatic efforts that are biased, if any
thing, against the African liberation move
ments can be portrayed by the right wing 
as supportive of terrorism. 

President Carter, responding to National 
Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski's glo
bal preoccupations, raised the scare of Soviet 
and Cuban involvement in the second Shaba 
uprising in Zaire in May 1978. Through the 
Administration later admitted the absence 
of any evidence for such involvement, it had 
already reinforced the perception that the 
primary threat in Africa is Soviet interven
tion rather than the persistence of white
minority rule. As a result, the Administra
tion barred itself from communicating the 
dominant African percep.tion that in south
ern Africa, Soviet military aid to liberation. 
movements and front-line states ls still far 
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from adequate to counter South Africa's 
Western-supplied military arsenal. 

The Administration now seems engaged in 
a.n elaborate dancing away from accepting 
responsib111ty for the Western rapproche
ment with the new Rhodesian regime, as 
both the Conservative British GovernmeD.Jt 
and the U.S. move closer and closer to recog
nition and the lifting O·f sanctions. The Brit
ish wish to avoid a strong African reaction, 
particularly before the August Common
wealth conference in Lusaka, Zambia. And 
both countries want to minimize reprisals 
from Nigeria, a leading oil supplier. But de
lays, a.nd calls for new negotiations between 
the Patriotic Front and the Muzorewa Gov
ernment, are unlikely to be convincing to 
either side, or to the US Congress, which 
seems prepared to accept the onus of lif1ting 
sanctions if President Carter fails to do so. 

The American public might well be ready 
for disengagement from support of the white
mlnorlty regimes in southern Africa. An 
overwhelming 86 percent of respondents told 
the Carnegie pollsters that South Africa's 
apartheid system ls wrong, against only 2 
percent saying it ls right. Pluralities in 1977 
and 1979 polls have supported restrictions on 
US trade a.nd investment in South Africa, 
and even compliance with a UN resolution 
calling for a full cutoff of trade. Fifty-six 
percent in the Carnegie poll said that whites 
in South Africa are not justified in using 
force to preserve their position. Large ma
jorities are also opposed to actions which 
might lead to US m111tary support for either 
side. But if these sentiments are to be trans
lated into policy, to provide an alternative 
to the right wing drift, the American people 
must have available a more accurate por
trayal of southern African realities. 

Robert McAfee Brown wrote last year in 
C&C (March 13) of the "Hitler exception," 
referring to the international response ·to 
South Africa's internal policies. The parallel 
applies at another level as well. Britain's ap
peasers of the 1930's again and again refused 
to accept the evidence of Hitler's intra.nsi
genoe, in part from willful ignorance and the 
hope for peaceful solutions, and in pant from 
the convictions of many that Nazi policies 
were at least to be preferred to the Bolshevik 
alternative. The South African military ma
chine, potentially nuclear-equipped with the 
aid of US and West European technology, 
assumes the right of military intervention 
ln all of sub-Saharan Africa (in the terms of a 
1975 law). And the wars continue to escalate. 

Meanwhile, an ambivalent US Administra
tion, far from disengaging from the multiple 
ties that strengthen that m111tary machine, 
ls being pushed step by step, under right 
wing pressure, into relinquishing even token 
opposition to the regimes of white-minority 
privilege in southern Africa. President Carter 
may have calculated that any political capi
tal he has must be saved for SALT II, a.nd 
not expended on "peripheral" African issues. 
Or he may be willing to write off black Amer
ican opinion, judging that a pro-African pol
icy excites little concern among other Amer
icans. If he is to be proved wrong, and if the 
trend toward an ever more overt US tllt 
against African liberation ls to be reversed, 
large numbers of Americans will have to be 
wllling to speak out strongly for enforcing 
and extending sanctions rather than lifting 
them.e 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA'S SAD 
ANNIVERSARY 

HON . . CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI 
OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 
e Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, while 
the Congress was in recess this August, 
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an important but very sad anniversary 
took place. August 21 marked the 11th 
anniversary of the Soviet invasion of 
Czechoslovakia. That fateful day in 1968 
followed a springtime and summer of 
careful plans and measured hopes for 
political and economic reforms. It mark
ed the rejection of Czechoslovak aspira
tions and the beginning of 11 years of 
repression. The U.S. Congress condemn
ed the invasion on several occasions and 
expressed its support for the end of So
viet domination of the Czechoslovak 
people. 

Subsequently, the Final Act of Security 
and Cooperation in Europe, signed by the 
United States and 35 European States, 
including Czechoslovakia, brought fresh 
hopes that the principles of political, 
civil, economic, and social freedom would 
be observed. The gap between principle 
and practice, however, appears to have 
grown wider. It is encouraging to learn 
that nearly 1,000 Czechoslovak men and 
women signed Charter 77 in which they 
petitioned their Government to adhere 
to the Helsinki agreements. However, it 
is greatly distressing to learn that the 
authorities have responded to this cour
ageous effort by harassing the signatories 
of Charter 77 and stepping up their ar
bitrary arrest. The picture is bleak. Au
gust 21 marks a sad anniversary. In com
memorating it, we pay just tribute to the 
Czechoslovak people for their spirit in 
seeking the freed oms of an open society.• 

SAM K. SEYMOUR GENERATING 
PLANT 

HON. J. J. PICKLE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, it was a 
pleasure and honor to participate in the 
dedication of a new coal plant on July 
27, operated jointly by the city of Austin 
and the Lower Colorado River Author
ity. The facility is located in Fayette 
County, near La Grange, some 60 miles 
southeast of Austin. 

This ceremony was indeed special for 
two reasons. In the first place, the city 
of Austin and the LCRA are taking Presi
dent Jimmy Carter's energy policies 
seriously. This new coal plant has re
duced the two utilities' dependency re
markably on natural gas and oil. 

In the second place, the plant was 
named in honor of one of central Texas' 
best known and most beloved humani
tarians. Mr. Sam K. Seymour, Jr., is the 
longest serving member of the LCRA 
Board of Directors. He has served the 
LCRA community well for 34 outstand
ing years, an indication of Sam K.'s 
leadership and vigor. 

Sam K. Seymour's activities belie the 
fact that he is well into his eighties. Be
sides heading the Colorado County Fed
eral Savings & Loan Association in Co
lumbus, Tex., he was also the owner of 
Sam K. Seymour Lumber & Hardware, a 
family institution in Columbus some 75 
years. He has long been active in a vari
ety of community affairs. Sam K. and his 
wife, "Muddie," are kind-hearted, gen-
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erous people. Five different Texas Gover
nors have appointed Sam K. to the LCRA 
'.Board. When Seymour was first ap
pointed, the LCRA was generating just 
a;bout 200 megawatts of electricity to 
serve surrounding rural communities and 
co-ops. Now, the LCRA generates 1,500 
megawatts, much of it from the Sam K. 
Seymour Power Plant. 

Sam K. Seymour has presided over, 
and has been a part of the LCRA's con
tinuing task of providing electrical gen
erating power to thousands of Texans. It 
is quite fitting that this newest facility, 
built by leaders in the goal of energy in
dependence, should be named in honor of 
a man who has been a leader all his life.• 

TRIBUTE TO LEON SANDERS, JR., 
OF PLAIN DEALING, LA. 

HON. CLAUDE (BUDDY) LEACH 
OF LOUISIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

•Mr. LEACH of Louisiana. Mr. Speaker, 
it is traditional in the House oif Repre
sentatives to recognize citizens who have 
made outstanding contributions to their 
country, and I wish to so honor Mr. Leon 
Sanders, Jr. of Plain Dealing, La. 

The Honorable Mr. Sanders, who 
serves as the mayor of Plain Dealing, 
has just been presented the highly priz~d 
John Campanius Holm Award for out
standing accomplishments as a volun
teer observer for the National Weather 
Service of the United States. 

Mr. Sanders has taken daily readings 
of the high and low temperatures and 
has recorded the precipitation as it oc
curred in Plain Dealing for the past 29 
years. The citation said Mr. Sanders was 
honored for his "years of outstanding 
public service in continuing a family 
tradition of meticulous a,nd conscientious 
weather reporting that began in Plain 
Dealing in 1894. In addition to furnish
ing the information to the local news 
media, Mr. Sanders has kept all original 
climatological records and has made 
these available upon request." 

His service is all the more remarkable 
because of the family tradition which 
began before the turn of the century. 
Mr. Sanders' grandfather, Mr. Leon T. 
Sanders, made the first weather obser
vation on March 1, 1894 and continued 
until February 28, 1902. Then Mr. San
ders' father, Leon Sanders, took up the 
volunteer work which he continued 
through December 23, 1949. It was then 
that Mr. Leon Sanders, Jr. began his 
career as a third generation volunteer 
weather observer, a labor of love he coin· 
tinues to this day. 

It is very appropriate that the award 
presented to Mr. Sanders, the John Cam· 
panius Holm Award, is named for an
other family that pioneered the work of 
the 12,000 volunteer weather observers 
who now take daily readings in all parts 
of the United States. The Reverend John 
Campanius, a Lutheran minister, record~ 
ed the climate in the American colonies 
in 1644 and 1645. This information was 
published by his grandson, Thomas Cam
panius Holm in 1702, and their names 
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were combined in the prestigious Na
tional Weather Service award. 

I k.now all of you join me today in 
honoring Mr. Leon Sanders and his fore
bears of Plain Dealing, La., who have 
served their community and their Na
tion so unselfishly for more than 85 
years.• 

BLACK OWNERSHIP 

HON. RON PAUL 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, this Nation 
was founded upon the premise of the 
widest possible distribution of private 
property ownership. "Power follows 
property," said John Adams, and the 
Founding Fathers knew that the preser
vation of liberty required the dispersion 
of power-and this widely distributed 
property ownership. 

Recently the National Association of 
Property Owners held a national con
ference on land use here in Washington. 
Among the speakers on the NAPO pro
gram was the distinguished black edu
cator Dr. Nathan Wright, professor of 
urban life at the State University of 
New York at Albany. Dr. Wright reaf
firmed the truth of the proposition that 
liberty can be maintained only when 
private property is widely owned by the 
people. He pointed out that over the 
years white America has, whether con
sciously or unconsciously, erected serious 
barriers to the extension of property 
ownership to black Americans and mem
bers of other minority groups. These 
baniers prevented black Americans from 
making the contribution they might 
have made, not only to their own well
being, but also to the strength of their 
country. Dr. Wright called for a renewed 
effort to protect private property owner
ship from Government invasion, and for 
a renewed dedication to the idea of ex
tending property ownership to those 
Americans who can now dream of being 
owners of a share in America. 

Mr. Speaker, I am honored to know 
Dr. Nathan Wright, Jr., and I am an 
admirer of his wise philosophy. I would 
like to bring a commentary on his NAPO 
address by Gov. Ronald Reagan to the 
attention of my colleagues by inserting it 
in the RECORD. 

BLACK OWNERSHIP 

(By Ronald Rea.gan) 
In July, the National Association of Prop

erty Owners held its first conference on land 
:use in Washington. It brought together 
many kinds of people, among them national 
park in-holders, farmers, ranchers, loggers, 
Indian chiefs from Minnesota's Boundary 
Waters, Alaskans fighting to keep control of 
their state's resources. 

Conferees heard addresses from such con
gressional leaders as House Majority Leader 
Jim Wright of Texas , Senator Ted Stevens 
of Alaska and Senator Roger Jepson of Iowa. 

But of all the addresses perhaps the most 
moving was that of a black educator, Dr. 
Nathan Wright, Jr. 

Nathan Wright is now professor of urban 
life at the State University of New York. For 
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many years he has been quietly influential 
in the movement for civil rights and eco
nomic equity for black Americans. He was 
chosen to chair the landmark National Con
ference of Black Power in 19167, and is the 
author of 18 books on history, theology and 
civil rights. 

Dr. Wright took his listeners back to the 
early days of the republic. He recounted how 
our founding fathers had believed that the 
essential ingredient for a republican form 
of government, and for the preservation of 
individual liberty itself, was a wide distribu
tion of genuine private property ownership. 

Property owenrship symbolized an invest
ment in the life of the nation, a stake in 
the well-being of society. Those who owned 
property, he said, viewed their public duties 
in quite a different light than the property
less. They saw themselves as responsible for 
promoting the common weal, while the 
property-less thought more about how the 
common weal could benefit and support 
them. 

Dr. Wright told how, over two centuries 
of independence, black Americans were sys
tematically denied the opportunity to be
come owners of property. 

Instead of helping former slaves and their 
descendents to acquire ownership and con
tribute to the strength of their community 
and nation, all too often white people
whether deliberately or unconsciously
threw up barriers to black ownership. 

This Dr. Wright labels "the law of con
veniently lowered vision of human worth," 
as he says it is a "law" which robbed Ameri
ca of the contributions that millions of 
minority Americans could have made had 
they been given a reasonable opportunity. 

Dr. Wright then offered his prescription 
for his country: constantly broaden the dis
tribution of private property ownership; 
help all Americans to earn a tangible share 
in their nation's wealth; protect private 
property against the seemingly insatiable 
desires of government bureaucrats at all 
levels, who consider it a nuisance to be re
moved, rather than a source of the nation's 
economic and political strength. 

He added: end low-rent public housing 
by sell1ng the units to tenants and tenant 
cooperatives on generous terms (densely 
populated Singapore does this with success); 
help all Americans achieve the sense of 
dominion that goes with ownership, and 
which encourages free men and women to 
contribute to their country's good. 

Bold proposals, and plenty of food for 
thought for all Americans, from a man who 
has spent a lifetime working for solutions 
to problems.e 

BALTIC DISSIDENTS 
URGE FREEING 
REPUBLICS 

IN 
OF 

SOVIET 
THREE 

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

. Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, as 
sponsor of House Concurrent Resolution 
147, expressing the sense of Congress 
with respect to the Baltic States, I am 
particularly interested in news from 
behind the Iron Curtain of demands for 
self-determination of the Baltic Re
publics. On August 23, according to the 
press, 45 citizens from Latvia, Lithu
ania, and Estonia demanded self-deter
mination for their three Soviet re
publics. A copy of an article in the New 
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York Times on August 25, 1979, noting 
the event in Moscow, is of special inter
est. 

The article follows: 
BALTIC DISSIDENTS IN SOVIET URGE 

FREEING OF 3 REPUBLICS 

Moscow, August 24.-A group of 45 citi
zens from Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia 
have demanded self-determination for the 
three Soviet republics on the ground that 
they were annexed illegally under the 1939 
nonagression pact between the Soviet Union 
and Nazi Germany. 

The 45 persons issued a statement to 
Western reporters yesterday on the 40th 
anniversary of the treaty, which placed the 
then-independent Baltic states in Moscow's 
sphere of influence. 

A dissident Soviet leader, Andrei D. Sak
harov, along with members of the groups 
monitoring Soviet compliance with the 
1975 East-West Helsinki accords and other 
prominent Moscow dissidents, i~sued a sep
arate statement supporting the Baltic group, 
which includes four priests. 

The appeal to the United Nations and 
the Governments of the Soviet Union and 
West and East Germany argued that the 
Soviet Army moved into the Baltic republics 
in 1940 as a result of secret protocols to 
the pact signed by the Soviet Foreign 
Minister, Vyacheslav M. Molotov, and the 
German Foreign Minister, Joachim von 
Ribbentrop.e 

CONGRESSIONAL SALUTE TO THE 
HONORABLE LOUIS INFALD OF 
NEW JERSEY, OUTSTANDING 
CITIZEN, COMMUNITY LEADER, 
AND GREAT AMERICAN 

HON. ROBERT A. ROE 
OF NEW JERSEY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. ROE. Mr. Speaker, on Friday, 
September 7 the residents of my congres
sional district and State of New Jersey 
will gather in testimony to the outstand
ing public service rendered by one of our 
most distinguished citizens, esteemed 
lawyer, community leader and good 
friend, the Honorable Louis Infald, 
whose standards of excellence on be
half of our people have truly enriched 
our community, State, and Nation. 

Mr. Speaker, as Lou Infald retires as 
superintendent of recreation for the city 
of Paterson, I know you will want to join 
with me and his many, many friends in 
deep appreciation of all of his good 
works and share great pride in the suc
cess of his endeavors with his wife, Rose; 
their daughter, Mrs. Carol King whose 
husband is a member of the Paterson 
Fire Department; their son Kenneth, a 
member of the Paterson Fire Depart
ment who is married to the former Mary 
Weiss; and their grandchildren Michael 
and David King, Mark and Ann Michelle 
Infald. 

His retirement testimonial dinner is 
being sponsored by longstanding friends 
and associates of Lou under the able 
direction of the following leaders of our 
community: 

HONORARY CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable: 
Lawrence F. Kramer, Mayor of Paterson; 

Sam Sibilio, Mayor of Haledon. 
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COMMITTEE 

The Honorable: 
Fred Nachimson, Chairman; Mac Schul

man, Co-Chairman; Claire Pagano; Nathan 
Cohen; Lou Cuccinello; George Dimond; 
Larry Worth; Jacob Moskow; Jerry Okin; 
Dom Trouse; John Currie; William Garner; 
Abe J. Greene; William Pascrell; Robert 
King; Oscar Brown; George Gero; Claire 
Saviano; Frank Napier; Jack McLaughlin; 
Jeff Mallory; Dr. A. Harry Hewitt; Fred Bur
gos; Chauncey Brown; Frank X. Graves. 

Mr. Speaker, we are proud to boast 
that Lou Infald was born in our historic 
city of Paterson, N.J., which is located 
in my congressional district where he at
tended elementary and secondary 
schools and he is a graduate of the New 
Jersey Law School. 

Over three decades ago, in 1948, Lou 
first commenced his public service ca
reer with the city of Paterson as a mem
ber of the recreation department. In 
1956 he served as Secretary to the late 
Mayor Edward O'Byrne and in 1960 was 
appointed city prosecutor. He returned 
to the recreation department in 1962 as 
assistant superintendent and the follow
ing year was appointed as superintend
ent of recreation. 

Lou Infald has, by his example and 
lifetime of dedication to our people in the 
vanguard of leadership in the recrea
tional endeavors of the city of Paterson, 
attained the highest of respect and 
esteem of our people. His personal com
mitment to the development of our 
young people is applauded by all of us. 

Throughout his lifetime he has ex
celled in everything he has set out to do. 
The quality of his leadership and sin
cerity of purpose have been extended un
selfishly with dedication and devotion in 
meeting the needs of our people. He has 
been an active participant in the follow
ing professional, social, and civic organi
zations: 

Veritans (served as past president). 
YM-YWHA of North Jersey <member, 

board of directors) . 
Old Timers A.A. of Greater Paterson. 
Bergen-Passaic-Hudson Counties 

Parks & Recreation. 
New Jersey Park & Recreation Associ-

ation. 
Passaic County Bar Association. 
Paterson Midget Baseball League. 
Temple Emanuel of Paterson. 
Roosevelt Club. 
Mr. Speaker, it is indeed my privilege 

and honor to call Lou Infald's good works 
to your attention and seek this national 
recognition of his splendid efforts and 
lifetime record of achievement in public 
service to our people which have truly 
contributed to the quality of life and way 
of life in our community, State, and Na
tion. We do indeed salute a good friend 
and great American, the Honorable Louis 
Infald of Paterson, N.J.e 

PERSONAL EXPLANATION 

HON. ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 
e Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Speaker, I was 
unable to be present for the following 
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vote on July 24, 1979. If I had been pres
ent I would have voted the following: 

Rollcall No. 3'11, "yes." • 

FREE ENTERPRISE: THE AMERICAN 
SUCCESS 

HON. BILL ARCHER 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to share with my colleagues an out
standing essay written by Chuck Watson, 
a senior at Spring Woods High School 
in Houston, Tex. Chuck's essay earned 
him a $250 scholarship in an essay 
contest sponsored by the Memorial Ex
change Club. It was my great pleasure to 
have Chuck visit Washington, D.C., last 
year as the Spring Woods High repre
sentative to my student intern program. 
I hope that you will enjoy his excellent 
work. 

FREE ENTERPRISE; THE AMERICAN SUCCESS 

(By Chuck Watson) 
When the Mayflower sailed into Plymouth 

Bay in 1620, it came with a precious cargo 
of Pilgrims who had ventured to this new 
land in search of .religious freedom. Over a 
hundred years later, our forefathers once 
again found themselves searching for free
dom. Their quest was for poUtical and eco
nomic freedom from their once "mother 
country." They wanted freedom from the 
tyrannical rule of B.ritain's King George III 
and won it, all because of their love and be
lief in this freedom and its advantages. Our 
progenitors wanted to secure these freedoms 
such as "Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of 
Happiness" for their posterity and did so 
with the careful construction of one of the 
most important documents eve.r written, our 
Constitution. From the humble beginnings 
of our country to its rise as a world power, 
e.nother type of freedom has played an 
equally important role in America's ascent, 
free enterprise. The question which must 
follow this statement is, "Why Free Enter
prise?" 

In an effort to answer this question "Why 
Free Enterprise?" we must consider the 
meaning of free enterprise. Webster's Dic
tionary defines free enterprise as, "the eco
nomic doctrine or practice of permitting 
private industry to operate with a minimum 
of control by the government." We must now 
realize the broad scope of free enterprise as 
an essential part of our heritage and its role 
in the preservation of freedom itself in 
America.. We as free men have an obligation 
to defend our Constitution and free enter
prise because in a sense they are the. com
plements of each other, !or only in a. society 
Of free men can an economic syste·m of com
petitiveness and innovation th.rive and pro
duce national wealth in such a vast quantity, 
as it has in America.. In allowing private 
industry to grow and expand within its own 
structure of competLtiton, America. has be
come the richest country in the world agri
culturally, technologically, and in the way of 
monetary richness. Perhaps this is "Why 
Free Enterprise" has been successful in build
ing a strong America, but firee enterprise is 
not without its critics. 

An argument for "Why Free Enterprise" 
should be maintained and advocated ar
dently in America, should now be formulated 
because of criticism of free enterprise. In 
recent years many have challenged free 
enterprise's a.b111ty to control its own abuses; 
however, when Cornell C. Haler stated that 
free enterprise is not perfect for safeguarding 
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against greed, corruption, and exploitation, 
but that it provides freedom of opportunity 
and the bounty of the good things in life, he 
justified the latter half of free enterprise's 
definition. There is a need for government 
control, but a. very minimal one. Government 
has been of late increasing its dominance 
and overstepping its boundaries into the free 
enterprise system in America, and it has 
threatened our American way of life and 
prosperity. If free enterprise is continually 
being comprised by government regulation, 
the only foreseen result can be disaster, a 
disaster which has now begun to plague the 
British because of their quest for a utopian
like society using strict government regula
tions and ownership with little or no free 
enterprise included. It has been stifled by 
the British government. This is a situation 
we as Americans should hope to a.void and 
can avoid if we check government control 
before "Nationalization" and other govern
mental evils begin to flourish . In light of all 
the criticism of free enterprise, we need to 
look at free enterprise with a sense of retro
spect and understand that free enterprise 
has not failed. President Franklin Roosevelt 
once said the problem "is not that the" sys
tem of free enterprise has failed, but that it 
has not yet been tried." If government re
enters their bounds of control and allows 
free enterprise to work, unobstructed, per
haps then our economy will reach new 
heights in prosperity. This is an excellent 
argument for "Why Free Enterprise?" should 
be maintained and advocated ardently in 
America. 

The answer to the question "Why Free 
Enterprise?" should now be apparent. It is 
the system which promotes the greatest eco
nomic growth and opportunities and has 
done so since the beginning of America 
and has provided, for the majority of the 
residents of America, an income of such 
vastness with which no other countries can 
compare. Columnist Ed Roberts once said, "It 
is not necessary to argue that the [free] 
market mechanism is perfect or that capital
ism doesn't cut some people with its rough 
edges. It is necessary only to state as fact 
that it is the economic system that works 
best for the most people." These are all im
portant reasons "Why Free Enterprise" and 
why it should be allowed to continue to 
flourish in America.e 

DOE STUDY CLEARING OIL FIRMS 
CALLED "PROPAGANDA EXERCISE" 

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, dur
ing the recent inflation and FTC hear
ings of the Commerce, Consumer and 
Monetary Affairs Subcommittee, which I 
chair, it became quite obvious to the 
members of the subcommittee that the 
Department of Energy and the Justice 
Department have been blocking attempts 
to investigate the gasoline crisis. The 
Department of Energy regards the oil 
industry as a client-not as an industry 
to be regulated in an arm's length way. 
The Department of Energy is callous to 
the consumer and public interest. The 
Department of Justice has refused to 
clear an investigation into worldwide 
production of crude oil. Both Depart
ments refuse to undertake a comprehen
sive investigation and to use their sub
pena powers. 

In this connection, I wish to bring to 
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my colleagues attention the following 
article which appeared in the Sunday, 
August 12, 1979, Washington Post, which 
further confirms the efiorts of the De
partment of Energy and Justice in striv
ing to fail in carrying out their duties in 
investigating the oil crisis: 

ENERGY OFFICIALS IGNORED CARTER ORDER 

(By Jonathan Neumann and 
Patrick Tyler) 

On May 25, as the gasoline shortage con
tinued to spread q.long the Eastern Seaboard, 
President Carter issued a strongly worded 
directive ordering the departments of Energy 
and Justice to begin a major investigation of 
the oil industry. 

"You shall jointly conduct a comprehen
sive investigation of the apparent gas short
age situation, using all available and appro
priate authority and resources at your dis
posal, to determine whether there is a reason 
to believe that the apparent shortfall is a 
result of concerted activity by firms at the 
refining and/ or marketing level, or of ex
cessive stockp111ng or hoarding of supplies," 
the presidentiai order said. 

Ten days later, in response to the presi
dential dir·ective, Deputy Energy Secretary 
John O'Leary called a large group of DOE 
officials into his conference room in the For
restal office building to discuss how to con
duct the investigation. 

But at that meeting in O'Leary's office and 
continuing at numerous other sessions at 
the department through June and July, 
energy officials ignored the specific orders in 
President Carter's directive, The Washington 
Post has found. 

As a result, the 53-page DOE report re
leased by the White House last week clearing 
the oil industry of charges of holding back 
fuel supplies was described by one to official 
who worked on it as "a propoganda exercise." 

"If the report was taken to be a conclusive 
finding that there was no conspiracy by the 
oil companies to jack up prices, then I would 
say it was misleading," said another official, 
William Lane, director of the DOE Office of 
Comuetition. 

Interviews with the officials who prepared 
the study also revealed: 

The report's central conclusion, thait there 
was no holding back by oil refiners, delib
ere.tely sidestepped what the officials said 
were more relevant allegations that the in
dustry manipulated amounts of domestic oil 
production, foreign imports and reserves, 

,,thus intentionally creating a shortage. 
Twenty-two of the 27 information sources 

cited in the appendix of the special report 
were not used in the report, according to Al 
Linden of the DOE's energy information ad
ministration. He said he did not know why 
the unused sources were listed in the ap
pendix. 

One data source listed the appendix but 
not used in the report, for example, is a 
Bureau of Mines report containing "data 
on fuel oil stocks by sulfur content." 

Five of the same 22 information sources 
cited in the appendix were considered as un
verified by DOE officials and were stamped 
"not valid," Linden said. 

The man who wrote the report, Carlyle 
Hystad of the DOE's policy bTanch, pre
viously had written speeches, press state
ments and congressional testimony for then
energy secretary James R . Schlesinger Jr. and 
his assistants. In those statements, Hystad 
had drawn conclusions about tihe causes of 
the gasoline shortage. 

Parts of Hystad's draft of the special presi
dential report were almost verbatim versions 
of those earlier statemenits, several officials 
said. 

DOE general counsel Lynn R. Coleman, 
who supervised the study, rejected sugges
tions to pursue key issues, such as whether 
the oil companies deliberately cut back on 
crude oil producition and failed to import 
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'all of the foreign oil they could. Department 
officials also abandoned an eaTly proposal to 
hold public hearings in which oil company 
executives would be subpoenaed. 

The original draft of the report clearred 
the oil industry of all charges of wrongdoing. 
The wording of the Teport was changed after 
two officials argued that DOE had yet to in
vestigate most of the serious allegations 
against the oil companies. 

"This was not an investigation," Lane said. 
"It clearly has been a summary of what we 
already knew." 

The special report was released by the 
White House last Monday. Coleman, who 
conceded thait the Energy Department ;relied 
entirely on data supplied by the oil indus
try, strongly deifended it. He called the report 
"a.n intensive effort to analyze .and display 
facts thait ordinairily show up as numbeTS on 
a computer printout." 

The White House has had no comment 
on the report. 

Interviews with Energy Department offi
cials who prepared the report and an examin
ation of DOE and White House records give 
this piature of how the special study de
veloped: 

On Flriday, May 25, Carte;r signed e. one
page memorandum to the atto·rney general 
and the secretary of energy orde·ring the 
"comprehensive investig.ation" of the oil in
dustry. 

He ordered that the probe should begin 
with an examination of t he California gaso
line shortage, :and that an initial report of 
the findings should be sent to him within 
30 days. 

Although the directive was dated May 25, 
DOE officials said they did not receive the 
document until a week later. 

"It went from the White House to the 
Justice Department, · then back to the White 
House," one official said. "Then we finally 
got it. It was sort of kicking around the front 
office for a few days before anybody started 
focusing on it." 

Ten days after the president ordered the 
probe, O'Leary called DOE officials into his 
conference room. 

The session was short. Paul Bloom, the 
DOE's special counsel, told the group of the 
audits he had already begun of gasoline pric
ing and allocations. 

Most of the remainder of the meeting was 
organizational, officials. said. O'Leary said that 
DOE general counsel Coleman would super
vise the investigation. Linden would supply 
the data from existing DOE files . Hystad 
would write the report. 

"When we left the meeting there was a 
sort of feeling that what we were going to 
do was put together a systematic display of 
data which we already had, but which was 
never put together in any clear fashion," one 
official said. 

Almost all meetings after that were held 
in Coleman's conference room. Although 
dozens of people were involved in the dis
cussions, only six officials regularly attended 
most meetings. 

And of those six, only two, Coleman and 
Rys.tad, were considered by the others as the 
architects of the report. The other four, Lane, 
Bloom, Linden and Barton House, were con
sulted and asked to read drafts of the report 
as it was being written. 

Hystad wrote five drafts before the group 
agreed on a final version. 

After he wrote each draft, copies were cir
culated among the six officials and others 
in the Energy Department. 

The officials often joined in informal ses
sions at Coleman's office. They were usually 
called in the morning for an afternoon meet
ing. The meeting would last for 30 minutes to 
two hours, officials said. 

Usually, four of the officials would be satis
fied with the Hystad drafts, with Lane and 
Bloom raising most of the objections or sug
gestions for major changes. 
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Despite the urgency of Carter's May 25 

directive, most of the president's specific re
quests were set aside. For one, the Energy 
Department aind Justice Department decided 
not to cOIIlduct a joint investigation, but to 
conduct separate probes, with each depart
ment reviewing and commenting on the work 
of the other. 

The Justice Department had no hand in 
writing the DOE report, according to Donald 
Kaplan, chief of the energy section of the 
Justice Department's Antitrust Division. 

Regarding the president's order on how 
the probe should be conducted, "using all 
available and appropriate authority and re
sources at your disposal," both the Energy 
and Justice departments chose not to sub
poena any oil industry data or witnessea. 
Both had the authority to do so. 

Regarding the first area of inquiry ordered 
by the president, whether there was "con
certed activity by firms at the refining and/ or 
marketing level," DOE officials conducted no 
audits or field investigations. 

Early in the probe, Lane suggested, and Cl.t 
one point Schlesinger reportedly agreed, that 
the DOE hold public hearings. Top oil offi
cials wou!d be subpoenaed and asked "hard 
questions," officials said. 

"Schlesinger felt that public hearings. 
much like Senate hearings, would give the 
investigation more credibility," one official 
said. "But, by mid-July, as the lines began to 
fade, we felt the situation is cooling off. Why 
start .things up again with hearings? So the 
idea just sort of faded out." 

Energy officials also rejected suggestions to 
look into the question of whether oil com
panies bought all the foreign oil they could 
from countries with which they had 
contracts. 

Officials said that Lane, who argued in 
favor of such a probe, was turned down by 
Coleman. 

"Every time Lane raised the question, he 
was told, 'Well, we can't check it, we don't 
have any data on it'," one official said. 

Two officials, who asked not to be iden
tified, said they felt they were engaged in 
an exercise that would lead to foregone con
clusions already publicly stated by the de
partment. They pointed to the original 
drafts by Hystad, which appeared to have 
been taken verbtaim from the statements 
he had previously written for Schlesinger and 
O'Leary. 

Two officials complained that as the study 
progressed it became clear the focus was on 
areas that would not provide answers to the 
most fundamental questions arising from 
the gasoline shortage. 

One official likened the investigation to a 
man who dropped a dollar on a dark street 
"and instead of looking for it where he 
dropped it, he looked for it under a street 
light." 

Officials also said that the original word
ing of the report, which had cleared the oil 
industry of any wrongdoing, was changed 
because Bloom was still conducting audits of 
the oil companies. 

Bloom reportedly argued that the exonera
tion was "grossly premature," because his 
findings could lead to civil or criminal 
charges. In addition, he said, a blanket find
ing by the DOE that oil companies did noth
ing wrong could later be used in court as a 
defense by an oil firm. 

Linden, who was responsible for supplying 
all of the data used in the report, said he 
was relying on the honesty of the oil com
panies, since his data was derived from their 
reports. 

He also said he did not offer conclusions 
for the study. Coleman and Hystad took that 
role, he said. 

In reviewing the 27 sources of data listed 
in the report's appendix, Linden said that 
only five of them were used in the report. 

Five others that were not used, he said, 
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were considered unreliable because the in
formation had not been verified. He said 
those reports were stamped with the words: 
"Not Valid," a label that did not appear in 
the appendix. 

Asked why 22 sources of data that were 
not used in the report were included with
out written explanation in the report to the 
president, Linden said, "It's in the appendix, 
um ... because the appendix was a docu
ment taken out of something else." 

The t:ontent of the report was written, 
debated, rewritten and debated again over 
a period of about six weeks, energy depart
ment officials say. It was completed by mid
July. 

On July 17, a summary of the findings of 
the report was leaked to The New York 
Times, which published an article on its 
financial page. 

The report was delivered to the White 
House July 24, two months after Carter had 
ordered that he receive the report within 
30 days. 

On Aug. 5, the Los Angeles Times and The 
Washington Post published front-page ar
ticles reporting that a DOE investigation had 
cleared the oil industry of charges of hoard
ing. Both newspapers had been leaked copies 
of the report, which still had not been 
publicly released. 

The following day, on Monday, at 4 p.m., 
the White House officially released the re
port. Carter made no statement that day, 
and he and his spokesmen refused to answer 
any questions about the report.e 

FLORIDA'S SILVER HAIRED 
LEGISLATURE 

HON. WILLIAM LEHMAN 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

•Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to draw my colleagues' attention to 
the August 5, 1979, Miami Herald article 
discussing the fine work that is being 
done by Florida's Silver Haired Legisla
ture. 

The senior citizens of Florida, who 
make up the membership in the Silver 
Haired Legislature, are making sure that 
the issues of deep concern to our senior 
citizens are not being ignored. 

The article follows: 
"SILVER HAIRED" VOTES CARRY CLOUT 

(By Eleanor Hart) 
Irwin and Geneva Miller, who retired to 

North Miami Beach from Boston five years 
ago, have already completed two terms in 
Florida's Silver Haired Legislature in Talla
hassee. 

The M1llers were among the 38 senators 
and 119 representatives in this year's senior 
citizens' legislative group, funded by a $50,-
000 federal grant to give the elderly better 
access to state government. 

Irwin, 73, formerly with the food retail 
industry, served as a member of the House of 
Representatives, and Geneva, 68, a former 
bank comptroller, was Senate president pro 
tempore. During the annual week-long ses
sion in July, Geneva Miller co-sponsored a 
b111 requiring adequate notice for residents 
of apartment buildings being converted to 
condominiums. 

Though she feels the group "accomplished 
more than last year," Irwin Miller regrets 
that his bill to encourage employment and 
retraining of the elderly didn't make it. "It 
was the last bill of the session. It passed the 
Senate, but ... we ran out of time ... 
had only half a minute," he says. 
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The Millers feel the condo bill is among 

the priority items the group will present 
when the Florida Legislature convenes next 
April. 

Other lobbying issues include: 
Prohibiting grocery stores from raising 

prices of food items already marked and on 
the shelf. 

Requiring geriatric courses as part of basic 
medical school curricula. ......._ 

Permitting trailer park residents to orga
nize and discuss grievances. 

Tuition-free admission to state universi
ties on a space-available basis. 

Labeling prescription drugs and medicine 
with expiration date and generic name. 

Statewide volunteer escort system for the 
disadvantaged which would provide mileage 
reimbursement and insurance for volunteer 
escort drivers. 

Establishment of public health-care clin
ics focusing on nutrition, physical fitness 
and health education under the Public 
Health Department. 

Cutback on ut111ty charges. 
Property tax relief providing a freeze on 

assessments of homestead property, increas
ing homestead tax exemptions and provid
ing exemption from ad valorem taxation by 
school districts. 

Licensing denture clinics to make and sell 
false teeth. 

Review of the state fos.ter care program. 
Granting retired state employees cost-of

living pension increases. 
The outcome for these proposals is up to 

to the Legislature. But Needham W. Smith 
Jr., Jacksonville, president of the Silver 
Haired Senate, and Tomi Crofut, Shalimar, 
speaker of the House, will be there lobbying, 
the Millers say. 

Will the Millers, also active in the Na
tional Council of Senior Citizens and the 
Florida Senior Citizen Council, return to 
Tallahassee for a thir.d term? 

"If we are able, and if the people elect 
us," they say. "We need leadership, but pri
marily we need people from the grass 
roots."e 

WINDFALL PROFITS FOR OPEC 

HON. G. WILLIAM WHITEHURST 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker, the 
people of the Greater Boston area of 
Massachusetts, in particular those who 
read the Boston Herald American, are 
truly fortunate in having the oppor
tunity to read the regular column writ
ten by Warren Brookes. Regrettably, Mr. 
Brookes is not syndicated; his cogent 
and intelligent comments deserve a 
much wider audience. 

I would like to take this opportunity 
to share with my colleagues the August 
16, 1979, column entitled "Is the Wind
fall Tax a Windfall for the OPEC Na
tions?" He raises some excellent points, 
which should be given careful considera
tion by all of us before further action is 
taken on any sort of windfall profits tax. 

Let me commend Mr. Brookes for his 
research and his perceptiveness. I only 
wish there were more like him: 

Is THE WINDFALL TAX A WINDFALL FOR THE 
OPEC NATIONS? 

(By Warren Brookes) 
The other night, ABC nightly news made 

a major point of telling the American people 
that Exxon's profits had risen by 20 percent 
in the second quarter (over the same quarter 
in 1978). 
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What they did not tell you is that ABC's 

own profits had risen a heia.Ithy 36 percent. 
They also did not tell you that while 

Exxon's average profit as a. percentage of sales 
was 4.7 percent, ABC's was a. rather comfort
able 11.4 percent. 

But the most important thing ABC failed 
to tell you is that primary reason for Exxon's 
profit growth (and that of the industry) 
was not domestic sales and operations, but 
overseas. 

While Exxon's first half overseas profits 
(See Table) rose by 76 percent, its domestic 
profits acuta.lly decllned by 5 percent. Pre
cisely the same thing h&ppened to California 
Standard (Chevron), whose overseas profit 
soared 104 percent, but whose domestic prof
its declined 9 percent. Or take the case of 
Gulf Oil, whose overseas profits boomed 136 
percent--but whose domestic profits barely 
kept pace with infl.a.tion at 12 percent. 

Now, what does this mean? And, why is it 
happening? 

The answer is simple: the combination of 
overseas tax-breaks, price controls in the 
U.S. and the entitlements program have 
steadily promoted the expansion of these 
companies, not in the U.S., but abroad. They 
can make much more money exploring, de
veloping ·and refining abroad, than they can 
here-so they a.re doing it, thus helping 
OPEC, and hurting us. 

And, they are being encouraged to do this, 
by the policies of your Congress, and your 
DOE. 

For example, :>Ince 1974, the major re
fineries of this country have paid out some 
$30 billion in "entitlement" taxes for refining 
domestic oil (price-controlled) . This $30 bil
lion, in turn, has been paid to refiners for re
fining imported (OPEC) oil. In other words, 
we have been penalizing the production of 
domestic oil (to the tune of about $2.50 per 
barrel), and subsidizing the import of OPEC 
oil (to the tune of $2.50 per barrel). 

It is no wonder that domestic oil produc
tion (wh.lch is being "taxed") is dropping by 
3 percent per year, while OPEC oil imports 
(which a.re being subsidized) have been 
rising a.bout 7 percent per year. 

Why are we doing this? For the simple rea
son that the eastern states (particularly 
New England) which import all their oil, are 
being subsidized by the Western states which 
produce most of their own oil, by a process 
that "equalizes" the price differential between 
domestically-controlled oil (averaging about 
$9.60 per barrel), and imported oil, which 
until this year averaged about $13.60 per 
barrel. 

In other words we have been forcing the 
domestic oil industry to transfer costs from 
OPEC to the domestic oil industry (from 
consumers to producers). 

As a result of this incredible mess (in
vented by New England congressmen) the 
major refiners have naturally found it much 
less profitable to produce and refine do
mestic oil-and much more profitable to pro
duce and refine oil overseas. 

This is why, among the top 20 oil com
panies, and particularly among the top 10, 
you wm find that 50-70 percent of their prof
its are now being ma.de, not on domestic 
production, but on overseas operations. 

Pa.rt of this, of course is the fact that, on 
overseas operations, they now enjoy a sig
nificant tax break, because they can deduct 
royalties, paid to OPEC, as taxes. Unfortu
nately, Carter's much vaunted "windfall 
profits" tax wm merely make the whole sit
uation worse. 

Why? Because it will defeat the whole 
purpose of de-controlling domestic on 
prices-namely to encourage increased U.S. 
production and exploration. 

How so? Because it w111 tax some 75-80 
percent of every increased sales dollar, gained 
from de-controlling the prices, thus making 
domestic operations continue to be far less 
profitable than overseas operations. This is 
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why the American Petroleum Institute's 
Charles DiBona correctly warned that Car
ter's windfall tax wm actually reduce the 
potential benefits of price de-control, by 
more than one million barrels a day. 

If Mr. Carter really wants to stimulate do
mestic oil and gas production-and discour
age overseas development and imports by the 
major oil companies, he should simply apply 
the windfall profits tax concept to overseas 
earnings-while turning domestic price con
trols (and profits) loose. 

In other words, make it more profitable for 
energy companies to produce and invest in 
domestic energy development than overseas. 
This could be done by two simple devices: 

1. As part of the de-control program, elimi
nate all ta.ix credits on royalties paid over
seas. 

2. To force all increased domestic profits to 
be re-invested in energy development, sim
ply outlaw all further horizontal mergers by 
energy companies with sales over $200 mil
lion, unless approved by the DOE. 

The effect of these two moves would be 
to turn the domestic energy industry around, 
and focus attention on domestic production 
and profits. Since the government would still 
collect 50 cents of every dollar collected 
through de-control, the revenues generated 
(together with the elimination of the over
seas tax break) would more than equal 
the "windfall tax." 

More important the de-control process 
would so stimulate all forms of domestic en
ergy production (natural and synthetic) 
that the government would not have to get 
involved in the whole "synfuels" boondoggle 
at all . 

It is a sensible approach-but that may 
preclude its acceptance by Carter or Con
gress. Unfortunately, their plans, as present
ly conceived, wm simply make OPEC richer, 
and the U.S. energy-poorer.e 

INVESTIGATION OF AUGUST BEEF 
PRICES 

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, on 
Monday, August 27, 1979, telegrams were 
sent to six agencies requesting an im
mediate investigation into allegations of 
beef wholesale price and commodity fu
tures manipulation during August 1979. 
Each of the agencies has responded and 
the Commerce, Consumer, and Mone
tary Affairs Subcommittee which I chair 
will monitor the progress of the agencies 
as they pursue the substantive issues and 
questions involved. 

I now insert the press release and 
samples of telegrams in the RECORD : 

ROSENTHAL ALLEGES BEEF PRICE 
[\iANIPULATION 

Congressman Benjamin S. Rosenthal (D
NY), Chairman of the Commerce, Consumer 
and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee (House 
Government Operations Committee) today 
demanded an immediate investigation into 
charges that beef prices were manipulated 
at the wholesale level in mid-August by sev
eral major beP-f packers and commodity fu
tures speculat ors and, as a result, will in
crease dramatically for the consumer within 
days. The New York legislator sent telegrams 
to the Federal Trade Commission, Commod
ity Futures Trading Commission, Depart-
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ments of Justice and Agriculture, Council on 
Wage and Price Stab111ty and the Securities 
and Exchange Commission outlining allega
tions that price-fixing and collusion influ
enced a wide market swing in wholesale beef 
price during the past few weeks and request
ing immediate action to determine what 
criminal and civil laws may have been vio
lated. 

Consumer groups and sources inside the 
industry told Rosenthal that the "yellow 
sheet", a private wholesale price listing, was 
pushed to an artificial low in early August. 
This resulted in panic se111ng by farmers 
and promotion plans for beef sales by re
tailers (who schedule price specials in ad
vance but contract to pay the future yellow 
sheet price) . Then, during the next two 
weeks the wholesale prices climbed and the 
speculators who bought low could sell high. 
One source estimated that ten traders alone 
may have shared at least $5 million in turn
around profits. Analysts who have already 
charged that the yellow sheet pricing mech
anism is based on too small a sample of 
sales, may now find proof that it can easily 
be manipulated fur personal gain. 

In response to inquiries by the subcommit
tee, the Department of Agriculture confirmed 
that last week the cost of hamburger for its 
school lunch program jumped 12.04 % (from 
$1.0797 cents per pound to $1.2097 cents for 
the 1,732,500 pounds purchased the week 
ending August 24). We were told the in
crease was "unexpected and unexplainable" 
and as big as the Department has ever seen. 

"Only immediate action to roll back the 
artificial prices for beef reported the last 
week in August will stem retailers' losses and 
keep prices down for consumers already 
struggling with inflation,'' said Rosenthal, 
who chaired hearings in eight different cities 
this past May on the impact of inflation on 
consumers. 

The regulatory agencies have been re
quested to look specifically at trading by 
employees and principals of Iowa Beef Proc
essors, Inc. (Dakota City, Nebraska) and 
Spencer Packing Company (Spencer, Iowa), 
and related activities by a number of Chi
cago Mercantile Exchange firms which trade 
in the futures market. 

"We are interested in whether the agencies 
which have jurisdiction over these practices 
have failed to prevent manipulation of the 
marketplace," Rosenthal said, "but my con
cern right now is for consumers who will pay 
for these profits in the days to come. The 
cost of food is an issue which affects us di
rectly and daily." Rosenthal added that his 
subcommittee wm continue to monitor the 
situation. 

Coples of the telegrams are attached. 
TELEGRAM 

As Chairman of the Commerce, Consumer 
and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee (House 
Government Operations Committee), I am 
asking the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC), as the agency charged 
with the regulation of futures trading and 
agricultural and other commodities traded 
on commodity exchanges, to begin an imme
diate investigation into charges brought to 
my attention by consumer groups and indus
try sources, that beef prices were manipu
lated at the wholesale level in mid-August 
by several major beef packers and com
modity futures speculators. My subcommit
tee has received complaints that price fixing 
and collusion influenced a wide market swing 
in wholesale beef prices during the past few 
weeks and that, as a result both retailers 
and consumers wm be paying dramatically 
higher prices for beef within days. 

In response to a subcommittee inquiry, the 
Department of Agriculture confirmed that 
last week the cost of hamburger for its 
school lunch program jumped 12.04 % (from 
$1.0797 cents per pound to $1.2097 cents for 
the 1,732,500 pounds purchased the week 
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ending August 24). We were told the increase 
was "unexpected and unexplained" and as 
big as the Department has ever seen. 

Consumer groups and sources inside the 
industry have told the subcommittee that 
the "yellow sheet", a private wholesale price 
listing, was pushed to an artificial low in 
early August. This resulted in panic se111ng 
by farmers and promotion plans for beef 
sales by retailers (who schedule price spe
cials in advance but contract to pay the 
future yellow sheet price) . Then, during two 
weeks the wholesale prices climbed and the 
speculators who bought low could sell high. 
One source estimated that ten traders alone 
may have shared at least $5 million in turn
around profits. Analysts from the Depart
ment of Agriculture have already charged 
tha·t the yellow sheet pricing mechanism is 
based on too small a sample of sales and your 
agency may now find proof that it can easily 
be manipulated for personal gain by price
fixing, dissemination of false and misleading 
market information and other unfair and 
mega! market practices. 

The CFTC was established as an independ
ent agency in 1974 in order to more effec
tively regulate commodity futures trading 
yet it would seem from these allegations that 
the market has indeed been manipulated and 
prices distorted. Market users are to be pro
tected against cheating, fraud, and abusive 
practices in commodity transactions yet it 
appears retailers and consumers have been 
caught by a costly scheme. 

Specifically, the market may have been in
terferred with as follows: 

1. Present and former officers and em
ployees of certain major beef packing com
panies pressed the beef wholesale market 
down sharply on the yellow sheet with arti
ficial packer-to-packer sales; 

2. Farmers then sold cheaply to protect 
themselves, cattle futures were depressed, 
and retailers were induced to schedule beef 
price specials; 

3. These same present and former officers 
and employees purchased cattle futures con
tracts at these depressed prices through cer
tain commodity brokerage firms; 

4. They then had their companies purchase 
large quantities of cattle, driving up prices 
on the futures exchange; 

5. They sold their futures . .c_ontracts for a 
quick and substantial profit through these 
same commodity brokerage firms; 

6. The beef was sold by the packing com
panies "on a market basis", that is, at the 
yellow sheet price on a certain future agreed
upon dates; 

7. To avoid a loss for their companies, 
these present and former employees manipu
lated the yellow sheet upward, again with 
artificial packer-to-packer sales; 

8. The now sharply higher yellow sheet 
wholesale prices are causing huge losses to 
retailers who had scheduled price specials 
and contracted for future purchases; 

9. Retailers must now increase their mar
gins to recoup these losses and the combina
tion of higher wholesale prices plus increased 
retailer margins will dramatically increase 
costs for the consumer. 

Your investigation of possible civil viola
tions and other illegal activities should be
gin with present and former officers and em
ployees of Iowa Beef Processors, Inc. (Dakota 
City, Nebraska) and Spencer Packing Com
pany (Spencer, Iowa) and the brokerage 
firms of Rufenacht, Bramagen & Hertz, Inc.; 
O'Connor Grain Company; Ray E. Friedman 
& Compwny; Paine, Webber, Jackson & Cur
tis; and Saul Stone & Company, all members 
of Chicago Merchantile Exchange. 

Only immediate action by your agency and 
the other agencies which have jurisdiction 
over these practices to roll back the arti
ficial prices for beef reported the last week 
in August will stem retailers' losses and keep 
prices down for consumers already strug-
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gling with the rising cost of food. My imme
diate concern is for consumers who may have 
to pay the price for this manipulation in the 
days to come. 

The results and conclusions of your in
vestigation should be made available to the 
subcommittee as soon as possible. Whatever 
action you can take now to protect the con
sumer from these cost increases will aid our 
overall fight against infiation.e 

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

HON. ROBERT H. MICHEL 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, having 
just returned from the August recess, we 
all should have a fresh perspective on 
what our constituents expect their Gov
ernment to be doing. It is refreshing, and 
sometimes reassuring, to listen to what 
the people have to say. We probably did 
our country morn good talking to our 
constituents than we would have done 

. by remaining in Washington. While I was 
back in my district, I not only received 
the personal opinions of those I met, but 
I also received the results of our annual 
questionnaire sent to some 189,000 house
holds. I found 1the survey results of great 
interes1t and would like to share them 
with my colleagues. 

The fallowing is a tabulation of the 
results: 

Question 

Would you vote for 
standby gas ration-

Yes 

ing? -------------- 47. 2 
Would you drive less 

if gas rises to $1.25 
per gallon?_ ________ 52. 6 

Do you favor continued 
development of nu
clear power for en
ergy? ------------- 72. 7 

Did the Three Mile Is-
land nuclear plant 
accident in Pennsyl
vania alter your 
thinking? --------- 22. 7 

Would you favor re
laxing the environ
mental protection 
laws to enable in
dustries to use coal? 85. 3 

Do you favor manda-
tory wage and price 
controls to combat 
inflation? --------- 46. 6 

Should the Federal 
Government insti-
tute a program of 
national health in
surance? ---------- 28.0 

Should the Senate rat
ify the SALT II 
treaty with the So-
viet Union? -------- 39. 8 

Do you think we ought 
to reinstitute the 
draft?------------- 56.4 

Do you favor registra
tion all 18- or 19-
year-olds for pos
sible military ser-
vice? -------------- 70.5 

Percent 

No 
No answer 

49.3 3.5 

46.5 .9 

24.7 2.6 

74.6 2.7 

12.7 2.0 

49.8 3.6 

68.2 3.8 

47.7 12.5 

39.1 4.4 

26.2 3.4 

• 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

PEACE CORPS RESPONDS TO CON
CERNS OF A VOLUNTEER 

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, I 
would like to bring to the attention of 
my colleagues some correspondence I 
had recently with Richard Celeste, the 
Director of the Peace Corps. This cor
respondence was prompted by a very 
thoughtful and detailed letter from a 
Peace Corps volunteer. 

This volunteer described some serious 
problems and concerns regarding Peace 
Corps recruitment and placement, com
portment of volunteers in-country, poli
cies on medical evacuations, wasteful 
activities, and poor supervision of vol
unteers. The criticisms were presented 
in a constructive way and I attempted 
to relay them to the Peace Corps for 
consideration. 

I am pleased with the response from 
the Director of the Peace Corps because 
he took the criticisms seriously, was 
aware of most of the problems, and 
claims some corrective actions have been 
undertaken. Some of Mr. Celeste's state
ments on Peace Corps policy regarding 
certain matters will be helpful in clari
fying the disposition of the Peace Corps 
when volunteers in foreign countries find 
themselves in difficult situations. 

I have always believed that part of 
the vitality of the Peace Corps depends 
on volunteers feeling free to share their 
evaluations and criticisms of their ex
periences and on a positive receptiveness 
and responsiveness by Peace Corps ad
ministrators to such feed-back from 
volunteers. 

The correspondence with the Director 
of the Peace Corps follows: 

PEACE CORPS, 
Washington, D.C., July 30, 1979. 

Hon. LEE H. HAMILTON, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Europe and 

the Middle East, Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. HAMILTON: Thank you for your 
inquiry of July 9 concerning issues raised 
in a letter to you from a Peace Corps Vol
unteer. I wlll address these issues within 
the same format as you presented them in 
your letter. 

1. Recruitment and. placement .-All Vol
unteer assignments are agreed upon by the 
in-country Peace Corps staff and officials of 
the appropriate host agency. Agency of
ficials specify the qualifications they desire 
for each position and only those individuals 
with appropriate backgrounds are recruited. 
I do not believe that cases of Volunteers 
being "mismatched" to their assignment are 
as frequent as your letter would imply. 

However, the question of Volunteer suc
cess or failure is frequently not one of 
whether the Volunteer is qualified for the 
work she or he is assigned to do, but rather 
whether the Volunteer is able to meet the 
unique challenges presented to Peace Corps 
Volunteers who must live as a part of the 
host community at approximately the same 
level as the people with whom they work. 

It is my firm belief that the majority of 
Volunteers are successful in meeting this 
challenge. We, however, are concerned that 
every Volunteer sent overseas have the 
greatest possible chance for successful serv-
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ice and we have made and continue to make 
significant progress toward this goal. 

During the past two years, several initia
tives have been implemented to improve the 
quality and suitab111ty of the Volunteers 
which the Peace Corps attracts. Recruit
ment materials have been redesigned to 
emphasize commitment to Volunteer service 
and to provide more precise and complete 
information concerning the Volunteer ex
perience. Careful attention is now being 
given to the screening of applicants through 
personal interviews with recruiters. We are 
increasing pretraining programs and pro
viding more in-depth country and assign
ment specific information. A major focus of 
these screening procedures is motivation. A 
variety of administrative improvements also 
have been initiated within both the recruit
ment and placement operations, all of which 
are aimed at freeing recruiters and place
ment officers from time consuming paper
work so that they can give more time and 
personal attention to getting the right 
Volunteer into the right assignment. 

An important factor in providing quali
fied and effective Volunteers is the training 
they receive. We have made significant prog
ress in upgrading Peace Corps training dur
ing the past year and this will continue 
to be a priority during the coming months. 
The average length of training programs 
w'ill increase substantially from about 8 
weeks to more than 12 weeks in FY 1980. 

As the Peace Corps moves to recruit from 
a broader spectrum of educational back
grounds, increased emphasis will be placed 
on technkal sk111 training. As we place more 
Volunteers in rural areas, where the poorest 
citizens of a country are usually located, we 
are giving increased attention to local lan
guage training and cross-cultural orienta
tion. In general, the amount of time 
devoted to language training will increase 
significantly. 

Volunteers will also receive training in 
secondary skills, personal health skills and 
perspectives on women in development. And, 
once a Volunteer is placed in the field , we 
a.re providing more in-service training to 
ensure his or her ongoing effectiveness. We 
will continue to seek new ways of improving 
training so that all of our Volunteers will 
arrive at th.eir assignments with the insights 
and sk1lls necessary to their success. 

I am <:onvinced that these efforts wlll ha.ve 
a major impact in reducing the level of 
Volunteer attrition. In addition, I think it is 
important to note that Peace Corps Country 
Directors are reporting significant improve
ments in the quality of Volunteers they are 
receiving, especially in the areas of commit
ment a.nd fiexib111ty. 

2 . Comportment of volunteers in-coun
try.-It has been and will continue to be the 
Peace Corps' policy that any Volunteer found 
to be involved with the use of illegal drugs 
will be immediately terminated from the 
Peace Corps and returned to the United 
States. Volunteers are repeatedly made aware 
of this policy during both recruitment and 
training. Overseas staff members are aware 
th111t enforcement of this policy is an import
ant responsibility. Realistically, I am sure 
that there are some Volunteers who do use 
drugs just as many other Americans do 
despite all public and private efforts to dis
courage such activity. However, in my 
opinion, the vast majority of our Volun
teers are .aware of the potentially serious 
soci·al, political and legal impact of illegal 
drug use and, therefore, avoid such activity. 

All Peace Corps Volunteers are subject to 
the laws of the country in which they are 
serving. If a Volunteer is arrested for any 
reason, including on drug-related charges, 
the Peace Corps does not interfere with es
tablished legal procedures but does continue 
to provide the Volunteer with every appro
priate form of support, including the pro
vision of legal representation if necessary. 

We have a. professional staff in each of the 
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countries in which Volunteers serve whose 
primary responsibility is to provide support 
to the Volunteers. This includes counseling 
them should difficulties arise between Volun
teer and !lost country nationals, either on
the-job or ."ocially, and working with the 
Volunteer and other individuals involved in 
an attempt to find a mutually agreeable 
solution. 

From time to time, we do find it necessary 
to terminate a Volunteer's service due to his 
or her inability or unwillingness to live up 
to the commitments made when entering the 
Peace Corps. The decision to terminate a 
Volunteer is made by the Country Director. 
Following this termination, a Volunteer has 
the option of appealing this decision to 
Washi~.gton, with the final decision being 
made by the Director of the Peace Corps. 

The appeal procedure is carefully struc
tured to protect the rights of the Volunteer 
and includes reviews by our Office of Special 
Services, our General Counsel and various 
Regional staff members. If a Volunteer wish~s 
to appeal his or her termination in person, 
he or she has the option of returning direct
ly to Washington following the termination 
at Peace Corps expense. 

3 . Policy on medical evacuation.-Husbands 
and wives do not automatically accompany 
their spouses during medical evacuations. 
If it is decided by the Peace Corps Medical 
Officer and the Country Director that the 
medical situation ls of a serious nature, or 
that the support of the spouse would be of 
assistance, they can authorize the spouse to 
travel at Peace Corps expense. In fact, in most 
cases the spouse does accompany the hus
band or wife, especially when a lengthy re
cuperative period may be involved. 

The Peace Corps tries to provide quality 
medical care to its Volunteers, frequently 
under very difficult circumstances. In each 
country where Peace Corps Volunteers serve, 
we assign either a Peace Corps doctor or 
nurse, or contract with a local doctor, to serve 
as a Medical Officer who is responsible for the 
health care of the Volunteers. In addition, 
each training program now includes health 
instruction designed to familiarize Volun
teers wtih the various health hazards which 
they might encounter and to better equip 
them to meet their own routine health and 
medical needs while serving in remote areas. 

During service, the Peace Corps is respon
sible for providing its Volunteers with all 
necessary medical care. Following service, 
Peace Corps Volunteers are eligible for medi
cal coverage under the Federal Employees 
Compensation Act (FECA) administered by 
the Office of Workmen's Compensation with 
the Department of Labor. Under the FECA, 
Volunteers are eligible for coverage for any 
service-related injury or illness. Peace Corps 
staff members are available in Washington to 
assist returned Volunteers with the process
ing of claims and are willing to provide fol
low-up services should problems develop with 
a claim which has been filed with the OWCP. 

4. Wasteful activities and poor supervision 
of volunteers.-The Peace Corps operates 
under a limited budget and, in an effort to 
limit costs wherever possible, it is our pol
icy to authorize travel, workshops and con
ferences only in those instances when they 
clearly contribute to the effectiveness of 
our program. 

We do utilize staff and Volunteer work
shops as a means of both program develop
ment and in-service training. We feel it is 
important to allow Volunteers the occa
sional opportunity to get together with 
other Volunteers and staff members so that 
they can share their experience and seek 
solutions to mutual problems. This allows 
staff members the opportunity to obtain 
group feedback concerning the quality of 
assignments, the effectiveness of program
ming, and the adequacy of pre-service train
ing from Volunteers who have been in the 
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field and working for a period of time. I do 
not know to which "workshops and con
ferences" the Volunteer refers in the letter 
to you and, therefore, cannot be more spe
cific in my response to this question. 

Each Volunteer is assigned to a project ad
ministered by a host country agency and 
they work under the direct supervision of 
the personnel of that agency. Peace Corps 
in-country staff have the responsibility of 
providing support to the Volunteers. Again, 
given the budget constraints, these staffs 
tend to be "lean." Still they make every ef
fort to visit Volunteers in the field on a reg
ular basis. Our staff members are also always 
available to assist a Volunteer should he or 
she be experiencing any particular problem. 

During the past two years, the Peace Corps 
has been moving to place Volunteers in as
signments which address the basic human 
needs of the poorest citizens of the nations 
in which they serve. This has included a 
substantial increase in the number of Vol
unteers assigned to rural areas and a move
ment away from assignments, such as uni
versity education programs, which would 
place Volunteers in capital or other large 
cities. 

Volunteers are expected to live as part of 
their host communities and are not expected 
to be in the capital city, or away from their 
sites at all, unless they are using their an
nual leave time, seeking necessary medical 
attention, or on assignment-related busi
ness. I do not think it is accurate to state 
as a generalization that Volunteers "'have a 
tendency to lay around capital cities.'' Once 
again, without knowing to which specific 
country this Volunteer is referring, it is 
difficult for me to respond more completely. 

5 . Appeal and complaint process .-Volun
teers can "surface" their complaints to their 
Country Directors and to Washington and 
they can get results. This is one of the pri
mary functions of our country staffs and to 
a certain extent every Peace Corps office in 
Washington is directly responsible for meet
ing the needs of our Volunteers. 

A Peace Corps Volunteer has complete con
fidentiality, if he or she so desires, when 
voicing criticism of Peace Corps operations. 
We welcome, and indeed seek, the advice of 
our Volunteers. In fact, I have recently insti
tuted the practice of personally meeting for 
an hour once each week with any returned 
Volunteer who might be in Washington and 
has something he or she would like to talk 
over with me. 

I can assure you that no Volunteer is 
going to suffer in any way because he or 
she criticizes the way we do things. Frankly, 
with 6,000 very individualistic Peace Corps 
Volunteers, I receive a wide range of ad
vice-some sound, some constructive though 
critical , and some iust not feasible . 

We are also rec;uiting an increased num
ber of former \Volunteers to serve as over
seas staff members. One recent initiative in 
this are.a has been the re-establishment of 
the "Peace Corps Fellows Program." Through 
this program, outstanding returning Volun
teers are selected for an extended training 
program here at our Washington headquar
ters and are then returned overseas as As
sociate Country Directors. This ensures that 
our in-country staffs will have an in-depth 
understanding of the problems with which 
Volunteers must deal and, therefore, will be 
more effective in helping them to overcome 
these. 

No office handles Volunteers problems, 
complaints and suggestions exclusively. As 
I stated above, every office-especially our 
Country Desk Officers and our Office of Spe
cial Services-is meant to be as responsive 
as possible. A Volunteer is encouraged to 
contact the appropriate office in an effort 
to resolve any problem he or she might be 
experiencing. 

However, it is usually more effective if they 
deal directly with the country staff members, 
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including the Country Director, who are 
more familiar with our Washington opera
tions and can usually expedite the resolu
tion of a Volunteer 's problem unless, of 
course, it involves a problem with the coun
try staff itself. 

Each year the Peace Corps conducts a 
"Volunteer Survey" through which Volun
teers comment on many facets of Peace 
Corps operations. The data compiled from 
this survey is an essential evaluation tool 
for those of us with senior management 
responsibilities, since it allows us to secure 
a better perspective on what our Volunteers 
generally think about a variety of issues, 
including t hose which you have raised. 

I hope the Volunteer who has written to 
you will not hesitate to contact his or her 
country staff concerning any specific prob
lems he or she may be experiencing. And 
I would welcome any advice he or she might 
have for me. 

I greatly appreciate your having taken 
such an in-depth interest in the Peace Corps 
on behalf of your constituent. If I can pro
vide you with additional information con
cerning these or any other issues, please do 
not hesitate to contact me. 

With best regards, 
RICHARD F. CELESTE, 

Director.e 

OUR COUNTRY IS ALIVE AND WELL 

HON. JACK BRINKLEY 
OF GEORGIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Speaker, most of 
us during the August district work period 
had an opportunity to touch home base 
and to feel the pulse of grassroots 
America. I am happy to report from my 
own perspective, that is, Georgia's Third 
District, that our country is alive and 
well. 

As an example of the positive, upbeat 
activities which are the healthy heart
beat of a strong and progressive nation, 
I should like to share with you now a 
letter written by my constituent, Dr. M. 
S. Silberman, and published in the Tay
lor County press. 

The letter follows: 
EMORY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, 

Atlanta, Ga., August 15, 1979. 

EDITOR, 
Taylor County News / Butler Herald, 
Butler, Ga. 

DEAR EDITOR: This is an open letter to the 
people of Taylor County. During these times 
when uncertainty and confusion appear to 
be becoming a way of life, some very positive 
things have ha..:ppened in Taylor County and 
after a little reflection it is obvious that they 
suell out a bright future for our citizens. 
·Just this past week Mr. Bobby Gene Swain, 

representing the Taylor County Shriners 
Club, presented a check for over $2,000 .00 to 
the Board of Education. This money was col
lected by the Shriners over a period of time 
through various events sponsored by the 
club. Here is just one example of that bright 
future-generous, civic-minded men donat
ing their time, money and energy to help 
insure a better future for the youth of the 
community. Their faith in our young peo
ple is obvious. 

This past June Mrs. Edith Guy once again 
took her Debating Tea.m to a national com
petition. They bested teams from all over 
this nation to become the national Debating 
Team champions. Mrs. Guy cert ainly didn't 
allow a despa.ir to enter her life and, with her 
students, brought national recognition to 
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Taylor County and introduced many to 
young people, who certainly don't meet the 
stereotyped, myopic image portrayed by 
much of the media. 

Most recently Mr. Shan Young, a 1979 
honor graduate of Taylor County High 
School showed the "mettle" of our youth. 
He mesmerized a graduation audience with 
the eloquence of his presentation during a 
speech at graduation. Now he has placed 
third in the national Mr. U.S.A. Team Com
petition held in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 'l'o 
achieve this status he had to show scholastic 
excellence, athletic participation, maturity 
in personality, a record of service and 
achievement both in school and in the com
munity and a team "image". His parents, 
.teachers, relatives and friends certainly have 
every right to be proud of Shan. Shan ha:; 
shown he has what it takes and with the 
support of family and friends and his per
sonal perseverance will go all the way in 
whatever venture he chooses. 

So: Thanks Bobby Gene Swain and the 
Shriners for your faith and love of the youth 
of this community. You ha.ve shown me that 
there ls reason for optimism and, with civic 
groups such as your supporting us, education 
will progress in our county. 

Mrs. Guy, thanks for reminding us once 
again of the excellent teachers we have in 
this county. Your dedication and love of our 
youth and community ls infectious and as 
long as we have educators like you our future 
ts insured. The young people who worked so 
hard have also reminded us that we need not 
"bemoan" the sorry state of today's youth. 
These young adults will straighten out the 
obvious problems we are leaving them as an 
tnhert.tance 1f we give them half a cl:lance. 

To Shan Young, a very special thanks for 
showing this country what our youth are 
made of. You have given me a great pride 
in our school system and an assura.nce that 
the future of our county, state and country 
need not be questioned. You remind us an 
that the grea.t ma.jortty of our young people 
are moral, honest human beings. Your own 
actions and behavior are examples to all of 
us and give us a goal to pursue. 

So things are pretty good in Taylor County. 
We have the greatest civic clubs, our teachers 
are as good as anywhere in this nation and 
our greatest asset, .the youth of this com
munity, are an example to the whole country. 

Sincerely, 
M. s. SILBERMAN, D.V.M., 

University Veterinarian/ Assistant Pro
fessor of Pathology, Ohairman, Taylot 
County Board of Education.e 

MASSACHUSETTS GROUPS DEM
ONSTRATE AUTO SAFETY TECH· 
NO LOGY 

HON. SILVIO tt CONTE 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

I!f THE HOUSE OF REPRm~NTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 
•"Mr. bON'l'E. Mr. Speaker, last week in 
Bdston. a group ()f Massachusetts-based 
medical. 1 insurance, :co~umer, highway 
safety• and disabled persons' organiza
tions met to emphasize the need for 
autorp.atic crash protection in cars. I 
wish 'to draw to my colleig\ies• atten· 
tloil a news article about that event and 
a statement in support of airbags by my 
friend John Volpe, the distinguished 
former Governor of Massachusetts who 
also was an outstanding Secretary of 
Transportation. 

This information ·wm b'e·.useful to the 
Members as we prepare . tG vote next 
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week on the Pingell amendment which 
would forbid the NHTSA from imple
menting the passive restraint standards 
as it pertains to airbags. I intend to op
pose this amendment and I am heart
ened by this support from former Secre
tary Volpe and this disparate group of 
organizations concerned about highway 
safety. 

The article and statement follow: 
MASSACHUSETTS GROUPS DEMONSTRATE AUTO 

SAFETY TEcHNOLOGY 

A large group of Massachusetts-based 
medical, insurance, consumer, highway safe-. 
ty and disabled persons' organizations met 
today in Boston at Prudential Tower to em
phasize the pressing need-and vigorous 
support-for automatic cras·h protection in 
automobiles. 

Joan B. Claybrook, Administrator of the 
U.S. Department of Transportation's Na
tional Highway Traffic Safety Administra
tion, a special guest and keynote speaker, 
said she was "pleased to announce that Com
mercial Union Assurance Companies, Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Company and Prudential 
Insurance Company will purchase fuel etfl
cient automobiles equipped with automatic 
restraint systems for their corporate 1feets 
when such vehicles are available. The three 
companies have over 4,000 vehicles in their 
fieets. 

"Such a commitment is a sound business 
and social undertaking as air .bags and 
automatic seat belts can prevent many 
deaths and serious injuries. Until such time 
as the systems are available, the three in
surance companies will continue to promote 
use of the present manual seat ·belt equip
ment," she said. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation 
has required that, beginning in 1982, auto
mobiles start being equipped with some form 
of automatic crash protection. Automobile 
manufacturers, while considering automatic 
safety belts and air cushion restraint sys .. 
tems as ways of meeting the federal per
formance requirements, have already delayed 
introduction of these proven lifesaving de
vices for almost 10 years. 

The diverse groups explained their indi
vidual reasons for supporting automatic 
crash protection in automobiles: 

MEDICAL GROUPS 

Head impacts in automobiles are the single 
largest cause of epilepsy, producing approx
imately 20,000 new cases of epilepsy in the 
U.S. each year; 

Automobile crashes are the single largest 
k1ller and crippler of children, killing . ap
proximately 4,500 children between the ages 
of 1 and 14 each year, and seriously injuring 
240,000 children from birth to age 14 each 
year: 

Automobile crashes are the single largest 
cause of ·paraplegia and quadriplegia. 

INSURANCE COMPANIES 

Industry data show that policyholders wlll 
save approximately $1.9 billion annually 
once automatic crash protection is available 
in every car. 

CONSUMER GROUPS 

The U.S. Department of Transportation's 
requirement, as it now stands, will for the 
first time give consumers a choice of re
straint systems. This freedom of choice will 
allow . them to buy cars which use modern 
'technology-to protect people from death and 
serious· injury in most crashes. 

HlGHWAY SAFETY GROUPS . 

While continuing to encourage tise of cur
rently available seat ·belts, many years of 
past experience bave slfown that such e1forts 
have failed to raise belt use ~bove 14 percent. 
Devices that protect ~eople e,utc;nnatic;:e,Uf 
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have proven their 11vesav1ng and injury 
reducing capab111ty. 

The groups demonstrated that air cush
ions are capable of saving lives by showing 
an air cushion equipped car that several 
years ago was involved in a serious crash in 
Florida. A Florida woman and her two 
grandchildren walked aw~ from the crash 
with only minor injuries. Christopher Burns, 
a 20-year-old resident of Scarsdale, New 
York, talked to reporters about his air-bag 
crash experience. These cars were among the 
few air bag equipped cars manufactured by 
General Motors between 1974 and 1976. Lib
erty Mutual, a Boston-based insurance com
pany, used a specially equipped car to dem
onstrate how air cushions deploy from the 
hub of the steering wheel and from under 
the dash panel to protect front seat occu
pants in a serious crash. Until a serious 
crash occurs, the cushions remain stowed 
out of sight. The groups also demonstrated 
automatic safety belts, already available as 
options on a limited number of small cars, 
and a display of child protection devices. 
Organi~tions sponsoring the event in

clude: 
American Academy of Pediatrics, Massa-

chusetts Chapter. 
Association of Massachusetts Consumers. 
Commercial Union Assurance Companies. 
Epilepsy Foundation of America, Massa-

chusetts Chapter. 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. 
Massachusetts Association of Emergency 

Medical Technicians. 
Massachusetts Association of Paraplegics. 
Massachusetts Department of Public 

Health, Division of Preventive Medicine. 
Massachusetts Safety Council. 
National Spinal Cord Injury Foundation. 
Prudential Life Insurance Company of 

America. 

STATEMENT OF HONORABLE JOHN A. VOLPE 

I'm very sorry that ·1 will be out of state 
on August 30th when you will be sponsoring 
the demonstration and press conference at 
Prudential Tower, to emphasize the need 
for, and e1fectiveness of, automotive cr88h 
protection in automobiles. Inasmuch as I 
cannot be present, I would like to state my 
views with regard to this very important 
subject. 

It was almost 10 years ago when I insti
gated efforts to try to improve safety in our 
automobiles. It is too bad that a passive 
restraint system is not yet mandatory in the 
automobiles being manufactured today. It 
was our estimate then, and apparently not 
too di1ferent today, that passive restraint 
systems could save approximately 10,000 
lives per year. Some people do not feel that 
air bags are completely safe. The regulations 
that Secretary Adams proposed, as well as 
those I proposed, do not require the air 
bags-it can be a passive belt restraint sys
tem such as has .been used ln VW's for the 
past three years. The regulation would pro
vide for the ut111zat1on of either of these two 
systems. 

Thousands _of cars during the last few 
years have been equipped with both the air 
bag system and the passive belt system and 
in no case has there been any record of cases 
of the air bags not working properly (as 
some people have claimed). 

I believe in a proper time frame, which 
1t seems has been allowed, for the utmza
tton of these systems to be incorporated in _ 
the cars manufactured in accordance with 
the law, which now provides that they will 
go into automobiles starting with the model 
year 1982, and be mandatory in all cars by 
1985. . 

I want to add my voice to those who feel 
that the cost/benefit ratio Involved in the 
use of these systems is certainly worth every 
dollar invested and I trust that there will 
be n9 f~rth~r delar rn th'!ir utt.l~zat~9g., 
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THE "DISAPPEARED" IN ARGENTINA 

HON. BENJAMIN A. GILMAN 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Speaker, tomorrow 
marks an important occasion for Agen
tina. It is the beginning of a 2-week 
visit by the Inter-American Human 
Rights Commission of the Org'3.ni'zation 
of American States. This important visit 
signals, at long last, a change in attitude 
by the ruling junta to regain interna
tional respectability and remove some of 
the barriers of secrecy surrounding the 
tragic situation in that n'3.tion. 

One of the truly motivating forces 
within Argentina working for just such 
an opening has been the Mothers of the 
Plaza de Mayo. This group of women 
consists of mothers whose children or 
relatives have disappeared. Their activ
ities began '3.S a completely spontaneous 
movement and continue to operate with
out political ties. 

Having jointly endured the long vigils 
in various government offices seeking in
formation on their relatives, they joined 
forces in 1977. After individually ex
hausting all legal remedies they took 
their case to the streets in silent vigils 
every Thursday afternoon in the Plaza 
de Mayo. Although the government has 
blocked their '3.Ccess to the plaza since the 
beginning of this year, they have con
tinued their efforts in behalf of the 
thousands of Argentine citizens who have 
disappeared. 

On a recent trip abroad that included 
a stop in Washington, the mothers ex
pressed their hope and concern about the 
OAS Commission's visit. They are hope
ful that this action will shed some light 
on the fate of the dis'3.ppeared and begin 
the long process of healing the nation's 
wounds. 

On the other hand, however, they are 
concerned about the many disappeared 
who are still alive in detention centers. 
There is alarm that these witnesses to 
Argentina's excesses may be eliminated 
in the wake of the Commission's visit. A 
May 29 st'3.tement by General Viola, the 
commander-in-chief of the army and a 
member of the ruling junta, acknowl
edged for the first time that there are 
"disappeared" whom he called the "ab
sent forever." 

During my most recent meeting with 
several of the mothers they provided me 
with testimony from a woman, Ms. 
Estrella Iglesias, who had disappe'3.red 
and been held at a secret detention 
camp. Ms. Iglesias, who now resides in 
Europe, identified 18 people who are on 
the lists of the disappeared and who were 
with her in secret detention. Her testi
mony provides documented proof of the 
existence of secret detention centers and 
their disappeared inhabitants. 

In an effort to share this important 
story of the efforts of the mothers of the 
Plaza de Mayo with my colleagues and 
to call attention to the visit of the OAS 
Commission, I am inserting Ms. Iglesias' 
entire testimony in the RECORD at this 
point: 
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TESTIMONY 

Name: Estrella Iglesias. 
Age: 31. 
Date of birth : March 29, 1948. 
Nationality: Spanish. 
Domicile: Buenos Aires (Argentina) since 

May 24, 1949. 
Profession: Skilled worker a t Squibb lab

oratory in Argentina. 
On August 11, 1978, I was detained by per

sonnel of the police and joint forces at my 
home, 311 Maipu Street, 10th floor, Apart
ment 3, Partido de Vicente Lopez, in Buenos 
Aires province. 

The search of the premises was carried 
o~t, .without a warrant, by twelve persons in 
civilian dress and a dog. The motive for the 
detention was the accusation of my active 
participation in the Oommunist Party (Marx
ist-Leninist) of Argentina, formerly the Com
munist Vanguard. 

After I was taken from my house and just 
as the above persons put me inside a Peugot 
504, a patrol squad of the Buenos Aires prov
ince police passed by and waved to those in
volved in the detention operation. From here 
I was taken to General Paz A venue, where I 
was blindfolded. The vehicle went along Gen
eral Paz Avenue to its intersection with 
Ricchieri A venue, then followed this road for 
about ten minutes. Upon arriving at Cintura 
Road, we went along a small road and en
tered a building to which a very strong flood
light was attached. Given my prior knowledge 
of the area through which they drove and the 
changes in light that I could capture through 
the blindfold, I was able to observe those de
tails despite my being blindfolded. 

The place where we stopped is in a military 
zone, the La Tablada Infantry Regiment. I 
was taken t ,o a construction consisting of 
three separate houses , a patio, garage and 
swimming pool. The houses were similar to 
chalets, with red roofs . 

During the entire trip from my house to 
this building, they socked me in the face and 
on my body. They also told me that I wasn't 
detained, nor had I disappeared, nothing like 
that; now I'd just been absorbed, kidnapped, 
"sucked up." 

When they took me from the car, t hey led 
me through a series of rooms until we 
reached one where, hitting and pushing me, 
they removed my clothes and tied me to a 
table. At this point, they began to torture 
me. The torture consisted of applications of 
electric current to the genitals, breasts, toe
nails , mouth and gums; stretching my arms, 
mostly my right arm until they dislocated 
it; putting .rats on my face and between my 
legs. All this was accompanied by questions 
as to my political activity, people with whom 
I had contact, and knowledge of other po
litical groups and activists. 

The person leading the interrogation re
sponded to the nickname, "the Frenchman." 
He was about 40 years :old, with blaclc wavy 
hair, a moustache, approximately 1.80 meters 
tall, and of stout build. This torturer at one 
point lifted my hood and asked me to look 
at him since he said he wasn't afraid to have 
me know him. They call me the Frenchman, 
he said. • 

I don't know the actual length of time they 
tortured me because for three days I lost 
consciousness of the passage of time. The 
fi~st time they tortured me, it lasted all 
mght. When they took me from that place, 
they left me at another house. There they 
threw me onto the floor and shackled me to 
the wall. Several days later they gave me 
a blanket , because it was incredibly cold 
and I was half naked. 

On August 17, 1978, the anniverEiary of 
the death of General San Martin, a national 
holiday in Argentina, I heard the sounds of 
a military marching band. The march wias 
that of the Infantry Regiment. The persons 
who guarded us followed the orders of an 
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officer named Chavez. The guards inside the 
house wore blue overalls with laced shoes. 
The guards outside the house were in civilian 
dress, working 24 hours with 48 hours rest. 
There were eight guards outside the house 
and two inside. There was also the officer in 
charge and the intelligence service personnel 
who carried out the torture. On August 22, 
1978, the number of guards was increased, 
and that day, while being taken to the toilet, 
I saw a uniformed Army lieutenant entering 
the room. 

In the house where I was, there were other 
people who to this day continue on the list 
of the disappeared. The majority were men 
although there were also some women. 
Among the women were: 

Beatriz Perosio : President of the Buenos 
Aires Phychologists Association and member 
of the National Federation of Psychologists. 
This 31 year old women was shackled to 
the wall, thrown on the floor in a hut with
out a roof. It should be added that we were 
all held in those conditions. 

Norma Falcone: Lawyer for Political Pris
oners . 29 years old. 

Ester Gerber: Metalurgica! worker, 24 years 
old , lost a child while six months pregnant, 
due to t orture. She had a miscarriage at a 
military hospital. Then they returned her to 
where we all were. 

Alicia de la Rubia: Homemaker, 53 years 
old. She was held as a hostage because they 
were looking for her daughters. 

Among the men, hooded and shackled to 
the wall, were: 

Roberto Cristina: Teacher, 38 years old. 
Jorge Montero: Mechanic, 33 years old. 
Ruben KritzkautskY': Dentist, 42 years old. 
Ernesto Scerszewisz: Technician, 39 years 

old. 
Victor Volloch: Metalurgist , 33 years old. 
Elias Seman: Lawyer, 42 years old. 
Abraham Hochman: Lawyer, 40 years old. 
Saul Micflic: Smeltery worker, 39 years 

old. 
Osvaldo Balbi: Writer, 33 years old. 
Mauricio Poltarak: Electronics technician 

36 years old. ' 
Martin Vazquez: Worker , 19 years old. 
Luis Diaz Salazar: Worker, 26 years old, 

Spanish. 
Hugo Waisman: Technician, 30 years old. 
Guillermo Moralli: Employee, 30 years old. 
Juan Miguel Tanhauser: Student, 19 years 

old. 
Also Luis Perez, a bank employee who died 

under t orture at 42 years old. 
They stopped calling us by our respective 

names and gave us a code which we weren't 
to forget. The code used was "Empresa 
Vesubio," which was the name used among 
the intelligence services for the place at 
which they held us. V.25 came to replace my 
name in the list that was made daily before 
the change of guard. 

The men there who'd been tortured and 
had disappeared as was my case had had 
their clothes taken away. They had been 
given brown jackets and slacks, as well as 
the traditional hood which covered the head. 

In talking with various people there, I 
learned of the prernnce of Cristina Moralejo, 
leader of the Health Workers Union, Quilmes 
Sector, Buenos Aires province, and of her 
husband Hugo Sanchez, both of whom had 
been transferred from this location in May. 

On several occasions I was asked if I knew 
her. 'They questioned me during the torture 
se.Esions since I too was a member of the 
Health Workers Union of Buenos Aires. 

Cristina Moralejo and her husband Hugo 
Sanchez are still among the disappeared 
persons. 

In this house the guards said that our 
situation was resolved and that we'd be 
transferred to another concentration camp. 

After. my 15th day as a disappeared person, 
I was approached by someone whom everyone 
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called "Sir." The guards called him by the 
nickname "Teco," a contraction of Lieu
tenant Colonel. "The Frenchman" asked me, 
in the presence of this other man, if I had 
relatives in Spain. When I replied negatively, 
I heard them talking between themselves 
and the "Frenchman" said, "Yes, this is 
Estrella." This person who accompanied "the 
Frenchman" is the same person who took 
Ester Gerber to the hospital when she had 
her miscarriage. 

Two days after this questioning session, 
they changed me to another house. I crossed 
a pat io and they took me to a room where 
there were more women. On the way, a guard 
said to me, "You're saved, shorty." While I 
was in this house, they took down my per
sonal data, t he names of my parents and 
other family members. 

On September 14th they divided us into 
groups of seven each one of which I was in. 
They put us into a vehicle, hooded and with 
our hands tied from behind with plastic 
cord. After a short distance the small truck 
carrying us stopped. They told us not to 
scream that they could deliver seven people 
or seven cadavres. The people who'd been 
driving walked away. We heard voices iand 
then silence. Fifteen minutes passed and 
someone outside said: "I think someone was 
calling." "Is there someone there?" "They 
said yes." This whole farce took place out
side the truck; no one inside the truck was 
speaking. They opened the door and took off 
my hood. The first thing I saw was an Army 
Lieutenant who asked me my name and who 
I was; then he asked if I was a prostitute 
and what I was doing there. 

Another uniformed person, also of the 
armed forces, came over with an envelope 
marked with my name and said : "It says here 
that she's a Communist." They took us tall 
out of the truck, without hoods and with 
hands tied behind . . I heard them yelling in
sult s while they had us ge·t into an Army 
truck. There was an officer and another per
son in civilian dress who now had the en
velopes marked with our names. I found that 
I was in a neighborhood street. We went 
some 300 meters and were taken into the 
Third Infantry Regiment barracks. They 
again asked our names. We were there for 
30 minutes without leaving the truck. Then 
they took us to the Third Commissariate of 
Valentin Alsina, West Lanus, Buenos Aires 
province. There another lieutenant iand a 
sergeant again took down my personal data, 
and then they put me together with three 
other women from the same truck in a cell 
one meter wide. It was completely dark, with 
an iron grate in front for a wall. It was very 
cold and had no ventilation. It was lacking 
the most minimal hygiene conditions: we 
had to urinate and defecate while up against 
the door, since most of the time they 
wouldn't take us to the bathroom. Once a 
day they fed us, from the leftovers of the 
Commissariate staff. Most often the meal 
consisted of soup with some potatoes and 
bits of meat 1and vegetables. While I was 
there, one night a Lieutenant Colonel ap
proached me during the guard duty of officer 
Rodriguez and the captain Velazquez. In 
their presence I was informed that I was un
der the jurisdiction of a Court Martial. 

Several days later they opened the door of 
our cell and allowed me to be in the hallway 
between the cell and the bathroom. Three 
boys who came in with us in the same truck 
were held 45 days without leaving the cell 
at all, with no air or light. 

Until October 31, 1978, I was held incom
municado and as a disappeared person. That 
day my family received authorization from 
Colonel Basdlis, President of the Special Per
manent Court Martial, based in Palermo, 
Buenos Aires, to visit me once a week, for an 
hour. They were permitted to bring me 
clothing and food. 
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On November 6, 1978, I was visited by the 
legal counsel of the Spanish Embassy in 
Buenos Aires, Mr. Jose Luis Dicenta. This 
man told me that the Spanish government 
through the King of Spain during his next 
visit to Argentina on November 26, 1978, 
would bring a list with names of Spanish 
citizens imprisoned for political reasons. My 
name was on that list. On November 12, 1978, 
at the Commissariat, I signed an authoriza
tion for the Spanish Consulate in Buenos 
Aires to process my expatriation, or my ex
pulsion from Argentina. 

On December 22, 1978, I was tranSiferred 
from this Commissariat to Prison Unit No. 2 
of Villa Devoto, Buenos Aires. They put me 
in Cell Division No. 4 of Section 5, Cell No. 
120, together with three other women. 

Until January 19, 1979 I was once more 
held incommunicado, only then was I again 
allowed to see my family. That day I saw 
my mother through a glass pane and talked 
to her using a microphone. From then on, 
it was like that; I never had any kind of 
physical contact. 

While in the penitentiary, I asked the 
legal division to state my legal status and 
why I was being held. They replied that I 
was under jurisdiction of the military, the 
Special Permanent Court Martial 1/ 1. 

On the morning of March 6, 1979, they 
took me before this Court Martial. There, 
four Air Force officers interrogated me. They 
asked questions and I signed a statement in 
which for the first time after seven months 
detention an accusation was brought against 
me through a Court Martial. The accusation 
was presumed illegal and active participa
tion in the Communist Party (Marxist
Leninist) . 

On April 7, 1979, they again took me to 
Palermo where I was told that the Court 
Martial did not have jurisdiction over my 
case. I continued in detention without any 
defense and without being able to see a 
lawyer. In the Penitentiary I was visited three 
times by the Embassy Counsellor, Mr. Di
centa. On April 24, 1979, my family received 
a letter from the Ministry of the Interior in 
which they were told that I was not being 
held at any State facility, that there were 
no charges against me, and that they would 
continue looking for me. The Spanish Con
sulate in Buenos Aires has this letter. On 
May 15, 1979, they took me to the Justice 
Department. I appeared before the court of 
justice presided over by Dr. Rivarola, the 
office of Dr. Curuchet, where they told me that 
I must agree to make a statement in response 
to the accusation of having transgressed Law 
21,325 which prohibits all political, union, 
student, professional, etc. activity, as well as 
National Security Law 2-0,840. For the first 
time, they permitted me to select a defense 
lawyer. On May 17, 1979, they again took me 
to the Justice Department where, in the 
Office of Dr. Curuchet, they told me that I 
was to be released for lack of evidence, Le., 
there was no proof, but that I could not leave 
the country because the case remained open. 
They took me back to the Penitentiary, Unit 
2, and at 10 p.m. they again came to get me. 
They transferred me to the offices of the 
Superintendent of Federal Security. 

At 5 p.m. on May 18, 1979, after again hav
ing been interrogated as to the reason for my 
detention, the name of my family, photo
graphs, and fingerprints, I was released. 

At the door was waiting my family, as well 
as the fam111es of twelve others who were 
also under the same conditions as me. 

On June 13, 1979, I left Argentina on a 
fiight to Rio de Janeiro from Ezeiza Inter
national Airport, Buenos Aires, with my 
documents. In Rio de Janeiro, I was met by 
members of the United Nations Committee 
on Poli ti cal Refugees and the .Spanish Consul 
of that city. 

On June 15, 1979, I arrived in Madrid, 
Spain, on Iberia fiight No. 994. There, my 
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husband Carlos Perez Gresia was waiting for 
me. 

ESTRELLA IGLESIAS ESPASANDIN, 
Argentine Federal Police Identity Card 

No. 5.575 .221. 
JULY 4, 1979. 
(NOTE. The names listed in my handwrit

ing on pages 2 and 3 belong to the list of dis
appeared persons; these persons were with 
me while I was in the situation of disap
peared.) 

ESTRELLA IGLESIAS ESPASANDIN .• 

COLLECTIVE FARMING IN AMERICA? 

HON. RON PAUL 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to call the attention of my colleagues to 
a news report that appeared in the Hous
ton Post on August 3, 1979. Congress 
should know that this administration is 
setting up collective farms in the south. 
Apparently mass farming, like mass 
transit and mass shortages, is the wave 
of the future. I find it incredible that the 
taxpayers' money is being used in this 
operation to collectivize farms, and I 
hope that the leadership of this Con
gress will act to stop this attempt to de
stroy individual enterprise in America. 

The article follows: 
ISRAELI EXPERTS TO HELP START U.S. 

KIBBUTZIM 
WASHINGTON.-The Carter administration 

is planning to import Israeli agricultural ex
perts to set up kibbutz-like farms in the 
rural South, Agriculture Department sources 
said Thursday. 

It is an effort to stop the growth of large 
corporate farms and retain land for the rural 
poor, the sources said. The chief beneficiaries 
of the experimental program would be black 
sharecroppers and tenant farmers in Florida, 
Louisiana and Alabama. 

Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland soon 
will call together officials from four federal 
agencies and two private foundations to sign 
the necessary contracts to launch the pro
gram, sources said. That ceremony is ex
pected within the next few days. 

Known as a "Family Farm Cooperative," 
the program would establish an unspecified 
number of farm collectives similar to the 
Israeli kibbutz. The Israeli government and 
a farm trade association plan to send experts 
to train the farmers in cooperative manage
ment practices, the sources said. 

In addition to the federal agencies, the 
Ford Foundation, the Israeli Center for In
ternational Agricultural Cooperation , the Is
raeli Association of International Coopera
tion and the Southern (U.S.) Development 
Foundation will participate in the experi
mental project. 

About 40 farmers will be selected to raise 
fruit and vegetable crops on these coopera
tive farms . Each farm will include about 
1,200 acres of land. 

A new federal corporation, the Small Farm 
Development Corporation, will use federal 
money to purchase the land in Macon and 
Bullock counties in Alabama, Manatee County 
in Florida and in St. Landry and Evangeline 
parishes in Louisiana. 

The Farmers Home Administration w111 
create the new corporation. It also will pro
vide money to launch the program and offer 
low-interest loans to 1help the cooperative 
farmers buy their land from the corpora
tion.e 
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VOLUNTEER DEVELOPMENT CORPS 
A FOREIGN AID SUCCESS 

HON. TONY COELHO 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. COELHO. Mr. Speaker, this Na
tion unquestionably has a responsibility 
to the people of less developed countries. 
No one, I think, will shrink from our 
responsibility to aid the victims of dis
aster-the victims of flood, drought, 
hurricane, earthquake, or pestilence. Be
yond that we have a responsibility to do 
what we can to help the people of these 
countries improve their agriculture, de
velop their commercial institutions, raise 
their incomes, improve their health, bet
ter their housing, increase their fund of 
information, and develop their commu
nities. 

Some of us, however, have been less · 
than satisfied that our annual appro
priations for foreign assistance are 
achieving these desired results. There
fore, I was very pleased to have a con
stituent of mine, Karl L. Falk of Fresno, 
report to me recently on his work in the 
Philippines-work financed in large part 
by the Agency for International Develop
ment. 

One of AID's grantees is a small, pri
vate organization formed by U.S. co
operatives 9 years ago to provide short 
term, technical help to cooperatives in 
developing countries at their requestr
Volunteer Development Corps. VDC has 
its headquarters here in Washington. 

In the Philippines, a private organiza
tion, the Cooperatives Consultative and 
Coordinating Committee, and a govern
ment agency, the Bureau of Cooperative 
Development, Ministry of Local Govern
ment and Community Development, 
jointly asked VDC's help in planning the 
development of housing cooperatives. 

Filipinos have had only scattered ex
perience with housing cooperatives. Spe
cifically, they asked VDC to advise them 
on, ( 1) the type or types of cooperative 
housing most appropriate at this time; 
(2 ) housing co-op bylaws to protect and 
promote the interests of both present and 
future members; (3) general feasibility 
of various types of construction; (4) po
tential sources of financing; and ( 5) a 
federation of housing co-ops to serve 
both as a technical service organization 
for new co-ops and as spokesman for 
Philippine housing co-ops. 

VDC invited Dr. Falk to handle this 
work. Of all the persons who might have 
been chosen, VDC felt he was best quali
fied. I certainly can understand why. 

Dr. Falk is vice chairman of the board 
of trustees of Foundation for Cooperative 
Housing. He has served as chairman of 
the international development committee 
of U.S. Savings & Loan League, as presi
dent of National Association of Housing 
and Redevelopment Officials, as chair
man of the Housing Authority of the city 
of Fresno, and as a member of Califor
nia's Commission on Housing and Com
munity Development. 

Dr. Falk led in organizing First Federal 
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Savings & Loan Association of Fresno in 
1957, served 19 years as its president, and 
is now chairman of its directors. This 
association has an enviable record of pio
neering new financial and construction 
techniques to bring decent housing 
within the reach of farmworkers, low
income f.amilies, and elderly persons liv
ing on fixed incomes. He taught econom
ics at Fresno State College for 29 years, 
served as chairman of its social science 
division, and was interim president in 
1969-70. 

Dr. Falk had handled two previous 
VDC assignments-one in Malaysia in 
1977, where he advised National Land 
Finance Cooperative Society on self-help 
housing for its 80,000 members through
out the country who operate the society's 
plantations, and one in Jordan earlier 
this year, where he advised Jordan Co
operative Organization on a national 
cooperative housing effort. 

The Filipinos believe cooperative 
housing can serve those families with in
comes of $1,000 to $5,000 a year. Forty
nine percent of the urban families are in 
this group. Forty-eight percent are below 
this level. Three percent are above. 

Dr. Falk was somewhat surprised to 
find that opportunities for cooperative 
housing also exist in rural areas of the 
Philippines, thanks largely to an 8-year 
cooperative education effort among for
mer agricultural workers who are buying 
their 6 or 8 acres of land frOL! the 
government. Here, he advised his hosts, 
self-help cooperative housing is a real 
possibility, especially since building ma
terials are more available than in Greater 
Manila. 

The 30 members of one village rice 
growers marketing cooperative north of 
Manila are also making building blocks 
without cement, Dr. Falk explained, us
ing locally available limestone, silica 
with iron and alumina, and wood for 
charcoal. The blocks cost half what ce
ment blocks do and they are much more 
durable. 

Their first decision, Dr. Falk advised 
his hosts, is: Who will lead? Will it be 
a government agency that understands 
cooperatives but not housing? Or a gov
ernment agency that understands hous
ing but not cooperatives? Or a half-pri
vate, half-public apex organization es
tablished for the sole purpose of promot
ing cooperative housing? 

Their second move, he said, must be to 
establish a secondary market for home 
mortgages. This does not now exist. Gen
erally speaking, only those who can af
ford to pay 18 percent to 20 percent in
terest can get a mortgage. Officials of 
Federal National Mortgage Association 
and Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
have indic:lted to Dr. Falk their willing
ness to help. 

Dr. Falk was pleasantly surprised that 
Philippine officials were not interested in 
borrowing additional fUnds from the 
United States to get a cooperative hous
ing movement underway. They are con
cerned about their ability to repay past 
borrowings, now that petroleum imports 
are such a drain on the islands payments 
balance, and they pref er to mobilize the 
savings of their own people. Only 5 per-
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cent of the Philippines' gross national 
product finds its way into savings ac
counts. 

Through the experience of my constit
uent, I have become interested in the 
organization that sent him. Volunteer 
Development Corps has five professionals 
on i1ts staff. This year VDC expects to 
complete nearly 40 projects similar to Dr. 
Falk's. VDC has $9,163 and 54 days of 
Dr. Falk's time invested in this project. 

The principal ingredient in VDC's suc
cess, I am convinced, is the volunteered 
services of experienced, highly qualified 
men and women. Each is selected for 
particular skills that match the specific 
request VDC receives. 

Another reason VDC seems to succeed 
is that nothing happens until a group 
of persons overseas or a government 
agency there asks VDC for help. No one 
else decides that they should receive 
help-not their government, not the U.S. 
Government, not someone trying to be 
helpful. They alone can initiate a VDC 
project. 

Four national organizations of U.S. 
cooperatives provide leadership for VDC. 
These are Agricultural Cooperative De
velopment International, American In
stitute of Cooperation, National Council 
of Farmer Cooperatives, and National 
Rural Electric Cooperative Association. 
AID provides most of VDC's funds-a 
$550,000 grant this year. 

I like this emphasis on technical help 
a<; the basis of foreign assistance. I like 
the use of volunteered U.S. skills and ex
perience. I like the emphasis on self-help. 
I would feel more comfortable about our 
foreign assistance appropriations, Mr. 
Speaker, if I heard more like this.• 

TRIBUTE TO JULIUS F. CASTELAN, 
DALY CITY COMMUNITY ACTIVIST 

HON. BILL ROYER 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPR ESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. ROYER. Mr. Speaker, on the eve
ning of September 7, 1979, many friends 
will join together to recognize a resident 
of Daly City, Calif., who has given of 
himself to the community for over 40 
years-Julius F. Castelan. 

Julius F. Castelan was born on August 
19, 1898, in Guaymas, Mexico, and came 
to the United States of America at the 
age of 2. He married Carmen in 1922, and 
his daughter Gloria has given him three 
fine grandsons. 

In 1936, he became the first city engi
neer of Daly City. He later started his 
own civil engineering firm in Daly City, 
and remains active in the profession 
today. 

He has a long and distinguished record 
of successful political involvement which 
reaches back to three campaigns for 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt. He has 
served as chairman of the San Mateo 
County Democratic Central Committee, 
president of the Daly City Democratic 
Club, and treasurer of the statewide 
Mexican-American Political Association 
in California. 
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What makes Julius F. Castelan a truly 

remarkable human being deserving of the 
honors bestowed upon him is his long and 
tireless advocacy on behalf of human 
needs. He continues to raise his voice for 
those who often do not or cannot speak 
for themselves-the elderly, the poor, and 
the Spanish-speaking residents of Daly 
City. In fulfillment of this role in his life, 
he served as the first director of the Daly 
City Senior Citizen Nutrition Project, 
and is credited with salvaging and 
breathing new life into the Daly City 
Community for Children's Services pro
gram. He also directed a Comprehensive 
Employment and Training Act program 
which enabled over 100 low-income Daly 
City families to have their homes 
painted. In addition to many other orga
nizations, he has served as a commis
sioner on both the San Mateo County 
Economic Opportunities Commission and 
the Commission on Aging. 

Julius F. Castelan is truly an outstand
ing member of the Daly City community 
and deserves the recognition he will gain 
on the 7th of September. I am proud to 
join his many friends in paying him 
tribute.• 

NEW RESPONSIBILITIES FOR CAPT. 
JOSEPH V. WIELERT, USCGR, RE
TIRED 

HON. NORMAN F. LENT 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

<i Mr. LENT. Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to bring to the attention of my colleagues 
an important advancement for a very 
good friend of mine, Capt. Joseph V. 
Wielert, USCGR, retired, ot Long Island 
City, N.Y. Joe has just been elected to a 
2-year term as the Coast Guard Repre
sentative on the National Executive 
Committee of the Reserve Officers As
sociation of the United States <ROA). 
He succeeds Capt. Bennett Sparks, 
USCGR, of Hollywood, Calif. 

Mr. Speaker, this is a position of no 
small responsibility. As we are aware, the 
Congress has chartered the ROA with 
the mission of working for a military 
policy that will provide adequate na
tional security. There is no doubt in my 
mind that in his influential position on 
the ROA's National Executive Commit
tee, Captain Wielert will make a substan
tial contribution toward achieving that 
policy so vital to our future as a nation. 

Joe Wielert has dedicated his life to 
the defense of our country with military 
service during World War II and the 
Korean conflict, and in work with Coast 
Guard Reserve organized and volunteer 
training unit programs. His service has 
won him the Coast Guard Commenda
tion Medal. 

Since his retirement from active duty 
in June 1977, Captain Wielert has con
tinued to devote much of his time to 
Coast Guard and ROA activities, having 
served as president of the Department 
of New York, and on several national 
committees of the ROA. Currently Joe is 
vice president, public relations for De-
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velopment Direction, Inc., of New York 
City. 

Mr. Speaker, I congratulate Captain 
Wielert on his election to the National 
Executive Committee of the ROA, and I 
know that with his able assistance, the 
ROA will continue to provide. the lead
ership our Nation needs to insure its 
security. Like the minutemen of two 
centuries ago, the ROA stands on the 
alert to any threat to our national 
security.• 

CHICAGO AND SCHOOL BUSING 

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINS'KI 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, col
umnist Mike Royko of the Chicago Sun
Times has gained a well-deserved repu
tation for meeting tough issues head on. 
In his column of September 4, he dis
cusses the confrontation between Chi
cago and HEW bureaucrats on the issue 
of busing students to achieve racial goals 
in school attendance. 

I concur with Mr. Royko's basic view
point that Federal bureaucrats will per
form a disservice to the individual 
students and to the Chicago school sys
tem, and therefore, I wish to insert his 
article at this point: 
INTEGRATION, WITH A VENGEANCE-A BIT 

OF BUSING BALONEY 

(By Mike Royko) 
David Tatel is a name not known to 

most Chkagoans. Maybe Tatel prefe.rs it 
that way. He's a Washington bureaucrat, 
and most bureaucrats prefer to hide behind 
their agencies. In T·atel's case, he is head 
Of the civil-rights office of the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

Yet, as little as Tatel is known, he could 
have almost as powerful an impact upon 
this city as Mrs. O'Leary's cow. The differ
ence is that the cow didn't know what it 
was doing; Tatel should know, but doesn't 
seem to oare. 

He is the bureaucrat who is possessed by 
the idea of trying to integrate Chicago's 
schools, regardless of cost and chaos, and 
despite only 19 per cent of the students 
being white. 

He seems determined to bus black and 
white students across the city until there 
will not be even one school that has a 
white majority. 

Even if Tatel should achieve this goal, we 
will not really have an integrated school 
system, since there aren't enough white 
students to go around. And with Tatel's 
office unleashing proposals that look like 
the creation of a mad scientist, there proba
bly will be even fewer white students avail
able to him in the tfuture. 

It's difficult to grasp Tatel's purpose. Better 
education for black students? Broader educ·a
tion for white students? The easing of over
crowding in classrooms? Providing of special 
programs for troubled students? 

Those used to be the arguments given for 
busing. And in some cases, limited busing 
achieved those results. 

But they aren't the reasons for Tatel zero
ing in on Chicago. 

All he and his office seem to care about 
are statistics-integration purely for the 
sra.ke of having neat columns of figures 
showing that a certain percentage of stu-
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dents in a school are white and a larger 
percentage are black. 

This is what his latest proposal consists 
of: Let's see, Lf we take 62 per cent of the 
students from this white s-chool, and drive 
them only 10 miles to this black school, 
and if we take 47 per cent of the students 
in the black school, and take them only 
10 miles to the white school-ahah! We 
will have a 51 per cent black majority in 
each school. Give the HEW computer a kiss. 

The computers and Washington zombies 
who created Tatel's plan have even worked 
out the travel time. They say that no bus 
trip will take more than 35 minutes. That's 
right: It never will take more than 35 min
utes for a bus to go from the Far Northwest 
Side to the Near West Side during rush 
hours. 

I wish Tatel's traffic experts could work 
that out for the rest of us, who often spend 
an hour-longer when it snows-inching 
from the Northwest Side to the Loop. 

If you ask Tatel what effect his social 
juggling will have on the quality of edu
cation and on the lives 01f the children 
who are being shoved around to satisfy his 
computer, he answers: "That isn't my 
concern." 

Just what is his concern? Your guess is 
as good as anybody's. 

Tatel came in one day to try to sell me on 
his goals. He's an intense young man who 
obviously believes that what he's doing is 
good. He used to be a Chicago lawyer-ideal
istic and involved in civil rights issues. 

But as he talked, I had the uneasy feeling 
that revenge could be part of his motive. 

He dwelt on Chicago history, specifically 
the way Chicago's schools had been syste
matically kept segregated in the 1930s, '40s, 
'50s and '60s. 

He was right, of course. During those dec
ades, Chicago's racist political and real
estate power structure used timid school ad
ministrators to isolate Chicago's black. It 
shifted school boundaries and crammed 
black students into mobile classrooms. 

That's when we could really have used an 
aggressive approach by Washington, but 
nothing was done. 

Now comes Tatel, either trying to punish 
Chicago for its past or vainly trying to undo 
the past. 

But if Tatel wants to punish Chicago, he's 
got the wrong defendants. The children
white and black-who will be bused aren't 
the villains. So why should they spend up 
to two hours a day in Chicago's congested 
traffic to receive the same education avail
able a few blocks from their homes? Their 
parents aren't at fault, either. Many of them 
were children themselves when those past 
since were being committed. 

I'm not sure who deserves punishment to
day. The people who set Chicago on its seg
regated course are gone. The current popu
lation has more pressing problems to deal 
with than the question of whether there is 
a white face in an otherwise black class
room. 

But Tatel doesn't seem to recognize that. 
He 's a man fighting battles of the 1960s, 
when the 1980s are almost here. 

Idealistic as he may be, Tatel is a dan
gerous character. If the school administra
tion doesn't offer a plan that is to his liking, 
he will take the city to a federal court. And 
he'll probably win because if there is any
one with less sense of reality than a Wash
ington bureaucrat, it is a federal judge. 

And if that happens, the main results will 
be tens of thousands of confused children, 
thousands of angry parents, a huge real
estate turnover, a shrinking city population 
and a multimillion-dollar busing bill. 

One thing you can say for Mrs. O'Leary 
aind her cow: We didn't have to pay them 
for creating a mess.e 
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FEDERAL EMPLOYEES RIGHT TO 
A JURY TRIAL UNDER ADEA 

HON. CLAUDE PEPPER 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, again this 
vear the Committee on Aging is study
ing, and investigating, the effectiveness 
Jf enforcement mechanisms in the Age 
Discrimination in Employment Act. We 
want to make sure that the age discrim
;i.nation in employment law is not a 
toothless lion that only places violators 
in danger of being gummed into com
pliance. Generally, we have been im
pressed with enforcement mechanisms 
of the ADEA. There is, however, a note 
of discord. 

You may recall that the 1978 amend
ments added language to section 7 (c) 
of the act (dealing generally with en
forcement) that clarified the right to 
a jury trial. As chairman of the Select 
Committee on Aging, I learned recently 
that the courts are struggling with a 
question of whether Congress' election 
not to include this same clarifying lan
guage on a jury trial in section 15c 
(dealing with a Federal employee's right 
to bring a civil action) evidenced an 
intention to deny a jury trial to Federal 
employees. 

Following is the chronology that led 
to the development of this controversy: 

Even prior to the 1978 amendments, 
there was language in section 7(c) of 
the act (dealing generally with en
forcement) that said an aggrieved per
son-

May bring a civil action in any court 
of competent jurisdiction for such legal or 
equitable relief as will effectuate the pur
poses of this act. 

This provision is strn a part of the 
Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 
and the language was not changed by 
the 1978 amendments. In 1974 Federal 
employees were brought under the act. 
Included in the enforcement mecha
nisms for Federal employees was lan
guage almost identical to the previously 
quoted language of section 7Cc). More 
specifically the pertinent section Cl5c) 
says that an aggrieved Federal em
ployee," 

May bring a civil action in any Federal 
district court of competent jurisdiction for 
such legal or equitable relief as will effectu
ate the purposes of this Act. 

In Lorillard against Pons, a case de
cided in 1978 (98 S. Ct. 866) the Supreme 
Court was asked whether the right to a 
jury trial is assured under language of 
section 7c of the act that says an ag
grieved person may bring an action for 
"legal or equitable" relief. The Court 
held that plaintiffs have the right to 
demand a jury trial in ADEA suits 
brought against private employers. The 
Court reasoned that the word "legal" in 
the act's authorization to pursue "legal 
or equitable relief" has a well defined 
meaning in judicial circles, and carries 
with it the right to a jury trial. More 
specifically, the Court said: 
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The word "legal" is a term of art: In 

cases in which legal relief is available and 
legal rights are determined, the Seventh 
Amendment provides a right to a jury trial. 

Whether a jury trial is also authorized 
under section 15c of the act, dealing 
with a Federal employee's right to bring 
an action for "legal or equitable relief" 
was not before the Court, or considered 
by the Court. However, the identical en
titlemenrt to "legal or equitable relief" 
under the language of sections 7c and 15c 
leads to a very compelling conclusion 
that if the Court had considered whether 
a Federal employee's entitlement to 
"legal or equitable relief" included a 
right to a jury trial, the Court would 
have held that the term "legal relief" 
under section 15c carries with it a right 
to a constitutionally guaranteed jury 
trial. 

In 1978 a paragraph was added to sec
tion 7c of the act. This paragraph says 
a person is 

Entitled to a trial by jury of any issue of 
fact in any such action for recovery of 
amounts owing as a result of a violation of 
this Act, regardless of whether equitable 
relief .is sought by any party in such action. 

The language of section 15c that 
talked about a Federal employee's action 
for legal or equitable relief was not 
amended to include the amplifying lan
guage of section 7c. 

When the Kennedy amendment which 
added the amplifying language of sec
tion 7c was being considered in the Sen
ate, Senator KENNEDY justified the 
amendment by saying: 

Mr. President, I would point out that three 
out of the four circuits which have ruled 
on the availability of a jury trial under this 
act have held that it is the right of the in
dividual to seek a jury solution. 

It seems to me to be wise to insure that 
particular protection to those who are sub
ject to age discrimination. (Congressional 
Record, Oct. 19, 1977, p. 34318.) 

Since the unamended language of sec
tion 7c(l), dealing with civil actions gen
erally for aggrieved employees, and the 
language of section 15c, providing a civil 
action for Federal employees, are virtu
ally the same, and the Kennedy amend
ment was enacted to clarify the intention 
of Congress to authorize a jury trial un
der that language, it would be reasona
ble to suppose that the spillover from 
section 7c would be in the direction of 
assuring a jury trial under section 15c. 
Despite appellate decisions that hold a 
jury trial is authorized, and a legislative 
history that says the jury trial language 
added to section 7c is intended to clarify 
an already existing right, there are still 
those who contend that the act does not 
authorize a jury trial on the grievances 
of Federal employees. 

There is nothing in the House or Sen
ate debate that indicates there wa.s any 
thought that Federal employees should be 
denied a jury trial. When the Kennedy 
amendment was discussed on the floor of 
the House, Mr. Quie told us: 

The third Senate amendment made explicit 
provisions for trial by jury in actions for 
monetary relief under the Act. Subsequent 
to passage of the Senate amendment the Su
preme Court in Lorillard against Pons held 
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that the act as originally enacted did afford 
a right to trial by jury for claims for recov
ery of lost wages under the act. However, the 
court expressed no view on whether the act 
implicitly authorized a jury trial for claims 
for liquidated damages under the act. In 
adopting a revision of the Senate amend
ment, the conferees make it clear that a jury 
trial is available for deciding those factual 
issues underlying claims for amounts owing 
as a result of a violation of the act. Liqui
dated damages are explicitly authorized as an 
amount owing under section 7(b) of the act. 

Those who participated in the House 
and Senate debates would be surprised 
to learn that legislative efforts to confirm 
the right to a jury trial have been con
strued as a denial of that right. It would 
be indefensible to deny Federal employees 
the right to a jury trial. Under any legis
lative enactment in the field of civil 
rights, the Federal Government should 
be the leader not a grudging participant. 
At this juncture we do not know whether 
further legislative action will be needed 
to dispel any notion that Federal em
ployees are entitled to a jury trial. As 
chairman of the Committee on Aging, I 
will continue to watch developments in 
this area, and will ask for further deline
ation of the right of Federal employees 
to a jury trial if conflicting judicial inter
pretations are not resolved in favor of 
a jury trial.• 

TRIBUTE TO LOU BROCK. 

HON. ROBERT A. YOUNG 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. YOUNG of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, 
I would like to take a moment to pay 
tribute to one of the great athletes in St. 
Louis history; a m-a,n who has stolen 
more bases than any other player in 
baseball, and a man who on August 13, 
1979 became the 14th player in baseball 
history to achieve 3,000 hits. 

Lou Brock, who plans to retire at the 
end of this baseball se-a,son, has shown 
the people of St. Louis and the baseball 
world that a player can develop the skills 
of speed and finesse to the level of great
ness. He has become a hero since his ar
rival in St. Louis in 1964, when his bat
ting and base-stealing led the C-a,rdinals 
to victory in the World Series. 

In recognition of Lou Brock's achieve
ments, I am inserting several editorials 
about his 3,000th hit. The first is from 
KMOX-Radio in St. Louis: 

EDITORIAL FROM KMOX-RADIO 
The magic number was 3,000. And the 

Cardinal's Lou Brock performed that special 
magic last night at Busch Stadium. He made 
baseball history by getting his 3,000th hit. 

The baseball record books and sports com
mentators will analyze the special signific
ance of Brock's achievement to the game of 
baseball. They will give all the facts 9n how 
only 13 other players have achieved this mile
stone. They will talk about the other Brock 
record in base stealing. These are major 
achievements in the special world of baseball. 

However, we believe Lou Brock's 3,000th 
hit has even more significance. We think it 
is an example of how sports can unify and 
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electrify an entire city. It ls an example o! 
how sports can be far more than a mere 
game to a metropolitan area. 

In the past few days, thousands of resi
dents and visitors alike have crowded into 
downtown St. Louis to see the Cardinals
Cubs series and to see Lou Brock reach his 
3,000th hit. Their interest and enthusiasm 
affected the entire atmosphere of our city. 
The positive impact was found in all seg
ments of the community, from the oldest 
city neighborhood to the newest suburb. We 
are all proud of Lou and proud to be St. 
Louisans. 

This burst of civic pride and solidarity 
will have constructive effects for months and 
years to come as our citizens work together 
to confront and surround civic problems. 

Another sports milestone went into the 
record books last night with Lou Brock's 
3,000th hit, but it was a very special civic 
milestone, too. 

Next, an editorial from the St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat: 

TRUE Lou 
What else can be said of Lou Brock? 
The front pages and the sports pages have 

had first crack at doing right by the classy 
Cardinal who has brought glory to himself, to 
St. Louis and to the uniform he wears so 
proudly. 

Still, old ediJtorial writers feel a need to 
join in the love fest saluting Lou. 

Everyone may have a favorite recollection 
of Lou's superb performance on the diamond 
as he set all-time stolen base records and hit 
safely 3,000 times. Others admire him for be
ing the gentleman that he is. 

An editor recalls meeting Lou for the first 
time under unusual circumstances. 

Some years ago, in the off season, Lou 
wanted to make a good case for himself in 
negotiating his next contract. So he came 
into The Globe-Democrat offices and bor
rowed the figures lovingly compiled by Harry 
Mitauer, famous staff statistician. 

Then Lou sat down on the rim of the sports 
copydesk, like one of the boys, and took notes. 
Throughout his visit Lou was congenial, as 
he almost always is except when pitchers are 
dusting him. But more than that, he was 
thoroughly businesslike and every bit a pro
fessional in his approach. 

Anyone who imagines Lou Brock's grea.t
ness is the product of chance or good luck 
doesn't know the man. Lou knows how to get 
facts as well as hits. 

Like Stan the Man, Lou is one of a kind. 
And only the two of them have achieved their 
distinct! ve superior! ty wearing St. Louis 
Cardinal uniforms. 

Congratulations, Lou, on joining Stan in 
the hearts of St. Louis fans. You're True Lou. 

And an editorial in the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch: 

Lou's LESSON 
On Sept. 10, 1961 , ln Hyannis Port, Mass., 

President Kennedy deplored Soviet Russia's 
refusal to halt nuclear testing in the atmos
phere; in Washington, the U.S. announced it 
would enlarge its forces in Europe by 40,000, 
to 250,000; in St. Louis, the city began con
sidering the merger of Homer G. Phillips and 
City hospitals because of rising costs, and in 
Chicago, Lou Brock stepped to the plate for 
his first major league at-bat. He singled. 

On Aug. 13, 1979-17 years and 11 months 
later-some things seemed not to have 
changed at all. The U.S. was still quarreUng 
with Russia, NATO forces were still being 
strengthened and the two city hospitals were 
still being merged. Lou Brock, on the other 
hand, had made considerable progress. He got 
his 2,999th and 3,000th base hits, an achieve
ment that may not rank with an end to the 
Cold War or even cost cutting at Ciity Hall, 
but nevertheless provides a wholesome, en-
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tertaining and, yes, inspiring diversion pend
ing nirvana in eit her municipal finance or 
arms control. 

His achievement is testimony to more than 
a keen batting eye, for there are, after all , 
better hitters who will never joint the elite 
3,000-hit club. What truly sets him apart is 
the self-discipline and fidelity to purpose 
that made possible the consistency and stam
ina demanded by such a sports milestone. 
The same attributes, of course , were the sine 
qua non of hi·s standing as a base stealer. 
Though microscopically few of us will ever 
possess Lou Brock's baseball skills , all of us 
can aspire to the qualiti•es that have made 
him such a singular player-for they are at
tributes that are valuable in any endeavor. 

And an editorial from the St. Louis 
Labor Tribune: 

Lou! Lou! Lou! Lou! 
In an age of the anti-hero or no heroes 

at all, it is nice to know that Lou Brock 
exists. It is even nicer to know that we in 
the metropolitan St. Louis area are his 
neighbors, so to speak. 

When Lou smashed that line drive last 
Monday night for his 3,000th hit, he did it 
not only for Lou Brock but for everything 
this nation stands for : decency, honesty, 
courage and just plain old-fashioned good
ness. Lou Brock is all that and more. 

Last Monday Lou Brock guaranteed his 
immortality. Thanks Lou. We don't have a 
heck of a lot to cheer about anymore, but 
you are one of them. 

Thanks for the memories. 

Finally, an editorial from the Wash
ington Post: 

GOING OUT ON TOP 
Louis Clark Brock got two singles in a 

baseball game in St. Louis Monday night. 
There is nothing unusual about that-he has 
been doing it for years . But these were hits 
No. 2,999 and 3,000 of his major league 
career. That, as every sports fan knows, puts 
Mr. Brock in one of baseball 's special cate
gories. As important as those 3,000 hits are 
to the keepers of records, however, they are 
not what makes Mr. Brock special. There are 
other things. 

One of them is that Lou Brock and a tiny 
handful of other players restored to baseball 
in the 1960s something it seemed to have 
lost. Unlike the strcng men whose bats 
propel balls over shortened fences, he was a 
player whose success depended upon speed, 
slcill and finesse. He was a terror on the base 
paths and reminded fans there is as much 
joy (and anguish) in stealing a base as there 
is in hitting a home run. 

The other thing about Mr. Brock is this: 
When he got those two hits the other night, 
he was almost two months beyond his 40th 
birthday. Some of us find that one of base
~all's more gratifying statistics~ Folklore 
has it that men of his age, are, as they say, 
over the hill . But this year, Mr. Brock at age 
40 has been tearing up the league, hitting 
more frequently than ever before and out
playing men 10 and 15 years his junior. 

It is the last year he will do so. He an
nounced last winter, and has stuck with it 
ever since, that this summer will be his last 
on the playing fields . That announcement, 
if the reports from St. Louis are correct, 
brought grimaces from those who pay his 
salary. He has had a disastrous season in 
1978 and they wanted him to quit. No man, 
the pundits said, could come back at 40 
from so bad a performance and play well in. 
a sport demanding such good eyes and quick 
reflexes. 

But Lou Brock said he didn't want to go 
out as a flop. One more year, even at 40, and 
perhaps, just perhaps, he could go out on 
top. He got the year, he is having the season 
he longed for, and he is going out where 
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he wanted to be. That's class and that, more 
than the 3,000-plus hits and the 900-plus 
stolen bases, is what makes Lou Brock 
special.e 

SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF 
LODGE 661, POLISH NATIONAL AL
LIANCE, PITTSFIELD, MASS. 

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, on Satur
day, September 8, 1979, Lodge 661 of the 
Polish National Alliance of Pittsfield, 
Mass., will celebrate its 75th anniversary. 
I would like to take this time to share 
with my colleagues my remarks prepared 
to honor this occasion. 

It is not often that I am afforded the 
opportunity to congratulate the members 
of a group that has such a history of 
dedicated service to the community, the 
church, and the Polish people of the 
Berkshire area. It is all too rare to find 
an organization that serves one of these 
purposes; but perhaps the longevity of 
the Pittsfield Lodge of the Polish Na
tional Alliance is due in large part to its 
dedication to many causes, and the spirit 
in which its members fully devote them
selves to each. 

If we go back in time to when the 
Polish National Alliance in Pittsfield was 
founded, back to the turn of the century, 
we will see the beautiful Berkshires, those 
green rolling hills, the home of many 
farms for raising vegetables and cattle. 
Already, however, communities had 
cropped up around centers of learning 
and manufacturing. 

The first Polish immigrants arrived in 
this area at about that time. Many 
families came o'l,!"er together, or sent one 
family member ahead to find work. But 
because most of them could not speak 
English, employment was not easy to 
find. Many of the Poles who worked on 
farms when they first arrived saved their 
money to buy their own land to farm. 
Others took jobs in the mills, where, be
cause of the lack of English proficiency, 
they were often overworked and taken 
advantage of. 

At this point in time, the family 
served as the nucleus for all activity
social, religious, and economic. Those 
whose families remained in Poland sent 
what money they could to relatives still 
in Poland, with the hope that in the fu
ture those loved ones left behind could 
eventually join them in the new country. 

These first emigres were solitary 
people-they spoke a different language, 
dressed a little differently, ate different 
foods, and did not always understand the 
ways of those who lived around them. As 
separate families became established and 
grew in number, they became less afraid 
of being "different" and found more 
strength in the other Polish families in 
the area. Because they shared the same 
Roman Catholic religon, it was not diffi
cult to worship together, and in time they 
could help support their church, the Holy 
Family Church in Pittsfield. 
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As time went on, however, many of 
the Poles decided it was not enough to 
center their lives around only those who 
shared the same religious and ethnic 
background. Their own community had 
ftourishec from within; it was time to 
reach out. 

When the Pittsfield Lodge of the Pol
ish National Alliance was first founded 
in 1904, the group's main purpose was 
to bring together people of Polish de
scent in order to provide everyone with 
a sense of belonging in a new country. 
Soon afterward, when members of the 
Polish community had firmly established 
themselves in local businesses and gov
ernment, the Polish National Alliance 
began to address itself to the community 
at large. Their reasons for involvement 
in community affairs can be seen in the 
same light as anyone elses-in trying to 
make the world a better place in which 
to live. Yet, this commitment is inten
sified when one considers that the Pol
ish people also wanted to thank their 
community for harboring them and their 
families at a time when they were being 
turned out in other places around the 
world. 

I am sure that we all feel a sense of 
obligation to our children to make life 
somehow easier for them. The first mem
bers of the lodge were faced with that 
feeling , yet the difficulties they had all 
endured in coming to America were dif
ficulties they perhaps would not wish on 
their children, but would want their chil
dren to understand. In introducing Pol
ish culture into the mainstream of their 
small area, they were educating their 
children, but, more importantly, edu
cating all of those around them. 

As I understand, to this day the Polish 
National Alliance devotes many of its 
activities to the church and members of 
the community. By visiting the elderly 
and shut-ins, and by sponsoring a schol
arship rogram for the youth of the com
munity, the lodge has been more than 
fulfilling its commitment to the quality 
of life in the Berkshires. This type of ac
tivity on the surface may seem small, 
but in judging achievement of any mag
nitude, it is necessary to search for the 
root-and that root usually lies in the 
community. 

Throughout my years in public service, 
I have always taken pride in the people 
of the First Congressional District and 
in the communities they have . estab
lished. Through the years each small 
city and town has welcomed new eth
nic groups to their population and has 
incorporated their cultures into those 
'Values already standing in the com
munity. Needless to say, this same proc
ess is the root of our American civiliza
tion-to respect the beliefs of others and 
to welcome those with different ideas to 
share in how we feel and what we think. 

Unfortunately, this is not the case in 
all parts of the globe. I need not remind 
you that as I speak and congratulate 75 
years of dedication to church and serv
ice to community, there are millions of 
people in Eastern Europe who are hold
ing clandestine church meetings be
cause those who control the government 
will not accept a difference of opinion or 
even a belief in God. 
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The hope of much of the Western 
World for religious freedom in Eastern 
Europe has now been placed in one 
man-Pope John Paul II. An able and 
educated man, the Pope has already 
made great strides in showing that he 
is taking a strong but well-reasoned 
stand in his desires to release the 
churches of Eastern Europe, Catholic 
and non-Catholic, from the bondage of 
the Soviets. 

When the Pope visits this country in 
the fall, I am sure he will stir the hearts 
of all Polish-Americans and cause us all 
to reflect on the plight of our Catholic 
counterparts in Eastern Europe. 

In closing, I would like to congratulate 
all the members of the Pittsfield Lodge 
of the Polish National Alliance-its offi
cers and its founders . I hope that God 
will continue to guide its members in the 
pursuit of excellence in community serv
ice, church service, and everyday life.• 

STOP ENCOURAGING PLO 
TERRORISM 

HON. NORMAN F. LENT 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

8 Mr. LENT. Mr. Speaker, I have viewed 
with the gravest concern a sudden swell 
of public support for the Palestine Lib
eration Organization (PLO) since the 
resignation of Andrew Young as U.S. 
Ambassador to the United Nations. I 
have been appalled that some of my 
colleagues in the Congress have joined 
in misguided efforts to push the United 
States into negotiations with the PLO. 

Whatever one's feelings may be about 
Mr. Young's resignation-I personally 
believe it was necessary to maintain the 
principle of Presidential responsibility
it is a most dangerous error to use 
Young's departure as an excuse for ad
vocating that the United States deal with 
the terrorist PLO in any official way. 

The proponents of such a course are 
asking the United States to break a firm, 
written commitment to Israel not to ne
gotiate with the PLO until the PLO ac
cepted both the existence of Israel as a 
nation, and the terms of the United 
Nations Security Council Resolutions 242 
and 338. 

Furthermore, there is a moral issue of 
the utmost importance involved. By rec
ognizing the PLO in any official way, the 
United States would be endorsing the 
use of terrorism, the principal tool of 
the PLO since its founding in 1964. 

Mr. Speaker, no one recognizes this 
important fact more than Mr. Bayard 
Rustin, one of this Nation's outstanding 
black leaders, and a key figure in the 
civil rights struggle. In the New York 
Times of August 30, Mr. Rustin wrote a 
most eloquent and learned exposition of 
the moral issue involved in official deal
ings with the PLO. The clarity and force 
of his reasoning is most impressive. I 
commend Mr. Rustin's article to each of 
my colleagues and to the President and 
all members of the executive branch who 
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deal with U.S. policies in the Middle East. 
As Mr. Rustin states so precisely: 

Any links with the PLO, no matter how 
limited, would give legitimacy and tacit 
approval to the rule of the gun. 

Exactly so. 
Mr. Speaker, I insert the full text of 

Mr. Rustin's article at this point in the 
RECORD: 

To BLACKS: CONDEMN PLO TERRORISM 
(By Bayard Rustin) 

Amid the he·ated controversy following 
Andrew Young's resignation as the United 
States delegate to the United Nations, some 
black people have suddenly embraced the 
Palestine Liberation Organization. 

As I see it, some black leaders have turned 
to the P.L.O. in an effort to act as conciliators 
between Israel and the Palestinians. 

Other blacks, I believe, met the P.L.O. 
representatives in New York to demonstrate 
their independence from official United 
States policy. 

And still others viewed suoh meetings as 
a way of striking back against Israel and 
the American Jewish community for their 
supposed involvement in engineering Mr. 
Young's ouster. 

But regardl~ss of motivation, I think black 
people must clearly understand the moral
yes, moral-issue involved here. 

For in seriously considering links with a 
group like the P.L.O., the black community 
is moving beyond the realm of mundane 
"politics as usual." 

We are moving into an area where we face 
three enormous risks. 

First, we risk causing serious divisions 
within our own ranks; second, we risk the 
forfeiture of our own moral prestige, which 
is based on a long and noble tradition of 
nonviolence; and third, we risk becoming the 
unwitting accomplices of an organization 
committed to the bloody destruction of Is
rael-indeed of the Jewish people. 

Some people have pointed to a few super
ficial parallels between the P.L.0. and Amer
ican civil rights movement. Naturally, this 
talk about the P.L.0. as a "civil rights" group 
or a minority movement within Israel has 
generated sympathy for the Palestinians 
among black people. But this identification 
and even solidarity with the P.L.O. is based 
on a terrible perversion of the truth, not only 
the truth about the P.L.0. but the truth 
about our own movement as well. 

Looking back on the history of the P .L.O., 
one thing has become abundantly clear: The 
P.L.O., from the day of its creation in 1964, 
has never once uttered a word in support of 
any form of nonviolent resistance, peaceful 
relations between Israelis and Palestinians, 
or a. political solution to the complex prob
lems in the Middle East. 

By contrast, black leaders in America, espe
cially central figures like Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. and A. Philip Randolph, never once 
in the long history of the civil rights struggle 
countenanced violence or terrorism. 

American civil rights leaders, of course, 
chose nonviolence for many political and 
tactical reasons, but Dr. King once identified 
the key source of the movement's strategy 
when he noted that the black American re
jected physical force "because he believed 
that through physical force he could lose his 
soul." In short, the choice of non violence was 
based on deeply-held moral principles. It was 
based on a desire to build community, to un
leash the creative force of love, and to protect 
and enhance the God-given human dignity 
of all people, be they friend or foe. 

The P.L.O., however, espouses the opposites 
of all these principles. 

In word but more importantly in deed lt 
espouses violence, hatred and racism. It 
repeatedly scorns reconciliation. While Dr. 
King frequently spoke of nonviolence as "the 
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sword that heals," the P.L.O. exalts the sword 
that k1lls. 

My description o! the P.L.O. here is no 
exaggeration. Its tactics, values and goals are 
candidly set forth in its national Covenant 
and other official documents. Its legacy of 
terrorism is written in innocent blood across 
Israel and Western Europe, and even across 
the Arab lands of Jordan and Lebanon. 

Between 1967 and 1977, for example, the 
P.L.O. was directly responsible for k1lling 
over 1,100 unarmed men, women and chil
dren; its terrorists activities maimed nearly 
2,500 people; and it held over 2,700 hostages. 
Moreover, this organization has trained and 
armed other ' terrorist groups such as the 
Baader-Meinhof gang in West Germany and 
the Red Brigades in Italy. 

Considering this record, I fear that indi
viduals who see similarities between our 
struggle and the terror campaign of the 
P .L.0. are ignoring or twisting the facts. 

By harshly criticizing the P.L.O. , I do not 
mean to suggest that black leaders have no 
business concerning themselves with Middle 
Eastern problems. Nor am I arguing that 
blacks should shun the P.L.O. so as to ingra
tiate themselves with American Jews. Rather, 
I am saying that if black Americans are to 
pay any constructive or conciliatory role in 
shaping American policy in the Middle East, 
we must do so in a manner totally consistent 
with the moral and spiritual tradition o! 
non violence. 

We must therefore reject hasty and expe
dient moves; we must reject any formal or 
organizational relationship with the P .L.O. 

Any links with the P .L.O., no matter how 
limited , would give legitimacy and tacit ap
proval t o the rule of the gun. 

Dr. King, in his letter from the Birming
ham jail , included a story to mustrate the 
rewards of perseverance in the nonviolent 
tradition. He wrote about a 72-year-old black 
woman who walked a long distance every day 
during the bus boycott. Frequently she was 
jeered by hostile whl tes; she was tired and 
physically weak, but she refused to use the 
buses. Someone asked her why she continued 
to support the nonviolent protest. Her re
sponse, I believe, wm always be precious; 
"My fee ts is tired," she said, "but my soul 
is at rest." 

By shunning and condemning the terror
ism of the P .L.0. we too can be assured that 
our souls will be at rest, as we preserve our 
tradition of nonviolence.a 

THE CASE AGAINST THE OIL 
COMPANIES 

HON. JOHN J. LaF ALCE 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Speaker, there has 
been a great deal of confusion and con
troversy about the profits of the oil com
panies. On the one hand, Mobil Oil re
peatedly and rather sanctimoniously in
sists that oil companies' profits are very 
moderate, although that moderation did 
not prevent Mobil from acquiring Mont
gomery Ward. On the other hand, con
sumer groups charge the oil companies 
with highway robbery in broad daylight. 

I do not believe that there ever will 
be a definitive resolution of this uncer
tainty, but there is a related issue which 
is amenable to a simple solution. The 
oil companies' spending on research 
and development, in comparison to other 
high technology industries, has been so 
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minuscule that it is ludicrous or unpar
donable, depending on your point of 
view. Faced with dwindling supplies of 
domestic oil and unreliable supplies from 
abroad, one would have expected the oil 
companies, which are really energy 
oligopolies, to try to emulate the efforts 
of the computer industry or aerospace 
community and develop new tech
nologies. That expectation has for some 
inexplicable reason not been met. 

The oil companies cannot legitimately 
argue that the field lacks sufficient op
portunities, but their miserable record 
in research and development is one of 
the most powerful arguments for a stiff 
windfall profits tax which would fund 
research, development and marketing 
for synthetic fuels and solar enrgy. 

Ms. Jessica Tuchman Mathews in an 
article in the August '7 edition of the 
Washington Post has explored this ques
tion in solid detail. I want to commend 
this insightful article to my colleagues' 
attention. 

The article fallows: 
WHERE HAVE ALL THE DOLLARS GONE? 

(By Jessica Tuchman Mathews) 
The argument over oil company profits 

shows no sign of ending. Are they out
rageously high, about average for all indus
tries or (as Mobil claims) not high enough? 
Without getting mired in the debate, there 
is cause for suspicion that something's not 
quite right about an industry whose prin
cipal asset has recent ly quintupled in value 
and which can still claim that without every 
penny of the resulting revenue there will 
not be enough to finance further exploration 
and production. 

What does the oil industry do with all 
that money? In particular, why has it spent 
so small a fraction of its wealth on research 
and development? The answers bear directly 
on the government's energy plans, and on 
the potential for adequat e energy supplies 
in the years ahead. 

R. & D. as 
Sales percent of- Profits 
(bil - (bil-

l ions) Sales Profits I ions) 

Aerospace . ________ ______ 30. 8 3. 7 93. 0 1.2 
Automotive . _____________ 132. 2 2. 8 70. 2 5. 2 
Chemicals __ _ - - - -- - ------ 68. 6 2. 5. 41.3 4.1 
Conglomerates_ ______ ____ 44. 8 1.7 44. 1 1.7 
Drugs ____ __ _____________ 32. 7 4. 7 48.4 3. 2 
Electrical ________________ 36. 9 2. 5 41.7 2. 2 
Electronics _____________ __ 20. 9 2.6 56. 1 . 9 
Information process ing ___ _ 42. 3 6.0 54. 8 4. 6 
Instruments __ ____________ 9. 9 3. 9 69. 9 . 5 
Semiconductors __________ _ 7. 2 5. 8 102. 3 . 4 
Oi'- - - ----------------- -- 228. 9 . 4 8. 6 11. 3 

The accompanying table summarizes in
formation from a recent Business Week sur
vey of a.11 industrial spending on R&D. It 
shows that spending as both a percent of 
sales and a percent of profits. The 10 indus
tries covered all involve high t echnology and 
are among t he country's largest. Their aver
age R&D spending in 1978, before the recent 
wave of oil price increases, was 3.5 percent of 
sales and 62.1 percent of profits. The com
parable figures of t he oil industry are .4 per
cent and 8.6 percent-about 800 percent 
lower. The full survey covered 30 industrial 
sectors-including tires, appliances, farm 
machinery, building materials, leisure time, 
paper, apparel and tobacco. Business Week's 
compostte for a.11 30 shows R&D to be 1.9 per
cent of sales and 34.4 percent of profits. 
Whether counterparts, or the entire spectrum 
of U.S. industry, oil company spending on 
R&D is so low that it practically falls off
scale. 
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Why? Part of the reason is thait the oil in~ 

dustry spends vast amounts on exploration, 
most of which is not counted in this measure 
of R&D. Another part is that the oil com
panies are so rich tha.t these small percent
ages hide large numbers of dollars. But 
neither explanation accounts for the huge 
discrepancy in a field literally bursting with 
vitally important research opportunities : ter
tiary oil recovery methods, procedures for the 
production of the country's huge unconven
tional gas resources (including geopressurized 
methane, gas in tight sands and deep gas) , 
techniques for burning or recycling used lu
bricant and motor oil , solar technologies, 
magnetohydrodynamics for the clean burning 
of coal, synthetic fuel ·technologies (those 
now available are pre-World War II vintage), 
energy-efficiency improvements for furnaces 
and engines, etc. These a.re only a few exam
ples arbitrarily chosen from a long list of 
possibilities. 

Yet the record of the past 13 years reveals 
few important discoveries made by the energy 
conglomerates. There have been modest im
provements in production and refinery tech
niques, and advances in seismic prospecting 
and offshore drilling processes. There has 
been progress in other areas as well, but only 
the invention of the zeollte catalyst (which 
vastly increases the yield of gasoline when 
crude oil is cracked or broken down) , stands 
out as a truly fundamental advance . Other 
major sectors----electronics, computers, aero
space, for example-are virtually unrecogniz
able when compared with the state of the 
art 15 years ago. 

Economic survival or competitive advan
tage ls the primary motive for most R&D 
spending. Judging from their record, the oil 
companies don't feel the pressure. This ls 
true despite the fact that domestic oil and 
gas reserves have fallen steeply and steadily 
since 1970, even though there was an even 
sharper increase in the number of wells 
drllled in the same period. The hitch is that, 
like lit or not, t he oil companies are not just 
oil companies : They are this country's energy 
companies. They own and can cont rol t he 
production of large portions of the country's 
coal, gas and uranium resources. Except for 
the federal government, which will spend 
about $3.5 billion on energy R&D this year, 
only they have the steady economic and tech
nical base to undertake the large-scale and 
long-range research programs that are 
needed. 

Scientific and t echnical excellence have 
long been this count ry's strong suit, and the 
energy field offers an almost unparalleled op
portunity to get the good of it . The problem 
is how to bring t he oil giants into the effort .e 

WELCOMING A TORTURER 

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

a Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, from 
time to time, observers of our foreign af
fairs , myself included, have been dis
turbed at the erratic conduct of the ad
ministrat:ion's human rights policy. Al
though the major newspapers barely 
covered the event, in early August Wash
ing'ton was visited by Sekou Toure, Pres
ident of Guinea. He was received 'by, 
among others, President Carter and Sec
retary of State Vance. Having one of 
the worst human rights records in the 
world, Pres:ident Toure's treatment here 
should confuse everyone concerned 
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about America's position on human 
rights in the world. The following col
umn by Michael Novak, appearing in the 
Washington Star, August 22, 1979, is an 
interesting commentary on President 
Toure's visit: 

WELCOMING A TORTURER 

(By Michael Novak) 
Mayor Marion Barry presented a key of 

Washington, D.C., the city of Jefferson and 
Lincoln and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, to 
Guinea's President Sekou Toure, the world's 
most accomplished extinguisher of human 
rights. This was Barry's first venture into 
international politics. It does not speak well 
for his judgment or his moral values. 

Barry has met Toure before, and should 
know his record well. At the beginning of 
his Marxist days, back in 1964, Toure in
vited Barry and other leaders of the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee to 
Guinea. Stokley Carmichael, the leader of 
SNCC, now lives in Guinea. In July of this 
year, Toure and Barry met again in Africa. 
So Barry is in a strong position to know 
Toure drove at least one million of his little 
nation's 5.5 million people from the country 
in the 1960s. 

In 1972, Newsweek described one massive 
purge: "Getting confessions has proved 
easy. As one Guinean recently told a reporter 
for The New York Times. 'They put you in 
a little kennel where there's no room to 
stand, and nobody pays any attention to 
you for five or six days. No water, no food, 
nothing. Then, they take you to the interro
gation room, where there's a glass of water 
you can have if you say what they want to 
hear. It's not too long before you start 
savin!?. yes. I was spying; for the French. and 
for the Germans and for the Americans, 
and here's a list of the others who were do
ing it. too.' " 

A book by Jean Paul Alata, African Pris
ons, reports on systematic torture and death 
among Toure's political prisoners. In 1977, 
the International League for Human Rights 
in a 300-page report based on eyewitness ac
counts, accused Toure of conducting a reign 
of terror. Freedom Hou se e:a"e G11inea a 
"seven" rating on political rights and liber
ties in 1978, as low as it is possible to score. 
Only 14 other nations are thoroughly repres
sive enough to hit "seven," but Toure did it . 

Toure is only 56 years old. He was 40 when 
he turned his nation in Moscow's direction, 
and made war on the most talented individ
uals among his people. Although Guinea has 
almost one-third of the world's bauxite (nec
essary for aluminum), uranium deposits, po
tential oil fields , and rich agricultural lands , 
Toure's socialism has kept his population 
one of the poorest in the world, with an aver
age income of $140 a year. 

This great exponent of human rights was 
put up for the night in Blair House in early 
August, had a meeting with President Carter 
"that went beyond the usual courtesies ac
corded a foreign leader on a private visit" ac
cording to news reports, and also met with 
Secretary of State Vance. The meaning of the 
Carter campaign for human rights was there
by, no doubt , clarified for all the world. 

One hopes Carter assured Toure, just as he 
assured the Shah of Iran in 1978, that all 
his people love him. One hopes Carter also 
promised to support Toure just as loyally as 
he supported President Somoza of Nicaragua, 
even though his human rights ratings fall 
below those of Nicaragua under Somoza. One 
hopes Carter practiced "evenhanded diplo
macy." 

To be sure, Toure has thrown out the So
viets, and desperately wants U.S. business
men to come mine his bauxite and his ura
nium. find oil for him. and helo his agricul
ture. The U.S., he believes, needs new anti
Soviet friends in Africa. Toure expressed the 
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hope South Africa would accept "majority 
black rule" just as peacefully as the city of 
Washington has, where "we see black leaders 
who welcome us and a city council that re
flects the will of the majority." 

Perhaps out of embarrassment, the city's 
major papers ignored the news of Toure's 
visit, except in Section B of The Post and the 
Portfolio section of The Star. Thus, the style 
of the visit was covered, but not its political 
significance: A rhythm and blues band 
played on one side of the door, and the U.S. 
honor guard and the 3rd U.S. Infantry's Old 
Guard Fife and Drum Corps, in red and white 
Colonial army uniforms, played on the other. 

A key to the city of Washington flashed 
gold in his blood-stained hand, and the Pres
ident of Guinea smiled as he received it.e 

EDUCATION RIGOR MORTIS: POLIT
ICIZING EDUCATION, PART II 

HON. JOHN N. ERLENBORN 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, a pa
ralysis has befallen Federal education 
policymaking. As Fred Hechinger reports 
in a New York Times article below, there 
is literally no one running HEW's edu
cation shop-the Office of Education, the 
National Institute of Education, and the 
Bureau of Student Financial Assistance. 

This has jeopardized implementation 
of the Elementary and Secondary Edu
cation Act Amendments of 1978 and pre
vented OE from reaching decisions rela
tive to reauthorization of the Higher 
Education Act. 

The administration has been unwilling 
to fill these top education slots in the 
wake of departures by our Government's 
chief educrats. The administration, so
bered by its near-defeat in the House of 
its misguided attempt to create a Cabi
net Department of Education, has not 
wanted to appoint replacements and 
thereby chance alienating any additional 
segment of the education community, 
thereby endangering the bill's chances 
of final passage. 

As Mr. Hechinger points out, it is 
ironic, indeed, that legislation trumpeted 
as sure to increase education's strength 
in the Federal bureaucracy has already 
led to a policymaking paralysis which 
has weakened its position. This is yet 
another manifestation of the unfortu
nate consequences attendant to a fur
ther politicizing of education. 

Making education political has been a 
hallmark of the current administration's 
approach to the subject, beginning in 
1976 with Candidate Carter's promise to 
exchange his support of a separate De
partment for the National Education As
sociation's endorsement of him. Earlier 
this year, as I pointed out in my exten
sion of remarks on June 29 <"Politicizing 
Education"), the administration floated 
at least five names of possible Secretar
ies of Education prior to the House vote 
in hope of picking up a vote here or 
there. 

We read now that the administration 
has apparently settled on former New 
Mexico Governor Jerry Apodaca, who, it 
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hopes, will cement Chicano support for 
the President's 1980 reelection drive. As 
an article reprinted with my June 29 
remarks made clear, even in the selec
tion of HE W's Assistant Secretary for 
Education, Mary Berry, as Acting Com
missioner of OE (for a 30-day term 
which ended July 31) wreckage was 
strewn across OE's landscape, injuring 
the professional reputation of the indi
vidual the administration has chosen 
initially to head OE on an interim basis. 
Members of the Black Caucus, it was 
reported, had threatened to oppose the 
Department bill if the name of the 
administration's initial choice had not 
been withdrawn. 

These earlier examples, reinforced by 
OE's inability today to formulate educa
tion policy, should convince skeptics not 
only that a Department of Education 
would further politicize education, but 
also that the bill in Congress has already 
had this effect. Worse still, establishing 
this Department would reward an ad
ministration which has created the 
present paralysis in the education 
bureaucracy, and has thus shown itself 
to be richly undeserving of any reward. 

The article follows: 
DISARRAY IN WASHINGTON 

(By Fred M. Hechinger) 
The Federal education bureaucracy is in 

disarray. Its top position of United States 
Commissioner of Education has been vacant 
since July 1, and there has been no Acting 
Commissioner since Aug. 1. The director of 
the National Institute of Education, the 
establishment's research arm, resigned two 
months ago . The head of the Bureau of Stu
dent Aid has just left for a job in private 
industry, and his deputy a week ago told 
his staff of his impending departure. 

The Office of Education, with a staff of 
some 3,000, administers a $12 billion budget. 
Among the more than 130 programs under 
its supervision is the vital Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act, all student aid, 
and the new and growing support for handi
capped children and youths. 

Insiders who keep the wheels turning, 
despite the top leadership's departure, are 
loath to speak for quotation, but privately 
they express their frustration . Outsiders, 
such as state education officials, who depend 
on close cooperation with the Federal Gov
ernment, are equally concerned about the 
uncertainties of personnel and direction. 

Most observers of the Washington educa
tion scene attribute the present hiatus at 
least in part to President Carter's determi
nation to make good on his campaign pledge 
to give education greater visibility and clout 
by taking it out of the Department of Health, 
Education and We1fare and creating a sepa
rate department of education. 

ThE" bill to accomplish this has been 
approved overwhelmingly by the Senate but, 
to everybody's surprise, squeaked through 
the House by only four votes. It remains in 
the Senate-House conference committee, 
encumbered by a number of controversial 
amendments . Its supporters, who are led by 
the National Education Association and co
ordinated by Vice President Mondale, say 
they are confident that the measure will be 
approved soon after Congress gets back to 
work, but opponents, including the Ameri
can Federation of Teachers and much of the 
higher education establishment, say that 
there is a good chance that the bill will be 
rejected. 

Meanwhile, there is reluctance all around 
to fill vacancies in the Office of Education 
while the department's future remains un-
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certain. Thus, ironically, the move that is 
intended to boost education's strength has 
had the etl'ect, at least for the moment, of 
weakening its position in Washington. 

In summary, this is what has led to the 
present leadership impasse. 

Ernest L. Boyer and Patricia A. Graham 
resigned, respectively, as United States Com
missioner and Director of the national in
stitute before the new conflict-of-interest 
legislation went into effect on July 1. Under 
its regulations, persons who leave Federal 
posts are barred for a period of two years 
from dealing with Federal agencies. (The 
rules have been softened somewhat, exempt
ing certain academic positions, but they 
would still apply to Mr. Boyer, who is pres
ident-elect of the Carnegie Foundation.) 

Dr. Mary F. Berry, H.E.W.'s Assistant Sec
retary for Education, was named Acting 
Commissioner July 1, but another relatively 
new regulation limits "acting" in top posts 
to 30 days, a restriction imposed in reaction 
to President Nixon's tendency thus to avoid 
confirmation showdowns in the case of con
troversial appointees. 

The absence now of even an Acting Com
missioner creates problems. For example, 
state plans that must be submitted for fund
ing approval can only be signed by the Com
missioner or an Acting Commissioner. John 
Ellis, the highest-ranking deputy, says that 
as many plans as possible were rushed 
through in time for Dr. Berry's signature, but 
not all plans had been received in time. 

Leo L. Kornfeld, who recently left his post 
as Deputy Commissioner for Student Finan
cial Assistance, has been replaced by Acting 
Commissioner Tom Butts, on leave from the 
University of Michigan. The bureau's second
in-command, Peter Voight, has resigned and 
will depart at the end of this month. 

Meanwhile, observers point out, a political 
comedy of errors in H .E.W. itself, the Office 
of Education's parent body, has done little 
to shore up stability. In June, Joseph A. Cali
fano Jr .. then Secretary of Health, Education 
and Welfare, persuaded Barbara Newell, pres
ident of Wellesley College, to ask her trustees 
for a leave of absence in order to be,come his 
second-in-command as Under Secretary. Ac
cording to insiders, :Mr. Califano stressed at 
the time that he expected to do a good deal 
of campaigning for the President's reelection 
in 1980 and wanted a strong deputy to mind 
the store. (Mr. Califano, though discreet 
about the matter, was lukewarm about a sep
arate department of education and may have 
turned to a noted educator as his aide as a 
means of underscoring H.E.W.'s interest in 
education.) 

Within weeks after Mrs. Newell accepted 
the invitation, however, Mr. Califano became 
the first victim of Mr. Carter's Cabinet shake
up, and Mrs. Newell's invitation was re
scinded. According to sources close to the 
original negotiations, the possibility still re
mains that Mrs. Newell will be asked to join 
the Federal education establishment but for 
the moment this is merely one of the many 
uncertainties of education's representation 
in Washington. 

Patricia R. Harris, who succeeded Mr. Cali
fano , has indicated to associates that she 
plans, at least for the moment, to act as her 
own Under Secretary until other uncertain
ties, such as the future of H .E.W.'s education 
component, are resolved. 

How do all these shifts and the present 
headless state of the education office affect 
education itself? Insiders say that they can 
readily handle routine, procedural business 
but admit 'their concern over a lack of a 
sense of momentum and direction. 

They point out that a number o! key pol
icy decisions ought to be faced now, such 
as details surrounding reauthorization of the 
Higher Education Act of 1972, which repre
sents most of the Federal Government's aid 
to colleges, universities and students and has 
only one more year to go. 
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"Higher education moves into an enor

mously difficult decade," said one official, un
derscoring that planning for it ought not to 
be in limbo. Others make the same point 
about the uncertain future of the public 
schools. 

Yet, there are few observers who see a 
chance for more than a holding action until 
the fate of the department of education is 
decided. Even then, it is estimated that the 
leadership pieces will not be fully in place 
for at least six months from now, a long 
hiatus for education planning that is, in the 
view of most Washington experts, com
pounded by uncertainties about the Carter 
Administration's own future.e 
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HON. THOMAS J. TAUKE 
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• Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Speaker, recently I 
had the opportunity to review an excep
tional address presented by Dr. George 
Nash at the 105th anniversary celebra
tion of the birth of President Herbert 
Hoover. 

Dr. Nash's remarks not only highlight 
the career of this distinguished public 
servant who was born in my home State 
of Iowa, but also inspire one to rethink 
the values which have made our country 
great: Equality of opportunity, hard 
work and initiative, and a commitment 
to humanitarian goals. 

The values Herbert Hoover cherished 
are just as relevant today as they were 
in his time. For the review of my col
leagues, I include Dr. Nash's speech in 
the RECORD as follows: 
THE SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY OF HERBERT HOOVER 

Fifty years ago last March a man born 
only a few hundred yards from where I stand 
became President of the United States. What 
do you think about when you hear his name, 
Herbert Hoover? All of you, no doubt, auto
matically associate Mr . Hoover with the 
Great Depression of the 1930's. Most of you 
are doubtless aware of his Quaker upbring
ing and of his enormous humanitarian relief 
work in Europe during and after World War 
I. Four years ago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn re
marked that the American Relief Adminis
tration under Herbert Hoover's direction 
saved the lives of literally millions of Rus
sians during the great famine of 1921-1923. 
Many of you know that he was the first 
President born west of the Mississippi River 
and that he was the man who appeared in 
the first public demonstration of television 
in 1927. 

Just down the hill, in sight of his grave, 
you can see another of his important bene
factions: the Herbert Hoover Presidential 
Library. When Mr. Hoover died only fifteen 
years ago, he had lived ninety extraordi
narily productive years-including a full 
fifty in public service. I can think of few 
other Americans whose careers were as 
multifacted and remarkable as his. 

What is significant for us today about the 
life of this man? In the case of Herbert 
Hoover, our concern transcends, I think, the 
transient particularities of "human inter
est." For Hoover did not simply lead a ca
reer rich in accomplishment; he reflected on 
the circumstances which made such a ca
reer possible. He developed and in his time 
came to personify a perception of Am 0 rica, 
a version of America, a political and social 
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philosophy which could explain the great
ness of the country he loved. It is in this 
vision and this philosophy that we can dis
cover some of the enduring significance of 
Herbert Hoover. 

He was born in West Branch, Iowa in 
1874-the son of the village blacksmith. 
Before he was seven his father had died. 
His mother, a recorded minister 'in the So
ciety of Friends, passed away a little over 
three years later, so that in early 1884, be
fore he was ten, young Herbert was an 
orphan. 

Despite these traumas, Hoover's later rem
iniscences of his Iowa childhood were gen
tle, almost idyllic. In the most famous of 
these r.ecollections he began: 

"I prefer to think of Iowa as I saw it 
through the eyes of a ten-year-old boy-and 
the eyes of all ten-year-old Iowa boys are or 
should be filled with the wonders of Iowa's 
streams and woods, of the mystery of grow
ing crops." 

Of his native state he declared: "The good 
Lord originally made it the richest stretch 
of agricultural land that ever blessed any 
one sovereign government. It was populated 
by the more adventurous and the more 
courageous. who fought their way along the 
ever-extending frontier." 

From Iowa in 1885 young Herbert Hoover 
was sent west to Oregon to live with the 
family of an uncle. In 1891 he traveled down 
to California to become a member of the 
entering class at newly-founded Stanford 
University. After graduating in 1895, Hoover 
spent some time working in California and 
the southwest until , in early 1897, opportu
nity beckoned half a world away, in the 
gold mines of Western Australia. 

Hoover's journey to Australia in 1897 via 
Europe, the Suez Canal, and India, must 
have been an intensely stimulating one to 
a young man of twenty-two. Years later, re
flecting on this voyage, he remarked signifi
cantly, "History became a reality and Amer
ica a contrast.'' It was Hoover's first exposure 
to the world outside the United States, and 
in his responses to that world we find one 
of the sources of his later social philosophy. 

When Hoover disembarked on the coast 
of Australia that year, he headed inland 
nearly 400 miles to the mining towns of 
Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, deep in the in
hospitable "outback" (the region, inciden
tally, where, a few weeks ago, Skylab fell to 
earth). Hoover's description of life in this 
desolate land were vivid. "It's a country of 
red dust, black flies, and white heat," he 
wrote to an American friend . "I could not 
portray the misery of any one of them on 
paper. The country is an endless desert, no 
water. no nothing but mines.'' It was a land 
to make one think of home. Writing to a 
friend in 1897, Hoover declared: "Am on my 
way back to Coolgardie. Am glad to get back 
within the borders of civilization .. .. Any
body who envies me my salary can just take 
my next trip with me, and he will then be 
contented to be a bank clerk at $3 a week 
for the rest of his life, just to live in the 
United States.'' 

In late 1898 Hoover left Australia for a new 
and more responsible mining position in 
China. Once more Herbert Hoover, not yet 
twenty-five years old, found himself living 
among strangers and encountering a foreign 
civilization. 

At this point we can detect one of the 
thre3.ds of Herbert Hoover's early life. From 
the cornfields here in Iowa to the orchards 
of Oregon, to the spacious acres of Stanford 
University, to the rugged Sierra Nevadas, to 
the dusty goldfields of Australia, even to the 
coal mines of northern China, we discern a 
repeated pattern: Herbert Hoover's early days 
were spent on or ne3.r frontiers . His was 
largely an outdoor life, lived in environments 
which rewarded initiative, industry, resource
fulness, and merit. Since the day when 
Hoover's ancestor, Andreas Huber, landed in 
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Philadelphia from the Old World in 1738, 
the Hoover clan had moved gradually west
ward, until, with Herbert, the trek circled 
the globe. Benjamin Franklin is supposed to 
have said that America is a country where we 
ask of a man not "Who is he?" but "What 
can he do? ". Hoover's was a society populated 
substantially by people who held this at
titude and who had moved away from a con
stricted and stratified civilization. 

In late 1901 Hoover left China for England 
and a partnership in an eminent firm of min
ing engineers. Until World War I London, 
England was his base of operations while he 
traveled continually, inspecting, financing, 
and developing mines from Burma to Aus
tralia, from South Africa to Siberia. For some 
Americans with similar careers the tempta
tion might have been irresistible to become 
an expatriate . For Herbert Hoover, if any
thing the opposite was true. Throughout 
these years abroad, his thoughts turned often 
toward his native land. As early as 1907 he 
expressed to the President of Stanford Uni
versity his longings to retire from his pro
fession and to turn to a life of service in the 
United States . 

And all the while, Hoover was observing, 
analyzing, and evaluating the social systems 
of the Old World and the New. Long voyages 
at sea gave him an opportunity to read about 
the politics, economics, and culture of coun
tries all over the earth . On one of these 
ocean trips, a British lady asked him what 
his p.rofession was. An engineer, he said. 
"Why," she exclaimed, "I thought you were a 
gentleman!" This anecdote, which Hoover 
recounts in his Memoirs, epitomizes, I think, 
his distaste for the class consciousness and 
social rigidities of Europe. From all of this 
he turned. In a revealing letter written to 
an American friend in 1912 Hoover observed : 

"The American is always an alien abroad. 
He never can assimilate, nor do other peoples 
ever accept him otherwise than as a foreigner. 

"His own heart is in his own country, and 
yet there is less and less of a niche for him 
when he returns . . . . I am disgusted with 
myself when I think how much better off 
you people are who stuck by your own coun
try and place. When you walk down the 
street you meet a hundred men who have a 
genuine pleasure in greeting you. I · am an 
alien who gets a grin once in nine months." 

Two years later, the conflagration of World 
War I changed the course of Herbert Hoover's 
life. While huge European armies bogged 
down in the trenches, Herbert Hoover, work 
ing without pay, directed the Commission for 
Relief in Belgium, a neutral organization 
which procured and distributed food to the 
civilian population of Belgium, caught be
tween the German army of occupation and 
the British naval blockade. It was a noble 
undertaking which ultimately brought food 
to 10,000,000 people a day and which cata
pulted Hoover to worlgwide fame as a 
humanitarian. 

But behind the uplifting routine of pro
viding daily food to needy Belgians lay a 
depressing world of conspiracy, national 
rivalry , and festering intrigue . Many times , 
weary from incessant conflicts with one or 
another belligerent power , Hoover contem
plated and even threatened resignation. 
Hoover, of course , did not quit , but his pro
longed exposure to the emotions of war and 
the ancient antagonisms of Europe was a 
disillusioning encounter. 

In 1917 Hoover sailed back to America to 
direct our wartime Food Administration. 
But within two years he returned once more , 
this time to feed Europe while President 
Woodrow Wilson strove to draft a peace 
treaty at Versailles. From November 1918 
to September 1919 Herbert Hoover criss
crossed Europe as Director-General of the 
American Relief Administration, organizing 
the supply of food for starving millions and 
facilitating the emergence of stable econ-
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omies. The grim alternative was chaos, 
famine , a new generation of embittered 
Europeans, and the possibility of Communist 
revolution over much of the continent. 

But if Hoover could take comfort from 
his outstanding humanitarian accomplish
ment in postwar Europe, there was much 
that he saw which profoundly alarmed him 
and helped to determine his future political 
thought. The New World, he came to believe, 
was remote from the imperialism, fanatic 
ideologies, racial antipathies, dictatorships, 
power politics, and class stratification of 
Europe. As he later expressed it in his 
Memoirs , "the forces which lay behind the 
rejection of American ideas at Paris in 1919 
were far deeper than the intrigues of diplo
macy or the foibles of European statesmen. 
Here was the collision of civilizations that 
had grown three hundred years apart." 

In 1921 Hoover became Secretary of Com
merce of the United States; in 1929 he be
came President. Of the thirty-eight men who 
have occupied the Oval Office , Herbert 
Hoover undoubtedly enjoyed more extensive 
acquaintance with foreign peoples and their 
social systems than any of his predecessors 
or successors. In another respect , too, he was 
unusual: he attempted to distill from his 
unique experiences a coherent understand
ing of the American experiment that he 
cherished. 

According to Hoover, the revolutionary up
heavals of World War I and its aftermath 
had produced a world in ferment. In this 
cauldron, several ideologies (he called them 
"social philosophies") were competing for 
the minds of men-among them Com
munism, Socialism, Nazism, Syndicalism. To 
Hoover, who had seen the vicious results that 
emanate from a blending of "bestial in
stincts" with idealistic humanitarian jar
gon, the need for a definition of the Ameri
can system was urgent. He called this sys
tem "American Individualism." 

By this he did not mean unfettered, old
fasb ioned laissez-faire . Hoover was anxious 
that individual initiative always be stimu
lated and rewarded, but it must, he said, be 
"tempered" by "that firm and fixed ideal of 
American individualism-an equality of 
opportunity." Equality of opportunity-this, 
in Hoover's words, was "our most precious 
social ideal." Hoover insisted that equal 
opportunity and a "fair chance" for individ
uals to develop their abilities were "the sole 
source of progress" and the principal impulse 
behind American civilization. 

Hoover did not believe that equality of 
opportunity was automatically self-sustain
ing in a modern , technological economy. A 
certain :rr-easure of governmental regulation 
and guidance, some governmental legisla
tion , were necessary, he felt, to prevent 
inequality of opportunity and the throttling 
of individual initiative. But the nature and 
extent of this government involvement must 
be carefully defined and, above all , kept con
sistent with the broad American traditions 
of voluntary cooperation , local self-govern
ment, and individual initiative. While not 
unmindful of the faults of unchecked 
capitalism, Hoover was an uncompromising 
foe of socialism and the totalitarian state. 

For the rest of his life Hoover expounded, 
often with eloquence , the philosophy he 
forged in the aftermath of World War I . 
Speaking before a Boy's Club in 1940, for 
example, he said: 

"By a classless America our forefathers 
meant far more than a sociological expres
sion. There were to be stratifications in life 
that handicapped the rise of any boy from 
the bottom to the top .. . . The human par
ticles should move freely in the social solu
tion. This idea of a fluid classless society was 
uniaue in the world. It was the point at 
which our social structure departed from all 
others." 

And always he drew the contrast between 
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the America he loved and the Old World with 
its pestilent ideologies. Listen to his words 
here in West Branch in 1948: 

"I have seen the squalor of Asia, the frozen 
class barriers of Europe. And I was not a 
tourist .... 

"My every frequent homecoming has been 
a reaffirmation of the glory of America. 
Each time my soul was washed by the relief 
from grinding poverty of other nations, by 
the greater kindliness and frankness which 
comes from the acceptance of equality and a 
belief in wide-open opportunity to all who 
want a chance." 

How, though, could equality of opportunity 
be preserved? For Hoover there were many 
answers. One, perhaps the most crucial, was 
our educational system. Another mechanism, 
in Hoover's eyes, was the Boys Club move
ment; in it , he claimed, "there ls a restora
tion of equal opportunity with all the other 
boys." Indeed, many of Hoover's govern
mental policies and charitable activities over 
the years, including his long concern with 
child welfare, acquire a kind of thematic 
unity if we perceive them as attempts to pro
mote equality of opportunity for all Ameri
cans, especially the young. 

It was part of Herbert Hoover's ordeal in 
his later years that the vision of America 
that he expressed came to seem abstract and 
anachronistic for many Americans. It was all 
right for Hoover to extol the social system 
that had produced him, many people seemed 
to think, but were his tributes to America's 
traditional values truly relevant any longer, 
now that the continent was settled and we 
lived in an industrialized society? Wasn't 
America's pioneer past over now, and with it 
the supposedly outmoded values of individ
ualism, neighborly cooperation, and private 
initiative? 

Herbert Hoover responded forcefully to 
such criticisms. It was not the mere acci
dental availability of abundant land and 
natural resources that had blessed America, 
he insisted. It was our social system, ani
mated by the ideal of human freedom . To 
Hoover the principles of American Individ
ualism were not anemic platitudes, to be 
uttered, perhaps, on the Fourth of July. And 
he warned against the notion, increasingly 
fashionable today, that America has become 
a closed, stagnant society in which progress 
has irrevocably halted. This, he said, is the 
concept of a static nation. It is necessarily 
the philosophy of decadence . No society can 
become static, it must go forward or back .... 
No society will function without confidence 
in its future opportunities. 

Now some of you may believe that Hoover's 
viewpoint is irretrievably outmoded. Cer
tainly it is true that America-and the very 
nature of our government-have altered in 
the half century since he was President. A 
half century is a very long time. 

And yet I suggest that there is today an 
increasingly resonance to Herbert Hoover's 
philosophy, more than a decade after his 
death. The challenges we confront raise phil
osophical questions to which Hoover's an
swers deserve our attention. Consider, for 
instance, the increasingly pervasive, and 
legally countenanced, use of quotas in the 
hiring of men and women for jobs in busi
ness, universities, and government. In our 
commendable desire to eliminate past dis
crimination, are we not perhaps invoking an 
antithetic creed, which measures us by the 
crude and irrelevant categories of race, gen
der, and ethnic origin? Herbert Hoover's 
philosophy has much to say on this point. 

Or consider the much-discussed "energy 
crisis." If Herbert Hoover were living today, 
I suspect that as a life-long champion of 
efficiency and the elimination of waste he 
would vigorously encourage efforts towards 
conservation of our resources. But he would 
also stress that a far more precious resource 
than oil must not be allowed to atrophy. 
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This is our social energy. And the source of 
this liberating social energy is not an over
weening, co·ercive, stultifying, bureaucratic 
government but free men and women, un
common men and women, competing and co
operating voluntarily in an open, fluid so
ciety. It is a proper function of government, I 
think he would say, to stimulate initiative 
and to foster its harmonious use. It is not 
the proper function of government to try to 
monopolize social energy like a giant para
sitic sponge. 

Finally, I have emphasized today the roots 
of Herbert Hoover's philosophy in the con
trast he perceived between the Old World and 
the New. I ask you, in closing, to ponder 

anew the ghastly practical consequences of 
some of the alternative social philosophies 
which have motivated men and women in 
this often bloody century. Consider the tens 
of millions who have perished in the Gulag 
Archipelago. Consider the death camps at 
Auschwitz. Consider, today, the agony of the 
Vietnamese boat people who would literally 
rather run the risk of drowning at sea than 
live under the "social philosophy" called 
Communism. 

Free societies, such as the one we today 
enjoy, are a rarity in human history, and 
they are not self-sustaining. To survive they 
require a cogent understanding of their 
fundamental , undergirding values. This 
Herbert Hoover realized. He spent much of 
his life attempting to apply these values and 
to teach us what he learned. If you examine 
the record of what he did and what he said, 
you will find that he speaks to us stm.e 
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• Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, when H.R. 
4040 is taken up by this House, much of 
the debate will center on registration for 
the draft and~ national service. I would 
like all of my colleagues to read this 
article that Prof. Charles Fried of the 
Harvard Law School published in the 
Washington Post on March 15, 1977. 
What right do we have to deprive in
nocent persons of their liberty for 1 year, 
or 2 years, or any length of time? What 
crime have all 18-year-olds committed 
that requires them to be registered and 
to serve at hard labor? We ought to 
take these questions seriously, if we are 
not simply hyprocritical when we speak 
of human rights. Or does one have to be 
21 before one becomes a human being? 

COMPULSORY PUBLIC SERVICE; A BAD 

PRECEDENT 

(By Charles Fried) 
Proposals for a program of compulsory 

public service for all young people have been 
makl ng the rounds in congressional and edi
torial circles. One major network news com
mentator hailed such a program as an idea 
"whose time has come." 

I disagree. In this, the beginning of our 
third century of llberty, it ls shocking that 
so many should be ready to impose in so 
drastic and total a way on the liberties of a 
whole generational slice of the American 
population. And it is particularly dishearten
ing that the liberties of our young people 
should be casually disposed of on such 
111-concelved and essentially self-serving 
grounds. 

The proposal, which has attracted so much 
favorable comment, ls this: All youths-say 
at high school-leaving age-would be re-
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quired to spend a year in some form of 
public service activity, but his obligation 
could be discharged by enlistment in one of 
the military services. The proposal is thought 
to be good in principle and good in practice. 
In principle, it is thought to affirm the no
tion of an obligation of public service. And 
practically it would help alleviate a problem 
which ls showing up in the volunteer army. 
It appears that the volunteer army is turn
ing out to be very expensive while still fail
ing to attract recruits of a desirable quality. 
It is thought that by instituting a general 
obligation of service, many more will find it 
worth their while to discharge that obliga
tion in the military, thereby improving the 
quality of the army and lessening the burden 
on the taxpayers. 

The idea is wrong in principle and would 
surely be a nightmare in practice. 

The idea is wrong in principle because the 
liberty of young people is worth no less than 
the liberty of middle-aged politicans and 
editorializers who would take from them the 
right to determine how to live their lives 
during a substantial period of time. I would 
not wish to denigrate the principle that we 
all have an obligation to serve our commu
nity, but the notion that we may be com
pelled to do so absent manifest necessity 
and some clear national emergency, is for
eign to our traditions. The shoddiness of the 
proposal, indeed, reveals itself when we see 
that it really boils down to a desire on the 
part of the middle-aged to get something
a high quality defense manpower pool-with
out paying for it. If the nation needs a 
military establishment of a particular quali
ty, then the nation as a whole should pay 
for it, and not force a small segment of the 
population to contribute its services unwil
lingly for nothing. 

But if the argument of principle doesn't 
convince, the practicalities should. All one 
has to do is consider the difficulties of tens 
of thousands of local school boards in en
forcing useful activities on high school 
students during some five or six weekday 
hours, to see how unlikely we would be to 
be able to provide and supervise o. meaning
ful, compulsory year-long, 24-hour-a-day 
experience for every 18-year-old in the na
tion. (And make no mistake about it . any
thing less total would not have the desired 
effect of driving large numbers of youths into 
the military as a preferred alternative.) 

I ask those who would casually deprive 
their fellow citizens of their liberty for a 
year of their lives, who would administer 
these programs? Who would determine what 
constituted appropriate public service al
ternatives? Who would enforce attendance, 
and discipline participants who snuck away 
for an hour, or a day, or a week? Who would 
keep order in the dormitories? Or would 
there be dormitories? What about drinking 
and drugs? Would there be exemptions for 
students? For persons engaged in essential 
activitlec;? And so on. 

I would have thought the loathing the 
American people have displayed for multipli
cation of Bureg.ucracies and regulations 
would indicate that the last thing in the 
world the public would want at this point 
would b~ a program that turned over every 
18-year-old in tbe nation (ma_n and woman) 
to a wholly undefined, non-extent set of total 
lnstitutions.e 

CONGRES!=l SHOULD SUPPORT 
BICYCLING 

HON. GLENN M. ANDERSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 
e Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr. 
Speaker, while I always like to take the 
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time to read Roll Call, the fine weekly 
newspaper that is distributed up here 
on Capitol Hill, I was particularly 
pleased to note one article in the Au
gust 2 edition. That article, entitled 
"Bicycling," spotlighted what one of our 
colleagues is doing to save our Nation's 
energy, while gaining healthful exercise 
for himself. 

Congressman BOB WHITTAKER, Repub
lican of Kansas, bicycles from his home 
to the Capitol, 10.2 miles, at least once 
a week. That is quite a trip for him to 
make, but I think it demonstrates his 
personal concern for the energy crisis 
this Nation has 1'ound itself in. 

This body will have the opportunity 
soon to demonstrate its collective con
cern. I will be offering an amendment 
to H.R. 4440, the Department of Trans
portation Appropriations bill, which will 
bring to $10 million the total appropria
tions level for the Nation's bicycle pro
gram. I am pleased to say that our Ap
propriations Committee has seen fit to 
recommend funding for this program for 
the first time, at a level of $4 million. 
The statutory authorization is $20 mil
lion, so my amendment would modestly 
fund the program at half of what it 
could-and I personally believe should
be. 

Mr. Speaker, our colleague from Kan
sas bicycles over 10 miles into work. If 
just 1 percent of all trips of only half 
that distance, that is 5 miles or less, 
which are currently being made in an 
automobile, were made by ·bicycle, this 
Nation would save about 131 million gal
lons o.f gasoline per year. 

This Government and this Congress 
ought to be in the business of encourag
ing gasoline conservation through the 
increased use of bicycles. 

So, I hope our colleagues will take a 
minute to read the article which I am 
submitting for the RECORD, and then 
think about what they are doing to help 
save energy. If they do, I am confident 
that the .Anderson amendment will be 
added to H.R. 4440. 

The following is from the August 2, 
1979, Capitol Hill-Roll Call: 

BICYCLING 

(By Myron Struck) 
It was hot on the floor of the House of 

Representatives and Bob Whittaker could 
feel the sweat breaking out beneath his suit
coat. The week was nearly over and all he 
wanted to do was relax. No more talk about 
President Carter's Energy Conservation poli
cies, SALT II or the balancing of the Federal 
budget ... just a relaxing couple of days. 

The freshman Republican headed back to 
516 Cannon where the humidity and tem
peratures were stifling. He bade the staff 
goodbye and-glancing out the window
saw the bright white cumulous clouds softly 
hovering above. He headed to the garage 
and a bicycle rack . 

Rep. Bob Whittaker (R-Kans.) had 
adopted a new policy-he would bicycle the 
10.2 miles from his Arlington, Virginia, 
home to the Capitol at least once a week. 
More, he said, if his schedule permitted. 

But alas, the ominous portent of a Friday 
the 13th hit the ambitious 39-year-old solon. 
As he headed across The Mall the clouds 
began to close in. By the time he reached 
the Kennedy Center, doubt began to replace 
the perspiration. The air chllled a btt. The 
clouds overhead were leaden. At the White
hurst Freeway-well, the way Whittaker 
tells 1t-"it was like the great flood." 
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The deluge "covered the streetcar tracks 

with water and I kept getting the wheel 
stuck. It was awful." 

Rep. Whittaker waited out the storm, 
sheltered from the pelting rain but not from 
the relieving breeze that it blew under the 
Freeway. 

Undaunted, he says he'll continue 
wheeling to work. 

"I feel that Congressmen need to set an 
example of conserving energy," he sald. "I 
honestly believe that we have an energy 
shortage, and that it is not going to go 
away in the near future." 

During hls 1978 primary election campaign 
in Kansas' 5th District-an open seat-Rep. 
Whittaker decided he'd renew an old inter
est in bicycling. 

"I could hit up to 300 homes a day using 
a bike, going door-to-door," he guessed at 
the time. "I never got to 300, but I easily 
doubled the number I could reach on foot." 

Since Kansas forbids cross over voting in 
its primary elections, Whittaker sought only 
to reach Republican voters during the out
ings . He didn't have to go from one door to 
another, but from one Republican home to 
another. 

"It wasn't meant as a campaign gimmick 
and I never used it that way,"' he says. "But 
I knew I had to stay in shape, physically, 
while I got involved in campaigning. It's 
easy to exhaust yourself on the campaign 
trail or physically while bicycling or jog
ging; but one helps your body and the other 
one wears you out:• 

Smee he revived his bicycling interest 
about six weeks ago he's managed about a 
dozen trips aboard his two wheeler. 

"Some other Representatives are talking 
about a conservation plan that would have 
everyone leave their cars at home one day a 
week," Rep. Whittaker said. "Congressmen 
might be able to do a lot more to encourage 
conservation if they would set an example 
by conserving in their own energy use ." 

Whittaker would like to see better security 
for those who bicycle to and from Capitol 
Hill. Currently there are racks in the Cannon 
garage and the Rayburn garage as well as 
beside the Longworth Building, on the House 
side, but the fear of having an expensive 
bicycle stolen "hasn't subsided" enough to 
encourage more people to take up the hobby. 

"If somebody proposes it , I'd support it," 
he said , hedging on whether or not he should 
personally lead an effort to "spend just a few 
taxpayer dollars , not too many," to promote 
his cause . 

In a press statement, Whittaker said: 
"Last year , we paid $43 billion to foreign 
countries for oil, and that figure may be 
closer to $70 billion this year. We need to 
conserve not only because of the energy 
shortage, but also to help shore up the dollar 
and improve our trade balance." 

He says he is serious about trying to deal 
effectively with the nation's energy crisis 
in Congress, hence taking the opportunity 
to use a press statement about his bicycling 
adventures to push across a philosophical 
point. 

"But I'm having the time of my life," he 
adds. "It's a relaxing 45 minutes and the tow
path aiong the (William 0. Douglas) Canal is 
beautiful." Currently, only two other Con
gressmen have taken to the cycle as a regular 
means of transportation. One is Rep. Bob 
Eckhardt (D-Tex)-a man nearly twice 
Whittaker's age. The other is Rep. Bob Edgar 
(D-Pa). 

"Eckhardt's the only one I've seen on a 
bike," said Whittaker. "I've seen him take 
one from the office buildings to the Capitol 
for a vote." 

Maybe they should get together and start 
a group-perhaps a Bicycling Caucus?e 
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THE ASIAN HOLOCAUST 

HON. DANIEL 8. CRANE 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. DANIEL B. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, 
today I want to bring to the attention of 
my colleagues an article from the edi
torial page of the Chicago Tribune of 
Sunday, June 17, 1979. This article com
pares the present situation in Southeast 
Asia with the holocaust during World 
War II. It points out that the Vietnam
ese regime is stripping its victims of their 
wealth exactly as the Nazis stripped their 
victims. The article asks a very impor
tant question, are we breaking the 
promise we made at the conclusion of 
World War II when we vowed that these 
atrocities would never be allowed to hap
pen again? This editorial is worth con
sideration by my colleagues. 

The editorial follows: 
THE AsIAN HOLOCAUST 

There is a grim familiarity about the events 
now transpiring in Southeast Asia. An entire 
ethnic group-the Chinese of Viet Nam-ls 
being singled out for racist persecution. Their 
property ls being confiscated, and they are 
being driven out of the country or impris
oned in concentration camps. The interna
tional community ls ignoring their plight 
even as they suffer and die by the tens of 
thousands. Their crime ls simply being of 
Chinese extraction, a vigorously industrious 
people who are despised for their success. 

The historical parallel ls obvious. The 
Vietnamese communists are carrying out a 
policy that differs from Hitler's "Final Solu
tion" only in scale and detail. 

In scale it does not match the six million 
victims of the holocaust, but an estimated 
200,000 have died from drowning, exposure, 
or thirst upon the high seas, another quarter 
million or more scattered around the world 
as refugees, and perhaps 1.2 million are in 
Viet Nam waiting to be cast adrift at sea or 
to undergo whatever further "solution" the 
Vietnamese authorities may devise. 

In detail, the Vietnamese regime is strip
ping its victims of their wealth exactly as 
the Nazis did [this monstrous expulsion pro
gram is Viet Nam's most lucrative export 
activity]. The victims are not, to our knowl
edge, being murdered outright, but they are 
being sent to sea in boats that are both 
overloaded and unfit for the open ocean. 
Western officials have estimated that about 
half perish, a proportion that is expected 
to rise soon to 70 per cent because ever 
smaller and less seaworthy craft are being 
used as the expulsions continue. Those who 
refuse to be driven out or who lack the re
ported $3,000 in gold required for exit per
mission are being sent to concentration 
camps. Their fates there are not known. 

A few countries are trying to help [the 
U.S. is the leading one, having accepted more 
than 200,000 refugees on our shores, but even 
that is too little]. Most of the rest of the 
world is behaving with a venality that ranges 
from mere indifference to an outright refusal 
to rescue distressed boats or to let them 
land. 

We would not like to live with the con
sciences of those [including some Ameri
cans] w:p.o opposed U.S. involvement in Viet 
Nam yet refuse to condemn the new horrors 
there. 

China, the victims' cultural motherland, 
refuses to absorb these few hundred thou
sand souls into the vastness of its land and 
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population. The Soviet Union, the most sel!
righteous castigator of Germany's wartime 
atrocities, is Viet Nam's chief international 
sponsor and the supplier of its arms. But 
not only have the Russians failed to halt 
this madness, they a.re actually accepting 
payment for weapons in the very gold that 
was taken from the doomed Chinese. 

After World War II, when the full enormi
ty of the holocaust began to sink in, virtu
ally the entire civilized world vowed that it 
would never be allowed to happen again. 

We a.re breaking that promise.e 

WESTERN NEW YORK CITIZENS 
COMMITTEE OBSERVES CAPTIVE 
NATIONS WEEK 

HON. HENRY J. NOWAK 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. NOWAK. Mr. Speaker, the West
ern New York Citizens Committee to ob
serve Captive Nations Week held their 
20th anniversary commemoration din
ner dance on Saturday, July 21, 1979, in 
Buffalo, N.Y. The following resolution, 
proposed by Mrs. Dasha Procyk, was 
adopted by the committee. Mrs. Procyk 
has asked me to bring the resolution to 
the attention of my colleagues in Con
gress to remind us of our Nation's role as 
an example of independence and free
dom to all captive nations throughout 
the world throughout the year. 

The resolution follows: 
CAPTIVE NATIONS COMMITTEE OF WESTERN 

NEW YORK 

Whereas, two decades ago, the legislators 
of our land passed Public Law 86-90 whereby 
requesting the President to proclaim the 
third week of July of ea.ch year as Captive 
Nations Week; and 

Whereas, the intent of this law is to render 
moral support to all ca.p.tive nations craving 
to regain their lost freedom and independ
ence; a"'.d 

Whereas, the past twenty years have seen 
a steady and disturbing erosion of national 
and human rights in different parts of our 
shrinking world; and 

Whereas, political prosperity can only be 
guaranteed when supported by morality in 
all endeavours of public life; and 

Whereas, true freedom and liberty cannot 
be established without adherence to the 
fundamental tenets that national and hu
man right is a. basic pre-requisite to world 
peace; and 

Whereas, universal freedom is still not at
tained and the quest for same is dally chal
lenged by subversive forces that flagrantly 
abuse basic national and human rights; and 

Whereas, only a strong United States can 
be a. deterrent to further encroachments of 
Communist Rusian expansionist designs and 
a bipartisan alliance of our political leaders 
is most urgently needed to adopt a. national 
strategy of peace through strength; and 

Whereas, a. viable society is achieved by 
not those who talk but by those who d~the 
achievers and individual excellence paves the 
road to national prominence; and 

Whereas, America has demonstrated a 
traditional regard for excellence and has 
shown in times of national crises that it 
can draw on this fountain for sustenance; 
and 

Whereas, by recognizing that we are now 
being challenged by multiple problems at 
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home and a.broad exacerbated ·by the same 
worldwide. conspiracy that toppled the once 
free nations; 

Now., therefore, be it resolved, that we, 
gathered here tonight to observe the twen
tieth anniversary of the C&ptive Nations 
Week will individually exe·rcise ' Our utmost 
efforts to work toward the realization of the 
ideals of freedom and sovereignty !or all 
nations and shall endeavour ; to urge our 
elected omcials on all levels of public qmc~ to 
re-dedicate their efforts to the · ideals that 
made our country great and by doing so give 
a new dimension to efforts of other nations 
to attain freedom 8:nd sovereignty, 

THE CARIBBE~: A NEW 
IMPERATIVE 

HON. JOHN J. LaFALCE 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

· Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Speaker, the over
throw of the Somoza dynasty in Nica
ragua has focused long overdue attention 
on the volatile situation in the whole 
Caribbean area. Although this area con
tains the Panama Canal and is in close 
geographic proximity to the United 
States, it has generally been ignored by 
the media and the administration. 

The downfall of the unlamented So
moza regime and the chronic instability 
of a substantial number of other Central 
American and Caribbean governments 
illustrate why the United States should 
be more active in this area. Since gun
boat diplomacy has been consigned to 
its proper oblivion, this country is faced 
with only two options. First, it could ig
nore the area, which would be foolhardi
ness of the :first order. Second, it can 
significantly increase its economic and 
technical assistance to these poor and 
underdeveloped countries, through either 
bilateral assistance or multilateral as
sistance funneled through the Inter
American Development Bank. 

In a compelling editorial in its August 
4 edition, the Niagara .Qazette states the 
case for the second alternative in a very 
persuasive manner; and I would like to 
·Share its arguments with my colleagues. 

The editorial follows: 
NEW RED SCARE 

The fall of Nicaragua's Somoza dictator
ship has spurred a number of reports that 
Nicaragua and other small Central American 
and Caribbean countries are in danger of be
ing taken over by communists, in the fashion 
of Cuba. 

It's not clear where these reports are 
coming from, but it seems reasonable to as
sume that many come from the people and 
organizations who see Red under every bed, 
and who believe that only dictatorships can 
prevent the spread of communism. Disap
pointment does not deter them. Though 
neither Portugal nor Spain, India nor Iran 
went communist after their dictators were 
overthrown, they still hope in a mor.bld sort 
of way that their predictions of catastrophe 
will be vindicated. In a slightly more posi
tive vein, they hope their predictions wUl 
spur American intervention, preferably m1li
tary but covert CIA action would do, ,to 
make sure the "right" people are put in 
control of the countries they believe are in 
danger. 

American intervention in Central America. 
_and the Caribbean ~s certainly needed. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
But not the kind of intervention the fear

mongers have in mind. 
Many of the governments of the region 

are unstable. A number of countries harbor 
active revolutionary movements. Coups and 
revolts are certainly to be feared, especially 
after the success of the Sandinista revolt in 

. Nicaragua. And doubtless many of the 
revolutionaries are Marxists of one kind or 
another. 

But the way to combat the discontent that. 
flowers into revolution is to combat the con
ditions 'that cause unrest. These countries 
are mostly poor. In most of them, what 
wealth there is is mostly in the hands of a 
few powerful fam111es, a few dominant busi
nesses, and a few corrupt government of
ficials. In such conditions, ordinary people 
have little hope of improving their desper
ate lot in any ordinary way, so they are ripe 
for the promises of revolutionaries. 

The kind of U.S. intervention that is the 
kind that will give some hope to these peo
ples-hope for more food, better homes, some 
control of their own destinies. And the 
tools of that intervention are not m111tary 
forces or spies, but well-tested programs that 
have worked in other countries-programs 

_to improve food production, to improve agri
cultural marketing, to organize producer and 
consumer cooperatives, to improve human 
and animal health, and so on. · 

It would help a great deal if the U.S. gov
ernment put some discreet pressure on the 
governments of the region to undertake land 
reform and other measures af economic jus
tice. But even without that kind of reform, 
effective people-to-people aid programs can 
do much to improve people's lives and give 
them hope of making their economic and 

. political systems more responsive to their 
needs. 

Next year, the U.S. ts scheduled to give 
$155 million in aid to the countries in the 
Caribbean basin. That may seem like a lot, 
but it is not: the local governments of 
Niagara County, where 235,000 people live 
on 500 square miles of land, spend more than 
that il,l a year. The Caribbean basin includes 
millions of people and hundreds of thou
sands of square miles. $155 million can be 
spread pretty thin by inventive programming 
and administration, but after a certain 
amount of spreading it gets too thin to do 
much good. 

The president and Congress should make a 
new assessment of Caribbean needs-an as
sessment, if they like, based as much on 
fear of communism as on ·a desire to help 
poverty-striclrnn people, for pcverty beg'e"ts 
o<:·mm.unism wh.e•n poverty. becomes d esp,er- . 
a.te enough, and it would certainly be 

· dl9.ma.girng to the U.S. if other Caribbea.n 
cc.untries besides Cuba be~ome communist 
s'.:Lt.elll tee. 

Then the U.S. should decide to spend 
enough money to make Central America and 
the Caribbean hostile territory to commu
n k an-tha.t is, territory wher1e there a.re a 
.quality of life and of social justice sumcient 
to make democracy and free enterprise more 
attractive than communism. 

MARINE SANCTUARIES: A PRO
GRAM WE DO NOT NEED 

HON. JOHN ·B. BREAUX 
OF LOUISIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

o Mr. BREAUX. Mr. Speaker, on July 31, 
1979, I introduced H.R. 5018, a bill 
to repeal the marine sanctuaries title 
<Title III) of the Marine Protection, Re-
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search, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972. I be
lieve that the marine sanctuaries pro
gram, administered by the Department 
of Commerce, is wholly unnecessary to 
provide for the protection of the marine 
environment. The Clean Water Act, the 
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act 
Amendments of 1978, Title I of the Ocean 
Dumping Act, the National Environmen
tal Policy Act and numerous other au
thorities which 1are being very success
fully im~lemepted, render the marine 
sanctuaries program redundant. The 
way in which ' that program has been 
administered has shown very little regard 
to the existence and efficient implemen
tation of other relevant programs. This 
has led to unnecessary and unduly e,x
pensive bureaucratic effort. Illustrative 
of the poor performance of the marine 
sanctuaries program is a critical com
mentary by the Interior Department on a 
particular sanctuary propcsal. 

This commentary follows: 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D.C., June 12, 1979. 

Ms. JoANN CHANDLER, 
Director, Sanctuary Programs Office, Office 

of Coastal Zone Management, Washing
ton, D.C. 

DEAR Ms. CHANDLER: We have reviewed the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) for the Proposed Ea.st a.nd West Flower 
Gardens Marine Sanctua.ry. The Departmenlt 
of the Interior (DOI) supports this proposed 
sanctuary but believes that the regulatory 
scheme described in the Draft Environmen
tal Impact Statement (EIS) is unsatisfac
tory. It is our position that the existing regu
latory program administered by the Depart
ment of the Interior is adequate to protect 
the Flower Garden Banks from damage 
caused by oil and gas exploration and devel
opment activities. Additional restrictions 
that would be imposed on OCS lessees under 
the proposed designa.tio~ are unnecessary, 
inappropriate, and inconsistent with the 
President's policy to eliminate unnecessary 
Federal regulations. The failure of the EIS 
to justify additional regulation of OCS oil 
and gas operations in the vicinity of the 
Flower Garden B•anks is discussed ln detail 
below. 

We also find the EIS 'to be poorly organized 
and ditncult ' to follow. Alternatives to the 
"Preferred" alternative are inadequately ad•· 
dressed. Interpretation of the scientific evi
dence 1s tenuous at best. In places the EIS 
seems to be more of an attack on DOI's poli
cies and procedures than an analysis of the 
environme·ntal impact ot the proposed action. 

Our gen~ral comments on the propos~d 
designation described in the EIS are pre
sented below. Immediately following this dis
cussion is a section conta.inihg Our specific 
page-by-pa.ge comments. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
1. Necessity for further regulation of oil 

and gas operations within the proposed sanc
tuary boundary. 

The Department of the Interior ls statu
torily mandated to regulate all OCS oil a.nd1 

gas deve·lopment activities in such ·a way 
that the environment is protected. For years 
the Department has recognized the unique 
and fragile nature of the Flower Garden 
Banks and has administered the OCS leasing 
program in the vicinity of the Banks so that 
the coral reefs a.nd associated commun:Ities 
are not injured by oil and gas development. 
All lease agreements between the Depart
ment and the lessees of tracts in the Flower 
Ga.rden Banks vicinity contain stipulations 
which a.re specifically designed to protect the 
reefs. These stipulations a.re described in the 
EIS. They include such restrictiOI¥3 as a. "n? 
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activity zone" where all exploration or devel
opment operations are prohibited, a shunt
ing requirement, a monitoring requirement, 
and certain prohibitions against bulk dis
charge·s of muds or use of toxic bactericides. 
These restrictions are included in the con
tractual agreement betwe·e~ the government 
and the lessee as lease stipulations. They 
were estabilshed •after intense scientific in
vestigation by independent scientific per
sonnel and are continuously scrutinized. 

There is a lack of justification for alter
ing the existing regulatory scheme involv
ing the "no activity zone" which DOI has 
established.1 A justification presented in the 
EIS for the proposed modification of the 
existing zone is that the extension is neces
sary to avoid discharges directly into the 
crinoid zone on the Banks (F-33). The dis
cussion does not acknowledge, however, that 
under the terms of the existing lease stipu
lations, BLM already has the authority to 
prevent discharges directly into the crinoid 
zone. The lease stipulation (on OCS-G-3316 
for example) provides that if the shunting 
method is not adequate to protect the unique 
character of the area outside the DOI "no 
activity zone" (out to 3 miles from the 85 
meter isobath), the Supervisor has the au
thority to require barging of the material. 
Another EIS justification for the extension 
of the "no activity zone" states that "Well 
established hard bank communities, namely 
crinoids, do however extend below the 85 
meter isobath to 100 meters (328 ft.) or more 
and represent a transition zone of signifi
cance which could be impacted by a plat
form" (E-29). Well established hard bank 
communities exist wherever there is a hard 
bank, regardless of depth; the communities 
differ depending on depth and other factors. 
Crinoids are found throughout the Gulf of 
Mexico, and neither as a community nor as 
a species do they require special protection. 
Hermatypic coral communities which are 
unique and productive do require such pro
tection; DOI has been affording them con
tinued protection for over five years. Num
erous studies by both BLM, industry, and 
independent scientific organizations have 
shown that oil and gas operations under 
DOI's current restrictions have had no ad
verse impact on the reefal communities.2 

Under the proposed regulatory scheme, 
lessees within the sanctuary boundaries 
would be required to shunt drilling dis
charges to within 6 meters of the bottom 
instead of the 10 meters now required by 
Interior. The only justification for this 
change is that "shunting to 6 meters offers 
greater probability that the material will 
actually be deposited in the nepheloid layer 
than does the present BLM requirement of 
shunting to 10 meters" (F-27). However, the 
discussion then adds that the "Bureau of 
Land Management reef monitoring studies 
have not indicated any effects on the reefs 
from shunting activities that have occurred 
to date" (F-38). Apparently there is no evi
dence whatsoever that the 10 meter restric-

1 It is difficult to determine the degree of 
size difference in these zones because the 
EIS is not clear on this point and the dia
grams depicting the zones are not drawn to 
scale (F-25 and F-36). However, it appears 
that in some areas there is very little differ-
ence in the DOI boundary and the proposed 
boundary, while in other locations it may 
be significant. 

2 " •• • On the basis of information gath
ered during 1977-78 we have found no evi
dence that drilling activities in the vicinity 
of the East Flower Garden (sic) have had 
deleterious effects on the reef communities 
through the Spring of 1978." (Northwestern 
Gulf of Mexico Topographic Features Study, 
Final Report, Contract No. AA550-CT7-15, 
Texas A&M Research Foundation and Texas 
A&M Department of Oceanography, Decem
ber 1978; p. VII-36.) 
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tion is inadequate, yet the proposal would 
alter this restriction. Additionally, there is 
no mention of the fact that shunting to less 
than 10 meters may cause mechanical prob
lems; cuttings may accumulate causing the 
shunt pipe to become blocked and result in 
surface discharges. 

The regulations would also prohibit the 
discharge of" ... drilling muds in bulk" (C-
12) . With this prohibition is tied the ques
tionable alternative of barging these ma
terials away from the drilling sites, which 
involves the need to moor large surface craft 
to the drilling facility over long periods of 
time even in adverse weather conditions. 
Barging could be an extremely dangerous 
requirement to those conducting the activ
ity and, in the case of spills, would be more 
hazardous to the environment from surface 
disposal than shunting these materials to 
the bottom. In addition, the term "bulk" 
should be defined. 

Under the proposed regulations, shunting 
would be required within a larger area than 
is now required by DOI. The four nautical 
miles (nmi) from the 100 m isobath for the 
sanctuary boundary appears arbitrary. The 
EIS contains no discussion of why it is neces
sary to extend the shunting requirement out 
an additional mile. BLM studies have shown 
repeatedly that the Banks are not being 
harmed under current regulations, at least 
with regard to oil and gas operations. The 
extension will not truly afford ". . . a 
higher level of protection to the Banks' 
ecosystems than currently exists under Fed
eral authorities" (C- 13). As there is no de
tectable damage to the Banks, an extended 
boundary will not afford a higher level of 
protection because there is no higher level 
than one which results in no detectable 
harm. Unless there is some compelling evi
dence that the present regulatory scheme 
is inadequate, there is no justification for 
Imposing this costly requirement on the les
sees within the area. 

The proposal does not reflect the exten
sive scientific effort that has been conducted 
at the Flower Gardens . Statements such as 
"There presently is no program for long
term assessment at the Banks" (D-3) simply 
have no basis in reality. BLM's monitoring 
program over the last five years has had the 
objectives to map the banks, assess and 
monitor the health of the reefs (qualita
tively and quantitatively using active and 
passive, in-water, visual methods), monitor 
drilling activities when they occur, and 
measure seasonal changes in hydrographic 
conditions, including currents. The program 
is given short mention in the EIS; we ques
tion how much of the information was uti
lized in the EIS formulation. The discussion 
of drillin(~ muds and cuttings (E-17 through 
E-26) dwells on isolated laboratory studies 
in which ·unrealistic conditions and concen
trations are encountered; these same discus
sions barely mention those in-situ studies 
conducted by and for DOI. Evidence to date 
clearly shows that no study yet held under 
conditions prevailing in the field has shown 
any adverse impact on reefal communities. 

The proposed regulations require moni
toring in the entire sanctuary, whether it be 
within 4 nmi of the 100 m isobath or 3 nmi 
of the 85 m isobath. The EIS gives no justi
fication whatsoever for this requirement. 
Several monitoring studies within 1 nmi of 
the 85 m isobath have shown no adverse im
pacts from drilling. To require monitoring 
out to 4 nmi from the 100 m isobath (or even 
to 3 nmi of the 85 m isobath) is excessive. We 
agree that monitoring near the Banks is 
necessary; the evidence indicates that moni
toring is necessary to no more than 1 nmi 
from the 85 m isobath. 

Despite the consistent efforts of the De
partment to protect the coral banks and the 
lack of evidence that ongoing oil and gas 
operations in the area have caused any dam-
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age to the resource, the proposed regulations 
would alter the conditions and restrictions 
originally imposed on lessees at the time they 
contracted for oil and gas development 
rights in the area. This might be justifiable 
if a showing were made that the lease stip
ulation restrictions were inadequate to pro
tect the coral or that Interior was not prop
erly enforcing its regulatory scheme on oil 
and gas leases. This, however, has not been 
done. The reasons given in the EIS for the 
proposed changes in the regulation of oil 
and gas operations are highly speculative and 
totally unsubstantiated. 

The Department of the Interior presently 
regulates each and every phase of OCS ex
ploration and development activities, re
maining consciously aware of biological re
quirements and environmental precautions. 
DOI may suspend operations if threats to the 
environment arise. Under the 1978 Amend
ments to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands 
Act, the Secretary has the authority to can
cel leases for environmental reasons, and to 
compensate the lessees. In light of the strong 
Interior regulatory program currently being 
implemented and in the absence' of any evi
dence that the reefs are being implemented 
and in the absence of any evidence that the 
reefs are being damaged by oil and gas opera
tions, the Department of the Interior re
quests that NOAA reconsider the entire pro
posed regulatory scheme for oil and gas 
operations within the Sanctuary, and adopt 
the controls currently established by the 
Department of the Interior. 

2. A Five-Year Moratorium on OCS oil 
and gas activities. 

DOI believes that a moratorium is un
necessary. In view of all the studies the De
partment has already funded, as well as 
studies by others, we believe that we can 
confidently proceed with oil and gas opera
t ions near these Banks provided that the 
restrictions as currently applied b y DOI are 
continued. 

The EIS justification for a five-year mora
torium is to provide time t o research the 
effects of oil and gas activities on the Flower 
Garden Banks. Even if a moratorium were 
warranted, there is a lack of specificity on 
the type and extent of the research program 
to be carried out during the moratorium. The 
research efforts that will be pursued and com
pleted during the moratorium should be 
identified and adequately addressed in the 
EIS and designation . Who would design the 
research? Conduct it? With what money? 
What would be monitored? Is there any guar
antee that five years is enough time? Wha:t 
findings would allow a decision to resume 011 
and gas development? Research diffic~lties 
could extend the moratorium indefimtely. 
This void of research objectives is un
acceptable . 

This is not to say that we do not support 
stepped up coordinated studies at the ~anks. 
we urge OCZM and EPA to consult with us 
in developing such a program. We ~eel the 
proposal by EPA and NOAA (receiv~d by 
letter of April 12, 1979) , to set up an mt~r
ag·ency committee which woul~ supervise 
and evaluate monitoring studies on the 
Flower Garden Banks, is a good one. 

3. Modification of Lease Terms. 
certain restrictions have been ~mposed by 

stipulation on leased tracts withm the pro
posed sanctuary boundary. These stipula
tions specifically describe areas where ex
ploration and development ~ctiviti~s.will not 
be allowed and impose certam cond1t10ns and 
restrictions on activities that are allowed. 
The lease agreements containing these stipu
lations are contractual in nature and gen
erally define the relationship between the 
government-lessor and lessee. While the E~S 
recognizes this contractual relationship 
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(F-3), only cursory treatment is given to the 
associated issues. 

If an extension of the "no activity zone" 
on a lease results in tne lessees inability to 
develop the resources that could have been 
developed under the terms of the lease (con
tract), the lessee may have an action for 
breach. The success of such an action would 
depend on whether some other provision of 
the contract provides that additional restric
tions on drilling and development may be 
imposed. It is clear that the Department of 
the Interior may, through regulation, im
pose additional restrictions on the lessees if 
necessary to protect the natural resources.a 
Thus an expansion of the "no activity 
zone" could probably be accomplished by De
partment of the Interior regulation. How
ever, to the extent that the lessee's ability to 
recover resources is diminished, compensa
tion may be necessary. 

The EIS does not discuss this legal issue, 
does not address in any detail the issue of 
whether resource recovery may be affected, 
and does not even identify the possibility 
that cancellation and compensation could 
be involved. We suggest that these matters 
cannot be ignored. Even if the difference in 
the boundaries between the 100 m isobath 
and the 85 m isobath is minor, the possibility 
of loss of recovery must be considered since 
very small adjustments in platform place
ment can sometimes result in resource loss. 

4. Use of the NPDES Permit System. 
The EIS explains that EPA's authority to 

issue National Pollution Discharge Elimina
tion System (NPDES) permits wlll be used 
to enforce several aspects of the proposed 
regulatory program including the Five-Year 
drilling moratorium the expanded "no 
activity zone", the monitoring requirements, 
and other requLrements such as no-discharge 
contingency plans, spill contingency plans, 
and miscellaneous discharges. Concerning 
the Five-Year moratorium a,nd the "no activ
ity zone", the EIS indicates that EPA will 
simply refuse to grant NPDES permits for 
oil and gas operations in those areas. 

The extent and limits of EPA's authm-ity 
to condition NPDES permits should be ex
plained in the EIS if irt is, in fact, to be used 
as an enforcement mechanism. We do not 
understand why you propose that the NPDES 
permit system be used as the mechanism to 
promulgate the regul.atory scheme. The De
partment of the Interior is the agency with 
the pToven regulatory program in the Gulf 
of Mexico. EPA, on t11e other hand, has never 
controlled discharges in the Gulf, even afteT 
we terminated our controls at its request. 
Because EPA has not chosen to regulate dis
charges in the Gulf, by letter of September 
22, 1978, we offered to use the Dep3.rtment's 
existing capab11ity to Teassert environmen
tally safe operations in the Gulf. A copy of 
the letter is attached for your inform'ation. 
In short, we question the wisdom of turn
ing the proposed regulatory ·activity over to 
the agency which has not performed in pre
cisely this type of effort and in this region. 

We believe that the EIS should contain a 
better explanation of how this EPA regula-

3 Section '5(a) of the OCSLA gives the 
Secretary the authority to promulgate regu
lations which apply to leases already issued. 
It provides in part: 

"The Secretary may at any time prescribe 
and amend such rules and regulations as he 
determines necessary and proper in order to 
provide for the prevention of waste and con
servation of the natural resources of the 
Outer Continental Shelf ... and such rules 
and regulations shall, as of their effective 
date, apply to all operations conducted under 
a lease issued or maintained under the pro
visions of this Act." 

The lease agreements also contain provi
sions which specifically subject the lessee 
to all existing and future conservation regu
lations of the Department of the Interior. 
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tory program would be used. The EIS does 
not identify how present or potential lessees 
would be able to obtain a permit. While the 
EIS identifies attainment criteria, it does not 
identify how these criteria were obtained or 
how a lessee could comply. It is our under
standing that NPDES permits must be con
sidered on the merits of the application on 
a case-by-case basis. Thus we question how 
NOAA can staite, in such absolute terms, that 
"EPA will issue no NPDES permits for dis
charges from operations in any lease awarded 
after the effective date of the marine sanc
tuairy regulations" (C-16) . 

EPA has promulgated interim fin;al effluent 
limitations ·and guidelines defining best 
practical control technology currently avail
able (BPT) for oil and gas extraction point 
sources. (44 Fed. Reg. 22069 , April 13, 1979). 
In addition to the authority to set these 
technology-based standards, EPA also has 
authority under Section 403 of the Clean 
Water Act (33 U.S.C. Section 1343) to protect 
the quality of Teceiving waters. The use of 
this authority as a basis for imposing con
ditions on NPDES permits for offshore oil 
and gas oper.::i.tions has been challenged by 
the industry on the grounds that no regula
tions which establish ocean discharge cri
teria under Section 403 have been promul
gated and that the ocea.n dumping criteTia 
cannot be used to condition oce:i,n discharge 
permits. See Tenneco Oil Co. v. EPA, Nos. 
78-1684, 78-1687, and 78-1688, 5th Cir., 1978. 
This case is important because it involves 
precisely the kind of NPDES conditions that 
would be impo::ed on lessees under the pro
posed marine sanctuary program. 

Similarly, much emphasis is put on future 
actions and responsibilities of the Fisheries 
Management Council (FMC). The FMC to 
date has not addressed corals and coral reef 
management; some indication of what ac
tivities or directions the FMC will be pur
suing in the Gulf of Mexico in the next year 
or two would be enlightening. 

5. The development and analysis of the 
proposed sanctuary's management and en
forcement plan. 

A detailed management plan should be 
developed as part of the proposal and ad
dressed in the EIS, rather than deferr·ed until 
later. Management is the salient feature of 
a sanctuary designation proposal and must 
be spelled out in detail. Since the manage
ment scheme may have significant environ
mental implications of its own, it certainly 
should be subjected to the EIS analysis, re
view and comments, and public hearing pro
cedures required by NEPA. We regard the 
failure to develop and analyze a management 
plan for the proposed sanctuary serious 
enough to render the EIS inadequate. 

Much the same can be said about the lack 
of a detailed analysis of the means for en
forcing the sanctuary regulations. The means 
for enforcing regulations for managing the 
Flower Garden Bank biota will be extremely 
difficult since the distance from shor·e is so 
great. Both management and enforcement 
procedures should be described in detail in 
the designation documents. 

In summary, we consider the protection of 
the biota of the Flower Garden Banks to be 
achievable and of great importance. As far as 
oil and gas activities are concerned, we are 
providing such protection. There is a need 
for a change in management practices only to 
the extent that it would afford protection to 
the Banks from other uncontrolled activi
ties, such as anchoring, tankers flushing 
bilges, damage from careless sport divers, 
etc. There is no indication in this EIS that 
sanctuary designation as presently pre°'ented 
would provide such protectiolJl. We therefore 
feel that the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement needs consid·erable revision espe
cially in the areas of a management plan, 
enforcement scheme, research proposals, and 
regulations. We would be happy to work with 
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NOAA on the preparation of the final 
document. 

Sincerely yours, 

Assistant Secretary.e 

H.R. 3434-MOVING IN THE 
RIGHT DIRECTION 

HON. MARIO BIAGGI 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Speaker, before this 
body recessed for the August district 
work period, an important and admir
able piece O'f legislation was passed on 
August 1. This legislation, H .R. 3434, the 
Social Services and Child Welfare 
Amendments of 1979 was passed by a 
vote of 401 to 2 and addresses most di
rectly the issue of reducing this Nation's 
undue reliance upon our foster care 
system. 

Much of the credit for this bill goes 
to the Ways and Means Committee for 
their insight and timely attention to 
helping to make the social service pro
grams in this country more directly at
tuned to the needs of our children who 
find themselves without permanent 
homes and families. 

I would like to make note of a major 
study, released this year by the blue
ribbon commission appointed to study 
foster care in America, the National 
Commission on Children in Need of Par
ents. The findings of this Commission 
are most relevant to a discussion of this 
bill. More importantly, they show that 
we have only just begun to bind the 
wounds which the foster care system in 
this country has made upon our children. 

I would like to highlight what this 
group has determined to be the major 
problems with the foster care system in 
America today: 

First. Of the 500,000 children pres
ently in foster care, many do not belong 
there by virtue of the fact that they 
could be adopted. 

Second. The courts are often the 
major cause for children remaining in 
foster care by refusing to terminate the 
rights of the biological parents when 
there remains a mere "flicker of inter
est" in the child by the natural parents. 

Third. Federal aid is another disin
centive to placing children in permanent 
homes. Federal funds will support a 
child in foster care but will be termi
nated upon adoption. Many families 
want to adopt their foster child, but 
financially cannot afford another child 
without subsidy payments. In turn, in
adequate support payments to families 
result in frequent turnover of homes. 

Fourth. This problem of financial dis
incentives also adversely affects the chil
dren in foster care who are left with the 
stigma of being a "foster child" rather 
than an "adopted family member." 

Fifth. The foster care system is over
burdened, )mderstaffed, and often un
prepared professionally to handle many 
of the complex family and personal prob
lems of children and their families. 
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Sixth. Taxpayers and contributors to 
charity are not getting their money's 
worth when it comes to foster care. 

Seventh. Children become lost in fas
ter care-the most tragic of the findings 
of this Commission. The Federal Gov
ernment's mandate that data be col
lected and maintained is often ignored 
by States and local agencies. This lends 
credence to the conclusion that there is 
no "foster care" system in this country 
worthy of the name. 

Our Nation's most precious natural 
resource, our. children, have been squan
dered, ignored, and abused by this so
called faster care system. Since a proces
sion of homes is highly destructive and 
often fatal to the welfare of the child, 
it would seem logical that some incen
tives are needed, in order to promote the 
placement of children into permanent, 
adoptive homes. As the study noted, 
"Logical, perhaps, but a far cry from 
reality." 

Of the $2 billion spent annually on 
foster care in this country, 97 percent 
of this amount goes to support foster 
care services, while the remaining 3 per
cent is left for adoptive services. In New 
York City, institutions can receive up to 
$2,000 per month to maintain a child. 
If the child is adopted and leaves, the 
institution suffers a substantial loss until 
it receives another child. Interestingly 
enough, under AFDC/FC in 1976, this 
Government paid out $176.7 million to 
support children in faster care. Not 
1 penny of this money would have been 
available to support any of these chil
dren if they were adopted. 

The goal of permanence is the for
gotten objective in our entire foster care 
system. This entire monolithic structure 
is a monument to the insensitivity of a 
system which we have allowed to per
petuate. Not only have we been unre
sponsive to this problem as it relates to 
the children, but we have also allowed 
a financial monster of a program, lack
ing in direction and cest-effective incen
tives to perpetuate unchecked for years. 

This bill, H.R. 3434, establishes a com
prehensive set of reforms with regard to 
foster care protec1tions, procedures, and 
services which will guard both children 
and families against "unwarranted re
moval of children from their homes and 
inappropriate and unnecessary pro
longed foster care placement." More spe
cifically, these safeguards include: First, 
no child be placed in foster care, except 
in emergency situations when the par
ents have refused assistance and coun
seling; second, no child will be invol
untarily removed from his or her home 
unless ruled by a judicial authority as 
such; third, no child will be placed in 
foster care unless the parents voluntarily 
agree; fourth, increase the attempt to 
place a child with relatives or in the 
"least restrictive family-type setting in 
which any special needs may be met"; 
fifth, reunification services are available 
to the child; sixth, each child will be 
individualized by case which must be re
viewed at least every 6 months; seventh, 
there will be a disposition hearing by the 
court within 18 months of the child's 
placement in foster care; and eighth, a 
fair hearing wm be given to anv parent, 
child or guardian who feels that they 
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have been aggrieved by any Federal ac
tion taken under this new law. 

These procedures were some of the 
direct results of hearings which I held 
as a member of the Select Education 
Subcommittee in 1975 in the New York 
metropolitan area. The hearing exam
ined 77 voluntary child 'care agencies 
which were responsible for over 25,000 
children each and were receiving Fed
eral moneys to support these children. 

The findings were astounding. Over 
26 percent of the children in these homes 
were there for their entire lives. For 
each of these children, the home received 
$36.90 per child per day. It was discovered 
that only 5 to 10 percent of this allot
ment was used and that the homes were 
investing the remaining 90 to 95 per
cent and making millions of dollars in 
profits-all at the expense of the chil
dren they were being paid to support. 
Estimates were that the profits of these 
homes ran somewhere between $300 and 
$500 million. These abuses by these 
homes were enumerated in a series of 
articles in the New York Daily News 
written by Bill Heffernan and Stuart 
Ain and their insights into this prob
lem were an invaluable asset to the 
subcommittee's hearings and subsequent 
findings. 

The Child Welfare and Social Service 
Amendments of 1979 take important ini
tiatives to help eliminate the fiscal abuse 
that have become a major problem in 
the foster care and child care system. 
Title IV-B Child Welfare Services would 
make $226 million per year available to 
States on an entitlement basis for IV-B 
child welfare services, replacing the 
present IV-B authorization of $226 mil
lion which was funded at $56.5 million in 
fiscal year 1979. Additionally, the defi
nition of "child welfare services" will be 
changed to shift the emphasis on serv
ices directed at preventing the continual 
removal of children from their families 
and to encourage, if necessary their 
placement in suitable adoptive homes. 

I have long been aware of the prob
lems and pitfalls of our child welfare 
system. We have unearthed many of 
them, brought them into the public eye, 
and have been able to correct some of 
them. In the passage of H.R. 3434, we 
have gone even further. We have re
affirmed the commitment of this Nation 
to the betterment of the lives of our 
children. We have taken a step in the 
right direction, and in this International 
Year of the Child, I am confident that 
we will be able to go even further to 
insure that each child in foster care is 
first and foremost, respected as a hu
man being and treated with both dignity 
as well as compas~ion.e 

WORK HABITS OF FEDERAL 
EMPLOYEES 

HON. HERBERT E. HARRIS II 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

e Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Speaker, today I 
would like to direct the attention of my 
colleagues to a report which was recently 
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released by the General Accounting Of
fice concerning the work habits of Fed
eral employees. As a result of their study, 
GAO investigators discovered that "the 
vast majority of the Nation's 2.1 million 
Federal employees work at least the re
quired 40 hours a week." Moreover, it 
was discovered that a significant num
ber of workers actually work more than 
the required 40-hour workweek, and 
often they are not compensated for these 
extra hours. 

Currently a wave of anti-Federal em
ployee sentiment is sweeping the coun
try. It has become politic::tlly popular to 
fault the bureaucracy for vague trans
gressions such as "poor productivity" 
and "lack of responsiveness." Morale at 
the Federal worksite has suffered many 
adverse effects as a result of these 
attacks. 

Certainly we should work to improve 
the quality and delivery of necessary 
services to the public. However, I feel 
that this report indicates that short
comings in these areas for the most part 
lie with the system, and not with the 
dedicated work force which the Federal 
Government employs. 

The passage which fallows is the digest 
which accompanies the recently issued 
GAO report. I urge all of my colleagues 
to review this material, for I feel it will 
aid us all in appreciating the demon
strated dedication of the vast majority 
of Federal workers: 
COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT TO THE CON

GRESS: MOST FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ON THE 
JOB 40 HOURS OR MORE W'EEKLY: TIGHTER 
CONTROLS AMONG PROPOSALS FOR THOSE 
WHO WORK LESS 
Contrary to widespread public perception, 

t he vast majority of the Nation's 2.1 million 
Federal employees work at least the required 
40 hours a week and adhere to lunch and 
coffeebreak rules. When time lost due to a 
small number of abusers is taken into ac
count, taxpayers appear to be getting hun
dreds of millions of dollars of "free" labor 
each year from the many Federal employees 
who regularly work extra time without com
pensation. (See ch. 2.) 

GAO reacl'led this conclusion after analyz
ing questionnaire responses from about 3,000 
randomly selected employees at the 7 larg
est Federal agencies (collectively employing 
70 percent of all civilian workers). GAO also 
observed employee work-hour practices and 
interviewed 238 personnel officers, super
visors, and union representatives in the 7 
agencies in various locations across the coun
try. GAO studied time spent at the work
place, not the productive use of that time. 
(Seep. 3.) 

Of the questionnaire respondents: 
75 to 83 percent worl{ed at least the 40 

hours per week, 
18 to 27 percent worked 41 to 70 hours, and 
17 to 26 percent worked 33.5 to 39.9 hours. 
That some employees' extra hours are not 

compensated may violate the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. Projected to the universe of 
employees in these seven agencies, all un
compensated hours are worth between $660 
million and $800 million per year at regular 
pay rates. Time lost due to work-hour abuses 
costs between $85 million and $120 million 
a year. The net gain to taxpayers may be be
tween $500 million and $700 million. (See 
pp. 28 to 33.) 

Work-hour and lunch/ coffeebreak rules 
are violated for several different reasons. 
Some tardiness results from factors beyond 
the individual's control, i.e., traffic conges
tion and bad weather. Early departure is a 
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less serious problem than tardiness because 
most of those who les.ve early charge the un
worked time to leave. 

Extended lunchbreaks appear to be the 
most frequent abuse, particularly in urban 
locations where eating facilities are often 
congested. Many who reported taking ex
tended lunches said this was permitted by 
unofficial agency policy or was undetected 
by management or that they had made up 
the lost time by extending their workdays. 
Others said they had taken long lunches be
cause they had not taken coffeebreaks. 

Coffee/restbreak abuses were not extensive. 
In fact, many employees did not even take 
authorized breaks, although, as noted, some 
added unused coffeebreak time to extend 
their lunch periods. Even though this ap
pears common, it .is contrary to existing laws 
that distinguish between lunch periods and 
coffeebreaks. (See c.h. 2.) 

Supervisors generally do not place high 
priority on monitoring work hours, because 
they trust employees to follow policy, be
lieve most employees work 40 hours a week 
and make up ::my lost time, and believe 
deadlines are met. Supervisors give even 
lower priority to monitoring breaks and 
lunches because tlley are more difficult to 
control and because eating and break facil
ities are inadequate or inconvenient in many 
buildings. (Seep. 6.) 

Unofficial absences are costly to taxpayers 
and unfair to the vP,st rr:.ajority of employees 
who follow the rules. Workplace absences can 
be reduced in several ways. 

For example, gre2.ter use of flexible work 
schedules would reduce tardiness by permit
ting employees to vary starting times. Sim
ilarly permitting iunch periods to vary in 
length could also help reduce lost time if em
ployees who took more than the prescribed 
time had to extend the length of their work
days accordingly. Providing employees long
er breaks in their daily routines is a practice 
that some believe reduces the effects of to
day's stressful environment. 

Even with existing work-hour policies, 
management could reduce abuses by (1) 
arranging more convenient eating and break 
facilities, where possible, (2) ensuring that 
employees were aware of agency workhour 
policies, and (3) ensuing that policies were 
fair and were enforced consistently and eq:ui
tably. (See ch. 3.) 

Work-hour policies vary depending on 
agency, work unit, and supervisor. On the 
one hand, varied policies are necessary in 
some cases because of different functions 
and work environments. For example, offices 
serving the public may require employees 
to take lunch at the same time each day to 
ensure continuous office coverage. Not all 
work environments may be conducive to 
flexible work and lunch schedules. And it 
seems prudent to vary coffee/ restbreaks by 
the physical or mental demands of a job. 

On the other hand, it is inequitable to the 
majority of Federal workers who abide by 
agency work-hour policies to allow some paid 
extended lunches. And it seems only fair that 
employees in similar positions working in 
similar environments have similar coffee/ 
rest breaks. 

Agencies could develop more equitable 
work-hour policies if they had more guid
ance. For example, agencies currently lack 
adequate information on the optimum num
ber and length of breaks which should be 
given, types of employees that would most 
benefit, and circumstances in which breaks 
should be granted. GAO believes that the 
Office of Personnel Management should de
velop and provide managers such guidance 
and monitor and evaluate agency work
hour policies and practices. (See p. 40.) 

LONG-TERM POLICY ISSUES 

This report raises major long-term policy 
issues that should be considered by the 
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Congress and the Office of Personnel Manage
ment as they work to hold down personnel 
costs and increase worker output. 

One issue is the length of the workweek 
and its effect on employment and produc
tivity. Legislation proposed in the 95th Con
gress would reduce the standard private 
sector and Federal worlcweek to 35 hours 
by 1982 and require double pay for over
time. Some private sector employers already 
schedule less than 40-hour weeks; in ef
fect, Federal employees who talrn extended 
lunches without making up the time work 
less than 40 hours. Proponents believe short
ening the workweek would decrease unem
ployment or at least prevent some employees 
from losing their jobs. 

At the Federal level, the Office of Manage
ment and Budget believes a shorter work
weelc might require more Federal employees. 
In considering reductions in the Federal 
workweek, attention should be given to re
lating the shorter workweek to equal or 
greater levels of output or fringe benefit 
tradeoffs. (See p. 48.) 

Another issue is the focus of Government 
control. The Government's control of work 
hours is based on 5 U.S.C. 6101, which re
quires agency heads to schedule 40 hours 
of work per week, normally in 8-hour days, 
for each full-time employee. In addition, the 
Comptroller General, as authorized by stat
ute, requires supervisor-approved daily rec
ords of time and attendance. To comply with 
these requirements, agencies use timekeepers 
and other means, such as timeclocks, sign-in 
and sign-out sheets, or most often super
visory observation. Because of tt_.! Govern
ment 's unique characteristics, including the 
obligation to be accountable to the public, 
agencies will always need some controls. 

As Federal programs and technology have 
become more complex, the Government has 
employed more professionals and highly 
trained technicians and fewer clerical and 
lower skilled personnel. For these higher 
skilled jobs the private sector typically puts 
greater emphasis on performance and output 
than on hours spent at the workplace. And 
the limited research available suggests that 
focusing control on worker output rather 
than on hours spent at the workplace may be 
desirable. More research is needed, however, 
before making such a change for Federal 
employees. (Seep. 45.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that the Director, Office 
of Personnel Management: 

1. To better establish, monitor, and man
age work-hour policies for the Federal work 
force, obtain Government-wide information 
on all agencies' official and unofficial policies 
and practices on scheduled work hours 
lunch, and breaks; compare and evaluat~ 
those policies and practices; identify the 
need for additional guidance; and issue 
necessary guidance and require necessary 
changes. This guidance should, as a mini
mum, provide agencies sufficient information 
to determine increments for leave charges, 
protect against Fair Labor Standards Act 
overtime violations, and highlight the bene
fits of assessing work-hour practices through 
internal audits or personnel management 
evaluations. 

With the information obtained above, 
assess whether the Federal Personnel Manual 
Bulletin 610-30 has been effective, that is, 
whether each agency has reviewed its lunch 
period practices and made necessary modi
fications. Where changes are needed, agen
cies should evaluate the alternatives dis
cussed in this report. If flexible schedules or 
improved facilities are not feasible, agencies 
should lengthen lunch periods, for example, 
to 45 minutes or 1 hour, and correspondingly 
the workday to reflect · the convenience and 
adequacy of existing facilities. 

Provide agencies more information and 
guidance on coffee/ restbreak poli.cies cover-
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ing the appropriate number and length ot 
breaks and types of Federal jobs that would 
most benefit. Developing such guidance 
would require research and study. 

Revise work-hour regulations to require 
that agencies communicate to employees, at 
least annually, agency work-hour policies. 

While actively encouraging agencies to 
participate in the 3-year experiment with 
flexible work schedules (under the Federal 
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work 
Schedules Act of 1978), promote the use of 
flexible and variable lunch bands and em
phasize such potential benefits as fewer un
official absences. 

2. As one of the research and demonstra
tion projects authorized in the Civil Service 
Reform Act, design an experiment to test the 
use of performance measures rather than 
hours at the workplace as the basis on which 
personnel are paid. This experiment should 
also test the effects of tight versus lenient 
controls. 

Efforts to emphasize performance rather 
than time at work would be in keeping with 
the intent of the Civil Service Reform Act 
of 1978. A major difficulty in implementing 
the act, which provides for employee incen
tives on the basis of performance, is lack of 
reliable data on performance. 

GAO recommends that the Congress, in 
considering any bill to reduce the workweek, 
relate Federal work-hour decreases to 
changes in overall productivity or other 
measures of performance or fringe benefit 
tradeoffs. To do this, better data from work 
measurement, productivity, and cost systems 
would be needed. In addition, a total com
pensation comparability policy would need to 
be established by the Congress. 

Although the past three decades have seen 
many changes in the work environment and 
the work force, the work-hour policies of title 
5 of the United States Code have seen little 
change. The Federal Employees Flexible and 
Compressed Work Schedules Act of 1978 was 
one effort to temporarily suspend some of 
the rigidities in title 5. Although additional 
changes may not be warranted at this time, 
the results of the research and demonstra
tion project recommended above should be 
used to evaluate the need for changes in the 
legislation. 

The Office of Personnel Management agreed 
that it should become more actively involved 
in work-hour policies but not to the extent 
GAO recommends. In addition, the National 
Federation of Federal Employees and the 
Public Employee Department of the Amer
ican Federation of Labor-Congress of Indus
trial Organizations believed that collective 
bargaining would best settle many work-hour 
issues. GAO continues to believe that infor
mation, guidance, feedback, and evaluation 
are necessary. The Office of Personnel Man
agement is also considering the recommended 
research project and a study of work
scheduling issues.e 

U.S. CAMBODIA POLICY QUESTIONS 

HON. ROBERT F. DRINAN 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Speaker, in a recent 
book by William Shawcross, "Sideshow: 
Kissinger, Nixon, and the Destruction of 
Cambodia," revelations about U.S. in
volvement in Cambodia in the early 
1970's is extremely well documented. This 
new volume is a devastating indictment 
of the executive branch's efforts to with
hold information from the Congress and 
the American people about this country's 
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bombing of Cambodia in 1970. The re
lease of this book has rekindled interest 
in the not-so-distant events of the past, 
as indicated by a recent exchange of let
ters to the editor of the New York Times. 
Prof. William M. Goldsmith of Brandeis 
University and Martin Herz, formerly 
with the American Embassy in Saigon, 
have called for a congressional investi
gation into U.S. Cambodian policy-each 
from a decidedly different viewpoint. 
They claim an investigation would pro
vide for a necessary public accounting. 

There may be lessons to learn from a 
full disclosure of our Cambodia policy 
that will help us understand the difficult 
situation that Kampuchea faces today. 
We shall not be certain until this country 
takes the time to explore further. The 
texts of the letters to the editor of the 
New York Times follows: 
(From the New York Times, July 15, 1979] 
NEED FOR A CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION OF 

U.S. CAMBODIA POLICY 

To the Editor: 
William Shawcross's expose in "Sideshow: 

Kissinger, Nixon and the Destruction of Cam
bodia" clearly identifies President Nixon and 
his National Security Affairs adviser in a 
complex labyrinth of deceitful and unconsti
tutional actions. What is striking about this 
new book is not the argument, which has 
been heard before, but the wealth of docu
mentation from official sources. It is not sur
prising that Henry Kissinger is reportedly re
vising the Cambodian section of his memoirs 
in the light of these disclosures. 

But a debate between one of the chief 
protagonists of this country's Cambodian 
policy and his principal accuser is one thing. 
A public accounting is quite another. 

What is needed in view of this evidence 
is a full-scale investigation of this dreadful 
human tragedy. Such an inquiry was under 
way during the impeachment of President 
Nixon, but was stifled by the failure of the 
House Judiciary Committee to support the 
Fourth Article of Impeachment, which dealt 
with Nixon's constitutional violations in 
Cambodia. 

The tragic consequences of the role of 
the United States in Cambodia is currently 
reflected in the daily newspaper accounts of 
the wretched condition of that nation and 
the even worse plight of its former citi
zens. These lost souls are men, women and 
children without a country, bullied and per
secuted, first by their own nationals and 
then by their Thai neighbors, whipsawed 
back and forth across their own border. 
Their countryside and rural cities and 
towns ha.'ve been decimated, their economy 
destroyed, their social and political insti
tutions dismembered. Surely in all justice, 
they are more than entitled to a full ex
planation for their difficulties, and compas
sion and assistance in their present situa
tion. 

The impact upon our own political insti
tutions is equally serious. The continued 
status of the Cambodian question as an 
unexamined public issue serves as an omi
nous threat to the constitutional limits of 
Presidential power. It is no coincidence that 
President Ford, inspired by Nixon's exam
ple, violated newly imposed Congressional 
restrictions in the Mayagtiez incident. As 
the House Judiciary Committee minority re
port argued: ''. .. it is difficult to imagine 
Presidential misconduct more dangerously 
in violation of our constitutional form of 
government than Mr. Nixon's decision se
cretly and unilaterally to order the use of 
American military power against another 
nation, and to deceive and mislead the Con
gress about this action .... The Constitu
tion does not permit the President to nullify 
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the warmaking powers given to the Con
gress. Secrecy and deception which deny to 
the Congress its lawful role are destructive 
to the basic rights of the American people to 
participate in their Government's life and 
death decision." 

The appropriate action at this time would 
be the appointment of a joint Senate-House 
committee to conduct an investigation and 
to prepare a full report on United States 
i;olicy in Cambodia. Failing to achieve sup
port for such an official inquiry, a public 
commission made up of outstanding Ameri
cans of unquestionable integrity and with
out consideration of party affiliation should 
be formed immediately to undertake this 
responsibility. President Nixon's resignation 
muted public concern over this question, 
but the higher court of historical record 
and the preservation of our constitutional 
system of checks and balances require noth
ing short of such an inquiry. 

WILLIAM M. GOLDSMITH, 

Associate Professor, American Studies, 
Brandeis University. 

WALTHAM, MASS., July 10, 1979. 
(The writer is the author of "The Growth 

of Presidential Power.") 

(From the New York Times, July 23, 1979] 
ANOTHER VIEW OF UNITED STATES POLICY ON 

CAMBODIA 
TO THE EDITOR: 

I support Professor Goldsmith's proposal 
for a Congressional investigation of U.S. 
Cambodia policy (Letters July 15], but for 
reasons very different from those that he 
adduces. He cites approvingly the book, 
"Sideshow" by William Shawcross, which he 
believes to contain proof that the U.S. caused 
the Communist attack on Cambodia. 

This is the equivalent of saying that ele
phant tusks are made out of piano keys. 
The truth, which a Congressional hearing 
would surely bring out, is that Mr. Shaw
cross' book, and letters like that of Professor 
Goldsmith's, constitute a gigantic mystifica
tion of the public about the sequence of 
events in Cambodia in 1970. 

Mr. Shawcross in his book makes much of 
the alleged "neutrality" of the Cambodia of 
Prince Sihanouk. However, the book itself 
contains evidence that the Prince had an 
agreement with the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam (then North Vietnam) to run a 
supply line to them from the port of Siha
noukville to their sanctuaries along the 
South Vietnamese border. How neutral is a 
country that actively cooperates with a for
eign belligerent on its own territory? 

Mr. Shawcross tries to prove that the 
United States "pushed" the Communists into 
Cambodia by its invasion of 1970. He ignores 
that the North Vietnamese and Vietcong 
commenced hostilities against the Cambodian 
army in late March, 1970. The Times itself 
reported on the rapid advance of Vietnamese 
Communist troops in the direction of Phnom 
Penh. The U.S. "invasion," which took advan
tage of the preoccupation of the Communists 
with Cambodia, and offered limited relief to 
the defenders of Phnom Penh, came one 
month after hostilities had begun between 
the Vietnamese Communists and the Cam
bodians. 

Mr. Shawcross also tries to establish that 
the United States was behind the coup that 
overthrew Prince Sihanouk in March, 1970. 
He fails to offer anything else than insinua
tions and hints about dark mysteries. In par
ticular, he slanders Prince Sirik Matak, a 
Cambodian patriot, by making him out to be 
a tool of the Americans. Sirik Matak, like 
many other self-respecting Cambodians, had 
become tired of the hypocritical game played 
by Prince Sihanouk who had supported the 
Vietnamese Communists and complained 
against American "aggression" when the U.S. 
had taken counteraction on the ground 
across the border. 
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But the most extraordinary mystification 

perpetrated by Mr. Shawcross is the web he 
tries to weave about Prince Sihanouk's 
acquiescence in American B-52 bombing of 
the Cambodian sanctuaries. True, Mr. Nixon 
and Mr. Kissinger didn't trumpet to the 
world or to the Congress that we were bomb
ing those sanctuaries after May, 1969. But the 
fact that Prince Sihanouk didn't protest 
those bombings is not immaterial. We were 
takin1,5 him at his word that he would not 
complain if we took counter-action against 
North Vietnamese Communist encroach
ments on his territory that he claimed to 
"know nothing about." 

In short, while there is a major question 
whether Congress should have been informed 
or consulted about the bombing of the sanc
tuaries, the other major points made by Mr. 
Shawcross should be subjected to complete 
and public examination in Congressional 
hearings. The book reviewers, almost without 
exception, were either taken in by his propa
ganda or gleefully joined in his mystifica
tions. 

It is extraordinary how many liberals, in
stead of coming to the aid of Cambodians 
whose sufferings they deplore, seem intent on 
proving that the plight of those unfortunate 
people is the fault of those who tried to help 
Cambodia defend itself against Communist 
aggression-not the fault of those who pre
vented the Uniteltl States from giving it effec
tive assistance in its struggle. 

Could it have something to do with some 
lingering feelings of doubt whether Lon Nol 
wasn't a lot better than Pol Pot, and whether 
such critics of Nixon and Kissinger saw the 
situation right? 

MARTIN HERZ. 

WASHINGTON, July 15, 1979. 
(The writer was Minister-Counselor for 

Political Affairs, American Embassy Saigon, 
1968-70.) 

(From the New York Timesi, Aug. 5, 1979] 
ONE ADMINISTRATION'S CAMBODIAN BURDEN 

To the Editor: 
I am pleased that in his July 23 letter the 

former Minister-Counselor for Political Af
fairs in the American Embassy in Vietnam, 
Mr. Herz, approves of my proposal for a 
Congressional investigation of U.S. Cam
bodian policy, even if the reasons for his 
agreement are very different from those I 
outlined in my July 15 letter to The Times. 

His tortured defense of the Nixon-Kis
singer policies' in Cambodia is quite another 
matter, as is his misrepresentation of my 
argument. 

Neither William Shawcross nor I ever sug
gested that American policy in Cambodia was 
responsible for Communist aggression in that 
country. It is an absurd notion. What Mr. 
Shawcross does charge and brilliantly docu
ments is that Nixon and Kissinger's decep
tive and unconstitutional bombing and in
vasion of that neutral country contributed 
substantially to its ultimate downfall. It 
widened the war and inflicted irreparable 
destruction upon the people of Cambodia, 
their economy, their social and religious in
stitutions and ultimately their elected gov
ernment. It encouraged the growth of the 
local Communist movement, the Khmer 
Rouge, and did very little to weaken the 
North Vietnamese and Vietcong efforts in 
Vietnam. 

Moreover, Mr. Shawcross also quite effec
tively argues that the clumsy efforts of the 
Nixon Administration to aid the Lon Nol 
Government added to the woes of that ill
fated regime and hastened its defeat rather 
than protected it from Khmer Rouge take
over. 

If former President Richard M. Nixon, his 
National Security Affairs Adviser, Henry 
Kissinger, or even the Minister-Counselor for 
Political Affairs in Saigon (who writes as if 
he had a vested interest in the defense of 
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these policies) can disprove Mr. Shawcross's 
well-documented case, then we will all be 
in debt to them for such enlightenment. It 
could help us regain some of the respect and 
integrity this country lost as a result of their 
policies. 

If, on the o•ther hand, they fail to make a 
successful and convincing defense before the 
public tribunal I am proposing, they will 
stand indicted before the entire world as 
being re&ponsible for the crimes against hu
manity with which Mr. Shawcross charges 
'.;hem. 

The country can only benefit and regain 
some of the lost respect of the rest of the 
world by such an impartial and objective 
in veSJtiga ti on . 

WILLIAM M. GOLDSMITH, 
Associate Professor, American 

Studies, Brandeis University. 
WALTHAM, MASS., July 26, 1979 .• 

PSYCHOLOGY DAY 19'"19 

HON. JOHN WILLIAM WARNER 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, September 5, 1979 

• Mr. WARNER. Mr. Pr ident, April 6 
of this year marked what I believe to be 
two firsts of national significance for 
Virginia and Virginia psychologists that 
I would like to share with my colleagues. 
On that date the Honorable John Dal
ton, Governor of Virginia, issued the fol
lowing proclamation: 

Certificate of Recognition: 
By virtue of the authority vested by the 

Constitution in the Governor of the Com
monwealth of Virginia there is hereby of
fically recognized "Psychology Day 1979''. 

A century ago in Leipsig, Germany, Wil
helm Wundt opened the first laboratory for 
the study of psychology, initiating profes
sional status for the men and women who 
observe and try to understand human be
havorial problems. 

In recognition of this milestone and the 
profession it began, the Virginia Psychologi
cal Ass'Ociation has set aside April as Psy
chology Day in Virginia, and I call the mes
sage it carries to the attention of all Vir
ginians . 

I believe this is the first such proc
lamation ever issued by a Governor in 
the United States. It was made on the 
same day the Virginia Psychological As
sociation held its annual spring meeting 
with its program theme "Psychology in 
Virginia: Prospect and Retrospect." I 
further believe this made VPA the first 
body of organized psychology in the 
United States to officially celebrate the 
lOOth anniversary of the founding of 
psychology as a science. 

There follows a brief history of the 
association: 
VIRGINIA PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, 1956-

1973-PART I 
(By Frank W. Finger, VPA Historian) 

The history of the Virginia Psychological 
Association is meaningful only to the extent. 
that it is reconstructed within the broad 
conte~t of Psychology in the Commonwealth. 
Hence, this account begins with VPA's prede
cessor organization and Intertwines with the 
development of legal controls of psychologi
cal practice. 

PSYCHOLOGY SECTION, VIRGINIA ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCE 

In one sense, the history of VPA passed its 
half-century mark in 1973, the golden an-
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niversary of the Virginia Academy of Science. 
The Academy's organizing committee was in
formed by the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science that about fifty 
scientists with an interest in psychology or 
sociology resided in Virginia. Therefore the 
Section of Psychology and Education was 
established as one of the four original com
ponents of the Academy in 1923, with 18 
charter members. This union of the two dis
ciplines foreshadowed later cooperation be
tween VPA and the Virginia Association of 
School Psychologists. Over the next twelve 
years, eight meetings of the Section were 
held, with a total of 64 scientific papers re
ported. In 1934-35 the Section of Psychology 
was differentiated as a separate ent ity within 
the Academy. This act of separation, it may 
be spe.::ulated, reflected the strivings within 
the psychology of that decade for independ
ent and respected status in the scientific 
community; it may be noted that it was in 
1934 that the first Ph.D. in psychology was 
awarded in Virginia. (The first several dozen 
doctorates were limited to the experimental 
and physiological areas) . 

The scientific tradition has continued In 
the Psychology Section in the years since, 
with more than 700 papers being presented 
in the four decades prior to 1975. Among the 
topics of roundtables and Invited addresses 
in the early years were "The Concept of Per
sonality" (Professor J. F. Dashiell), "Psy
chotechnology" (Dr. John Jenkins), "The 
Future of Social Psychology" (Dr. S. H. 
Britt), and "Motivation" (Professor Clark 
Hull). The Section was accepted into affilia
tion with the American Psychological Asso
ciation in 1948. 
LEGAL CONTROL OF THE PRACTICE OF PSYCHOL

OGY: EARLY YEARS 
Prior to and during the 1944 meeting of 

the Section there had been considerable dis
cussion of the general problem of improving 
training of psychologists working in the ap
plied areas. One consequence was an aborted 
effort to establish a masters degree in clini
cal psychology at the University of Virginia. 
The principal outcome, however was the 
establishment of a special committee on 
training and standards. 

For some years prior to this time, the stat
utes of Virginia had recognized "Approved 
Mental Examiners," who were authorized to 
serve on commissions for the determination 
of feeblemindedness . The only stated quali
fication was the ability to administer "the 
Binet Simon Test or other approved mental 
tests." The Superintendent of Mental Hy
giene and Hospitals, feeling that he was un
able to judge such competence, had made 
overtures to the psychologists of the State for 
their help in such evaluation. At the same 
time, in view of the increasing demand for 
mental health services both in the military 
and on the home front, it seemed appropri
ate that some basis for additional recogni
tion and utilization of the profession be es
tablished by law. After some informal con
versations, the committee on July 9, 1945 
met at the University of Virginia with several 
other psychologists, for a discussion of stand
ards to be proposed and of legislative strate
gies to be followed. Within a month the pro
posals were approved by the membership of 
the Section and discussions were under way 
with the Virginia Neuropsychiatric Society 
and the Mental Hygiene Association. The few 
clinicians working in state agencies fortu
nately had established favorable working re
lations with the psychiatrists, and as a result 
the medical profession provided far more 
help than hindrance in the legislative effort. 
For example, the new Commissioner was the 
principal spokesman at the hearings before 
the legislative committees. Senate Bill 237 
was signed by Governor Tuck on March 26, 
1946, the first legislation in the United States 
certifying clinical psychologists. The statute 
provided that the five-person Examining 
Board be appointed by the Executive Com-
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mittee of the Section of Psychology of the· 
Virginia Academy of Science-and that point 
alone made the establishment of an inde
pendent psychological organization inevit
able. 

The first meeting of the Board (unofficial, 
since it preceded the effective date of the leg
islation by six weeks) was held on May 9, 
1948 at the John Marshall Hotel in Rich
mond. There being until 1948 no agency in 
the st ate government to support t he machin
ery of certification, the Board established 
its own operating procedures, including a $10 
examination fee (later ruled by t he Attorney 
General to be illegal , necessitating the first 
amendment, in 1950). The initial examina
tions were conducted in January 1937, and by 
1950 a total of five certificates by examina
tion, in addition to those given by grand
fathering the Approved Mental Examiners, 
had been awarded. Against the Total income 
of $50, operating expenses in the amount of 
$22 .67 were charged. 

THE NEED FOR A NEW ORGANIZATION 
The principal force leading to the estab

lishment of an autonomous organization of 
psychologists was the restriction placed upon 
the Psychology Section by virtue of its posi
tion within t he Virginia Academy of Science. 
It is true that the Section for several years 
was able to ignore the restrictions theoreti
cally placed on it by the parent body. At the 
time of its affiliation with APA, a constit u
tion providing restricted membership and an 
independent d u es structure was adopted. A 
number of professional activities were un
dertaken. The Section Newsletter and Direc
tory dated from 1943. Legislation for the 
licensing of clinical psychologists was pre
pared in 1949, and a sponsor was obtained 
for its presentation to the House of Dele
gates . While lack of coordinat ion with the 
Medical Society and Neuropsychiatric Society 
might be blamed for t his bill 's withdrawal 
from the 1950 Legislature, it was not so 
much political impotence but the Legislative 
Committee's judgment t hat licensure at that 
time would hamper the development of psy
chology, which led to the legislative quies
cence in the years immediately following. 
And yet an ultimate showdown between the 
Academy and the Section seemed inescapa
ble. The complete absence of qualifications 
for voting membership , imposed by the 
Academy, seemed to be incompatible with 
APA affiliation and posed at l east a theo
retical danger to the proper choice of Ex
amining Board members. As a last att empt 
at compromise, a draft constitution prepared 
during the winter of 1955-56 by a special 
committee , referring to a "Virginia Psycho
logical Association," for consideration to the 
Academy officers (specifically to a committee 
of one, Sidney Negus) , it was rejected un
equivocally as contrary to the Academy's 
principle of open membership. Dr. Negus 
advised forming a completely 'independent 
organization, al though he expressed the hope 
that the Section, by now about one hun
dred strong, would continue as a vigorous 
component of the Academy. 

PART II 
INCEPTION OF VPA, AND THE FIRST DECADE 

Under these circumstances, those present 
at the May 11, 1956 business meeting of the 
Sect ion could only adjourn and reconvene 
as individuals to found the Virginia Psycho
logical Association and to elect the first slate 
of officers. Recognizing the desirability of in
teraction between research-oriented acade
micians and practitioners, reflected in the 
statutory emphasis on experimental and 
physiological psychology and statistics as 
basic in the training of clinicians, it was 
agreed that the annual meeting would be 
held conjointly with VAS Psychology 
Section's. 

Appropriately enough, at the May 1957 
meeting a symposium on the functions of 
state organizations attemoted to suggest 
ways of dividing the scientific, educational, 
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and professional responsibilities between 
the two bodies. One decision, amicably made, 
transferred the affiliation with APA's Coun
cil of State Psychological Associations to 
VPA. A fall meeting of VPA was added, to 
facilitate catching-up on the backlog of 
professional concerns. The process of incor
poration was begun, and an expanded series 
of Newsletters was launched. The proposals 
for licensing legislation were resuscitated, 
with the principal uncertainty relating to 
the desirability of two-level control. 

The new organization learned, however, 
that independence and a changed name did 
not guarantee prompt success in the halls 
of the Capitol. While as early as the spring 
of 1957 the Legislative Committee agreed 
that general licensing was desirable, they be
lieved that there was too little time prior 
to the 1958 biennial General Assembly to 
mount a successful campaign. Therefore 
postponement to 1960 was ,agreed upon. 
Through an unlucky combination of circum
stances, the chairmanship of the committee 
changed three times in as many years, and 
the impetus seemed to be lost. Finally, in 
January 1962, Senate Bill 82 was introduced. 
Opposition from psychiatry, sociology, and 
psychology submasters-some expected and 
some unexpected-was sufficient to kill it in 
committee. Assurances were given that the 
constructive action of referral to the Vir
ginia Advisory Legislative Council for study 
would be forthcoming, but in the last-day 
rush in the House the bill was overlooked, 
reportedly through clerical error. Hence an
other two-year delay. 

In September 1963, a proposal which had 
been prepared by the Department of Pro
fessional and Occupational Regulation at 
the request of the Virginia Examining 
Board for Clinical Psychologists was dis
cussed with the VPA Legislative Commit
tee, and the services of the Department 
were offered for the final drrufting. In re
sponse to queries concerning the possible 
reaction by the Virginia Neuropsychiatric 
Society, it was learned by the president of 
VPA in October that the Society had, six 
months before, resolved to ask the Virginia 
Board of Medical Examiners to develop 
methods for licensing clinical psychologists. 
By now the Medical Board had framed such 
legislation, and its Secretary notified the 
VPA Legislative Committee that the Medi
cal Board could not support the VPA Legis
lation. As might have been expected, a 
stand-off resulted in the 1964 General Assem
bly, and the issue was assigned to the VALC 
for examination during 1965. 

The bill reported to the 1966 General As
sembly as the result of the VALC study was 
a compromise. A clinical psychologist was to 
be added to the Medical Board, the license 
as psychologist was to be issued by the Vir
ginia Board of Psychologists Examiners, and 
the license as clinical psychologist was to be 
issued by the Medical Board upon recommen
dation by the Board of Psychologists Exam
iners.. The last provision aroused initial VPA 
opposition, but with deletion of the proposed 
prerogative of the Medical Board to define 
clinical psychology, it was felt that on bal
ance the whole package could be supported. 
Title 54, Chapter 5.1 of the Code of Virginia 
b.ecame effective July 1, 1966, the culmina
t10n of seventeen years of effort by the psy
chologists of the State. 

Politics was not the sole preoccupation of 
the fledgling association, however. Stimulat
ing meeting programs were arranged, with 
the emphasis upon topics of mutual interest 
to research psychologists and practitioners. 
A sampling from the early years includes 
"Psychological Research in Virginia, Recent 
and Projected" and "The Improvement of 
Teaching" (1958); "The Graduate Training 
of Psychologists" and "The Implications of 
the National Defense Education Act for Psy
chologists" (1959); "Recent Research on 
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Gradients of Generalization" (1960); "Ex
perimental Analysis of Behavior of Chronic 
Ps1ychotics" and "Recent Developments in 
Physiological Psychology with Implications 
for Control of Behavior" (1961); "The con
cept of Drive", "Implications of the Joint 
Commission Report for Psychology", and 
"Applying Psychology to Space" (1962). Fi
nancial support was given the Careers Com
mittee of the Virginia Council on Health 
and Medical Care, as it had been by the 
VAS. The Committee on Education and 
Training sought ways of upgrading psycho
logical training, especially at the graduate 
level. The Committee on Ethics and Welfare 
cooperated with APA and with the Board of 
Psychologists Examiners in maintaining high 
ethical standards in the State. And the 
Membership Committee engaged in the pe
rennial task of making the Association more 
broadly representative of psychology in the 
State. 

LEGISLATION IN THE SEVENTIES 

The first odd-year session of the General 
Assembly, 1973, was marked by three pieces 
of legislation affecting psychology in Vir
ginia. The first, freedom-of-choice for health 
insurance policy-holders, was instigated by 
VPA. As more and more policies were writ
ten to include mental health coverage, it is 
not surprising that psychologists (as well as 
enlightened members of the public) felt 
that the profession should be granted inde
pendent s.tatus in this matter. The national 
move was reflected in Virginia. While some 
insurance carriers recognized the autonomy 
of properly qualified psychological practi
tioners, the Blue Cross-Blue Shield group 
was resistant. 

The American Psychological Association, 
through its Committee on Health Insurance, 
and the offshoot Council for the Advance
ment of the Psychological Professions and 
Sciences, led the push at the national level. 
In Virginia, there was briefly in 1972 reason 
to believe that the Blues would grant pay
ment for the rendering of psychological 
services without the prescription and super
vision of a physician-at least by licensed 
clinical psychologists and perhaps also by 
licensed psychologists processing the equiva
lent internship experience. The Examining 
Board, in cooperation with the VPA's ad hoc 
Insurance Committee collected a self-listing 
of various psychological specialties among 
the licensees, emphasizing adherence to the 
profession's Code of Ethics as the basic cri
terion and suggesting the one-year intern
ship or equivalent as an objective criterion 
to guide the would-be practitioner. The co
operation of the Sta.te Blues, however, broke 
down at the physician-dominated govern
ance level. It was deemP.d appropriate, then, 
to accomplish the same end by legislation. 
After a whirlwind campaign of lobbying (in 
cooperation with the opticians and optome
trists), House Bill 1412 was approved on 
March 19, 1973, presumably giving properly 
licensed psychologists the independence 
sought. 

A second piece of legislation approved, the 
brain-child of psychiatrists, gives to the 
physician the prerogative of delega.ting to 
his technical helpers the performance of 
those services which he is not qualified to 
supply. This was in response to the Examin
ing Board's insistence that the administra
tion of certain psychological tests required 
either the license or the supervision by a 
psychologist licensee, and that nothing in 
the Code of Virginia permitted a psychiatrist 
to void this requirement. 

The third legislative effort directed at 
psychology. failed, but had far-reaching 
consequents. Its background extended to the 
first months of the 1966 legislation, revolv
ing around the Examinin~ Board's difficulty 
in judging degrees in education, guidance, 
and-or personnel counseling to fulfill the 
requirement for "psychological" training. A 
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1966 applicant for licensure, holding a 
Masters degree with emphasis on guidance 
and personnel work, was denied a grand
fathered license. He most vigorously and 
persistently protested this action with at 
least one informal and two formal hearings 
before the Board, and petitions to the Courts 
for relief. Failing in those efforts, he was 
able in the succeeding sessions of the Legis
lature to have bills introduced that would 
in effect exempt him and those of like 
qualifications from the restrictions in prac
tice. 

The blll introduced in 1973 (Senate Bill 
804) would have, in the view of the Ex
amining Board and many other psychologists, 
greatly reduced the protection of the public 
from unqualified practitioners. In spite of 
vehement protestations by the Board and 
VPA, the bill passed the Senate, and failed 
in the lower chamber only by virtue of a tie 
vote in Committee. The legislators made it 
abundantly clear that unh~ss a bill was forth
coming in the next session, which would in
crease the number of persons permitted to 
render regulated service to the public, such 
an alternative as the rejected proposal would 
undoubtedly be adopted. For the first time, 
it appeared, the burden of formulating legis
lation was placed on the Examining Boa.rd, in 
addition to its responsibility of interpreting 
existing legislation. 

The Examining Board expressed its desire 
to VPA that input from the broadest segment 
of psychologists in the State be received. In 
response, an ad hoc committee was formed, 
including representa.tives of the Virginia As
sociation of School Psychologists. The com
mittee members met with the Board, among 
themselves, and with the two associations 
during their May 1973 meeting. Simultane
ously. VPA constituted an ad hoc committee 
on generic licensing, in an effort to eliminate 
the involvement of the Medical Board in the 
licensing procedure . The Examining Board 
received the consensus of these committees 
during May 1973. It was made clear at all 
times, however, that since it was upon the 
Board that the Legislature had placed the re
sponsibility, the final decision as to the de
tails of the amendments to be forwarded to 
the Capitol in the Board's name would neces
sarily be the Board's. The Board met on July 
24, 1973 with representatives Of the two asso
ciations, for discussion of the various pro
posals .e 

SENATE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
Title IV of Senate Resolution 4, agreed 

to by the Senate on February 4, 1977, 
calls for establishment of a system for 
a computerized schedule of all meetings 
and hearings of Senate committees, sub
committees, joint committees, and com
mittees of conference. This title requires 
all such committees to notify the Office 
of the Senate Daily Digest-designated 
by the Rules Committee-of the time, 
place, and purpose of all meetings, when 
scheduled, and any cancellations or 
changes in the meetings as they occur. 

As an interim procedure until the com
puterization of this information becomes 
operational, the Office of the Senate 
D":tily Digest will prepare this inf orma
tion for printing in the Extensions of 
Remarks section of the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD on Monday and Wednesday of 
each week. 

Any changes in committee scheduling 
will be indicated by placement of an 
asterisk to the left of the name of the 
unit conducting such meetings. 

Meetings scheduled for Thursday, 
September 6, 1979, may be found in the 
Daily Digest of today's RECORD. 
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MEETINGS SCHEDULED 

SEPTEMBER 7 
9:30 a..m. 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
To continue hearings to examine the 

economic regulation of the trucking 
industry focusing on the effects of 
State and Federal regulations on fuel 
consumption. 

235 Russell Building 
Environment and Public Works 
Environmental Pollution and Resource 

Protection Subcommittees 
To continue joint hearings on S. 1325, to 

provide for adequate and safe treat
ment of hazardous substances being 
released into the environment. 

4200 Dirksen Building 
10:00 a..m. 

Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 
Business meeting, to resume mark up of 

S. 932 (as passed the House) , to ex
tend through September 30, 1981, pro
visions of the Defense Production Act, 
and to begin consideration of pending 
nominations for the Board of Direc
tors of the National Consumer Co
operative Bank. 

5302 Dirksen Building 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Surface Transportation Subcommittee 

To hold hearings on S. 1492, 1286 and 
839, to provide for the maintenance 
through financial assistance of the 
Milwaukee Railroad's freight-carry
ing capacity. 

5110 Dirksen Building 
Conferees 

On S. 1030, to grant authority to the 
President to create an emergency pro
gram to conserve energy. 

S-207, Capitol 
Foreign Relations 

To continue hearings on the SALT II 
Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th Cong., 1st sess.). 

318 Rt:ssell Building 
Joint Economic Committee -

To hold hearings on the employment
unemployment situation for August. 

1202 Dirksen Building 
2:00 p.m. 

Foreign Relations 
To continue hearings on the SALT II 

Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th Cong., 1st sess.). 
318 Russell Building 

SEPTEMBER 10 
9:30 a.m. 

Judiciary 
Improvements in Judicial Machinery Sub

committee 
To hold hearings on S. 1654, to improve 

the Federal judicial machinery relat
ing to international trade in the 
United States. 

6226 Dirksen Building 
Labor and Human Resources 
Health and Scientific Research Subcom

mittee 
To hold hearings to examine the alleged 

use and misuse of the drug benzodi
azatine by the medical profession. 

4232 Dirksen Building 
10:00 a.m. 

•commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Aviation Subcommittee 

To hold hearings on S. 1581 and 1648, 
bills authorizing funds through fiscal 
year 1985 for airport development aid 
programs under the Airport Airway 
Act, 1970. 

235 Russell Building 
Energy and Natural Resouroes 

Business meeting on pending calendar 
business. 

3110 Dirksen Bullding 
Finance 

To resume consideration of H.R. 3919, 
to impose a windfall profit tax on 
domestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
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Foreign Relations 

To resume hearings on the SALT II 
Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th Cong., 1st sess.). 

318 Russell Building 
2:00 p.m. 

Foreign Relations 
To continue hearings on the SALT II 

Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th Cong., 1st sess.). 
318 Russell Building 

Select Committee on Ethics 
To hold an open business meeting. 

9:30 a.m. 

5226 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 11 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Aviation Subcommittee 

To continue hearings on S. 1581 and 
1648, bills authorizing funds through 
fiscal year 1985 for airport development 
aid programs under the Airport Airway 
Act, 1970. 

235 Russell Building 
Energy and Natural Resources 
Energy Regulation Subcommittee 

To hold hearings on S. 1684, to provide 
for the development, improvement, 
and operation of domestic refinery 
capabil1ties. 

3110 Dirksen Building 
Judiciary 

Business meeting, to consider pending 
nominations and legislation. 

2228 Dirksen Building 
10:00 a.m. 

Finance 
To continue consideration of H.R. 3919, 

to impose a windfall profit tax on 
domestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
Foreign Relations 

To continue hearings, in closed session, 
on the SALT II Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th 
Cong., 1st sess.) . 

S-116, Capitol 
Judiciary 
Criminal Justice Subcommittee 

To hold oversight hearings on the scope 
of narcotics' use and abuse in the U.S. 
and abroad, and the adequacy of pro
grams of the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration to cope with the illegal 
drug traffic. 

5110 Dirksen Building 
11 :00 a.m. 

Judiciary 
To hold hearings on proposed revisions 

to the Criminal Code. 
2228 Dirksen Building 

2:00 p.m. 
Energy and Natural Resources 

Business meeting on pending calendar 
business. 

3110 Dirksen Building 
Foreign Relations 

To continue hearings on the SALT II 
Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th Cong., 1st sess.). 

318 Russell Building 

SEPTEMBER 12 
8:00 a.m. 

Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 
Rural Development Subcommittee 

To hold oversight hearings on rural 
health care programs. 

322 Russell Building 
9:30 a.m. 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Aviation Subcommittee 

To continue hearings on S. 1581 and 1648, 
bllls authorizing funds through fiscal 
year 1985 for airport development aid 
programs under the Airport Airway 
Act, 1979. 

235 Russell Building 
10:00 a.m. 

Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 
Business meeting, to begin mark up o! 

S. 1347, to provide for the improve
ment of consumer services and to 
strengthen the ab111ty of financial 
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institutions to adjust to changing 
economic conditions. 

5302 Dirksen Building 
Energy and Natural Resources 
Energy Re·sources and Materials Production 

Subcommittee 

To hold hearings to inquire into the 
circumstances surrounding the issu
ance of noncompetitive oil and gas 
exploration leases by the Department 
of the Interior on lands belonging to 
the Fort Chaffee, Ark., military res
ervation. 

5110 Dirksen Building 

Environment and Public Works 
Business meeting on pending calendar 

business. 
4200 Dirksen Building 

Finance 
To continue consideration of H.R. 3919, 

to impose a windfall profit tax on 
domestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
Foreign Relations 

To continue hearings, in closed session, 
on the SALT II Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th 
Cong., 1st sess.). 

S-116, Capitol 
Judiciary 

To resume hearings on s . 1612, to create 
a statutory charter which defines the 
policy and intent of the investigative 
authority and responsibilities in Illat
ters under the jurisdiction of the FBI. 

2228 Dirksen Building 
Special on Aging 

To hold hearings to review plahs for an 
adequate program of assistance to 
meet the particular needs of elderly 
persons to be included in the develop
ment of a national energy plan. 

6226 Dirksen Building 
2:00 p.m. 

Judiciary 
To hold hearings on pending nomina

tions. 
2228 Dirksen Building 

SEPTEMBER 13 
9:30 a.m. 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Aviation Subcommittee 

To continue hearings on S. 1581and1648, 
b111s authorizing funds through fiscal 
year 1985 for airport development aid 
programs under the Airport Airway 
Act, 1970. 

235 Russell Building 
10:00 a.m. 

Foreign Relati<ons 
To continue hearings on the SALT II 

Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th Oong., 1st sess.). 
318 Russell Building 

Judiciary 
To resume hearings on proposed revisions 

to the Criminal Code. 
2228 Dirksen Building 

Judiciary 
Criminal Justice Subcommittee 

To resume oversight hearings on the 
scope of narcotics' use and abuse in 
the U.S. and abroad, and the adequacy 
of programs of the Drug Enforcement 
Administration to cope with the 111egal 
drug traffic. 

5110 Dirksen Building 
Special on Aging 

To continue hearings to review plans for 
an adequate program of assistance to 
meet the particular needs of elderly 
persons to be included in the develop
ment of a national energy plan. 

6226 Dirksen Building 
2:00 p .m. 

To continue hearings, in closed session, 
on the SALT II Treaty (Exec. Y., 96th 
Cong., 1st sess.). 

S-116, Capitol 
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SEPTEMBER 14 

9 :00 a .m . 
Foreign Relations 

To continue hearings on the SALT II 
Treaty (Exec. Y, 96th Cong., 1st sess.). 

318 Russell Building 
10 :00 a .m. 

Foreign Relations 
To receive testimony from Members of 

Congress on the SALT II Treaty (Exec . 
Y, 96th Cong., 1st sess.) . 

318 Russell Building 
Judiciary 

To resume hearings on S. 1612, to create 
a statutory charter which defines the 
policy and intent of the investigative 
authority and responsibilities in mat
ters under the jurisdiction of the FBI. 

2228 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 18 

9:00 a .m. 
Commerce , Science, •and Transportation 
Consumer Subcommittee 

To hold oversight hearings to examine 
the enforcement and administrative 
authority of the Federal Trade Com
mission. 

1202 Dirksen Building 
9:30 a .m. 

Labor and Human Resources 
To hold hearings on S. 1486, to exempt 

family farms and nonhazardous small 
business from the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act of 1970. 

4232 Dirksen Building 
10:00 a.m. 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Merchant Marine and Tourism Subcom

mittee 
To hold hearings on S. 1460, 14132, and 

1463, bills to facilitate and streamline 
the implementation of the regulatory 
part of U.S. maritime policy. 

235. Russell Building 
Finance 

To resume considerat ion of H.R. 3919, to 
impose a windfall profit tax on do
mestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
2:00 p.m. 

Finance 
Health Subcommittee 

To hold hearings to review the admin
istration and operation of the profes
sional standards review program. 

9 :00 a.m. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 19 

Veterans' Affairs 
To hold hearings on S. 759, to provide 

for the right of the United States to 
recover the costs of hospital nursing 
home or outpatient medical ca.re fur
nished by the Veterans' Administra
tion to veterans for non-service-con
nected disabilities to the extent that 
they have health insurance or similar 
contracts. 

5110 Dirksen Building 
9:30 a.m. 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Consumer Subcommittee 

To continue oversight hearings to ex
amine the enforcement and adminis
trative authority of the Federal Trade 
Commission. 

6226 Dirksen Building 
Labor and Human Resources 

To continue hearings on S. 1486, to 
exempt family farms and nonhazard
ous small businesses from the Occu
pational Safety and Health Act or 
1970. 

4232 Dirksen Building 
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10:00 a.m. 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 

Business meeting on pending calenaa:r 
business. 

322 Russell Building 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Merchant Marine and Tourism Subcom

mittee 
To continue hearings on S. 1480, 1462, 

and 1463, bill to facilitate and stream
line the implementation of the regu
latory part of U.S. maritime policy. 

235 Russell Building 
Finance 

To continue consideration or H.R. 3919, 
to impose a windfall profit tax on do
mestic crude oil . 

2221 Dirksen Building 
2 :00 p .m. 

Finance 
Health Subcommittee 

To continue hearings to re.view the ad
ministration and operation of the pro
fessional standards review program. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 20 

9:30 a .m. 
Governmental Affairs 
Intergovernmental Relations 

To resume oversight hearings 
scope of general revenue 
programs. 

on the 
sharing 

3302 Dirksen Building 
10:00 a .m. 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Merchant Marine and Tourism Subcom

mittee 
To continue hearings on S. 1460, 1462, 

and 1463, bills to facilitate and stream
line the implement ation of the regula
tory part of U.S. maritime policy. 

235 Russell Building 
Finance 

To continue ponsideration of H.R . 3919, 
to impose a windfall profit tax on do
mestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 21 

10:00 a.m. 
Finance 

To continue consideration of H.R . 3919, 
to impose a windfall profit tax on do
mestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 25 

10:00 a.m. 
Finance 

To resume consideration of H.R. 3919, to 
impose a windfall profit tax on do
mestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
11 :00 a.m. 

Veterans' Affairs 
To resume hearings on fiscal year 1980 

legislative recommendations for vet
erans' programs. 

5110 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 26 

10:00 a.m. 
Finance 

To continue consideration of H .R. 3919, 
to impose a windfall profit tax on 
domestic crude oil . 

2221 Dirksen Building 
SEPTEMBER 27 

9:00 a.m. 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Consumer Subcommittee 

To resume oversight hearings to ex
amine the enforcement and adminis
trative authority of the Federal Trade 
Commission. 

235 Russell Building 
10:00 a .m. 

Finance 
To continue consideration of H.R. 3919, 

to impose a windfall profit tax on 
domestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
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SEPTEMBER 28 

9:00 a .m . 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Consumer Subcommittee 

To continue oversight hearings to ex
amine the enforcement and admin
istrative authority of the Federal 
Trade Commission. 

235 Russell Building 
10:00 a.m. 

Finance 
To continue consideration of H.R. 3919, 

to impose a windfall profit tax on 
domestic crude oil. 

2221 Dirksen Building 
OCTOBER 1 

9 :30 a.m. 
Labor and Human Resources 
Handicapped Subcommittee 

To resume oversight hearings on the 
implementation of the Education for 
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 
(P.L. 94-142). 

9:30 a .m . 

4232 Dirksen Building 
OCTOBER 2 

*Veterans' Affairs 
To hold hearings on S. 1523 and H .R. 

4015, bills to provide the capability of 
maintaining health care and medical 
services for the elderly under the Vet
erans' Administration. 

457 Russell Building 
OCTOBER 3 

9:30 a .m . 
Labor and Human Resources 
Handicapped Subcommittee 

To resume oversight hearings on the im
plementation of the Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act of 1975 
(P.L. 94-142) . 

9:00 a.m. 

4232 Dirksen Building 
OCTOBER 4 

Agriculture , Nutrition, and Forestry 
Agricult ural Credit and Rural Electrifica

tion Subcommittee 
To hold hearings on S. 1465, proposed 

Farm Credit Act Amendments. 
322 Russell Building 

OCTOBER 5 
9:00 a .m . 

Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry 
Agricultural Credit and Rural Electrifica

tion Subcommittee 
To continue hearings on S. 1465, pro

posed Farm Credit Act Amendments. 
322 Russell Building 

OCTOBER 9 
9 :00 a.m. 

Agriculture , Nutrition, and Forestry 
Agricultural Credit and Rural Electrifica

tion Subcommittee 
To resume hearings on S. 1465, proposed 

Farm Credit Act Amendments. 
322 Russell Building 

OCTOBER 10 
9 :30 a .m. 

Labor and Human Resources 
Handicapped Subcommittee 

To resume oversight hearings on the im
plementation of the Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act of 1975 
(P.L. 94- 142). 

4232 Dirksen Building 
OCTOBER 17 

8 :00 a .m. 
Labor and Human Resources 
Child and Human Development Subcom

mittee 
To hold oversight hearings on the im

plementation of older American vol
unteer programs by ACTION agencies. 

4232 Dirksen Building 
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